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of getting into certain very popular exhibits.
Overall, though, both exhibitors and attendees
had asplendid, if busy, time, and we were
gratified to receive thanks for putting on this
was liked most at the Show in Vol.11 No.2
(February 1988), and in our January issue DO
will have aCES -like writeup of products on
display for those of you unfortunate enough
to not be in attendance. A second show is

crash! Thanks to all who attended; we love to
meet you, talk about music and hi-fi, and hear
directly what you think about our magazine.
On adifferent subject, I'm sure that readers
will not be surprised to learn that we at Stereopbile get hit with an astonishing amount of
pressure about our editorial content. By now
it certainly does not surprise me, though Ihave
been surprised, and a bit alarmed, by the
number of such conversations lately that begin
with discussions of lawsuits, money withheld
for advertising, or implicit threats of advertising cancellation. Rest assured that such threats
are met with cold indifference.
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Most such threats turn out to be "passion of
the moment" bluster, or due to some kind of
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however, Iwill start anew column on the last
page of the magazine, which will discuss,
among other things, all these attempts to
restrict our editorial freedom and your access
to honest evaluation of audio equipment. On
cheerier notes, Iwill also go into the valuable
insights gained in visits to manufacturers, as
well as the miscellaneous subjects Itend to
ramble on about in this column.
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THE BELT

AFFAIR
J. Gordon Holt

cfflomaga
hen Iattended Britain's Heathrow
Perna hi-fi show in September (see

these adverse charges.
Here are some of them:

full report later in his issue), Ihad
hoped to come back with big news about

• ltvo different sizes of safety pin, medium

some breakthrough cartridge or preamp or

and large, each with abolt, anut, and several

loudspeaker system. Ididn't. No, the talk of the
Perna show was something called the "Belt
Phenomenon," which may possibly be a

metal washers at its pivot point. The small one
clips to your shirt, to treat one's self. The large
one can be fastened to the carpet of an auto-

breakthrough of some kind, but then again,

mobile to "correct" the sound of its audio sys-

it may not.

tem. Iwas also told that you can attach these

Peter Belt is aperson—a likeable English-

to anything—the drapes, abed pillow, the

man, and seemingly anything but awild-eyed
crackpot, even though his grasp of basic

family cat, in order to improve anything from
the sound of your audio system to the taste of

physics seemed to be rather shaky. (I met him

your breakfast cereal.

and talked to him at some length.) But, you
see, he has this.. .
how should Iput it? ...
this
THING.

aluminum-foil squares called "Reactive Elec-

A while ago, it seems, Mr. Belt read with
alarm some articles about the growing

• A Y -square printed sheet of small, adhesive
tret Foils." You separate these and stick them
on various strategic spots in the room: the
walls, your listening seat, your record labels

evidence that overhead high-voltage power

(one side only!), the underside (important!) of

lines may pose ahealth hazard for people living near them. Extrapolating from this, he

your record player lid, around every mains

theorized that the AC wiring in all homes

and at the back of each loudspeaker grille.

sense of hearing and suppresses our ability to

radiates "adverse energy which affects our

Finally, you wrap one around the water pipe
coming into your home, but only if you don't

correctly perceive complex musical informa-

have acomputer or an electric heater.

tion," to quote from his literature. This will cer-

• A magic "Electret Brush" which polarizes
anything in the direction in which it is brushed.

tainly get the attention of nuclear paranoiacs,
who equate all radiation with gamma rays and
imbue it with supernatural powers of evil, but

fuse in the room, on your loudspeaker stands,

Wiping it the "right" way improves the sound;

not to worry. Mr. Belt has also devised a

wiping it the other way makes the sound worse.
• A 22" length of wire solder with, at both

number of arcane gadgets which purport to

ends and center, abolt/nut/washer kit like

solve the whole problem by "neutralizing"

those on the safety pins. This gadget is claimed
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Affordable Excellence.
The conrad-johnson
PV7 vacuum-tube preamplifier offers musical
accuracy elegant styling,
careful workmanship,
and reliable circuitry.
Suggested retail price
is $695.

For information write:
the c,onrad-johnson group
2800R Dori. Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581

„,

to be a"water reformer," capable of applying

plastic cable ties, ametal clip and alength of

"powerful reforming electret charges to the

wire!) to implement them?

water flowing inside apipe." (The claim is that
asingle mouthful of the treated water will
make your system sound better "immediately"

Iattended one of the listening sessions at the
Perna show, and was unable to hear any

That's better than 1can claim for gin.)

change as aresult of the devices. Ibrought
some of them home with me, and Iam still

• A vial of "Sol -Electret" fluid which allows

damned if 1can hear them doing anything at

paint-on polarization of any object. (What's

all. But then, Ididn't expect to. And maybe

the matter with the brush?) Said to be "a lyophobic colloid combining aspecial mixture

that's the key to this whole phenomenon.

of high-grade lubricating oils and billions of

sistencies in Mr. Belt's theses. First, he attributes adverse properties to the electromag-

microscopic PTFE spheres," this is to be ap-

Perhaps you've already noted some incon-

plied to your turntable platter bearing, your

netic radiations from the AC supply, which are

signal connectors, your AC plugs, the hub of

alternating in polarity, then he purports to cure

your CD player, and (I gather) anything else
that takes your fancy.

vide acountering "charge," which would have

• A syringe of the same magic fluid for treating anything you can't reach with the brush or

them by devices which are supposed to proto be DC, and would, if we take him literally,
be electrostatic rather than magnetic. He

the vial.
This guy is clearly athree-layer nutcake,

claims these radiations act upon our own

right? That's exactly what Ithought when I

equipment instead. And he claims that the ef-

first started hearing about all this. But then I
heard more. Mr. Belt, Ilearned, has been
demonstrating his devices to various audio

perceptions, but applies his treatments to the
fect of his charged "electret brush" can be
reversed by changing the direction in which
you brush it.

people, individually and in groups, and most

For aperson who claims ascientific basis for

of them were reporting that his gadgets do in

all this, Mr. Belt is disconcertingly loose with

fact improve the sound. Martin Colloms, for

his terminology.

example, and his associate Paul Crook felt that
differences could be perceived when asheet

"energy," "charge," "polarity," "electron," and

The terms

"magnetic,"

"electret" all have specific and unequivocal
meanings in physics, but Mr. Belt seems to use

of Mr. Belt's electret foil was placed under a
CD player. John Atkinson felt that he heard a

them interchangeably, as though all refer to the

difference between when an LP was "polar-

same kind of phenomenon. In fact, when I

ized" correctly and incorrectly in ademonstra-

tried to pin him down about the exact nature

tion run by the English magazine Hi -Fi Ans-

of his "adverse energy," he finally admitted he

WerS at the show. Jimmy Hughes, chief reviewer
of Hi -Fi Answers, was—despite admitted

didn't have the foggiest idea what is was, suggesting that it might even be some hitherto-

skepticism—so impressed by what he heard

undiscovered force for which we don't yet

that he extolled the virtues of the Belt devices

have aname. ,

across four pages in the October issue of the

Okay, Ican buy that. A lot of now-under-

magazine! Jimmy also demonstrated to our
own Alvin Gold much of the effects claimed

standable audio phenomena started out that

(see "Pure Gold," Von() No.6).
Now, we are not exactly talking here about
your average, inexperienced, gullible audio

way. But if you do not know the reason
something happens, it is considered extremely
unscientific—not to say ethically questionable—to fabricate an explanation for it, offer

tyro. We are talking about veteran listeners

that as incontrovertible fact, and then sell

who have built professions on their ability to

devices whose supposed effect is grounded in

hear what's going on in reproduced sound

those fabrications. This is the classic profile
of charlatanism, and while Iwould not be so

and, presumably, ignore what isn't. Could all
have been conned into hearing what was not

bold (or so unconcerned about libel suits) as

there? Or is there something to Mr. Belt's far-

to assert flatly that Mr. Belt is afraud, Iwill not

out ideas, and the absurd devices he sells for

hesitate to say that Ifind his teachings highly

outrageous prices ($28 for an Electret Foil

redolent thereof.

sheet, $1250 for a"polarizer," only to be sold
to dealers, consisting of a 9V battery, two

IPrrhare ',oda could have Nhed.i
long. long ago.
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The affordable
new hybrid
from Audio Research

Its no secret that the Audio
Research SP11 hybrid preamplifier
has secured its reputation in esoteric
music systems around the world.
Now, Audio Research introduces
some of the SP11's acclaimed hybrid
technology in asimpler, less costly
format.
The new SP9 hybrid preamplifier
combines the essential controls and
pure musicality listeners want most,
with the robust construction Audio
Research is noted for. Using just two
6DJ8 vacuum tubes and proprietary
FET-based circuitry, the SP9 provides
more than enough gain (66 dB) for
popular moderate-to-high output
moving coil phono cartridges (loading
may be set internally). High-level
circuits have been optimized for
overload-proof reproduction from
compact discs. Two tape inputs /
outputs, plus automatic /manual
muting, add convenience and
protection.
HIGH DEFINITION' MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

With phono noise (IHF weighted)
measuring 72 dB below a1mV input,
the SP9 allows music to bloom
dynamically from anear-silent
background. Staging is broad and
deep, with focus of individual voices
both palpable and rock-steady. In the
end, the new SP9 is true to its
heritage: it sets surprising new
standards of musical accuracy at its
price — and invites comparison with
the most expensive competitors.
Audition the SP9 soon at your
nearest Audio Research dealer.
Abbreviated Specifications
GAIN: Phono, 66 dB (RIM ± .25dB).
NOISE: Phono, IHF weighted 72 dB below
1mV input.
DISTORTION: < .01% at 2V RMS output
10 Hz to 30 kHz.
DIMENSIONS: 19"W x5.25"H x10.25"D.
26 lbs. shipping weight.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

So why not just dismiss the whole business
out of hand? Because there is apossibility that,

they have certainly not been the result of "con-

as unlikely as it seems, Mr. Belt might actually

enough.) It is important to bear in mind that

be on to something.
There is no question that our homes are

such as those for slewing-induced distortion

bathed in arelentless effulgence of electromagnetic energy from the AC wiring. If you
doubt this, just insert ametal nail into any

trolled" tests. ("Would we lie?" is not good
the relatively new objective measurements,
and in-band phase shift, have gained scientific
respectability only because it is obvious that
they do indeed quantify objective imperfections in components, not because anyone has

unused (but switched-in) line input to your
preamp and touch it with afinger. The loud

ever proven that what they quantify is actually

hum you will hear is from AC energy that is

audible.

being picked up by your body. But is that

It is alot easier, though, for even ahardnosed scientist to accept the possibility that

energy strong enough to have any adverse on
anything, as does (apparently) the similar but

interconnects affect sound than it will be for

much more powerful radiation from ahigh-

him to buy Mr. Belt's scenario, particularly on

voltage power line? To date, Mr. Belt is alone

the sole basis of its untidy logic, its ques-

in suggesting that it might be. But then, if it is

tionable assumptions, and its lack of "controlled

electromagnetic radiations we are concerned
with, it is something of which science has a

test results." There is not even any way of
objectively testing Mr. Belt's devices to see if

pretty thorough understanding. There are

in fact they are "charged" with anything at all,

recognized ways of protecting against these,

because we don't know what we are trying to

but Mr. Belt's palliative "solutions" are not

measure for. (I was able to verify that the Reac-

among them.

tive Electret Foils have none of the electrostatic

Maybe, then, we are dealing with acompletely new form of energy, unknown to

charge by which we normally define an electret.) \X/e are, thus, in aposition where we must

science, which adversely affects our sensory

simply take Mr. Belt's word that a 39-cent

perceptions. That is remotely possible. A

plastic brush tipped with what appears to be

number of times, even in audio, the so-called

camel hair has been somehow imbued with

"healthy skepticism" of the scientific establish-

qualities which make it worth $86. Somehow,

ment about things which don't "fit the pattern" has been proven to be wrongheaded.

that makes me uncomfortable. There may indeed be something to all this, but Ihave agut

(This has occurred much less often than some

feeling that it's utter nonsense.

of us would like to believe. Make alist of in-

How, then, can Iexplain the number of nor-

stances you can document.) In fact, the scien-

mally rational people who report that, dam -

tific method has sometimes served high-end

mit, these gadgets do improve reproduced

audio very poorly. That method of investigation demands so-called controlled conditions

sound? Isubmit that the reason is because of
another kind of potent although unmeasurable

of testing, which means among other things

energy source: that of suggestion.

that people who claim to hear certain unmeasurable things must be able to prove they

Differences among the best high-end components are becoming so small that it is in-

hear them. Fair enough, but such proof has

creasingly hard for aself-professed golden ear,

been extremely difficult to come by.
The perceptual psychológists' favorite

let alone aprofessional reviewer, to hear describable differences. Those who work at it

research

double-blind A/B test—just doesn't seem to

can still come up with something to talk about,
but we are all working these days at the very

work in audio, except when the perceived dif-

limits of human perception, where the detec-

tool—the

carefully

controlled

ferences are so great that A/B comparisons

tion of tiny differences is often more amatter

aren't necessary anyway. No one seems sure
why. The consistency of independent reac-

of feeling—of responding to the sound at an

tions to the sound of components is still the

of observation. There is atendency to reach
out toward what we are hearing, meticulously

only "hard" evidence we can muster to

emotional rather than analytical level—than

counter accusations of mysticism or outright

winnowing every aural cue that we can hang

charlatanism in subjective audio, but no one

an adjective on. And at this point, the question

has kept arecord of such correlations, and

of what is areal perception or an imaginary
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one becomes significant.
Psychological tests in other areas of human

tion that abelief should have at least some ob-

perception—vision, touch, taste, smell—have
proven how unreliable they are, and how

minded," which has become anew epithet. In
order to avoid that dread appellation, we are

much they can be influenced by expectation

expected to pretend to be open to the possi-

or suggestion. There's no reason to believe
aural perception is the sole exception to this.

jective support is scorned as being "closed-

bility that today's flight of technofantasy may

Iam sure this is why so many audiophiles still

prove to be tomorrow's truth, no matter how
unlikely. Well, Idon't buy that.

hear brashness and stridency in Japanese audio
products five years after nearly all of them

even in metaphysics. But Iwill modestly assert

ceased to sound that way.

Ido not have adegree in physics, or EE, or
that Ihave aconceptual grasp of the first two

For self-styled golden ears to be claiming,

which exceeds that of many of the people

and trying, to be "objective" is to deny reality,
because perception is not like instrumentation.

who design the equipment we review in this
magazine. It is this conceptual picture, more

Everything we perceive is filtered through a

than anything else, which is defaced by Mr.

judgmental process which embodies all of our

Belt's views and the gadgets which they have

previous related experiences, and the resulting

spawned. In short, it is my firm belief that their

judgment is as much beyond conscious con-

beneficial effects, when such are observed, are

trol as apreference for chocolate over vanilla.
We cannot will ourselves to feel what we do

not on the perceptual faculties of the listener,
but on his suggestibility.

not feel. Thus, when perceptions are so in-

There's nothing necessarily bad about that,

distinct as to be wide open to interpretation,

or even surprising. The expression "mind over

we will tend to perceive what we want to

matter" is no mere platitude, particularly when

perceive or expect to perceive or have been

the matter is one's own person. Mental attitude

told that we should perceive. This, Ibelieve,
explains the reports that Peter Belt's devices

has been demonstrated time and again to have
an immense influence on the physical healing

work as claimed.

process, and to those of us who don't believe

Perhaps what bothers me so much about

in miracles, provides the only acceptable ex-

the Belt affair is the alacrity with which sup-

planation for the dramatic cures which have

posedly rational, technically savvy individuals

often been attributed to "faith healing." 2 So if

have accepted, on the basis of subjective
observation alone, something which all their

you can convince yourself that Mr. Belt's
devices do what he claims they do, then by all

scientific and journalistic background should

means, buy them and enjoy. You'll be in good

tell them warrants agreat deal of skepticism.

company. But if you wish to preserve an im-

But then, perhaps Ishouldn't be that surprised.
Despite heroic efforts to educate our pop-

age of rationality, you'd better not tell any
scientist friends what you paid for them.

ulation, the US (and, apparently, the UK) has

But there's something else that bothers me

been graduating scientific illiterates for more

about all this. Considering the level of scien-

than 40 years. And where knowledge ends,

tific literacy here and in Britain, Iwonder how

superstition begins. Without any concepts of

many people who do live right under high-

how scientific knowledge is gleaned from in-

voltage power lines, and actually may be in

tuition, hypothesis, and meticulous investiga-

personal jeopardy from the intense magnetic
field, will buy and use the Peter Belt devices

tion, or what it accepts today as truth, anything is possible Without the anchor of science,

and assume from then on that they're safe. For

we are free to drift from one idea to another,

this reason if no other, Ifell it is necessary that

accepting or "keeping an open mind about"

he either spell out in his literature what they

as many outrageous tenets as did the "super-

do and do not do, or admit that he doesn't real-

stitious natives" we used to scorn 50 years

ly know.

ago. (We still do, but it's unfashionable to
admit it.) Many of our beliefs are based on

about these audio placebos, write to PWB

(If, despite all this, you want further details

nothing more than avery questionable per-

Electronics, 18 Pasture Crescent, Leeds LS7

sonal conviction that, because something

4QS, England.)

should be true, then it must be. (Traditional
religion is the best example of this.) The noStereophile, December 1987

2On religious television, most of them are outright fraud.
When pinned to the wall about it, they call it "theater."
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The only people capable of showing
The ES Series: The next step in digital
Most important of all, the
audio, from the creator of the compact
705ESD has adirect digital
disc.
Sony has been the leader in both
output stage for the digital
professional and home digital
needs of tomorrow
audio for over adecade. With
Direct Digital Output:
such breakthroughs as PCM
A Sony first that connects
processors, Compact Disc Players
the present to the future.
and Digital Audio Tape recorders.
In 1985, Sony pioneered
Now, the Sony ES engineers, adedicated
the concept of processing
group who are above the compromise
data through an outboard
between technology, convenience and price,
D/A converter, to avoid the normal restrichave created the
tions imposed by
ES Series.
chassis size, signal
Each component
path integration and
in the ES Series repreheat degradation.
sents an ES engineer's
Now, any digital
dream. Once you've
music source can be
heard them, you'll
reproduced with
The Sony 705ESD CD Player: 4X oversampling
want to own them.
more depth, detail and
digital filter; 16-bit dua ID/A converters;
imaging than ever before.
The CDP-705ESD: A
deglitcher stage; Unilin ear Converter 'master
clock'; linear phase flit ers; Error Prediction
The TA-E77ESD: The
new benchmark in aseries
Logic; aspheric optical lens; Linear Motor
future of digital signal
of reference standard

ES

Compact Disc Players.

tracking; low-resonance G-Chassis; dual
power transformers; Optical Transfer stage;
digital output.

Like all the new Sony ES
Series CD players, the 705ESD offers 4X oversampling and full 16-bit, dual D/A converters.
But as an ES Digital component, the
705ESD must provide even more.
Such as special waveform shift circuits that
avoid crossover and notch distortion at low
voltage levels for superb linearity.
Or an advanced digital-to-analog
converter deglitcher that improves music
resolution at all listening levels.

processing.
The TA-E77ESD Preamplifier provides three digital inputs for direct
interfacing with both current and future
digital components, plus
decoding at three different
sampling rates. It also has a
digital processing loop for
high-quality recording.
The 4X oversampling, 16bit, dual D/A converters are
totally shielded in acopper subchassis that prevents spurious

Now until December 31. 19137, buy any Sony ES CD player and get aspecial Telirc/Sony CD sampler free. See your Sony ES dealer for details.

you the future of digital audio just did.
noise from affecting
the analog circuits.
Direct coupling of
the D/A converter
simplifies the signal
path and minimizes
internal interference.
The TA-E77ESD includes
many features that are difficult
to find on other preamplifiers
at any price.
Even aprogrammable
infrared Remote Commanders
that controls any brand of
audio and video component
with infrared operation.
The TA-N77ES:
A power amplifier
worthy of the Sony
ES name.
Even the most
advanced components
require superior amplifier performance. The
TA-N77ES delivers 200
watts of continuous power

The Sony TA-E77ESD Preamplifier: Decodes
32kHz/44.1kHz/48kHz sampling rates;
3digital input stages; digital output stage;
digital processing loop; 4X oversampling
digital filter; 16-bit dual D/A converters;
copper-shielded subchassis; direct-coupled
D/A stage; low-resonance G-Chassis;
source/direct switching; high-grade relay
switches; full complement of audio and
video inputs, including high-resolution
(S-video) input/output terminals; separate
audio/video signal paths; REC OUT selector.

The Sony TA-N77ES Amplifier: 200 watts
per channel, both channels driven into 8
ohms; 270 watts per channel, into 4ohms;
Spontaneous Twin Drive (STD) design; 520
VA power transformer; non-conductive,

The ES Series:
Proof positive that
Sony is still
the leader in
digital audio.
When the ES
engineers created the ES
Series, they had permanence
in mind. These components
will please their owners for
years to come.
All ES components, including our integrated amplifiers,
tuners, cassette decks and
digital processors, are
designed with meticulous detail and built
with extreme care.
That's why Sony
backs each ES component with athreeyear parts and labor
limited warranty.
The ES Series
components are now available
at exclusive, authorized Sony
ES dealerships nationwide.
So visit one today.
T
o fi ndyour nearest
dea l
er.

per channel into 8ohms and
has the operating stability to
deliver 660 watts of dynamic
low-resonance G-Chassis; high-current,
non-switching discrete output stage.
power into a1ohm load.
A Spontaneous Twin Drive
call 1-201-930-7156 (M-F, 8-5, EST).
design with separate voltage and current
Once you've seen ES, you'll know you've
stages helps reduce cross-interference. And
seen the components of the future.
the oversized power transformer and highcurrent non-switching discrete output stage
provide additional power on demand.

ES Series SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO

C1987 Sony Corporation of America

Sony. The Leader in Digital Audio. and Remote Commander are trademarks of Sony

© 1987 Museatex

The Meitner ST 50 amplifier
and PA 6pre-amplifier.
Musical. Transparent.
Powerful.
Together they promise flawless
music reproduction.
A Total System Approach:
Meitner Electronics, CD Players,
the AT 2Turntable and
Museatex Accessories.
Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-6661.

MUSEATEX

LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, a significant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Happy

renewing again. Still, wishing hope to you.
Michael Gardner

Editor:
Ifirst subscribed to Stereophile in 1963 (or was
it 1962?). Congratulations on your new month-

St. Peter, MI

ly publication schedule. ..
afar cry from the

Thanks for the entertainment

early days of struggling to get the next issue

Editor:

out!
Is it possible that in future issues of Stereopbile, all advertising be located in its own sec-

good entertainment. We learn by controversy

tion at the back of the magazine? This would

Ijust dropped this note to say thanks for the
and by looking, or, Ishould say, listening

greatly enhance my enjoyment (and Iwould

for ourselves. Iam adealer, Isell audio equipment, and Ilove to have aperson who reads

still look at the ads).

Stereophile come in. They are not looking for

J. D. Griggs
Volcano, HI

high-end or high-priced anything, just better
sound for them, and the reading they do in

Unhappy

your publication helps us all, with awide view

Editor:
Effective immediately, please cancel my sub-

for the person who is the end user, and new
and young readers.

scription to Stereophile. Ihave become very

Pro/con? "A bunch of charlatans"? Ifeel that

unhappy with its content over the past few
issues.
Mark Eddy

the letters to you, answers from you, and
manufacturers' comments could be a little

Herkimer, NY

more formal, or at least include less namecalling. As for the Carver vs Stereopbile

Less unhappy

challenge, why don't BC and JA get together

Editor:

for adrink and dinner and get back on track?

Here's my subscription extension for one year.

You should accept Carver's ads, he should ac-

It would be longer but for the following

cept your editorial content. Ifeel that the

reasons:
• You dislike equipment that The Absolute
Sound likes and vice versa. Don't become an

that this is adirect result of your efforts and
writings and of the original "Carver Challenge."

audio comic book.
• Your reviews of products read like alist who

same way. Is the improved 1.0t perfect? No, but

advertises in your magazine.

it is very good at its price. So why not let both

• You don't come right out and say "this product is better than that." Idon't get abasis of

sides win?

what to go on. You brag everything up and

important, and controversy leads the way. Let's

Carver 1.0t is agood amp at its price point, and

Iwould add that most people Iknow feel the

Ithink that the future of improvements is

nothing down.

have more Carver ads, more controversy, and

• You get your equipment from the manufac-

editorial content as you see fit.

turer. Get it from astore in stock or through

E. F. Baxter

afriend and not under Stereophile's name.
How I'm treated by the company and the

Atlanta, GA

equipment Iget will be quite different from

AHC's current kick

what you get using your name. Try it—you
might not like it.

Editor:
Anthony H. Cordesman seemed to have been

• How about some serial numbers and/or

on a current kick of loving everything he

dates of manufacture in your equipment
reports?

ucts that compete with the state of the art for

Ihope to see some changes or Ican't see

afraction of the price. If this had continued,
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Model 2.5 Fi (above)
automatic record cleaner
and cd -1 motorized cd cleaner

"Thanks to Nitty Gritty, every music lover
can get the best sound from his records"
(and compact discs, too)

S

osays James Jarvis of the SENSIBLE
SOUND. And Bert Whyte of AUDIO,
Tony Cordesman of STEREOPH ILE,
Julian Hirsch of STEREO REVIEW, Enid
Lumley of INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW,
Michel Prin of SON HI FI, Al Fasoldt of FANFARE, and Jack Philpot of AUDIO AMATEUR
all agree: there is no other record or compact
disc cleaning system that is equal to those
made by Nitty Gritty Record Care Products of
California.
Why do these independent audio critics feel
so strongly? Because cleaning systems made
by Nitty Gritty get records and compact discs
100% clean. Free of dust, grease and static
electricity. Microscopically clean. Perfectly
clean.
Have you ever listened to aclean record?
Records that have been cleaned by aNitty
Gritty sound more like live music. They have
extended high frequency response, improved
imaging, more acoustical space, and less
noise.
The effectiveness of the Nitty Gritty record
cleaning system is due to its superior design.
The record cleaning system employs apowerful vacuum and apure cleaning fluid. The Nitty
Gritty cleaning fluid dissolves dust, and
grease, neutralizes static charge, and then is

suctioned immediately off, leaving apurified
record. Perfectly prepared for play.
"Any record in one's collection, old or new,
audiophile or not, will benefit greatly with a
(Nitty Gritty) cleaning." Jarvis says, "I believe
that anyone considering upgrading his system
in any way should first obtain one of these
record cleaning machines. Only then will he
be aware of what he might be missing in the
music, or of what his current system is really
capable of in terms of music reproduction."
Digital gets a wash, too.
The CD-1 is the first motorized CD cleaner.
It uses bi-directional rotation to safely and
surely clean acompact disc. Bert Whyte said,
"Nitty Gritty has come up with aCD cleaning
machine that is unquestionably the easiest to
use as well as the most efficient and effective
method of ensuring pristine CD playing
surfaces."
A full-line brochure, full reprints of test reports, alist of retail prices, and alist of dealers
are available to you. Write or call for an immediate packet of ear-opening information.
Nitty Gritty Record Care Products
4650 Arrow Highway, #F4
Montclair, California 91763
(714) 625-5525

Stereopbile would have been looked on as

US, with value judgments reflecting the US

nothing more than entertainment, rather than

price. Regarding the facts of the supposed

presenting factual reports on audio equipment.
Mark Goldman

"Ken Kessler endorsement of Apogee" advertisement that appeared in HFNIRR, see Alvin

Miami, FL

Gold's "Pure Gold" column in Vold° No.8.
And Tony Cordesman's writings will still be

With regret

appearing in Audio magazine.

—JA

Editor:
Iwas extremely sorry to read in the September

Thanks for solid-core

1987 issue of Stereophile of the staff changes.

Editor:

It's not bad enough that you have lost Anthony

Ihave been following the letters and articles

H. Cordesman, by far the most entertaining of

on solid-core wire (Val() Nos.4 & 6) very

your writers, but by way of consolation you

carefully, and Idecided to try it myself. Ihad

also tell us that Martin Colloms, Ken Kessler,

been using 16-gauge stranded zip cord be-

Christopher Breunig, and Lewis Lipnick are

tween my 225Wpc amplifier and apair each of

fully on board.

DCM Time Window lAs and subwoofers. I

The addition of Colloms and Kessler
represents a continuation of the creeping

purchased an 80 ft. roll of 20-gauge solid-core

Anglicization of Stereopbile. (I know, by the
way, that Kessler is an American expatriate). I

sum of $2.19.

have nothing against English writers, or

unbelievable. As someone else mentioned, it's

English stereo equipment, for that matter—I

like acurtain had been lifted from in front of

read Hi-Fi Answers every month—but the fact

the speakers. The improvement in clarity and
detail is letting me hear things in the record-

is that, as an American living in America, I

hookup wire from Radio Shack for the grand
Well, let me tell you! The difference is

want to read about American equipment,

ings I've never heard before. The soundstage

which on aprice/performance basis is generally (not always, but generally) much more

is vastly improved, particularly in regard to
depth. Ihave not noticed any less bass as some

competitive than equivalent English equipment. Maybe you'll have Kessler and Colloms

of your readers mentioned.
If Inever get anything else out of your

review primarily American and/or affordable
English equipment; if so, fine.

pen), the solid-core articles have been worth

Stylistically, Ihave no problems with Colloms and Kessler (although Isometimes find
Colloms's articles too dry and about athird

magazine (highly unlikely that that would hapevery penny of each year's subscription. Many
thanks!
Allan Fetherolf
Springfield, OH

overlong). Lipnick is another story: the guy is
pedantic and tiresome to read.
Are you guys going to hire anyone to cover

Multistrand problems?
Editor:

popular music? Ihave yet to find apublication

By now, you are probably tired of receiving

that really helps sort out the trash from the

mail dealing with the controversy over solid-

good stuff, although Michael Fremer at TAS is

core vs multistrand cables, but I'm still not sure

doing agreat job on the older material.

Iunderstand the logic behind the design of the

Finally, is it true that Kessler appears in UK
ads for Apogee?

multistrand types. Irealize that in such cables,
each of the conductor gauges is optimized to

Best of luck on your new monthly format.

pass aspecific band of frequencies, but what

And please say hello to Tony for those of us
that will miss his contributions.

keeps the high frequencies out of the larger
conductors and the low frequencies out of the

Staunchly yours,

Mike Gifford

smaller-diameter ones?

Jackson Heights, NY

It seems to me that using amultistrand cable

es, Martin Colloms and Ken Kessler are based

is somewhat analogous to operating athreeway loudspeaker without acrossover and hop-

in the UK, but we take care that the equipment

ing that because the drivers are physically

they review in Stereophile as with MC's report
on the Audio Research M300 in this issue, is

bandwidth-limited, there will be no audible

representative of what can be obtained in the

gauges will only partially attenuate "out-of-
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effects on the sound. As the various wire
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WHEN YOL
SEE THIS...
You are visiting astore that

cares about your music.

All 12 LIVLWIRE•cables follow a
consistent design philosophy, they
are designed to be neutral and
musically honest. One design goal
is never pursued at the expense
of other priorities. For example,
we respect the advantages that
‘w0 \11110ffi
can be gained from "solid core"
cable. We experimented with
many such designs in 1980 and
have learned from them but
we have not allowed that design
approach to blind us to other
equally important aspects of
cable design.
We have very carefully
considered: metal purity,
dielectric (insulation)
material, mechanical stability,
strand size, insulated strands,
number of strands, variable
size stranding, electrical and
magnetic interaction between strands, skin effect,
conductor size, conductor geometry,
the relationship between the conductors and price. The
results of this research are audible.
All the UVLWIRE -cables are high value products that have been
carefully engineered to let your music through as cleanly as possible.

a

oudioquest

product, that bring your system to lif.!'

R O. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672, USA
Tel: 714-240-0604
FAX: 714-240-0791
¡lx: 4932012
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band" frequencies, it seems to me that the
signal could be more time-smeared by the complex design of cable than by the simple one.
Kenneth Beers Jr.
Tremont City, 01-1

to the outer border of the wire itself, which
then becomes the skin. Even if the strands
were insulated, induction could still cause
migration of current to the outer boundary of
the wire. The effect of using many small
strands of wire to reduce resistance (Litz wire)

But is it all mere speculation?

is therefore questionable. What is needed is

Editor:

some experimental data supporting the con-

Havinvead Alvin Gold's article on solid-core
speakeecee in Vol.10 No.4, Iam motivated

cept of skin effect and the effects of Litz wire.
Maybe Stereophile has some other theory

to make somè comments. AG discusses many

to explain how the type of cable could affect

theories in his article that might account for

the sound. If so, Iwould be interested to hear

differences in the sound of speakers using

it. However, any meaningful theory must be

various types of cable, but presents no ex-

based on known and accepted concepts or
ideas (which could be defined operationally),

perimental data to support the validity of any
eral) of highly subjective (biased) listening tests.

preferably those that have asound experimental basis. A good example of the antithesis of

Next, he claims that there is some palatable
(?) explanation for the discrepancy between

Wrapkedzx turntable can extract more infor-

of those theories, except for the results (in gen-

this

is

the

following

statement:

"The

the earlier belief in the use of large-diameter

mation from the record than any other turn-

stranded cable and the newer belief in the use
of small-diameter solid cable. He then goes on

table." Since we have no idea what "informa-

to present that new theory, but again offers no

and since the turntable itself does not extract

experimental data to support it.
The only objective data Iam familiar with

almost meaningless. It is much more mean-

tion" is (we listen to music, not information),
anything from the record, the statement is

regarding the effects of speaker cable on the

ingful to use accepted terminology such as:

sound of speakers suggests that using cable
that is too small (eg, 18AWG or smaller) will

and other spurious noise than any other turn-

adversely affect the sound; just what one

table. Therefore, the reproduced sound will

might expect. This seems due to the two effects of resistance: wasting power going to the

have abetter signal/noise ratio."
Without objective data, your or anyone

speakers, and the reduction in damping fac-

else's theories are mere speculations with little

tor. The only other effects acable might have
on the sound would be due to reactive com-

or no validity. In other words, there could be
100 other people who could devise equally

ponents (inductance and capacitance), with

palatable theories regarding the difference in

"skin effect" aquestionable concept. However,

cable types. How do you decide which

even when reactive components are signifi-

palatable explanation is correct—with logic?

cant, they are usually smaller than the reactive

If you say yes, then you have alot to learn.

components of even the most passive speaker.

Ithink that one of AG's speculations was
close to being correct: everyone who has

Certainly they are far smaller than the reactive
components of most speakers.
The term "skin effect" is frequently men-

"The Wrapkedzx turntable has lower rumble

heard the differences between cables and
opted

for audiophile models

has been

tioned in respect to speaker and other inter-

mistaken, deaf, or suggestible. Frankly, the

connect cables, but is not mentioned in any

evidence suggests that any high-quality low-

references on electronics that Ican find. It is
well known that electron-electron repulsion

impedance cable will do nicely (even 16AWG
lamp cord for short runs), and that many of the

leads to migration of free electrons to the outer

extremely expensive audiophile cables are an

boundary of awire. The "skin effect" theory

extravagant waste of money.

suggests using alarge number of small-diameter wires to increase the "skin area" of a

The theories in AG's article are easy enough
to check out. The electrical characteristics of

wire, thereby reducing resistance, especially
at high frequencies. However, since the in-

wire are easily measured. Simply measure the
impedance of the wire across the frequency

dividual strands of wire are not insulated, there

spectrum from DC to 30kHz (or even 50kHz).

is nothing to prevent electrons from migrating

Compare the results of various types of cables,
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MONITOR
AUDIO

r
- .With

discerning appreciation for the
experience of good listening, music lovers in
18 countries have demanded Monitor Audio
loudspeakers for excellence in engineering
.and esthetics in sound and form.
•
Monitor Audio has earned its enviable
reputation as one of the world's premier
creators of audio loudspeakers with accolades
such as the 1987 Loudspeaker of the Year
Award.*
Manufactured in England and designed to
reproduce the stunning reality of compact
disc and digital recordings, Monitor
Audio loudspeakers employ the world's most
advanced metaldome tweeter technology
matched to closely toleranced components.
Cabinets are finished in the finest realwood veneers, among them meogany. oak,
walnut, rosewood, teak and the uniquely
stunning Kenya Black.
"Best Buy -- recommendations show
Monitor Audio to have the added virtue of
value for money
Audition the entire line for its breathtaking
accuracy, wide dynamic range and
evil»
unparalleled clarity
— Speaking volumes for an audiophile's
pride of possession since 1972, Monitor
Audio loudspeakers are asuperior
sound system's voice.

e

F

•Model R352, 'best loudspeaker'
What Hi-Fi 7Awards 1987
" Hi -Fi Choice 1986/87
"Best Buy" Awards

Symbol of quality

Made in England

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS, PLEASE CONTACT .
In Canada: 1755 Plummer Street, Unit 20,

IFÇEVRO

ELECTRONICS INC.

Pickering, Ontario L1W 3S1 Tel (416)831-4741

In U.S.A.: P0Box 01355 Buffalo NY 14205 Tel (416) 831-4741

including solid-core small-diameter and

arguments/theories as you can get. Objective

stranded large-diameter types. Now, how

data here means data collected while minimiz-

significant are these variables compared to the
impedance of the speaker and amplifier? More

ing uncontrolled variables such as listener bias,
and discriminating euphonic from noxious

importantly, does small-diameter solid cable

forms of distortion. The first can best be ac-

consistently have lower impedance across the

complished with experimental control (eg,

frequency spectrum

blind and double-blind tests), and the second

than large-diameter

stranded wire? What about the reverse?

with supplemental objective measurements.

Let's say for the sake of argument that they
are significant with either or both types. How

It cannot be accomplished by simply asking
the listener about his biases and then asking

do you know which cable will provide the

alistener what sounds best.

most accurate sound? Euphonic distortion

Making up new theories to explain obser-

might make one cable sound "better" than

vations is fun and self-serving, but without

another, leading to misleading results in listen-

rigorous experimental data, it does little to

ing tests. Then the question is: are audiophilegrade components supposed to add various

bring us closer to an understanding of what is

types of euphonic distortion to "improve" the

most accurate. Unfortunately, "audiophiles"
and writers in various audio publications con-

sound? If one uses only highly subjective
listening tests to evaluate acomponent, then

theories, while claiming to substantiate them

both listener bias and the presence of

with subjective (highly biased) listening tests.

euphonic distortion could lead to results suggesting that one component is better than

What consumers need is useful information
that will lead to the purchase of good-sound-

tinue to conjure up plenty of unsupported

another, but such subjective listening tests are

ing equipment at reasonable prices. Instead,

unlikely to say anything about the accuracy
of the component.

we are led into asyndrome of constant upgrades with expensive equipment that is fre-

Obviously, the cable that would provide the

quently over-engineered (the more elaborate

most accurate sound would have the lowest
impedance across the frequency spectrum.

circuits do not provide audible benefits) and
overpriced. This is only fun for those with

Such acable would be able to "distort" the

plenty of money to spend; it is clearly an im-

signal less than other types with ahigher im-

practical hobby for most people.

pedance. However, the greatest distortion

The solution is to back up your theories

would occur when impedance varies signifi-

with rigorous experimental data. Consequent-

cantly across the frequency band as aresult
of relatively large reactive components.

ly, you must learn how to design and carry out

Ihave not said anything about whether any

carried out in virtually all hi-fi magazines are

measurable differences in cable types would
lead to audible differences in the sound. This

almost worthless due to bias and the possible

would depend on many factors, such as the

abandoned if we are ever to learn what is most
accurate.
Chuck Butler
Kalamazoo, MI

contribution of the cable impedance vs the
amplifier and speaker impedance, and the
distortion produced by the cable in relation
to the distortion produced by all the other

good experiments. The casual listening tests

presence of euphonic distortion, and must be

Opinions or ultimate truth?

components in the chain. It should be noted

Editor:

that distortion produced by other components
in the chain could easily mask any distortion

Since the beginning of my evolution from hi-fi
enthusiast to audiophile afew years ago, I've

produced by the cable The only way to isolate

spent numerous hours of intensive auditioning

the sound of the cable, assuming it has a

and evaluating, listening to knowledgeable,

sound, is with highly controlled double-blind
listening tests. Even then, the effects might be

opinionated salespeople, and sifting through

different depending on the associated equip-

concerns me in all this is the tremendously
persuasive omnipotence stereo equipment
reviewers, especially those associated with

ment being used.
We are left with the subjective vs objective

aplethora of stereo equipment reviews. What

question. If it is accuracy you're after, then you

high-end "bibles" like Stereophile, can have

need as much objective data to support your

on eventual purchase decisions. Simple, in-
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DIVA
The Next Step

APOGEE ACOUSTICS
35 York Ave.
Randolph, MA 02368

Audition this acclaimed
loudspeaker at your
nearest high end dealer.

(617) 963-0124
Telex 928121
APOGEE RAND.

r1POGEE r1COUSTICS, INC.

elusive opinions such as "it equals any CD

quality and reliability. After all, isn't that what

player Ihave heard in overall sound quality

really matters? Hey, if amovie reviewer gives
afilm three stars and Idon't like it, Iget up and

regardless of price," have the power to take
precedence over hours of personal auditioning
of competitive products whose sonic qualities

leave.
Robert Schanilec
Walnut Creek, CA

may equal or actually appeal to agreater majority of the audiophile market and those in
the business of selling quality stereo equipment.
Then there are those ever-popular ratings.

Prices please
Editor:

The "Recommended Components" feature

While Stereophile's regular "Recommended

(Vol.10 No.8), for instance, should only be sig-

Components" feature (Vol.10 No.8) is useful

nificant as apoint of reference. The "class"

and interesting, it is incomplete. It would be
appreciated by this reader and, Iam certain,

ratings should serve merely as opinions, subject to individual auditioning and evaluation.
Unfortunately, because these "ratings" appear
in amagazine like Stereophile, they may be

others, if you included the current retail price
of every component. Irealize that that information is available in the original review and

very influential in the decision-making pro-

elsewhere, but it would be handy to have the

cess of many future purchases. For example,

data at hand.

auditioning of the conrad-johnson PV-5 pre-

Scott Slotterbeck

amplifier may be abandoned by many pro-

Sacramento, CA

spective customers in lieu of the PS Audio 4.5
which, while also rated Class C, sells for much

Quicksilver

less. Itook the necessary time to compare

Editor:

these two components, regardless of what I

Since the Quicksilver amplifiers have been

read. They're both fine preamps, but to my

lauded in your pages, most recently in the

ears, the c-j definitely has more "class."
Another example: the Vandersteen 2C

"Recommended Components," Ithink it worth-

loudspeakers received afavorable review from

while your knowing that mail addressed to
the Van Nuys, CA address listed in Vol.7 No.3,

AHC in Vol.9 No.6, but were rated Class C, due

p.41—which is the one time your magazine

to their "rolled-off highs." The only place the

has given an address for this manufacturer—

highs are rolled off is in someone's head. How

will be returned to the sender as undeliverable.

many readers will decline to audition this excellent speaker system because of what they

has apparently moved.

Ibelieve that the firm is still in business, but

read? Sometimes Iwonder if the best thing

Henry Pratt

that could happen to many non-mass-market,

Birmingham, MI

high-end stereo manufacturers is to never have
their products rated or reviewed. Only the

According to our records, Quicksilver Audio

strong would survive.
J. Gordon Holt's reviews, on the other hand,

can now be found at 6301 Herndon Place,
Stockton, CA 95209.

are refreshingly straightforward, factual, and
meaningful to me as apotential purchaser. He

Two are Better than One

leaves you with asuggestion to try the com-

Editor:

ponent for yourself, taking with you his per-

Gee, Ithink that the Audiomeca two-pulley

sonal findings and comments as aguide, rather
than as a biased, opinionated information

and I'll tell you why.

source.
The evaluations and biases from reviewers,
whether positive or negative, still require
thorough, personal auditioning by the con-

drive system is the best idea I've heard all year,
If you want areally silent turntable platter,
you start by making it as massive as is practical—but that's only half of what you need.
The other half is that the spindle (the spindle

sumer. I'm presently involved in selecting a
system within my price range that will offer

that goes into the bearing, Imean) has to be

me years of listening enjoyment based on my
hearing physiology, sonic preferences, per-

spindle-bearing assembly won't have the
power to vibrate the heavy platter with it in-

sonal room characteristics, and component

evitable mechanical noise.
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived. With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and abrochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240
Or call us at (416) 297-0599.

1111111111
High performance Down to earth

4.— —
Jaime

So you've got your small spindle with abig,

few of your readers know you are charging up

heavy platter on it, adecent-sized motor to

to $3800 for asimilar room at your New York

turn it, and the rubber band to couple the two

show and you collect admission, which the

With the amount of power you have to transfer
to the platter from the motor, abelt of sufficient tightness is going to pull the platter tight

CES does not.

toward the motor. This can cause quite nasty
wear on that side of the bearing and on the
spindle, unless it's super-lubricated.
And even if it is, since the spindle is only
riding on one side of the bearing, your spin

Lastly, atechnical matter. If Irecall, it was
Stereophile that advocated the use of atube
preamp and/or line stage to augment and
enhance the sound of CDs some time ago. I
think the reader not using aline stage of some
kind (although Iprefer tubed) is cheating
him/herself. A CD player, unless specifically

won't be smooth. The spindle will want to roll

designed as such (with alow-impedance out-

uphill on the bearing, and will periodically
slide back.

put and internal level control), is simply not
made to drive the cables and apower amplifier

So your platter is constantly rocking in an
arc.

input. Secondly, by installing the passive con-

Now imagine apair of pulleys providing

trol boxes you pictured, when the control is
in alow portion of its range, the series resist-

equal pull in opposite directions on the plat-

ance of the control vs the combined cable

ter/spindle. The spindle is floating in its bear-

capacity and amplifier input impedance produces aserious low- and high-frequency im-

ing with no real loads, well within reasonable
lubrication requirements. It might occasionally

balance problem. Unless the pot is very low

drift abit to or fro—but just maybe atighter
fit becomes feasible with this approach.

in value, the cables real short, and the player
capable of driving them ...you are seriously

No rocking. No wear. No noise.

losing much of the musicality and purity your

I'm sure that this can be done as aretrofit

readers surely are seeking.

to many 'tables now in the field. A second
groove in the platter for asecond stock belt,
going to an idler across the spindle from the

Andrew M. Fuchs
GSI Musical Electronics, Bloomfield, NJ

motor, (not directly across, since a passive

NYAL & questionable ethics

idler—properly, apassive belt—doesn't have
adrive vector) should do the trick. I'll bet you

Editor:

acan of Foster's and agood cigar that you can
rig up an idler in amoveable block, play an unmodulated groove, and slide the block around
on the motorboard until you find aspot where
the bearing noise flat disappears.
Happy Fall, fellas, and Keep 'em Flying!
Hilary Paprocki
Rochester, NY

Iam writing to address amatter in both your
magazine, and afew other audiophile journals:
the continued publication of reviews of products produced by the now-famous Harvey
Rosenberg. The first venture by Mr. Rosenberg
('Pibe God) came and went, and in its wake left
anumber (some say abig number) of audio
hobbyists in the lurch for money, and products
never sent. New York Audio labs is now out
of business, warrantees mean nothing, prod-

See JA's interview with Pierre Lurne in this

ucts are without service data or part sources,

issue for more details on the Audiomeca design.

and Mr. Rosenberg recently offered to sell a

Problems

schematic of aFutterman amp to an AudioMart subscriber friend of mine for amere $50!

Editor:

Now, the new Hybrit Company is presently

Iwish to address afew things recently published
in Stereophile. First, Iwish to point out that

No.6), Hi-Fi Heretic, and TAS. How much

the New York Acoustics Nova loudspeakers
which Martin Colloms enjoyed at SCES were
driven by GSI's 3tp and A-3 amplifier/preamp

allowed to get reviews in Stereophile (Vol.10
longer will people of this questionable ethic
be able to have the support of magazines which

combo ($795). Secondly, Ifound it funny that

should point out this type of problem? It's
about time Mr. Rosenberg was called on the

in Vol.10 No.5, the Audio Cheapskate felt sym-

carpet and politely told to quit this business.

pathy with manufacturers who have to spend

Robert Clark

$2500 or more on CES demo rooms. I'd bet

Warren, NJ
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"McIntosh ...no other transistor amplifier
is capable of reproducing as well."
"All the sounds, even those different one from
another, remain separated and distinctive. There
results a sensation of contrast, precision, and uncommon clarity.
... A close analysis of different frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail ... The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured mid-range contributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead
of stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
audio environment of a majesty that no other
transistor amplifier is capable of reproducing as
well." Need we say. more?
—REVUE DU SON, foremost French stereo magazine.
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False logic?

data-recovery detection stage. Therefore, pre-

Editor:

serving the program at the time of analog-to-

George M. Graves's "Shot Down In Flames...

digital (AID) conversion, without coloration,

another digital myth bites the dust" (Vol.10

or image or phase shifts, represents achal-

No.6) is simply not correct in the conclusions
reached.

lenge. We have attempted to address this by the
introduction of our Colossus PCM processor.

Mr. Graves's entire argument fails when he
makes the following statements: 'And the cir-

ception of the Colossus-format CDs now be-

cuitry that looks at this incoming bit-stream
is only looking for transitions from alogical
'I' to alogical '0', or vice versa. It doesn't care
what the squarewaves are shaped like It doesn't
have to: it is fundamental to digital processing
that the actual shape of the bit-stream wave-

The proof of the pudding will be in the perginning to appear in the marketplace.
Once amaster program is placed into the
Colossus digital domain, it is my contention
that nothing can or will affect the sound of the
program because the samples have been con-

form doesn't matter!"
Nothing could be further from scientific

verted to numbers; and the numbers remain
the same. We then transcode Colossus to the
1630 CD format, all within the digital domain,

fact!

untouched by human hands (so to speak), us-

Data-stream waveforms are not perfectly

ing the Harmonia Mundi Acoustica BW 102

square and also can differ from one another.
Therefore, data-recovery designs differ from

transcoder.

manufacturer to manufacturer. Data-recovery
detection can occur at adifferent amplitude
point in the waveform with each design. This

were recorded, transcocled, and manufactured
in the manner described above that the CD remains amirror image of the original Colossus

problem is common in hard- and floppy-disc

digital master. The only noticeable deviance

data-recovery

computer

industry.

is caused by the quality and accuracy of the
DIA conversion circuitry in the CD player,

Mr. Graves's test did not indicate whether
the "signatures" of the data streams from each

coupled with the quality of one's own stereo
system, including loudspeakers.

designs

in

the

Iam assured by the CDs Ihave received that

player were compared for compatibility. I
What Mr. Graves actually described in his arsuspect that they were not. Iam surprised that
ticle was the treatment of digital audio outside
both players worked as well as they did. Even
of the digital domain. Remember, the numbers
though there is astandard established in the

don't change. How we interpret (recover the

Compact Disc serial data format, there is no
standard with regard to the slope of the digital
data waveform!

data) the numbers is certainly open to ques-

To accomplish the test comparisons accurately that Mr.

tion. But then, isn't that why Stereophile exists: to explore the ever-changing and sometimes radical approaches to audio reproduction?

Graves attempted, the

Let's just speak from ascientific basis when

waveforms from both players must not only

discussing complicated technology, rather than

have been consistent insofar as the data format

shooting from the hip.

included with them, but the waveforms

Brad S. Miller

should also have been consistent to each other

By The Numbers, Incline Village, NV

with respect to their shape and width. The
error-correction and -concealment circuitry

Archiving orchestras

was more than likely working harder with one

Editor:

of the waveforms than with the other during
Mr. Graves's tests.

chestras" in Vol.10 No.6. To answer some of

The caveat? Given two identical data-stream
waveforms fed into acommon data-recovery

the questions he raised, here is some information concerning the status of past broadcasts

detection system, there should be no audible
difference between the two.

of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the

Of more concern to me is the archival ac-

Ienjoyed JGH's "Recording Rules for Or-

New York Philharmonic,
The New York Philharmonic (last seven

curacy of the original analog source. Once a

years) and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra

sample is converted into anumber, the num-

(last two years) have issued sets, which Ipro-

ber remains the same unless altered during the

duced, of live historical material. They are of-
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with the finest
in connecting
components.
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SOUND • CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14932 N. Florida

Tampa, FL 33612

(813)961-3319

In Canada. Korbon Trading LTD, 1020 Meyerside Dr.,
Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. LSTIK7, Phone (416) 676-1260
Department A

fered annually by the orchestras only as

strive to deliver good, quality listening sound,

Radiothon premiums, and proceeds go to the

and some great programming. This includes

orchestras. Permission for these records is
granted by the orchestra musicians in their
union agreements. Editions have been limited:

both AM and FM.
Along with good listening fidelity, Iget:
unbeatable news coverage (NPR, Pacifica, etc);

alist of those still available, and their formats

captivating plays; reviews of local restaurants,

and prices, can be obtained from Radiothon
Office, The New York Philharmonic, Avery

theater, and concerts (nightclub acts to stadium
brawls); and aglorious mix of prerecorded

Fisher Hall, Broadway and 65th St., New
York, NY 10023; Women's Association,

music (frustrating when they play something

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 310 South

absolutely enthralling, then announce that it
is unavailable). One commercial FM station

Michigan Ave., Suite 1701, Chicago, IL 60604.

here does things like play Hank Williams,

The Philharmonic has asubstantial sound

Laurie Anderson, Dave Brubeck, and The Talk-

archive (though there's still some way to go),
and Chicago, now beginning systematic accumulation of its audio history, presently lacks

ing Heads in one set. Another station recently
did a live broadcast of the Monterey Jazz
Festival. Then, there is the "Norman Bates

most broadcasts and TV appearances before

Memorial Soundtrack Show"; my wife loves it!

the 1965-66 season. As the CSO's sound ar-

My tuner, as well as Stereophile, is agold

chivist, I'd like to appeal for any tapes or discs

mine of information. As aresult, the tuner is

prior to this period as well as for New York

the most used component in my system. Iam
in aunique radio market, and it's ashame if

Philharmonic broadcast material on acetate or
aluminum discs from the '30s and early '40s

you are not. If your tuner does not deliver this

(I've been assembling that archive as well). The

24-hour-a-day excitement, perhaps it is time

more broadcasts which can be restored before

to reevaluate your antenna, see what is on

discs and tapes deteriorate further, the more

cable or the dish, or rethink your radio listen-

there will be to share with collectors in the

ing habits. Maybe you should write your local
radio stations to tell them why you are not

future.
I can be contacted at Smolian Sound

listening.

Restoration Studios, 8807 Postoak Road,

Sunnyvale, CA

Potomac, MD 20854.
A broader discussion of the sound archiving activities of six major US orchestras can be
found in the current issue of Symphony
magazine.

Glenn H. Martin

The Marantz 10B again
Editor:
After reading Don Scott's rebuttal of my first

Steven Smollan

letter (Von() No.6, p.15) Iam incredulous that

Potomac, MD

both the editorial staff and Mr. Scott made the
same error that Icomplained about previously—

Tuners & gold mines
Editor:
Iconsider Stereophile agold mine of information on my favorite subject. Even if Idisagree

twice in arow. To wit: Mr. Scott's erroneous
filter-change recommendations and the editor
not catching the error, especially after Ipointed

with something said, Istill feel entertained and

this out in my letter. Deja Vu! It is now more
than obvious that my first letter was not read

enlightened. There is one area, though, where

and understood. Iwill now attempt to make

comments from several of your columnists

myself much clearer.
Any competent engineer knows that an SCA

have disheartened me.
This concerns the subject of the tuner, and
more specifically, the broadcast radio industry

(multiplex) filter must be placed before the
demodulator and not after. The demodulation

itself. Stereophile has lodged substantial

process itself will create audible birdies, etc.,

charges against the radio industry, and certain-

and any post-demodulation at 67kHz filtering

ly there is plenty of garbage out there to justify

will be, for all practical purposes, worthless.
As stated originally—and Ireiterate—no at-

the feelings expressed. I, of course, do not expect the tuner to deliver the fidelity of the

tempt should be made to modify or alter the

turntable, or even the CD player or tape deck,

output filters in the 10B: period. These filters

but in the radio market in which Ilive (the San

were very carefully designed and are also part

Francisco Bay area), there are stations that

of the deemphasis network. Any mods will
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surely screw up the response something awful.
It is quite clear here that if proper and decent

DC on the level control—not very smart. Also,

performance are not being achieved, then

put coupling capacitors in order to lower the
low-frequency cutoff—not the other way

something is very dramatically wrong with this
particular 10B. My personal 10B has no prob-

if anything, Iwould raise the value of the out-

around.

lems with SCA rejection whatsoever, and Ican

Ihave had many discussions with Sid Smith

assure you that my RF lab is one of the best.
Now on to other points that Idid not men-

concerning this situation, and what is clearly demonstrated here is exactly what Istated

tion before. It is obvious, beyond ashadow of

in my first letter: that this particular 10B has

adoubt, that Scott has not done his home-

been "butchered" beyond any shadow of a

work regarding his tube-change recommendations. Upon consulting my factory 10B

doubt. It is unfortunate that Scott failed to
ascertain and rationalize this obvious set of cir-

schematic (something Mr. Scott apparently
chose not to do), Ifind some great disparities.

possibly be representative of what aproper-

First, there is no 12BH7 in the decoder—only
one 12AX7, one 6U8, and two 12AU7s. Clearly

ly operating 10B is capable of.
In closing, Imust say that this recent attempt

cumstances. The 10B in question could not

the 12BH7 that was there was wrong in the

by the so-called "underground press" to ven-

first place.

ture into the world of RF has met with asmall
disaster. Before you shoot yourselves in the

Secondly, all the tubes in the IF stages,
limiters, and detector are 6JK6s —nine of

foot again, Isuggest that you reevaluate the

them—and here is where the great tragedy

situation regarding the competence of your

lies. The 6AU6 that was there was clearly

staff. Stereophile has been around for along
time; however, this is clearly getting off to a

another wrong tube. In addition, it couldn't
possibly work right anyway because pins #2
and #7 (suppressor and cathode) are reversed.

bad start in the RF arena. You need to establish
credibility—not more controversy.

Using this incorrect tube would cause the stage
to be in full saturation because of the ground-

James Bongiorno
Santa Barbara, CA

ed cathode, and subsequently the load
presented to the following filter and the load

Modifying Hafler's DH -330A

on the previous filter would be totally wrong.

Editor:

To make matters worse, Scott's recommendation to use either a6AG5 or a6AK5 would be

The Hafler DH-330A is aremarkably good
tuner in its overall construction, and in its RF

just as asinine because both pins #2 and #7 are

and IF performance. However, the stock unit

tied together inside, the net result being that
the cathode would still be grounded, resulting

sounds muffled, and the imaging is poor. This

in asaturated tube. In addition, the gm of these
tubes is significantly lower than the 6JK6. In

is due to excessive capacitive coupling with
electrolytic capacitors in the audio stages.
There is aset of quick, inexpensive modifi-

this design, there is no substitute for the 6JK6,

cations that can be made by anyone handy

and they are still available. Consult a tube
manual before you run off at the mouth. The

open the upper range, add punch and dyna-

10B is aprecision instrument and should never

mics, and improve the imaging remarkably.

be treated in such acavalier fashion.
Also, under no circumstances should any
attempt be made to get into and/or modify

with asoldering iron. These modifications

Since the Hafler unit comes with aservice
manual, I'll refer to the components to be
removed or replaced by their identification

these filters. Unless you are afilter expert it

numbers on the schematic and circuit-board

would be an utter disaster. Lastly, the oscillator
tube is a6DZ4; the 12AT7 found there was also

layout diagrams. (Note: the following modifica-

wrong. Recommending a12AZ7 commits a
further wrong. In addition, the dangling mixercoil wire was obviously abroken connection:
it shouldn't have been that way, nor was it
designed like that.
Finally, putting aresistor between grid and
cathode of the output cathode followers puts

Stereophile, December 1987

tions are easily reversible, but will void the
warranty, so proceed only if you are confident.)
You will need:
One Texas Instruments TL072 dual Operational Amplifier Integrated Circuit (available
for about $1.25 from Radio Shack, most electronics supply stores, or from JDR Microdevices, 1224 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose, CA
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For over thirty years Teac has been
famous for building precision tape
recording equipment. But, we're not
willing to rest on our reels. So now Teac
offers its most comprehensive line ever.
From audio and hi-fi video recording
equipment, to compact disc players, to
graphic equalizers, speakers, and acomplete line of audio and video accessories.
One thing, however, will never change
at Teac—our obsession with creating
the most advanced, feature-filled,
superbly executed audio and video
equipment we can make.

TEAC

95128, (800) 538-5000); five 2.2uF Panasonic

equipment. My speakers have remained un-

polyester film capacitors (about $I each, Part

changed for at least 12 years: apair of ESS

#E2225 from Digi-Key Corporation, PO Box
677, Thief River Falls, MN 56701, (800)
344-4539); solder, and a small amount of
jumper wire.
Here are the procedures:

translinears, the three-way transmission line
towers with KEF oval flat-plastic-diaphragm
woofer that ESS killed to make way for the Heil.
However, I've been thinking about acom-

• Replace the LM1458 op-amp (IC203 on the

pact disc player for some time. Thanks to your
extensive and argumentative analysis of the

schematic) with the TL072 op-amp. The old

field, Ihad some idea what to look for: four-

op-amp is simply pried from its socket and the

times oversampling, probably aPhilips deck,

new one inserted. Make sure that the notched
side of the TL072 points in the same direction

no more controls than Iwould actually use.
And that's what Igot. It sounds wonderful,

as the old one, toward the edge of the circuit

reinforces my good opinion of the speakers,

board. The TL072 is a FET op-amp that is

and even allows us to check out music from

more musical than the older bipolar design.

the library: something Iwould never do with

• From the foil side of the circuit board, use

grundgy old LPs.

small pieces of jumper wire to short across the
foul-sounding electrolytic capacitor pairs

So: this is aletter of thanks, particularly in
view of the fact that Igot areal "audio cheap-

C210/C21OR and C211/C211R. You don't need

skate" deal. The Home Express store nearby

them. The circuits work better with direct

had the Magnavox FD1041 on sale for $100—
and Magnavox was offering a$15 rebate. Final

coupling.
• Replace electrolytic capacitors C212 and
C212R each with paired 2.2uF polyester
capacitors. After removing each electrolytic

cost: $85!
Thanks again. Incidentally, I'm not the only
skeptical subscriber to the purist press. The

capacitor, you can directly substitute one

guy behind me in line to pay for an FD1041

polyester capacitor on the component side of

was afaithful reader of The Absolute Sound;

the circuit board, and solder another in parallel

"mostly for laughs," as he put it.

on the foil side of the board.

Walt Crawford

• Replace electrolytic capacitor C228 with
the remaining 2.2uF polyester capacitor.
Don't yet reinstall the tuner in its cabinet,

Redwood City, CA

Squealing CDs

or reconnect it to your system. Plug the tuner

Editor:

In, and with aDC voltmeter, measure the DC

Ihave read letters in several audio publications
concerning problems in loading some com-

voltage at the tuner outputs (or, preferably, at
pins 1and 7of the TL072 op-amp). The DC
output voltage should be negligible. If it isn't,
either you've made an error in the modifications or the op-amp is defective. After you
verify the null output voltage, you can reassemble the tuner and reconnect it to your
system. The sonic difference will be overwhelming.
Alani. Fridlund, Ph.D.
Philadelphia, PA

A cheapskate CD
Editor:
Let me preface this by saying that Iam one of
your somewhat skeptical subscribers. Ienjoy

pact discs, particularly concerning squealing
or rubbing sounds from some CDs. This problem becomes worse when using one of the
CD stabilizer discs. Ijust bought one of these
stabilizers and solved this problem, so I
thought your readers might be interested in
what Ifound.
My Magnavox 3040 is, Ibelieve, asecondgeneration machine, but what Ifound might
be useful to any of the CD players using the
Philips transport. When loading aCD with the
stabilizer on top, I heard a scraping or
sometimes asquealing sound from the player.
Frequently the player would still play, but

music, when Ihave the time to actually listen

sometimes the disc would reject. The manu-

to it, but have neither the money nor the in-

facturer of the stabilizer assured me that it
should work with aPhilips transport, and sug-

clination to indulge in high-end purchases. To
be honest, Ireceive considerable amusement
from Stereophile—even if you're right, I'm not
willing to spend the immense sums for purist
Stereophile, December 1987

gested tolerances out of spec either in my
player or the stabilizer. They assured me that
Icould get arefund if Icouldn't get it to work.
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Where were you the last time amovie overwhelmed you? At your favorite
theater, right? You felt transported to another place and time. The sound drew
you into the story with an almost magical realism. You simply couldn't
experience it at home—until now. Shure Home Theater Sound' decoders using
patented Acra-VectorTM logic accurately recreate the exciting multi-channel
sound of todays very best theaters. Over 1000 discrete components and 60
integrated circuits combine to precisely decode special signals already on video
tapes, discs and broadcasts. It's amust for the ultimate theater experience.
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Since my player was way out of warranty. I
decided to dig into the internals to try and see
what was going on. The problem was this: the
spindle that holds the CD has acone shape on
the top which tits into afloating plastic piece

clamp, the clamp is now off-center by quite
alot. The off-center clamp will now scrape
against its holder and in some cases actually
jam against it, causing aCD reject. It might also

that is part of the clamping assembly for the

be the reason some CDs reject by themselves.
If aCD has ahigh ridge near the spindle, the

top of the CD. The plastic piece is in aholder

clamp can hit this early, causing the same

and is allowed to float and center itself on the
spindle when the clamp comes down. When

situation.
The solution: remove the foam pad from the

astabilizer is added, the thickness is increased,

clamp and polish that surface. This allows the

and the self-centering clamp hits the top of the

clamp to slide easily on the CD or stabilizer

stabilizer before the spindle can center the

surface, even if it hits the surface early. Since

clamp.

the clamp is self-centering and floats on a

What really causes the problem is athin
foam-rubber pad glued to the bottom of the

single contact bearing, there is no need for this
foam. It doesn't matter if the clamp can slide

floating clamp. This means that as soon as the

on top of the CD. What's important is the

clamp comes in contact with the stabilizer, it

clamping "force" on the CD that insures good

cannot self-center anymore because of the

contact with the CD and the driving spindle.

high-friction contact of the pad. And since the

Gregory R. Jones

clamp has hit the stabilizer early, without the
full cone portion of the spindle in the floating

Colstrip, MT

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable

music ...above all.
Al the U.S AudioStream Corporation, MPO Ek3x 2410, Niagara Fads, NY 14302
In Canada. Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 VVeston Rd #5, VVeston,
M9L 238

These antiresonant chassis
spacers are made with
Kyocera's proprietary
Fine Ceramics.

Fine Ceramics
laser guide shafts hold
their tolerances five
times longer than
other materials.

These are the CD features
they'll be copying next.

3rd-order analog
filters cause less phase
shift than the 7th- and
9th-order designs that
others use.

\
Since Day One,
. every Kyocera player
has had true 16-bit
oversampling.
While our supplied
remote controls are
great, this optional full
system remote control
lets you operate a
complete Kyocera
system from anywhere
in the house!

The front fascia of all
our players is brushed
aluminum, not plastic

Our real wood
side panels help damp
resonance. They also
look good.

In May of 1983, Kyocera introduced aCD player with true
16-bit digital filters. Today, the competition's calling this circuit
"the latest thing:' Years ago we had four-times oversampling.
This year every high-end player worth mentioning has asimilar
design. In September,1984 Kyocera raised some eyebrows with
the world's first Fine Ceramics anti-resonant CD chassis. Now the
stores are full of flimsy imitations.
How did all these innovations happen to come from
Kyocera, and not some household name? Perhaps because
Kyocera's knowledge of digital circuitry comes from years of
building computers for some of the best-known names in
electronics. Perhaps because Kyocera is aworld leader in Fine
Ceramics, the technology used to house circuitry in aerospace
and other advanced applications. Or perhaps because some
top-rated CD players from other brands were actually made by
Kyocera.
Now Kyocera has four world-beating Compact Disc
Players, ranging in suggested retail price from S350 to the S800
model DA-710CX shown here. Each boasts technology so
advanced, it's apreview of what the competition will be selling
in 1989. After all, history does repeat itself.

r/ KYOCERa
Lib

Built right from the ground up.

Kyocera Electronics, Inc .100 Randolph Road. CN 6700, Somerset. New Jersey 08873-1284 (201) 560-0060
Kyocera Canada, Inc., 7470 Both Rood, Mississauga. Ont.. L4T 112. Canada (416) 671-4300

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Sam Tellig
And now, just in time for Christmas, Sam is
here to play Santa. Well, sort of. My present for
you is apersonal short list of recommended
components, similar to that which Iserved up
two years ago in Vol.8 No.8. It differs from

Integrated Amps
Does anyone actually want an integrated
amplifier? In away, these are the ultimate nebbish products: for the wishy-washy person
who wants something better than areceiver

Stereopbile's official "Recommended Com-

but doesn't want to foot the bill for separates.

ponents," which is based on input from all

And in my opinion, integrated amplifiers offer sound that's no better than that from a

who write for the magazine, in that it's based
only on what Fee heard and largely excludes
anything that Ihaven't. It's also based on what

receiver. You might as well get the receiver and
have the tuner thrown in.

Ilike—which, in some cases, is not what cer-

Ican no longer work up any real enthusiasm

tain other reviewers like. Shure cartridges, for

for overpriced British imports: Creeks, °nixes,
Naims, Audiolabs, and the like. They sound

instance.
Christmas is a wonderful excuse to buy

okay, but they're too expensive for what you

yourself some gear. Follow my perennial
strategy: buy your wife something especially
nice, preferably something luxurious and un-

get. Considering that you can buy agreat
power amp for as little as $299.95, and afairly
good preamp for $450, who needs an inte-

necessary like apiece of fine jewelry or afur
coat ...
then, while she still remembers your

grated amp for $600 or $750?
If you must buy an integrated, though, I
would look at the same brands recommended

generosity (usually for all of two weeks), rush
right out and buy the stereo gear you want.

above under "Receivers": H/K if you like alot

You won't hear apeep of protest. If your wife

of kick, Denon for overall good sound, Onkyo

is like mine, she probably won't even ask what

perhaps for value (you get alot of power for

it cost.

your money, even if the sound is abit bland).

Since adecision has to be made fast, let me
put you on to some good gear.

receiver when there's no good FM in your area.

Receivers

Tuners

None.
Well, for children, including teenagers and
college kids, yes.
I've not listened to all the receivers out there,

An integrated amp makes more sense than a

Chicken of the Sea and Starkist.
It's my experience that supermarket house
brands aren't as good.
Oh, tuners.

and Isuspect no one has or ever will. But Ifeel

That's Don Scott's department. Reread his

safe recommending receivers from Harman/

reports for recommendations. I'm not all that
up on tuners.

Kardon, Denon, Onkyo (yeah, them), Yamaha,
and—this may surprise you—Sony. Sony receivers tend to be deeply discounted, and they

Iwill say that Ihave seldom heard adigitally

sound pretty good. Let's add NAD and Naka-

synthesized tuner Icould listen to with any
pleasure, including some very highly touted

michi to the list, too—although these are borderline audiophile products, alittle pricey for

tuners. The two best-sounding tuners Ihave
heard lately are the Quad FM4 (not exactly

the power and features offered. Irecommend

cheap at $600, but astonishingly good when

NAD and Nak to non-audiophile adults. Harman/Kardon receivers are great choices for

you have decent stations in your area) and,

kids because they can really kick ass. Good for

almost as good sonically, the Magnum Dynalab
FT II(S398).

rock, and not bad for other types of music,

The Magnum offers slightly better sensitivity

either. 11/K receivers are very dynamic, not

and better selectivity, too. But the Quad

wimpy. And they can put current into low-

sounds better, looks nicer, and is easier to use

impedance loads.

(it lacks its own "mono" button, however).
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The pushbuttons on the Magnum (there are

until it breaks, and then throw it away. If you

only three) tend to need resetting after aday

shop places like the Wiz, Crazy Eddie, and the

or two—it's aroyal pain, so you'll probably

like, you can probably find aDolby-C deck for

want to tune manually.

as little as $99.95, $129.95 tops. If it breaks out
of warranty, don't even think about repair.

Both tuners are analog.

Throw it in the garbage heap—which is where
it came from in the first place.

Cassette Decks
Cassettes are

not

a hi-fi

perfectionist's

As far as prerecorded cassettes, you know
they use the cheapest, lousiest tape they can

medium.
Period.
The format stinks. Tape stretches, wears,

find. Cheapest shells, too—when they jam,
and they eventually will, you're out of luck.

rubs against the shell, breaks. There's often a
problem with print-through, and it gets worse

(You can repair them, but it's probably not

with time (you start hearing pre- and post-

my wife, who drives more than Ido, is buy her

echoes). You lose high frequencies over time.

aCD of her favorite album and dub the CD

Tapes made on one deck will probably not
sound as good when played on another. Small
differences in head-azimuth adjustment can
lead to atremendous deterioration in sound.

worth the bother and expense.) What Ido for

onto cassette.
Nakamichi makes the most reliable decks.
Perhaps the best-sounding, too.
But should you bother?

And as if all this weren't bad enough, Dolby
levels—particularly Dolby-C—are almost

Car Stereo

never properly adjusted, unless you have one
of those rare decks (1-arman/Kardon makes

Iride abicycle, remember?
My car radios have always come from junk

some) that let you adjust the Dolby levels
precisely. Even if the Dolby was calibrated for

my cars. (I hate cars almost as much as Ihate

yards. But then, as my kids like to say, so have

may need to be

fashionable men's clothing. I've actually bought

recalibrated for each new batch of tape. And

clothes in Russia. Well, socks, anyway.) Iusual-

formulations change often.

ly pay about $25. For acar radio, not for socks.
That will get you FM, these days.

your

favorite tape,

it

Ihave dozens of cassettes Imade years ago,
before Imore or less gave up on the medium.
They soùnded not bad at the time Imade

TUrntables

them. Well, most sound terrible now. Lifeless,

Do you want one?

dull, with afunny frequency balance. Really

If you already have ahalf-decent turntable

awful. Of course, the tapes made off LP could

and you're mainly buying CDs or—Lenin

only be as good as the cartridge and preamp

forbid—prerecorded tapes. .then maybe you
should keep your old turntable and put the

Iused at the time, but Ido think there has been
ageneral deterioration. And no, Idid not use
cheap tapes.
Personally, Ihave said to hell with cassettes.
But then Ihave also said to hell with cars—I

money to better use elsewhere.
On the other hand, if you have asizeable LP
collection, a good turntable makes sense.
What's more, this is agood time to buy a'table.

ride abicycle whenever Ican. (My car is equip-

Some of the 'tables available today may not be

ped with acheap radio so that 1won't hesitate
to leave it on New York City or Boston streets

available in afew years. Acoustic Research, for

.. .1 hate to pay for parking.) You, on the other

their 'table again (they've already phased out

hand, may spend agood deal of your life en-

the expensive ETL-1). If they do discontinue

tombed alive in your auto, and may need cas-

their 'tables, they'll keep an adequate parts
supply on hand—the company has an ex-

settes to keep from shooting the driver in the
next lane. And kids like cassettes. Let's face
it—it's the \Valkman, more than the CD, that's
killing off the LP.
So. ..
if you want to make cassettes for your

instance, has hinted that they may discontinue

cellent reputation for service. Buy now, while
you can.
The AR 'tables are my top choice The EB-101
comes with its own adequate, but not really

car, your Walkman, or whatever, what do you

very good, arm, for $425. The ES-1, with its

do? Buy the cheapest deck with the longest

sapphire bearing and superior sound (tighter,

manufacturer's warranty you can find, use it

tidier) also comes with arm, but I'd buy it
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LISTE\I\ G DEVICE
Before you listen to the speakers
in your system, your speakers must
listen to your system.
And then deliver.
So why deprive your speakers
and, ultimately, yourself of all your
system is capable of'?
Treat your speakers to Esoteric
Audio speaker cables and enjoy
listening to the difference.
Your speakers will thank you.

And they will reward you.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio speaker cable
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIOUSk
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680
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AR ES1 turntable
armless. ($500 armed, $375 disarmed.) Both

Cartridges

tables are of similar design, based on the

Equip your AR ES-1 and Rega RB300 with a

original AR table by Edgar Villchur: namely, a

Shure V15 Type V MR, which while listed at

three-point spring suspension.

$298, you should be able to buy for $135 or

Unfortunately, neither of the AR tables is

less. (If you want to spend more money, the

automatic. You'll need atonearm lifter. If your

Shure Ultra 500 is marginally better, and you

arm is tracking at less than two grams, the best

will hear that marginal difference with the
Rega arm. Go for the heavier counterweight.)

arm lifter is aThorens Q-UP (if you can find
one). If you're tracking over two grams, you'll

Why Shure? Cheap, for starters. Super quali-

have to look for an AudioQuest or other
tonearm lifter. Expect it to have alife expec-

ty control; you're not likely to get abum one.
Great tracking at low tracking forces—you

tancy of about as long as the typical high-end

won't wear out your records. ..
and that's

moving-coil cartridge, which is to say six

more important than ever, now that many of
them are probably irreplaceable. Neutrality.

months to ayear.
The AR 'tables receive my top recommen-

Even foes of the Shure admit the cartridges are

dation. It's hard to do better. And AR 'tables
tend to last and last and last—a lot of tweaky

neutral.

high-end 'tables don't. Iknow of one original

Shure cartridges get abum rap because most

AR 'table which has been turning two to three
hours aday for 20 years (its owner has oiled

people tend to hear them in crummy arms and
with mediocre preamps. Then they blame the

the bearing regularly, replaced the motor

cartridge for the lousy sound. Iaddress my

once).

And detail. Yeah, detail. It's my theory that

fellow critics here: before you crap on the
Shure, listen to it in aRega RB300 arm (or an

Tonearm

SME), on agood table, with apreamp like the

The Rega RB300 ($240). The only arm I've

Audio Research SP-11, 'Clyne SK5A—or Superphon Revelation, for that matter.
It's to Shure's credit that the V15 Type V MR

heard that Iconsider significantly superior is
the $2025 SME V. The Rega accepts virtually
any cartridge (an extra-heavy counterweight
is available for cartridges of about 9gm weight
and over) and mates very well on the AR ES-1
'table Be sure you ask your Rega dealer for two
height spacers to place under the arm when
mounting on the AR table.

will work with virtually any arm. But don't expect it to work well. It's the arm that's limiting
the performance, not the cartridge.
Ortofon makes nice cartridges, too. But my
first choice is Shure: price, performance, neutrality. And the brush/stabilizer—you don't
have to remember to clean the record
(although it's best if you do). Don't believe a
word of what you've read against the Shure
elsewhere, including the pages of this magazine

CD players
No need to go on at length, since I've so
Shure V15-V cartridge
Stereophile, December 1987
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Rebirth of the Analog Record
Introducing the New, Son ically Incredible

New technologies in cartridge design.

Alpha Genesis 1000'

An all out design by Hisoyoshi Nakatsuka (designer of

Moving Coil Cartridge from MonsterCable"

the other Alpha Series), the Genesis l(XX) is the

Analog or Digital? Compact Disc or LP?
After you've heard the remarkable sound of the
new Alpha Genesis 10(X), there's no contest. Analog
records win.

Using a new coil design allows both channels to

ultimate realizations of his 20 years cartridge design.

Rediscover your favorite recordings.
In this age of digital, advancements in analog record

maintain absolute accuracy in frequency response and
phase for unprecedented depth and soundstage. Anew
"MicroRidge 2" stylus tip is the smallest ever produced
for lowest noise and least distortion. A new cantilever
technology made with adiamond sputtered carbon
deposited over boron adds stiffness, without typical

reproduction don't come easily. That's why we proudly

mechanical resonances. A new natural dampening

invite you to hear our latest creation, the Genesis 1000.
It's sonic capabilities are a significant contribution to

material that's smooth and linear in response, does not
deteriorate with time. And that's just the beginning.

the state-of-the-art in analog record reproduction.
The Genesis 1000's incredible sound brines asense
of immediacy and excitement to the music. Experience
arenewed liveness, naturalness, and 3dimensionality
from all of your records, heretofore unobtainable from
any cartridge. Moving coil or moving magnet.

Experience the Alpha Genesis in your sound
system and rediscover adawn of a new era in analog
record reproduction.

MONSTER CRBLE*
101 Townsend Si.

San Kaki:Ku, CA 94107

(415) 777-1355
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Sony CDP-505 ESD CD player
est, 16-bit, 4x oversampling Magnavox (Philips)

cellent control flexibility. The Superphon

you can find with remote control. Or the $600

Revelation II, at $699, which, on first hearing,

Sony CDP-505ESD. Love that Sony! If you buy

sounds better than many preamps that sell for

aMagnavox, look for one of recent manu-

three, four, even five times the money. Yes, that

facture—the date is stamped on the back

good! And for a tube preamp, the $995

panel, and models have been steadily upgraded.

Counterpoint SA-3.l—revised over the years,

Newer is better.

and now probably the best tube preamp for

Preamps
Again, do you want one?
Why buy one if you're listening exclusively
to CD? Instead, buy aline-level unit from DB
systems (their 1A -HL and 1B -HL have active

under agrand.
Other goodies include the MFA/Magus for
$875 (nice looking, good sounding—mellow,
but alittle lacking in detail); the B&K Pro 10
(not auditioned recently); the Lazarus Cascade
Basic ($650—inconsistent from sample to

line-level amplification) or The Mod Squad.

sample, in my experience... or perhaps it was

Or just aplain old switching box from QED or

from version to version).

Old Colony. Don't pay for aphono stage if
you're not going to use it. All you need is a
switching box and volume control. You can
probably dispense with the line amp.
B&K makes apreamp for people who really
don't want one—the $350 Pro 5, which includes switching for everything: CD, tape

My three favorites, at the moment, are the
138iK Pro 5(cheap); the Superphon Revelation
Il (mind-boggling phono stage—depth, detail,
dynamics.. .
the works); and the Counterpoint
SA-3.1, combining the timbres of tubes with
the clarity and extension of the best solidstate. ..
astunning performer.

sources, video sources, tuner, the works. It
also includes amodestly good phono stage—

Power Amps

certainly good enough for the person who has
some records but is no longer much into LP.

Adcom. B&K. Counterpoint.

The line amp stage is switchable—switch it out
if you don't need it. And so are the tone

Not much. For $299.95, the Adcom GFA535 has no competition. It's dumb to buy an

controls—switch them in for video, out for
high-quality audio sources. Few products

amp for under three Cs, and maybe pair it with

seem as well-judged as this one. And, at the

Adcom's $499.95 GTP-500 tuner/preamp, or

moment, it's one of akind.

the B&K Pro 5, or Adcom's GFP-555.

So what else is new?

integrated amp when you can buy this power

If you want ahigh-quality phono stage your

In the middle range, $400 to $600, choose

choice isn't so easy. Here are some recommendations. The Superphon Revelation Basic Dual

either Adcom (the GFP-545 or GFP-555) or

Mono, if you can still find one (they have been

B&K (ST-140 or ST-202). Adcom for detail,
definition, clarity; B&K for tubelike timbres,

closed out at $399). Not alot of switching flexibility, though. The Adcom GFP-555 at $499—

(don't ask me what that is—just listen). Icould

agood-sounding preamp (not insanely great
like the Superphons, but very good) with ex-

try to make too much of the differences.
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soundstaging, musicians' palpable presence
be happy with Adcom or B&K, so don't let me
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"Martin-Logan
makes the
speakers that
Mozart and
Beethoven
would have
used ... "

...and Iwouldn't think of listening
to any other loudspeaker." LEONARD SLATKIN*

W

hen most audio manufacturers speak of
"technology," it's
usually to discuss the amount
of distortion their product
produces. When MartinLogan uses the term, it's to
expound on the musical experience of listening to a
symphony played through
"Monolith's." Or perhaps a
concerto as rendered by a
pair of"CLS."
It is an experience that transcends cartridges, electronics, and speakerwire. It avoids the anxiety
of slew rate and damping factor. It's an
experience that amazes the world-class
conductor to the extent that he would give
this unqualified endorsement.
The experience is MUSIC. The product
of musicians and Martin-Logan's "technology."
A New Standard of Design
When Martin-Logan employs the term
"technology," it's to amplify aphilosophy
of electrostatic loudspeaker design. A
design far beyond the capabilities of any
other speaker company.
*Mr. Slatkin is the conductor of the St. Louis Symphony.

It's a design that employs
electrostatic diaphrams whose
mass is so light, it equals that
of acubic inch of air. Adesign
so advanced that it is both
acoustically AND physically
transparent. Adesign so revolutionary that its only requirements are better than average
quality amplification and an
unremitting zeal for musical
performance.
A New Standard of
Performance
Mr. Slatkin also stated,
"The Martin-Logans are extraordinary
speakers that decisively establish new
standards of loudspeaker performance."
The creation of which was more than the
handiwork of technocrats.
We invite you to experience their musical
technology personally at your authorized
Martin-Logan dealer.
Martin-Logan, Ltd.
The Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Technology Company
P.O. Box 741, 2001 Delaware
Lawrence, Kansas 66046
(913) 749-0133

OM,

Adcom GFP-555 preamplifier
If you can afford 11000, consider aCounterpoint SA-12. Get the best of tubes and the best

cause American manufacturers, by and large,
deserve it: they've achieved excellence. If JA

of solid-state in an amp that will probably

lets this copy appear in the magazine, I'll eat

drive virtually any speakers short of Apogees.

apair of interconnects.

My champ amp of the moment.
Whatever you do, buy American. Imean,
why buy aBritish amp, say, for twice its UK
price when you can buy afine American amp

Interconnects
Damned if 1can hear much difference among

for half its UK price? (I exaggerate slightly, but

alot of them. Don't cheap out on crummy interconnects, though; spend some money. Ilike

not much.) As for Japanese amps, the trade

Discrete Technology Platinum (pricey, but

deficit is already bad enough with the CD

worth it) and Aural Symphonics As-One (in-

player, the VCR, the car you bought. Why go

expensive, but hard to find). Ialso like DNM

adding to it? Support our American manufac-

solid-core, but it does tend to roll off the highs

turers. Not out of patriotism, although there's

and maybe strangle the sound abit. Wry thin,

nothing wrong with alittle of that (the British

you know. Ilike Kimber Kable for speakers.

are always cheering their home team), but be-

Merry Christmas!

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS
When you want the best cabinetry or
your audio/video components, look to
CWD for superb choices. Known for
their superior style and quality, our
flexible modular designs let you create
your own custom wall system. One you
can add to and rearrange as your
home entertainment system grows.
CWD offers unique solutions for every
component requirement including tfw
ingenious Woodmore Magic Lowbu,
aremote controlled cabinet that can
be raised or lowered with the mere
touch of abutton. CWD cabinets and
accessories are truly fine furniture.
handmade, hand finished. and outfitted
with precision hardware Select hardwood solids and veneers available in
handsome Black Oak (shown), Natural
Oak, Dark Oak or Natural American Walnut Also in dramatic High Gloss Black
High performance modular furniture
that keeps pace with your electronic
system.
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800/323-2159
for the dealer nearest you.
Illinois, call 312/563-17451

CWD

CuSTOm W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.

Belford Park. IL 60638

THE
ELITE LDSI
LASERVISION
PLAYER.
If you want to discover
what looking sharp is all
about, it's time you took alook at
the ID-S1. Because the LD-S1 not only
delivers the world's sharpest pictutes,
it gives you the world's best sound,
stunning digital sound simply unavailable fiom any WR.
You'll see cleaner, truer pictures—
over 420 lines of resolution—due to
Pioneer's exclusive Accu-Focus laser
pickup and Video Noise Reduction circuit. ibgether, they yield an unprecedented 48dB video signal-to-noise ratio.
You'll hear the best sounding
video ever. Because the LD-S1 uses
twin, .glitch-fire DIA converters and a
digital filter with four-times oversampiing to produce an S/N ratio of 105dB.
What's more, our exclusive FullFloating Disc Drive and Magnetic Disc
Clamp isolate and stabilize the disc for
remarkably reduced picture jitter—an
inherent problem videotape players
can't begin to solve.
The LD-S1's 8-bit digital field
memory also gives you anew dimension of viewing pleasure. You'll get

perfect
pictures
on freeze frame,
and new effects like still pictures with
sound and strobe motion with sound.
And now for the first time, you can
enjoy all these special effects while
watching movies, opera and concerts
on extended-play (CLV) discs.
See the ultimate sight and sound
machine at your Elite dealer today
Because in the world of sight and
sound, image is everything.
For more information, call
1-800-421-1404.

ELITE
BY PIONEER
01987 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA

UPGRADE
YOUR IMAGE.

J. Gordon Holt
reports from the 1987
Heathrow HI-FI Show
nthe United Kingdom

between the show organizers and some British

fi shows have bee
as there has

audio trade associations, and what looked like
acertain amount of childish petulance on the
part of some manufacturers. But by this year,

the

lent
cShows
am n UK hi-fi
gother things, in nudes. From then until
sh audio shows were small re-

it looked as if the Perna show was well on its
way to becoming another British tradition.
There were about 100 exhibitors, and although
there was no easy way of counting visiting
heads (admission was free), show organizer

gional affairs hosted by one or another group

Mark Fisher estimated they had hosted over

of dealers, and featuring (naturally) the equip-

7000 ardent audiophiles. (This, of course, has

ment lines which they carried. In 1982, England's leading audio magazine, Hi -Fi News &

not stopped the independent dealer shows. As
of September, there were three scheduled for

Record Review, organized an industry-wide

the Fall—in Bolton, Lancashire, and two in
Edinburgh, Scotland.)

show, with national publicity and an open invitation to all manufacturers to participate.
As avenue, they chose the London Heath-

The Heathrow Penta is about 25 miles south-

row branch of Europe's Perna Hotels chain,
because of its combination of decent-sized

west of London and within just afew hundred

rooms and reasonably easy access from all
points of the isle. (The British mainland is only

Hotel's aviation -theme bar has apicture window through which you may watch the com-

about 500 miles from top to bottom and 300

ings and goings of jetliners while you quaff
your pint of ale.) Since the aircraft all fly by the

at its widest southernmost extremity, with no
point more than 70 miles from the sea.) And
Heathrow is where Europe's largest airport is

feet of Heathrow Airport's main runway. (The

hotel rather than over it, and the soundproofing is effective —the window double-glazing

located. A commuter plane can get you to

features a9" air space—noise was never a

Heathrow from just about anywhere in Europe

problem for the exhibitors, who occupied

in less than three hours.
The first Perna show, as it came to be called,
was enough of asuccess that the decision was

most of one floor and parts of two others.
Most rooms were fairly small, but no more so
than high -end audio people must contend

made on the spot to do it again next year, and
possibly the next. It's been held every year

with at CES, and all had wall-to-wall carpeting

since, but the 1984, and '85 shows weren't all

the walls were not too sturdy and the air con-

that successful, thanks to political infighting

ditioning in many rooms emitted only adank,
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to compensate (only slightly) for the fact that
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fetid draught. Of course, the windows were

from any US consumer audio bash. The music

permanently sealed.

chosen for demos was much the same, and the

Except for the English (and lots of totally
unintelligible Indian and Pakistani) accents. the
Penta show was pretty much indistinguishable

volume levels were often just as excruciating.
albeit at lower SPLs. (Europeans are very much
into what we consider low-powered amplifiers, but this doesn't prevent them from trying
to get 110d13 levels from their systems anyway.)
But there were other differences too. Most
American audio exhibitors keep their doors
open throughout the whole show, relying on

Photos& cuttine sJohn Atkinson

aconstant barrage of the brashest music they
can find to lure visitors into their lairs. The
British seem to prefer more structured demonstrations, with visitors seated in neat rows of
chairs for regularly scheduled demos which
may last as long as half an hour. When ademo
starts, the doors are closed and those who
want to attend the next session queue up in an
orderly fashion outside the door, obstructing
even more the already congested corridors.
The following is not intended as acomplete
rundown on the Penta show because—as
with US audio shows—much of what was exhibited was hardly newsworthy, either because
it had already been covered in previous Stereophi/es or because it was simply ho-hum in
nature, like the nth small box speaker or inHeathrow Show organizer Mark Fisher looks
pensive—obviously worrying about Stereophi/es New York Show, which he administers
for the magazine.

tegrated amplifier. What follows, then, is simply
acompendium of things Isaw and heard which,
for one or another purely personal reason,
sparked my interest en passant.

"You must be joking!!" Contributing Editor Christopher Breunig tries to sell LA acopy of HFN/RR.
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How a77yearold became

the first name in digital audio.

Denon's been involved
in every phase of music
reproduction since the days
of wind-up record players.
So after seven decades of
breakthroughs in studio
recording, disc pressing,
home high fidelity and
professional equipment, we
were uniquely prepared to
take the next step. Atape
recorder so fundamentally
different, it would obsolete
every previously accepted
notion of how good
recorded sound could be.

efiCr 4,, on
C

of the original Denon DN023R. But this heritage runs
strongest in CD players
from Denon. Because
the same engineers
who design Denon pro
machines design Denon
home audio. And the same
ears that guide Denon
recording sessions evaluate audio critics. And why
they've variously hailed our
the sound of Denon playCD players as "a winner on
back components.
every count ;
. "the player I
-One oft he mosifinelv
recommend most highly,"
en frini,ered pieces
"superlatives have to be
ofitudiogearon the
used," and "in several respects, the best I've ever
o,K. Pohlmonn
on the DCD 3300
heard.'
For example, the D/A
Reactions which simply
converter found in every
demonstrate one point. It's a
Denon CD player comes
lot easier to make audio

DENON RECORDING STUDIO A•
ALL OUR COMPONENTS REFLECT
LESSONS LEARNED HERE

In 1972, Denon researchers achieved their
goal. The world's first digital
recorder worthy of commercial record production,
the legendary Denon DN•
023R. We quickly put our
digital innovation to use,
THE NEW DCD-150011. ITS SUPER LINEAR CONVERTER COMES STRAIGHT OUT OF
DENON STUDIO RECORDERS
producing digital processors, digital editors, digital
directly from Denon studio ".-.1 look inwilte inieriorof
mixers, and the world's first recorders. Unlike conventhis phiver reveals dun •
digitally-recorded LPs.
tional designs, Denon's
Derunifligineers were
Super Linear Converter
noi iakingativshorieuis
detects and corrects D/A
whalwerer Germany, Mr •FVoston
transfer distortion.
on the DCD.1500

Perhaps that's why each
sound like music when you
succeeding generation of
Denon CD players is eager- really know what music
ly anticipated by the world's sounds like.

WHAT OTHER AUDIO COMPANY
HAS THESE CREDENTIALS?

Today, Compact Disc
players, regardless of
brand, reflect the influence
Onnnng encempled non. One Anent 19117 ntnete deal nude
Rennnted ...pennnnon

50

DENON
Delon ArneeKO. 1
,
x

722 ntene Rood Pnes.ppon, H101054 001) $75.781D
Noon Canada, Inc ,17 Pennon S... Mork hoe, One URI'S Canada
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Re. prices: Except where otherwise specified, product prices cited are British consumer
prices converted directly to dollars according
to the current rate of exchange. Stateside prices
for those products available in the US are listed
wherever possible.

The Show
The name Alphason is familiar to most US
audiophiles as abrand of high-performance
tonearm, but the firm now makes available the
turntable "used for the development of the
HR-100S tonearm." Called the Alphason Sonata, it is alow-profile belt-drive 'table of relatively light weight and low-frequency suspension, and, unusually, features two drive motors,
on opposite sides of the platter. Aside from a
list of its virtues, which reads like any perfectionist's wish list, no other technical details
were available. The UK price is $1153.
Arcam is an electronics manufacturer whose

Audio Innovations, run by Danish Peter Ovortrup, the UK Snell distributor, is pioneering a
move back to classic tube designs: seen here
is his 7.5W class-A monoblock.

full name—A&R Cambridge—gives the misleading impression that it is somehow con-

$247 to $429. Also on demo were revised ver-

nected with Cambridge Audio. It isn't. Arcam

sions of their $216 to $580/pair loudspeakers.

showed the Delta CD player, a16-bit 4x oversampling design ($830), and aselection of

should attend aBritish audio show. While I

tuners and modestly powered (30 and 40Wpc)

wouldn't go so far as to say there were more

integrated amplifiers ranging in price from

tubed than solid-state components at the Pen-

If you think Americans are tube freaks, you

You may remember from last month (Vol.10 No.8) that JGH and JA foolhardily submitted their
low opinion of Audio Research's SP9 preamplifier to asingle-blind listening test at the show.
From left to right are: the UK Audio Research distributor Ricardo Franassovici, who organized
the test; JGH, looking suitably alert; and LA, who finds blind testing to be so removed from how
people listen to music that whether the results be positive or negative, they don't prove athing.
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ta, there were enough to make the point that

ment. It has two controls: volume and selector.

the British are quite enamored of tube (excuse

Are your channels unbalanced? Learn to live

me, valve) electronics. One such manufacturer,
Audio Innovations, showed a dual 50W
class-A stereo unit priced at $2324, and apair

with it. The UK price: $987.
British Telecom had aroom in which they

of $1658-each class-A triode monoblock units

showed, would you believe, telephone equipment. BT is the British equivalent of Ma Bell,

rated at an incredible 7.5Wpc! That's $187 a

which is certainly as much involved with

watt, if you think in such terms. In the US, no

audio as any company. But can you imagine

one would look twice at such low-powered
amps, but there must be amarket for them in

show to promote their latest in services and

Bell Tel taking aroom at Stereophile's hi-fi

don't, or is it vice versa? (Hi -Fi Answers

hardware?
Cambridge Audio attracted attention with

magazine even introduced a $350 kit tube

their new CD-2 player, claimed to be the world

power amplifier at the show!)
Audiomeca is the brand name of anew

first 16-times-oversampling player. The resulting 706kHz data rate is so high that no out-

high-performance turntable designed by Pierre

put filtering is necessary at all after the D/A

Lurne, who's responsible for some of the design work for the Goldmund turntables and

conversion, thus eliminating the major source
of phase shift in CD playback. Based on an

tonearms. Quite abit less massive than the

unspecified Philips deck, the CD-2 is expected

250-lb Goldmund Reference, it was partnered
in the Automation Sciences room with the

to sell in the US for $1698. Cambridge also
showed its updated CD-1, featuring a new

same designer's SL-5 radial tonearm. Mr. Lume

transport, full remote control, and "a slightly

parted company with Goldmund when they
moved their home base from France to Swit-

higher price tag."
Celestion showed their most recent flag-

zerland.

ship model, the small two-way SL-700 ($20251

the UK. Do the Britons know something we

Beard exhibited its new "baby preamp," the

pair) which, on abrief listen, sounded to me

CA-35, all tubes. It really does look cute, but
to say it is "basic" in design is an understate-

as if it might be the most neutral of all the
Celestions. Bass was abit drummy, but then

Cambridge Audio's Stan Curtis, looking pleased by the reception his 16-bit, 16x oversampling
CD2 player received at the show.
Stereophile, December 1987

The creation of music is an art

Havens 8( Hardesty recreates music
through the application of science
Gequipment, finely tuned by musiciantechnicians.
reat sound is the product of great

At Havens and Hardesty we believe in the
physical laws of science discovered by men
like Newton, Fourier, and Ohm. And we
know how their principles will affect sound
reproduction.
Our staff puts its 45 years of collective
engineering experience into every audio system we sell and install. We draw from this
wealth of expertise to recommend the best
combination of cartridges, tonearms, turntables, interconnect cables, preamps, amps,
speaker wires, and loudspeakers. All our
systems are engineered to achieve the highest
performance possible.
Art recreated through sclence
The purpose of all our efforts is to enable our
clients to realize the musical experience in
their homes. To touch the soul of Beethoven,
Ellington, or Dylan. To relive a moment of
history, or adream of musical fantasy.

To accomplish this we have assembled the
finest brands of audio equipment in the world:
Audio Research, Acoustic Sciences, Audire,
Audioquest, Bang & Olufsen, Fosgate, Linn,
Magnum-Dynalab, Martin-Logan, McLaren,
Mod Squad, NAD, Nakamichi, Nitty Gritty,
Spectrum, Spica, Stax, and Vandersteen.
Our spacious store offers two comfortably
appointed sound rooms that will make you
feel at home. Hardwired systems of perfectly
matched components enable you to compare
equipment and easily appreciate their
differences.
One visit to our shop will convince you that
we have the highest level of audio expertise
in Orange County.
Our location just south and east of Long
Beach is freeway accessible.
HAVENS & HARDESTY AUDIO SYSTEMS
15102 Bolsa Chica Road
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 897-0166

Loudspeaker manufacturer SD Acoustics
demoed their SD-1 "monitor" in the Croft
room, but they would have done better with
asilent exhibit. Ifound it impossible to make
any reasonable assessment of the system's
sound because most of it consisted of galloping midbass runaway. Yes, there's always arisk
of this happening in the small rooms available
at most shows, but there comes apoint where
the end result becomes so abominable as to
Deltec Precision Audio is aWelsh company
who pioneered the use of solid-core cable. At
the show they launched a pre- and power
amplifier using surface-mounted components
which, they say, sound better, as well as solidnickel (rather than copper) pcb tracks. This is
their $850 DSP 505 preamp. which only has
one capacitor in the signal path. demonstrated at the show with Robin Marshall's superb
Epos loudspeakers.

show the speaker in avery bad light. That was

you know what small rooms do to midbass

are too large; the disc just falls through. It will

smoothness.
conrad-johnson unveiled its bid to top

work easily with top-door top-load players,
which includes all personal "Discman"-type

Audio Research's claim to the best and costliest

players, and can be made to work with other

the case here.
Delos and DMP records are pioneering
something new and, to my mind, more interesting than CD-Video: the CD Compact. This

cute-looking 3. disc has aplaying time of up
to 20 minutes, and is slated to sell for around
$3.90 in the US. Its only drawback is that it
won't work on alot of drawer-type CD players, because the center holes of such drawers

tube preamp, with the cost-no-object dual-

drawer players by first centering the disc by

mono Premier 7(US price $6000). c-j, as op-

eye, if the hole is small enough to support it.

posed to Sonographe, also introduced their
own "state-of-the-art" CD player, the DF -1.

Normally, the disc is used in other CD players

This is a14-bit unit based on the Philips 1051,

by snapping it into an inexpensive plastic
adaptor ring. Unfortunately, none such were

but with beefed-up power supplies, separate

available at the show; those that had been

for deck and electronics, c-i's own MOSFET

ordered came in the wrong size.

analog stages (the same as in their Motif MC-9

Another firm unfamiliar to Americans is

preamp), and polystyrene caps in the signal

Deltec Precision Audio, asmall Welsh firm

path. Not only does the player have its own

making some of the most unusual-looking art-

volume control, it also has two external line-

deco electronics components I've seen. In-

level inputs and atape monitor loop, allowing

cluded are two power amps rated at 50 and
75W respectively—and not-insubstantially
priced at $1286 and $3154 —and a$870 pre-

it to function as aremotely operable control
center for acomplete system (minus phono
preamp). US price is $1395, including an infrared remote control. c-j's Premier 7was part of
the best-sounding system Iheard at the show.
Importer Absolute Sounds, which has the
distinction of handling two competing lines
of tube products, Audio Research and Counterpoint, as well as Krell solid-state amplification, showed Counterpoint's impressive-looking SA-11 line controller—one of the first
top-priced ($3995 in the US) devices to come
with acomprehensive infra-red remote control unit. (The remote even offers polarity
reverse!) The matching SA-9 preamp, available
separately, must be placed next to it because
you can't—or shouldn't, anyway—stack tubed
components.
Stereophile, December 1987

New chromium-plated EAR power amp from
tube maven Tim de Paravicini. His classic
EAR 100W mono amp is now available in the
UK in Mk.II form.

AUDIO TODAY
Southern California's Most Refreshing
Home Entertainment Center
Presents

conrad-johnson
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Premier Series

Acoustat
ET Tonearm
Boston Acoustics Fosgate
Conrad Johnson Grado
Hafler
Dahlquist
Kimber
DBX
Luxman
Denon
Kindel
Energy
Magnat
ESB

Magnum
Magnasphere
Meitner
Mission
M &K
Motif
Perreaux
Pioneer Video

PS. Audio
Sonographe
Sony ES
Spica
VP'
Yamaha

714 891 7575
14306 Beach Blvd. Westminster, CA 92683
Showroom hours: M-F 12 to 7:30 Sat 11 to 6:30
Established since 1978

Antony Michaelson, of Musical Fidelity (British Fidelity in the USA), bends down to try to pick
up his new SA470 power amplifier—$9900 retail price, 247 lbs, 120A peak per channel—one
of many new products aimed at the high end launched by this bullish company at the show.
amp. All use "hybrid op-amp circuitry," real-

digital tract whose persuasiveness was abit

ized with thick-film technology. They also

diminished by fuzzy logic and sheer overzeal-

make aline filter they call "The Power." Ididn't

ousness.

get aprice on it.

Goldring introduced apair of new moving-

Tim Paravicini was supposedly showcas-

coil cartridges: the Eroica and the Eroica L,

ing his Esoteric Audio Research 509 Mk.11

with outputs of 2.5 and 0.25mV respectively.

100W mono tube power amplifiers ($2315
each) at the show, but they had to be pointed

do specs tell? Britain hasn't produced acar-

out to me, perched as they were atop two huge
tower loudspeakers of his own design. Each
was about seven feet high, and contained 20
small cone tweeters and 1610" woofers. EAR's

The specs for both look impressive, but what
tridge that has impressed the high-end community since the last Decca models; maybe
one of these will be the second.
Considering its $22,350 US price tag, there

tiny room was unquestionably the most clut-

are few who would argue that Goldmund's

tered at the show, what with the towers, a
display rack for co-exhibitor Altarus Records

now Goldmund's taking the plunge into elec-

turntable should be the best in the world, but

—a small perfectionist outfit like our Wilson
Audio—and three immense old betubed Studer tape decks which Tim claimed to have "extensively modified." The sound here was awful—great bass but not much of anything else,
but 1know his amps can do alot better than
that—I've heard them at home. Anyway, Tim
seemed more interested in telling me what's
the matter with digital than in promoting his
amplifiers. He was handing out aprinted damnStereophile, December 1987

Goldmund's Mimesis 3 power amplifier impressed JA.

The Boulder family includes configurable preamplifiers and switchable mono 'stereo power amplifiers.

Our Modular Preamplifier System maximizes
the Boulder 500's sonic clarity.
Boulder Amplifiers continues the
tradition of providing professional 990
amplifier stages in apreamplifier /power
amplifier combination designed especially
for the music lover's home.
The Modular System allows you the
ultimate in flexibility to create a control
preamplifier suited to your specific needs.
The Phono Preamp module can be
included for listening to records, and may
be remotely located near the turntable in
aseparate housing.
Or an all line level system may be
configured for use with CD, tape, VCR
and other audio sources.
Because the Phono Preamp, Selector
Switch, Output Controller, equalizer and
effects modules are separate, you can add
features in the convenience of your home
or at your dealer.
Optional gold 3pin connectors drive
long lines to the balanced inputs of the

Boulder 500 power amplifier without any
signal degradation.
The Boulder 500 power amplifier,
now in its third year of production,
continues to offer its unique two stage
design -the first (a 990 amplifier) for
voltage gain, the second (an enlarged 990)
for high output current.
The uncompromised sonic clarity,
electronic durability, and rugged mechanical construction ensures that the Boulder
Modular System and Power Amplifiers will
be wise investments for years to come.
To find out why Boulders are the
choice of professionals and home music
lovers alike, call or write for abrochure
and dealer nearest you.
The Boulder 500 power amplifier delivers 150 Watts
stereo or 500 Watts mono into 8 Ohms. $2875
suggested list. Your investment in the Boulder Modular
Preamplifier System varies according to the modules
you select.

Boulder Amplifiers
4850 STERLING DRIVE /BOULDER, COLORADO 80301 /303-449-8220
TELEX: 6503085376 MCI UW

Audio Marketing—see BS's reviews in this
issue.) Ilike the sound of the Jecklin phones,
but Jecklin has never addressed what we originally saw as their major flaw: they literally
hang from the top of your head, and if you
lean forward or backward, they fall off. They're
very comfortable, though. UK price of the
electrostatics is acool $620.
The legendary French Lumitrak 32-bit
One of the first companies to make amodern
British tube amplifier, the Michaelson &Austin
designs are now produced by Mentmore Industries.

32-times oversampling CD player was to have
been unveiled to the public at this year's Perna
show, but the prototype blew aD/A converter
just before show time. Designer Jeune Saispas,

tronics, with apreamp and matching power

who demoed aphoto of the prototype, said he

amp. The preamp wasn't on display, but the
new Mimesis 3amplifier was, driving Magne-

didn't know why it blew up, but suspected that
today's 32-bit DIA converter chips were not

planar's new MG2.5 loudspeaker. Unabashedly
priced at $8300 in the UK ($5290 in the US)

32-times oversampling, and tend to explode

designed to handle the extreme pressure of

for 100Wpc, it's amazingly small for its im-

during crescendos. He promised to send us

pressive specs. Of average width and depth,

some literature for evaluation as soon as it was

it's only about 11
2 "high, making it about
/

yç the

volume of acomparable Krell. Martin Colloms

available. The player has gone back to the
drawing board.

has one on loan, and swears it's the best thing
he's heard. We'll have areview of this in afu-

but they had an ostentatious audio/video

Kif didn't show anything new at this show,

ture issue. The preamp, by the way, is slated to

demo using six largish video screens and a

sell in the US for $6950, but is not yet available

surround-sound system with rear channels fed

Helios has an interesting-looking new tonearm, the Cyalene. Its departures from convention include large-contact-area low-friction
bearings, for increased energy transfer from
cartridge to base, and aunique mechanical interface shaping which allows the easy passage
of that energy in one direction only, to prevent
reflections from getting back to the cartridge.
The arm also uses abimetallic tapered tube, for
added stiffness and the more even distribution
of the inevitable resonances. The cable harness
is Audio Note Litz wire, 99% silver with Teflon
insulation. The UK price is $821. This looks
like ahoney, but I'd feel better about it if it was
motionally damped.
Heybrook debuted adiminutive speaker
system, the 0.5, with the remarkably low price
of $200/pair. Employing a"completely new
technique" in cabinet construction, it sounded
much cleaner and more natural than it had any
right to for its size (15" H) and price. A review
is planned in the near future.
Does the nameJecklin ring your bell? Herr
Jecklin's unique "floating" electrostatic headphones from Switzerland were marketed years
ago in the US under the name Jecklin-Float,
but are apparently still selling well in Europe.
(They are now distributed in the US by May
Stereophile, December 1987

Designed by Stereophile contributor Martin
Colloms, the metal-dome tweeter/TPX-cone
woofer MC-4 loudspeaker from Musical Fidelity excelled at reproducing human voice, Brigitte Fassbaender's "Frauenliebe and Leben"
sounding warm but transparent, with excellent
spatial resolution, reports JA.

What does Dave Howard have that
you want?

Dave has the complete Cello Music System: -Audio Suite preamplifier -Audio
Palette -Performance amplifiers -Amati speakers. in place and ready for you to
audition at Cello Chicago. Dave has been personally appointed by the president
of Cello Ltd.. as the Resident Systems Designer for the Midwest. He offers the
dedicated listener a level of expertise, commitment, and professional
accommodation commensurate with Cello's no-compromise philosophy.
To audition this system, contact Dave Howard at Cello Chicago.
312-433-7187. Arrangements will be made.
For your personal copy of the new full-color Cello brochure.
send one dollar to cover postage and handling to:

Cello Chicago •493 Roger Williams • Highland Park, IL 60035 •312433-7187
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they hadn't just used alarge-screen projection
system. The answer, amazingly, was that projection video is almost nonexistent in the UK.
This seems all the more surprising in view of
the fact that Europe's 625-fine PAL TV system,
offering higher picture resolution than our
(and Japan's) 525-line NTSC system, could better tolerate the image enlargement of abig
screen. (A projected NTSC image tends to be
quite soft in detail.)
Mentmore Industries used Quad ESL-63
speakers to demo their extensive line of tube
power amplifiers. Mentmore bought out the
Michaelson & Austin enterprise some years
ago, and still include in their catalog a"modified version" of the original Tim ParaviciniSonus-Faber speakers, from Italy, proved capable of surprisingly musical results, given
their diminutive size.

designed 75Wpc TVA-1 stereo amp, still reasonably priced at $1160. The top of Mentmore's line is the 70-lb M-200 monoblock,
rated at 200W RMS and priced at arespectable
$3486 per pair for the "standard" stainless-

from aYamaha DSP-1 processor. They pre-

steel version, or aself-indulgent $4150 apair

sented an awesome demonstration of classical

for agold-plated version.
Meridian. the small, perfectionist-oriented

music video, via an off-the-air video tape (VHS
Hi -Fi) of alive performance of the Last Night

firm which was bailed out from almost certain

of the Pops, aLondon orchestral tradition,
from the Albert Hall. Augmented by means of

closure afew months ago by aKEF takeover
(I'm glad someone did; it would be ashame

the Yamaha DSP-1 (for rear ambience), Ifound

to see such an innovative outfit go down the

this far more exciting than any audio-only

sluice, even if it is British!), showed its corn-

presentation Iheard at the entire show. Maybe
I'm jaded. Iasked KEF's David Inman why,
instead of six screens showing the same thing,

1lcan make such ashamelessly chauvinistic remark without embarrassment only because Iam an Anglophile from
'way back.

Note the word "phono" on the front panel: as well as line-level inputs and remote-control of
volume, Meridian's beautifully styled 207 CD player now has ablack-disc input, enabling it to
function as the system preamplifier.
Stereophile, December 1987
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'Before we could make our speakers beilef;
we had to inventa better speaker test!
buns findjam &Ric

HAND OftfiCFMENT

ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF A KEF

Aspeaker is usually measured
by frequency response sweeps But
their proper interpretation is difficult
at best —misleading at worst
'So in 1971, KEF joined forces
with Hewlett Packard and Bradford
University to develop amore reliable
test computensed Fast Fourier
Transform (FFf). Our computer

analyzes aseries of pulse tones to
produce afar more accurate, more
detailed picture of frequency, phase,
and transient time-domain behaviour
'FFT testing has already spurred
us to major advances in phase integrity
and production consistency Its
certainly easier to make progress
when you can see where you're going.'

cEi Eleencno Lb! 1.7.4 M. gam MEIStOP E
KEiEbette.a&Mnena.1412045.AEC.cM=4.7202,
Sou. Ecrexneen41.1d
Ur... CU.. Can...6 ,95490

REFERENCE MODEL I04/2

Il
The Speaker
Engineers

plete four-piece modular system—one of the
first high-end systems ever made with afullfunction infra-red remote control. (The remote
unit is the largest Ihave seen, measuring about
61
4 "square by an inch thick.) The separates
/
include aslightly upgraded version of the 207Pro CD player deck and separate electronics
section, and a201 preamp, 205 power amp,
204 tuner/timer, and the 209 remote controller. Meridian also makes three active loudspeaker systems, the M-100, M-20, and M-30.
The 201 "preamplifier" is normally sold without aphono input board; the external phono
connections are there, but the preamp board
itself is an optional internal plug-in—a provision whose significance goes beyond mere
convenience. (The board can also be plugged
into the 207 CD player, rendering that unit the
control center for the whole system.) The latest statistics show that the decline in LP sales
has tapered off, but the omission of phono
preamps from increasing numbers of control
units seems aclear signal that anumber of hardware manufacturers view the LP as moribund.
American audiophiles who can tell you eything you need to know about Ambisonics will
often give you ablank stare if you mention the
name Minim, yet that tiny company may be
the last hope for Ambisonics' ever getting off

Long-awaited, but not on public demonstration at the show, Naim's electrostatic loudspeaker was heard by trade and press visitors.
An attempt to combine the midrange virtues of
the old Quad with an extended low-frequency
response, the speaker, designed by Guy Lamotte and Julian Vereker, uses resistive loading of the woofer panel to increase LF sensitivity without the need either for ahuge diaphragm or ahuge baffle. Extreme HF is handled by aKelly ribbon. The sound? The speaker
is still a"work in progress," but is promising.

the ground. Minim is the only manufacturer
of consumer decoders for Ambisonic play-

speaker field, too. Their unique SBL unit (Small

back, and the only outfit in the world that pro-

Box Loudspeaker), not all that tiny at 35" high,

motes Ambisonics, but their show demos using Nimbus's encoded CDs and aquartet of the

has the upper-range enclosure, woofer hous-

diminutive KEF R102 speakers made aper-

from one another, to minimize and distribute

ing, and LF loading cavity compliantly isolated

suasive case for taking Ambisonics seriously.

panel vibrations due to internal driver pres-

The heightened realism of true spatiality was

sures. Strategically placed mass dampers (com-

shockingly evident, to me at least, when the

pliantly mounted weights) are used extensively

rear channels were switched in, as was the
dramatic enhancement of low-bass perform-

to further control specific resonances. Naim

ance. It was hard to believe such reproduction

NAP-90 power amp, with 45Wpc and priced

of organ pedals was possible from such small

at $468, and the NAC-62 preamp ($474). But
the center piece of Naim's display was their

speakers, and in fact, most of that bottom octave vanished when the rear speakers were
turned off. Istill believe Ambisonics is the way

had two new electronics items at the show: the

new full-range hybrid electrostatic speaker
system. This differs from other hybrid elec-

of the future, but like the people at Minim, I

trostatics, in which acone woofer handles low

never ceased to be amazed at how stubbornly

frequencies and an electrostatic array spans the

audiophiles refuse to admit that this is the only

rest of the range. Naim's FL-1 is electrostatic
all the way down, but uses aribbon tweeter

way to reproduce asoundstage properly, as
witness JA's 'As We See It" last month.
Having parted company with former soulmate Linn some months ago, Nairn Audio is
now merrily expanding its electronics line and
competing toe-to-toe with Linn in the loudStereophile, December 1987

at the top—a reversal of conventional thinking
if ever there was one!—and adds aresistive
load to the bass diaphragm to increase LF sensitivity. Iwas told that the design objective was
to produce an electrostatic with really deep,
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ONE STEP IN THE ?WING OF AKEF
For decades, loudspeaker
design was amatter of random trial
and error. Engineers had no systematic means of identifying and correcting development problems.
'At KEF, computerised testing
and computer-aided design have
changed all that For example, KEF's
computerised modal analysis ena-

bles me to pin-point troublesome
cabinet vibrations And it helps me
determine the most effective
countermeasures.
'While computers will never take
the place of innovative engineering,
they do enable us to examine and
perfect loudspeaker performance as
never before:

'By the time we build the final prototype
in wood, we've alreadebuilt"dozens
on computer.'

KEF beet/n.Lid Toe, MaKenone Kent ME15 60P. Emend
KEF Elecoona of Ant.. Inc .14120-K Sdedetd C4Me Cunt* VA 2202 , 701631-8810
Smyth Soutx1Enumnent Ltd 5% Rue du Perc Intlust. tonddeed. Onatec Canada 55%29-5490

tight bass from asystem not much bigger than
aQuad, and judging by what Iheard, that goal
had been emphatically achieved. But Ifound
the rest of the sound rather disappointing; the
middles were recessed, the middle highs were
excessive, and extreme highs were virtually
absent.
Naim, incidentally, shares Mark Levinson's
distaste for RCA connectors, but chooses aless
costly alternative: Naim's preamps are all fitted with BNC connectors from the disc input.
Iadmire that kind of idealistic stubbornness,
but Iwonder how many potential customers
Naim is losing because its electronics aren't
plug-compatible with "mainstream" products.
A new company, Oxford Electronics,
showed two versions of its Crystal turntable:
the Signature and the Reference. Modestly
touted as "the ultimate analogue (sic) disc
player," the Crystal features a2"-thick platter
of clear acrylic on top of ametal subplatter.
The Reference model is an open design; the

Spica's classic TC50, in biwired form, with
additional cabinet bracing, made excellent
sounds in the Presence Audio room, driven by
the French YBA amplifier.

Signature is enclosed in awooden cabinet with
aclear acrylic top cover. Both come on a2l-

now makes the SME IV worth considering. (I

high "floor stand," which would have been

have never found an instance where an un-

dandy for Toulouse-Lautrec but is hardly an

damped arm worked better than adamped

adequate height for the rest of us.
Although the German Rehdeko firm did

one, and have wondered why SME even both-

not itself exhibit at the Penta show, at least two

numeric gap between their Models III and V.)

ered to produce aModel IV, except to fill the

electronics manufacturers demoed their loud-

Although not an official exhibitor, Spica

speakers, and for good reason. This is the first

speakers were spotted in several rooms. Impor-

German-made loudspeaker system I've heard
that Iwas truly impressed with. (I had found

ter Presence Audio demoed their customized

other German speakers to be too cold and

approval, they have added asecond, separate

stark for my taste.)

version of the TC-50s to which, with Spica's
pair of driver connections (for bi-wiring), in-

SME showed, for the first time, an FD-IV

ternal rewiring with Vecteur cables, and extra

damper kit, which, as far as I'm concerned,

enclosure bracing and damping. The modified

Keeping the analog flame burning, Quad and SME representative David McDowell was making
nice noises with ESL-63s driven by the Quad 34/306, the front end aPink Triangle PT TOO turntable fitted with an SME V and aMadrigal Carnegie cartridge.
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MIMMIr
A\ \A/

Ribbon/Planar Magnetic
at $1550 pr.

In 1972, Magnepan received a patent on a full-range, planar/magnetic
type of loudspeaker which became the most successful esoteric speaker
in the history of high-end audio. Other companies have introduced
speakers with similar drivers (sometimes called "ribbons"), but Magneplanars', with over 100,000 sold, remains the choice of audiophiles.
Then, in 1982, Magnepan received a patent on a true, line-source
ribbon speaker. The combination of these two technologies, as shown
above, is incorporated in the just-released MG-2.5/R, at $1550/pr. and
the MG -lila at $1995/pr.

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street

ance area, the bass, tended to go out of control, probably as aresult of the smallish room.
The price: $1395. (You may recall that IMF was
the firm which spent some years engaged in
spirited litigation with US entrepreneur Irving
M. Fried over its right to use his initials for a
competing business. It's all too complicated
Too much too late. The all-British QED cassette deck was to be launched at the show, but
the whole project was cancelled. QED's Bob
Abrahams felt that the inevitable high price—
$575—could not be justified in the face of DAT.
The sound, on a non-Dolby dub from CD of
Jennifer Warnes's Famous Blue Raincoat, was
not bad, thought JA.
50, which they call the TC-50SE, sells for
$1319 apair.
Wharfedale featured its smallest speaker,

to explain.)

Winners and Losers
From what Iheard, the second-best sound at
the show was probably in the room shared by
B&W and Nakamichi, featuring B&W's CM-2
speakers with the B&W MPA-1 mono amplifiers, and Yamaha's CA-7E preamp and DMS 3E CD player. That's right—there wasn't an
analog player in the room!
As for the best, this was unquestionably in

the Diamond, but the sound in their room was
so bland (at least it wasn't abrasive) Iwondered
why they bothered at all. They were obviously
more taken with their centerpiece display: a
mini-mountain of lava rock with Diamond
speakers posed provocatively all over it, the
lot bathed in algae-green light. Very dramatic,
but it had no bearing whatsoever on the matter
at hand. Icannot believe this sold any Wharfedale Diamonds to consumers.

Afterthoughts
Conspicuous by its absence at the Heathrow
Penta was the quintessential British manufacturer, Quad. Ido not know the reasons for
their absence; all Ilearned was that it had
nothing to do with incipient bankruptcy. The
company's in good financial shape, it seems.
More politicking, Iguess.
Our high-end record manufacturers were
also conspicuously absent. Although acouple
of record dealers were selling some of their
CDs, Ididn't hear asingle cut from any Reference Recordings, Sheffields, or Wilson Audio
recordings. (I know; Wilson Audio doesn't
make CDs.) The most popular demo disc, based
on the number of different rooms Iheard it in,
was Opus 3's Test Record Number 1, Depth of
Image. Favorite cut: Mack 1, the telephone song.
TDL Electronics, adirect descendant of
IMF Electronics with designs by John Wright,
showed atransmission-line monitor speaker
which, as far as Icould determine, had no
model number. The sound was quite good,
but what should have been its best performStereophile, December 1987

One of the best sounds at the show, according
to JGH: B&W's Concept 90 loudspeaker features asubwoofer in the columnar stand.

THE POWER PURIFIER IS HERE!

SiVOI

MIPMEMBINFER

STRAIGHT WIRE POWER PURIFIER EIGHT is the first practical
device that provides pure power without current limitations. Utilizing
Active Waveform Correction circuitry, it analyzes the incoming power
waveform and instantaneously corrects voltage spikes and line hash
to yield anearly perfect sine wave. The Power Purifier Eight notably
improves the performance of audio and video systems, providing
increased dynamic contrasts, quieter background, and enhanced definition. Available in a black, component style chassis. $495.00
CASE STUDY: AUDIO CABLE ANATOMY

— — — — Magnetic Field

PATIENT: A seemingly healthy, high-quality audio system.
SYMPTOMS: The patient appears to be suffering from aloss
of subtlety, harmonic purity and lifelike dimensionality. Extreme high frequencies are diminished and upper midrange
frequencies sound congested and irritated. Musical enjoyment is significantly impaired.

,

DIAGNOSIS: The patient's cables have inadequate control of
their electromagnetic fields due to acongenital design defect.
The cable's twisted conductors cannot fully contain the
magnetic field of the music signal (Fig. 1). This induces a
slowing down of high frequencies (PHASE SHIFT) and a
tendency toward bloated lower extremities (malignant bass).
CURE: Immediate, radical cablectomy (removal of existing
cables) followed by implantation of cables that uniformly
contain the signal's magnetic field. The best prescription —
SYMMETRICAL COAXIAL cables (Fig. 2) by STRAIGHT WIRE
(The Music Conductor Series. LSI, and Ultra-Flex intercon•
nect). NO GENERIC SUBSTITUTES WILL DO!

1

„

Fig ;•Twisted Arrays

Fig

2

Symmetrical Coaxial

PRESCRIPTIONS CAN BE FILLED BY:

Stereo Exchange -NYC 800-833-0071
Shelley's Stereo -L.A. Area 818-716-8500
May Audio Marketing -Canada 514-651-5707

-STIIINGHT WIRE
-

P.F.A. -Italy
Unico -Japan
Summit -Hong Kong

1909 HARRISON ST. HOLLYWOOD. FL 33020

Dead volume levels. They failed. Every bass
beat knocked the rest of the volume down
momentarily by, maybe, 6dB; aclassic illustration of classic IM distortion. It was the only
demo area at the show where visitors could be
seen flinching to the beat.

The Talk of the Show
It is asad commentary on the current state of
high-end audio that the most talked-about
topic at the show was not anew product, but
something called the Belt Phenomenon. I
won't elaborate on it here, as Ihave dealt with
it—rather uncharitably, in fact—in this issue's
"As We See It" (p.5). Suffice it to say here that
it is another Enid Lumley/Judith Reilly-style
Hi-Fi Answers Editor Keith Howard holds a
"polarizer" from man-of-the-show Peter Belt.
For the full story, see JGH's editorial on p.5 of
this issue.

technofantasy, 2 with its roots in such deliria
as auras, astral vibrations, ESP, and radiation
phobias. Most appalling to me, though, is the
number and quality of the people who have

Automation Sciences' room. This importer

been seduced into believing Mr. Belt's thesis,

handles conrad-johnson, Infinity, and Van den

including—I hate to say it—our Martin Colloms. All of which brings me to my final Penta
Show award, which Ihave chosen to call the

Hul, and were using c-j electronics—the new
Premier 7 preamp and Motif MS100 power
amp, Infinity Kappa 9loudspeakers, the Audio-

PT Barnum Award: for Outstanding Achieve-

meca J-1 turntable and Pierre Lurne model

ment in the Field of Gullibility. It goes, of

SL-5 straight-line tone arm, and the Van den
Hul Grasshopper cartridge. "Gorgeous" is not

not only swallowing the whole Peter Belt line,

an overstatement of the kind of sound they
were getting.
Then there's the booby prize, for worst

course, to Hi-Fi Answers' Jimmy Hughes, for
along with its sinker, but admitting it in four
pages of print! 3

Luxman, and Hafler equipment, used home-

2Enid Lumley hears her sound being affected by the surface
her speaker cables are lying on (wood warms the sound.
flagstones make it cold!). Judith Reilly has proven to her own
satisfaction that the playing of digitally mastered analog discs
rots your platter spindle. Iescaped from Elbe last year.

audio equipment to try to produce Grateful

3Ill•Fi Answers.

sound at the show: HW International really
earned this one! Their exhibit, featuring Shure,

October 1987.

The new Apogee Divas were being driven by the humongous Krell Reference monoblocks.
Stereophile, December 1987
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Revox B215.
A cassette deck
from the world's leading
maker of studio tape recorders.
Walk into any of the world's premier recording studios
— in London. New York. Los Angeles. or anywhere in
between, you are virtually certain to see Studer Revox
recording equipment.
Successful recording professionals choose our
recorders for the same reason serious drivers choose
European automobiles: master craftsmanship and the
highest performance levels.
The first criterion: sound quality — Professionals
cannot compromise sonic performance. To optimize
performance, each tape recorder must be carefully
aligned for each tape formulation. Not just for proper
bias, but also for record sensitivity and high frequency
equalization.
The Revox B215 has an on-board microprocessor to
do all three adjustments. Automatically. So you achieve
the finest performance from whichever tape you choose.
The B2I5 also has Dolby HX Pro to improve high
frequency dynamics, as well as Dolby Bor C noise
reduction for the quietest recordings. An exclusive

pivoting headblock design maintains absolutely stable
head azimuth alignment.
Second criterion: reliability — In the studio, failures
necessitating repairs create havoc. Reliability is crucial.
That is why every Studer Revox machine has amassive
die cast aluminum transport chassis for rock-solid
stability. Every deck also has direct drive capstans and
servo-controlled direct drive reel motors. The Revox
B215 is no exception.
Third criterion: advanced operating features —
Other professionally inspired features include three
heads for off-the-tape monitoring, areal-time minute
and second tape counter, dual memory autolocate
facility, loop function, automatic start-of-tape cueing,
headphone level control and more.
The Revox B2I 5. Swiss engineering and German
construction to please an audio perfectionist. In the
studio, or in your livingroom.

REVox
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
615-254-5651
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omeone Iforget who it was, once
wrote a perceptive essay on how in

any field of human endeavor; ap-

parent perfection is attained only when that
field is in the process of being superseded. The
Palace at Versailles was built when the power
of the French monarchy was well into decline;
Wagner's "music of the future" was in fact the
end of aparticular line of development; the
mœistor was developed almost simultaneously with the silicon transistor which would
render tubes almost obsolete; and six years
after the commercial introduction of Compact
Disc with record shops increasingly filling up
with silver discs, to the detriment of black,
turntables exist which render LP playback
pretty much on a level with CD technically
(many audiophiles, of course, feel that the LP
has always been musically ahead).
Linn in Scotland led the way in the 70s, but
additional standard-bearers in the CD era
have been SOTA, VP!, Well-Tempered Lab, and
now Versa Dynamics in the USA, Audiolabor
in West Germany, Micro Seiki in Japan, and
Goldmund in France. It is widely known that
the Goldmund series of turntables, from the
Studietto to the incomparably expensive
Reference, are the result of the activities of one
Michel Reverchon; what is less well-known is
that the technopreneurial Monsieur Reverchon has made use of the skills of a number
of engineers, one such being Pierre Lurne.
Pierre's company took over responsibility for
the manufacture of the straight-line tracking
T3 tonearm in 1981, and was responsible for
the design and manufacture of the Goldmund
Studietto turntable in 1983 and the straightline Goldmund T-5 tonearm the following
year These activities ceased last year when
Goldmund moved the center of their operation from France to Switzerland, and Pierre
introduced a turntable of his own, the .12700
Audiomeca JI, at the 1987 Las Vegas CES.
So who is this M. Lurne? And why does he
persist in designing products to maximize the
retrieval of information from black disc in
these days of its eclipse—at least as far as the
mass market is concerned—by CD? As theft
is distributed in the USA by Madrigal laboraStereophile, December 1987
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CRAM

John Atkinson talks
with French turntable
and tonearm designer
Pierre Lurne

Audiomeca J1 turntable fitted
with SL-5 tonearm.
tories, they kindly arranged for me to visit

looked at in detail was the need to keep con-

their Connecticut headquarters in the early

struction simple.

summer in order to get some hands-on experience with the turntable and meet with its

should always be simple and as compact as

designer After atour of Madrigal's impressive

possible By doing so, you avoid vibration prob-

The different parts of aturntable or tonearm

Mark Levinson manufacturing facility, we sat

lems. When you have too many pieces, there's

down over sandwiches and soda while 1asked

too much decoupling. And if you have too

Pierre bow be had gotten started in hi-fi

much decoupling, at the end of the story, you
cannot understand what is happening on the

design.
He explained that he bad designed his first
tonearm in 1968 when 20 years old, and, one
thing leading to another; he formed the
Audiomeca Company in 1979 to design and
manufacture tonearms and to design turn-

disc loosen every screw on aturntable for example, and the resultant decoupling means
that the vibrations can't follow apath.
It's the same in tonearm design. An important point of the design is that you must have
apath for the vibrations in the arm. 1used a

tables. His first turntable, designed in 1979,
was called the "Minimum." Very big and

unipivot bearing in the Modell for that reason.

heavy, it was never offered for sale but was

You need to choose asingle path for the vibra-

a research vehicle to develop his ideas on

tions to leave the system, in effect to be

turntable fundamentals. (A direct descendant

grounded to earth. If you have two points, it

of the Minimum is now marketed in France

is possible for the vibrations to return by the
other one. With just one point, you have a

by Vecteur, acompany best known in the US
for its cable.) An important part of Pierre's

mechanical diode; you say to the vibrations

background was his study ofphysics; virtual-

"go that way." And you can then start to con-

ly every detail of his products, as described to

trol what is happening in your system.

me in our conversation, was adirect conse-

Similarly with the counterweight. For years

quence of the laws of physics. His first com-

there has been abig debate about whether it
is better to have arigidly mounted counter-

mercial tonearm, for example, the Lurne
Model 1of 1980, was the result of acomplete
examination of the role of the tonearm in the

weight or one that is decoupled. For along
time Ipreferred the 'fixed counterweight;

French magazine CAudiophile in September

otherwise, again, you don't know what is hap-

1978 (Issue #6), published under Editor-in-

pening in your mechanical system. Adecoupled
counterweight may be good at certain fre-

Chief Gerard Chretien's byline. An area Pierre
72
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WADIA

4

Advanced Technology Preamplifier

Most amplification components get in the
way of the music, but not the Wadia-4.
The Wad ja- 4Advanced Technology Preamplifier offers near-perfect transient response
and inter-transient silence, as well the
absence of distortion and coloration.
With aWadia-4, all you hear is the music.
Medea Ltd. has been quietly designing and
building preamplifiers, one at atime, for
over 30 years. Now, for the first time, these
handcrafted units are available in limited
quantities from selected dealers.
For more information, call or write Medea Ltd.
P.O. Box 24049, Minneapolis, MN 55424,612/926-3858
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quencies, but the overall sound might not be

better than the contrary, where maybe it is eas-

as good as you expected.

ier to go up and down than to go right or left.
Pierre showed me some of his findings from
that original LAtidiophile article, where, with

The unipivot bearing may provide this
mechanical diode effect, providing alowerimpedance path for vibrations travelling
away from the tonearm tube than for those
travelling toward it, but the fact that the mo-

a tonearm with a.1-shaped arm-tube, an eccentrically mounted counterweight (most of

tional center of gravity of the system is above

the mass under the arm-tube axis), and a
unipivot bearing point too high above the

the bearing tends to make it unstable, just as
it tends to be very hard to balance astiletto

plane of the arm, both the ellipsoid of inertia
around the bearing and that around the

on its point. The systems' center of gravity will

stylus/groove contact point are very asym-

tend to be off center with respect to the pivot

metrical, implying a very irregular distribu-

point and the whole tilts with nothing to provide a restoring force. For motion along the

tion of the forces around these two points. I

axis of the tonearm, the counterweight and

asked if that is why he had always gone for
astraight tonearm tube in all his designs.

arm tubé can be placed below the pivot point,
much as a high-wire walker uses apole to

tube is better than an S-shaped one for reasons

provide the necessary restoring force to be
able to balance. For lateral motion of the

These days, everybody knows that astraight
of rigidity. But, by chance, the straight line also
agrees with this calculation, giving asym-

tonearm, however; it is considerably more

metrical ellipsoid of inertia. Maybe Nature and

unstable. Conventionally, tonearm designers

God are in accord. This seems very elegant to

who are committed to using aunipivot bear-

me, even beautiful.

ing rely on the restraining effect offluid damp-

We moved on to the subject of turntable

ing. Pierre, however; produces aphotograph

design.
From the Minimum turntable in 1979,

of his original arm, and points out the two
lateral outrigger weights on either side of the

through the second turntable which Idesigned

pilot point. These render the unipivot system

for Audioanalyse in 1981 and now to the Audio-

more stable when it comes to lateral motion.
The arm also had asliding collar on the

meca J1, Iused the same concept of mech-

tube. This was not to adjust the tracking force,
but to adjust the inertia of the system, the same

other designers that methacrylate is the best

anics. I'll begin with the platter. Iagree with
material for amat, and the shape of the plat-

as with these two lateral masses. Not only does

ter is the same as the Minimum, which is to say

everything have acenter of gravity, it also has

that it is alittle concave: it slopes from the

an ellipsoid of inertia.

outer rim to the center at an angle of 0.30°. I

Iobviously looked puzzled.

decided on this form from astatistical survey

To determine the ellipsoid of inertia, you put

of alarge collection of records. There are actually two sheets of methacrylate, either side

an axis anywhere through the center of gravity
of the system, and calculate the moment of inertia around this axis. You find the two points

of asolid, 8mm-thick piece of lead, giving a
total mass of 8kg.

on your chosen axis, either side of the center

This construction is something very special.

of gravity, where the moments are equal. You

If you know the velocities of vibration in

then choose another axis through the center
of gravity and find two more points. At the end

methacrylic and in lead, you can calculate

of the process, these points trace out an ellip-

stylus. First, the vibration induced in the

when the vibration is reflected back to the

soid in space around the center of gravity This

record from the stylus tracking the groove

ellipsoid gives you an image of the effort in

goes through the record into the methacrylate,

every direction applied to the system, so in the

then to the lead, and so on. Each time the

ideal case, if it takes the same effort to make
the system move in every direction, then you

vibration is transmitted from one material to
another, there is reflection and transmission,

no longer have an ellipsoid of inertia, you have
a sphere, or in two dimensions, a circle. I

and the time taken for each reflection to return

would think that everybody would agree that
if it takes the same effort to move atonearm,

have all these delayed signals reach the cartridge at the same time. You then get the same

acartridge, aneedle, in any direction, that's

effect as with the acoustics of aroom with
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to the stylus can be calculated. You need not
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From ear to there

and everything in between.
The true audio connoisseur is
possessed of extraordinary sensibilities
regarding his or her music reproduction
system. From speaker to cartridge,
anything that delivers less than absolute accuracy is disappointing. Naturally, these sensibilities extend to the
purchase source as well.
For 30 years, Lawrence Stereo has
catered to the discriminating southeastern audiophile. Extensive product
knowledge and experience allow us to
stock only premier component lines
and to offer custom system design and
installation services. Extending to our
maintenance division, we affiliate only
with technicians who are dedicated
perfectionists.
©Lawrence Stereo 1987

At Lawrence we speak the language
of the true audiophile, and that's music
to your ears.
Offering: Adcom/Acoustat/ads/
Beard/Boston Acoustics/conradjohnson/DahlquistIDenon/Forte Audio/
Grad° /Kimber Kable/Koetsu/Kyocera/
SOTA ¡Sound Connections/Souther/
STAXISumiko: Grace, Premia;
Wisman/Systemdeckl3D Acoustics/
Threshold&Understeen Audio
and more.

LAWRENCE
STEREO
430 Greensprings Hwy/Suite 34
Birmingham, AL 35209/(205) 945-1550

square dimensions—one big resonance. This
is no good, and in addition, when a large

structed from a black metbacrylic sheet. In

reflected vibration reaches the stylus, the

traditional box construction for the plinth.
Most turntable bases are like the sounding

common with the Oracle, it dispenses with the

tracking is instantaneously different. But if you
take care of the spacing in time of these

box of aguitar: we use two U-shaped forms

delayed reflections—do you understand the
concept of the "Gold Number?—then neither

resonance. Inside, there is asubchassis, again

that fit together without resulting in any box

the music nor the tracking is affected, not at

fabricated from a three-layer sandwich of

the beginning of the record or at the end.
We use lead because it almost behaves as a

methacrylate and lead to optimally disperse
vibrations from the bearing, sitting on athree-

"magic material." It has high mass, it has good

point suspension. You can adjust the springs

damping with low-Q resonances, and it has a
very low speed of vibration. If vibrations enter

from the top.

the lead center of the platter, they leave con-

subchassis that its center of motion is the same

siderably later, much lower in amplitude.
Iasked if a clamp was necessary; if the

as the center of mass?
Yes, the center of gravity is always in the

Had Pierre taken the same care with the

record is not in intimate contact with the plat-

same place. Let me explain the problems of

ter surface, you won't get the optimum pattern of reflections.

spring suspension. Some designers hang the

Yes, Itry to get the best contact. ..The bear-

is better: if the subchassis is hanging, then the

ing is an inverted bearing, with the contact

restoring force will be back toward its natural
position of rest. They are right if the springs

point between the tungsten carbide ball and
the bearing surface on the center of gravity of
the platter/bearing system. Actually, the center
of gravity is just under the ball because it is
dangerous to make something only according
to the theory. Mathematically, with only paper
and pencil, you can make the bearing point
and the center of gravity identical. In reality,
however, your center of gravity will certainly be in adifferent place, maybe above, maybe
under the bearing because of the tolerances

subchassis from the springs, and say that this

are long and very thin, but if you use large
springs, this is not so good. The Audiomeca
JI is the proof. The mass of the subchassis and
platter is centralized between the springs, and
when everything is set up correctly and balanced correctly, and the tonearm is balanced
with the appropriate counterweight, you can
push the subchassis, and the response up and
down is quite correct. It just bounces vertically.

involved. If the center of gravity is above the

The drive system of the JI appears to be

ball, you have no stability, but if you arrange
things so that it will always be under the bear-

unique for the belt doesn't just rotate around

ing point, you create avery small pendulum
which will restore the situation, acting at fre-

the motor pulley and the subplatter; there is
also an idler pulley on the opposite side of the
platter The only thing like it that Ihave seen

quencies which you don't care about, frequen-

is the two-motor arrangement featured by the

cies out of the audio band. In fact, the J1 bear-

Alphason Sonata.
If you have no counter-pulley, the belt will

ing also has aring, asleeve, under the platter
so that this small pendulum cannot be excited.

pull the platter toward the motor, resulting in
wear. If you use acounter-pulley on the other

But if you take such aprecaution, you can
sleep better at nights. This ring is adjusted by

side of the platter from the motor, the platter

three screws, in order to adjust the friction and
keep it from having any play.

tables through the years since the Minimum.

is in balance This has been afeature of my turn-

In terms of mathematics, to have the center

Pierre showed bow the motor itself is quite

of gravity very near to the point of rotation

independent of the rest of the turntable. It is

gives you alot of advantages. In one sentence,
forces acting on the system are not applied

locked for transport, but when the ji is set up,

through acouple, but only as pure forces.
There are no distances involved. That is to say,

sorb vibration, sits on three Delrin—a highdensity grade of nylon—feet that protrude

the motor coupled to a3kg block of lead to ab-

the system is as simple as possible.

through the U-section base to couple direct-

The Audiomeca j1 is one of the more elegant
turntable designs Ihave seen, being con-

ly to the support; it bas no contact with the
base at all.
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THE
MINUTE
AMPLIFIER

QUIZ

1) What amplifier was purchased by California Audio
Labs for the quality control listening tests of their CD?
2) What amplifier was purchased by America's largest
analogue record pressing facility for quality control
listening tests?
3) What amplifier was purchased by Duntech to
demonstrate their studio monitors?
4) What amplifier was purchased by aleading
European University for psycho-acoustic listening
tests?
5) What amplifier received the 1987 Consumer
Electronics Show Design and Engineering Award?
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The motor and its big lead block are twice

design philosophies outlined by Pierre when

decoupled because we try to create an artificial

we receive all for review. Before returning
to my hotel room in New Haven, Iconcluded
our conversation by asking Pierre what befell

ground. Vibrations should be removed from
the turntable system so that the stylus/groove
relationship is as undisturbed as possible. Itake
the motor vibrations to the lead and try to

to be the future of the analog turntable.
Ithink nobody knows. At any time, you can

earth them essentially out of the system. The

always find people against and for anything.

counter-pulley offers asimilar kind of advan-

But think of the millions and millions of
records in the world. There's a significant

tage because it is also decoupled from the turntable base. In the accessory pack supplied with

group of people out there who still buy LP

the turntable, there is athreaded spike which

records or have very valuable record collec-

screws in to the base of the turntable under-

tions, who are very interested in finding ways

neath the counter-pulley to touch the surface

to play those records at ahigher and higher

that the turntable is sitting on. This takes any

quality level. Phonography—analog—may no
longer be agreat business, no. But it will be a

vibration from the belt, vibration from the
bearing, and so forth, and in effect takes it to
ground.

parallel business, and there will always be a
niche for agood analog turntable.

The motor itself is adual AC type but rather
than relying on the stability and purity of the

the analog disc still scoring over digital

mains frequency, what's presented to the
motor is asynthesized sinewave based on a

Ican speak on that subject for hours. This
subject is so complicated that I'm sure nobody

clock pulse generator, similar to what Linn is
doing with their Valhalla board. To specify

exists on earth today with acomplete view of

direction, this is then flipped by acapacitor

because it is good for the music To many peo-

right at the end to give two out-of-phase

ple, who bought in the past ahorrible turntable in the discount shop, now that they have

signals to the two different sections of the
motor. You also get the smoothing effect of
multiple poles, and can change the speed by
varying the frequency to drive the motor.

Iasked what were the areas where he saw

the problem. Ilike compact disc very much

acompact disc player, they have better music.
This is the good side of CD, but Iam not absolutely convinced of any real advantage in ab-

There is both acoarse and afine speed adjustment. Ichose this solution because Ihave used

solute terms for two principal reasons.

it for many years. But, of course, this is only

giant companies who also make turntables.
And they cannot cut off the limb on which

one point among many that contribute to a
good turntable design. You can actually make

The first one is that CD players are made by

a very good turntable with any system of

they sit? Initially CD was bad, and it was stupid
to sell CD. But if the quality of CD was higher

motor, even with the old idler-wheel drive but

than analog, it would also be stupid because

it's more difficult then, of course.

they would kill off the analog too fast. The

Ialso machine the Delrin motor-pulley after
it's been mounted on the motor. If you machine

only solution is to have asimilar quality from

the motor pulley separately from the motor,

both media. This is the only way to have a
business going on.

you have aproblem with eccentric rotation.

Secondly, on the technical side, the analog

We put the pulley on the motor, and we finish
the machining of the pulley with the motor

system can be improved more and more and

turning so that the pulley becomes absolutely
round.

of my hobbies is philosophy. Your ear, and
everything in nature, works like analog, with

Theft can be fitted with any tonearm, not

low, low levels of degradation at very low

just the parallel-tracking Audiomeca SL5 (a

levels. But CD is the opposite, with low-level
information having very high levels of distor-

derivative of the Goldmund T5). As well as
supplying dedicated armboards, Audiomeca
supplies counterweights to adjust the mass of
the subchassis to correspond with that of the

more. This cannot be said for CD players. One

tion. This is contrary to nature; aproblem of
philosophy.
Maybe CD players really are better! But the

arm so that the three springs can be adjusted

problem is here. And one day if the sales are

to give agood balance with any arm. Stereo-

to increase further, they will need to find a
solution to this problem.

phile will report on the success of the various
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PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold
I'm not sure you're going to credit this, but
let's not prejudice the issue. I'm sitting right

to turn down midi system work. Ilike review-

here with my 20-month-old son perched on

ing Apogee one day, Toshiba the next. Or
Audio Research one day, Pioneer the next. It

my shoulders. His name is David, and he's a
mountaineer. He's listening to the choral part

reminds me I'm living in the real world.
More to the point, Ithink reviewing cheap,

of Mahler's Third, the Maazel/VPO on CBS

often rather grotty systems of the kind that

compact disc, enjoying the contrapuntal harmonies (I had to look it up—he's quite an ad-

most people own and use daily has adirect
relevance to real-life music appreciation, per-

vanced kid, you see). He's bouncing around,

haps even more so than alot of esoteric equip-

plainly oblivious of the danger of his elevation,

ment, which is pie in the sky if not adown-

so I'm holding his legs with my left hand. With

right aberration as far as the majority of the

my right, I'm tapping away on my computer

public is concerned. As aresult, Ibelieve it
helps me to review esoteric equipment better.

keyboard. The music is playing through apair
of rather excellent new loudspeakers which

Equally to the point, my background with

I'm going to tell you about next month. What's
driving them, however, may surprise you: a

esoteric stuff helps me review this grassroots
audio equipment better.

Marantz midi (table-top) system consisting of

Very few listeners are lucky enough to have

aturntable, atwin cassette deck, atuner, and

started to learn to appreciate music via the

aCD player, all kitted out with Dolby Stereo,
remote control, and God only knows (or cares)

champagne and caviar route. All but an infin-

what else.

learning experiences very much as Idid: I
started with the family record player, followed

Since we last spoke Ihave been busily en-

itesimal number of us acquired our seminal

gaged in performing the unthinkable on this

by my own first and even more basic record

unspeakable; to wit, reviewing about 25 CDbased midi systems, of which the Marantz is

player, and of course the odd transistor radio
smuggled between the sheets. Isee and hear

just one. Whenever Imention these systems

of similar experiences all around me, and as

to anyone who calls, on the phone for exam-

aresult Iknow that the personal quality of

ple, Iswear Ican see the upturning of the

response has no direct one-to-one relationship

eyebrows, and Isure as hell recognize the pity-

with the quality of the medium. If it did, the
appreciation of music wouldn't be such auniversal thing. The medium is not the message.

ing tone. The pause is usually followed by a
remark to the effect that Ihave to earn aliving, they suppose. Iam known mostly for reviewing high-class gear, so what other reason
could Ihave for messing about with cheap
high-street multiple fodder of this kind? Maybe you think the same. How else could anyone
envisage reviewing Apogee and Koetsu one
day, and Toshiba's ('scuse me) latest $400 mug's
eyeful the next?

If there is no one-to-one, there remains the
looser relationship of the catholicity of people's tastes to their exposure to good or bad
sound. Based simply on personal experience,
I'd expect apositive correlation. Ihave always
held that the key principle in the search for the
holy grail in high fidelity is not to produce the
prettiest, sweetest, and widest-ranging sound.

Well, Ihave my reasons. Ifreely admit that

High fidelity is, first and foremost, to be judged

batch-testing midi systems isn't bad for busi-

in its role as an advocate for the unfamiliar, the

ness, and that with three rows of kids, the
smallest barely knee-high to agrasshopper, it
helps to be able to afford acar with three rows
of seats. But Ican also say, with equal candor,
that Iget offered more work than Ican han-

difficult, and the esoteric. If there were more
Audio Researches in the world, there'd be
more Second Viennese Schools.
Real-world audio developments over the

same position: this just happens to be boom

last year or so point the way things are going
—in the USA as much as the UK, no doubt—
and indirectly serve to show where punter's

time for hi-fi magazines. So Ihave chosen not

priorities lay. The preponderance of midi over

dle. I'm not unique. Other writers are in the
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...are perfectly calibrated

by Brooks at GNP AudioVideo
e at GNP believe that the Oracle
turntable is something special. It is
W
the culmination of 110 years of turntable

design. It is the pinnacle of turntable
performance and aesthetics, the first
component in an uncompromising music
playback system.
Unlike other turntables, the Oracle is
engineered to eliminate any vibrations that
might interfere with its performance.
Vibrations from external sources, vibrations
from internal sources, even vibrations from
the record itself. No other turntable
accomplishes this fundamental task with
near perfect effectiveness, or with this
degree of neo-classic beauty.
The Oracle is amodern day Stradivarius,
capable of producing the most heavenly
sounds. But like a Stradivarius, a master
craftsman is required to achieve idyllic
results. Each component part, however
well-designed, formed and finished must
yet be perfectly assembled, balanced, and
calibrated within the system as awhole or
the overall performance may not transcend
mediocrity.
Brooks Berdan is our master craftsman
of turntable physics. He perfects each
new Oracle into the state-of-the-art
performer it was intended to become. With
Oracle's approval he even exceeds

accepted factory performance levels. His
many years of expertise and dedication to
the details of mechanical engineering
make every turntable he works on as good
as, or in many cases, better than its
designers envisioned. He is the
consummate turntable technician.
Brooks and Oracle are two reasons
that audiophiles in Los Angeles have
shopped at GNP for more than seven
years. Audio Research, Audible Illusions,
B&K, Cal Audio Labs, Carnegie, CWD,
Eminent Tech, Entec, GNP Loudspeakers,
Kiseki, Klyne, Martin-Logan, Magnum,
MIT, Mitsubishi, Monster, Nakamichi,
Nitty Gritty, Proton, PS Audio, Shinon,
SME, Stax and Threshold are still more
reasons.
The primary reason for shopping at
GNP, however, is our dedication to the
musical experience- it is our first priority,
our ultimate goal, and our company policy.
We invite you to talk turntables (Oracles
preferably) with Brooks and to experience
the music our systems produce.

CMP

AUdi0Vide0
1244 E. Colorado BI., Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 577-7767

floor-standing tower systems is now almost
complete. This year sees no change in this, or

you buy separately. What suffers with CDbased systems isn't the quality of the player

in the types of components fitted. More of

itself—at least not in system context—but the

them than ever have aCD player, but even now
record decks remain aprominent (but still

rest of the system, which is so squeezed for
resources to meet its price point that all sem-

shamelessly underachieving) part of the vast

blance of design integrity goes out the window.

majority of systems. Anyway, I'm told it can be
salutary to know how the other half lives; it

Amplifiers: There are just two types: those
with graphic equalizers—often now fitted

can help put some of your cherished notions

alongside aso-called spectrum analyzer—and

into amore global perspective.

those without. It is increasingly common for

Turntables: Midi-system turntables have

manufacturers to link their components using

always been shoddy, demonstrating the dis-

custom connectors and ribbon cables which
disenfranchise those who want to swap and

dain that makers have for decent engineering
as much as for decent sound. What is interesting, purely as ahistorical footnote, is the all but

change. A number of amplifiers are also now
being fitted with some kind of video capabil-

total eclipse of the direct-drive motor in favor

ity. In some cases this capability is real, con-

of belt-drive. Much more important, though,

sisting perhaps of video inputs (normally raw

is the absolutely static nature of the business.

video and audio separately, which means three

In a number of manufacturers' ranges, the

sockets for each connection—five for recorders) and perhaps aDolby Stereo decoder and

same turntable is used unchanged in every system price band, the most expensive of which

rear-channel amplifier. In other cases, it's im-

may cost five times as much as the cheapest.

aginary. The "video" input may be simply a

We're talking about lowest-common-denomi-

relabeled auxiliary socket, or the surround-

nator engineering here, too: even with the

sound circuit nothing more than adifference

cheapest systems, these decks are invariably
far from adequate.

signal (a la Hafier) with none of the attributes
of the cinema surround-sound processor at all.

'Niters: No particular trends here. Synthe-

A number of manufacturers seem quite hap-

sizer tuners with presets reign supreme, and

py to imply falsehoods in their promotional

are based around the same chip sets as low-

blather.
Loudspeakers: Curiously, there has been

end component tuners, so they're often modestly OK. A number of them also are fitting
timers for recording purposes.

some improvement here, though it's not im-

Cassette Decks: The most notable trend

loudspeakers themselves look just as shoddy

here is the eclipse of manual record-level con-

as ever. A typical system loudspeaker is prob-

trols and meters. In their place goes an Al£ circuit which guarantees hiss-bound quiet pas-

ably about 10% smaller than last year, but the
enclosures remain empty (undamped, unlagged)

sages, ducked loud ones, and constrained dynamics. Surprisingly, Dolby-C noise reduction

weight boxes. They resonate like drums, and

mediately apparent where it comes from. The

and made from poorly sealed, plain, light-

is nothing like universal, even with some of the

sound abit like them too. The drive-units (too

more expensive systems. High-speed dubbing,

often there are three) invariably have minute

on the other hand, is universal, and invariably

magnets, wafer-thin baskets, and are dressed
in garish plastic trim which is usually poorly

makes the most diabolical-sounding tapes. It
really does seem that more is apopular substitute for better. You'll always be offered a

anchored and liable to vibrate audibly if excited. Crossover components are normally

double deck, usually consisting of one play-

limited to asingle in-line capacitor to protect

back transport and one that records as well.

the tweeter and minimize service returns.

But it's surprisingly rare to be offered one that

On my measurements, these loudspeakers

keeps anything like steady speed. Gadgets

are often no more sensitive than areasonably

abound instead: track search, intro-scan, se-

high-fidelity loudspeaker, despite the absence

quential play (even in the absence of autoreverse), and more.

of crossovers, the lightweight diaphragms, and

CD Players: Except in the case of the very

lutely foul, the tweeters especially featuring

cheapest systems, the CD players are identical

the most horrendous sandpapery audio quality. This year, though, there seems to have been

to low-cost component players of the type
Stereophile, December 1987
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MAKE THE RIGHT DECISION

There are many choices in better audio. There are virtually
infinite combinations. Most important is choosing the right
dealer. An experienced and concerned dealer can
make music from mere components. 11"le .Three listening
rooms. Single speaker demonstrations. Home theatre media
rooms. Service.
conrad johnson
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"Of all the CD mats and damper discs we
have tried, the best by far is the one from
The Mod Squad"

J Peter Moncreiff

The Mod Squad 650 CD player is significantly more open
and dynamic than any other CD player Ihave heard to date
It delivers the dynamic range that CD has promised since it
first appeared but has never quite made good on "
Anthony H Cordesman

The Mod Squad offers a unique portfolio of products and services. Call today (619/436-7666)
and ask what we can do for your

system,

In Canada May Audio Marketing, Longueuil

or request a list of full-time dealers.

In South Africa Phonovox. Johannesburg

In France & The Netherlands Audio Quartet, Nice
In Hong Kong Sound Chamber
In Italy P FA ,Pisa
In Singapore & Malaysia
Advanced Acoustics, Singapore

in Switzerland Ensemble, Basel
In Taiwan Sound Ray Electronics, Taipei
in Thailand Audio Com ,Bangkok

Tflodeuad

in United Kingdom
Moth Group, Bedford

Department S•542 Coast Highway 101 •Leucadla, CA 92024 •(619)436-7666
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acase of sudden and near-universal enlighten-

for the last six weeks, so I'll tell you about my

ment, and the typical system loudspeaker has

next project: I'm going to rebuild my main real

lost much of its nastiness. It hasn't in the pro-

hi-fi system. It's been lying around the place
lately, neglected. It happens I've been getting

cess acquired any of the subtler qualities that
make aloudspeaker truly legitimate, but at
least there is less necessity for sensitive listeners to cringe while listening.
My bottom-line litmus test for packaged
audio systems is asimple one. Ilook for something that will provide the level of musical in-

abit itchy about the way it has been performing, so I'm also about to ring some changes.
The first is to replace my Roksan turntable
with anew one. The next step will be to do
something about my amplifier (I'm not sure
what). Then I'm going to get the deck and amp
up and running with apair of good but com-

sight and enjoyment that adecent table-top
radio can provide. Ieven have such aradio I pact and almost modest loudspeakers from
use as an informal benchmark—a 15-year-old
British Fidelity of turntable fame. Then I'm goSony. Most systems produce more bass and

ing to try afew things out, in particular the

more volume level, and all have more gadgets,

Peter Belt accessories JGH discusses in this
month's "As We See It" which Iwrote about

but surprisingly few allow greater access to the
music. The amazing thing is that people persist
in buying these things by the hundreds of
thousands, apparently oblivious of the fact that
on the cosmic scale of things, these systems

afew issues ago. Then Ishould have something to listen to and to write about.
See you next month.

don't even rate as prehistoric in terms of

0"e(t,:'

development potential. It's sad that most
people don't know what good audio quality

Subscribe Today!

can achieve. Isn't that the ultimate indictment
of our cloistered little industry?
Had enough of rack systems? So have I. I've

see page 178

been living and breathing the bloody things
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ADS, Alphason Turntables and Arms. Athena. Audible Illusions, Audio Quest. BEL. B&K, Berning,
Boston Acoustics, Celestion, Chicago Stands, Conrad Johnson, Convergent AT, Counterpoint. Dahlquist,
DBX, Dual, Dynavector, Eminent Technology Speakers and Arms, Fostex, Grado, Haller. Janis.
Kinergetics. Klyne, Kyocera, Lazarus, Meitner, Mod Squad Components and Accessories, Monster Cable.
Vost malty credit cards accepted
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Dealers for
MIT, Music Fidelity, NEC, Ortolan, Parasound, Proton, PS. Audio, Quad, Ram Tubes, Revox, Rogers,
Rowland Research, Shure, Sonographe, Soundlab, Spectrum, Spendor, Spica, Stax, Straightwire,
Superphon, Sumiko, Synthesis, Systemdek, Talisman, Threshold, Tip Toes, Van Den Hul, VPI, WellTempered, etc.
Most major credit cards accepted

687-A B'way (btwn. 3rd & 4th St. app. Tower Records) NYC 10012

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
MOTIF MS100 POWER AMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton
igAll kitII

Motif MS100 power amplifier
Solid-state, class-AB stereo amplifier. Rated power: 100Wpc into 8ohms; 200Wpc into 4ohms.
Power bandwidth: 5Hz to 100kHz. Distortion: Less than 0.5%. Dimensions: 19" W by 7" H by
18" D. Weight: 46 lbs. Price: $3250. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer: conradjohnson design, inc., 2800R Dorr Avenue, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581.
An audiophile friend of mine recently com-

conrad-johnson continues to manufacture the

mented that it would be interesting if we

top-rated tube equipment that established

reevaluated one of the top-quality amplifiers

their market position, , about two years ago

from the late '70s and found that we had been

they tested the waters with their first solid-state

going in acircle in state-of-the-art develop-

products—the Motif preamps. The ms100 is

ments; perhaps the newest amps weren't really

their first solid-state power amplifier.
The ms100 is an all-FET design: FETs are

all that much better. Ican't say that I've been
able to do that (not having any such older units

used in all initial gain stages, MOSFETs in the

around the house), but designers have learned

output. The circuitry is fully discrete, with six

so much in the past few years about the things

output devices per channel. The power supply

that matter in atop-quality amplifier that 1find
it inconceivable that anyone but the editorial

has asingle very large toroidal transformer
with secondary windings for each channel.

staff of Stereo Review would seriously consider

Separate secondaries feed individual supplies

the argument. ,

for each gain stage (a feature now almost de

Certainly Bill Conrad and Lew Johnson

rigueur in top-quality amps), including ahigh-

wouldn't agree, and their new Motif ms100

voltage, fully regulated supply for the final FET

power amp makes a strong statement in
defense of new solid-state designs. Though

gain stage. Four very large filter capacitors (two
per channel) are used in the output stage supply. Each of these capacitors is, physically, about

Il don't think my friend really believed it either; he mere•
ly considered it an interesting speculation. Or nostalgia run
amok.
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2And continues to develop new tube designs—witness the
new Premier Seven preamplifier.
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three times the size of the caps in the Aragon

most significant characteristic—a disarming

4004, an amplifier rated at twice the power of

naturalness. The highs are extended and detailed
without any apparent gain, undue emphasis,

the Motif. The Motifs massive power supply
generates ahefty turn-on surge; Inever did
pop any circuit breakers, but the house lights
clearly dimmed for an instant when the turnon relay in the amplifier kicked on.
This wasn't much of aproblem, as Ileft the

or overetching. They are, in aword, gorgeous.
Though Ihesitate to call them tube-like (they
are less prominent in the brightness range and
more extended on top than the prototypical

ms100 powered up continuously. It runs quite

"tube sound"), they have acleanliness and
ease that avoid any sense of electronic colora-

warm, but never too hot to touch comfortably.
RC coupling is used between the final gain

loudspeakers with an extended, open high-

stage and the output stage; conrad-johnson's
proprietary, high-quality capacitors are used

tion. They are just about ideal through
end response. Many of the Opus 3recordings
have long been, for me, reliable high-fre-

extensively throughout the amplifier. A low
level of feedback (about 12dB) is used in the

quency reference standards. Instrumental

design, resulting in asomewhat higher level
of rated distortion than is the norm for solid-

7919) were, through the Motif, easily distin-

state designs. The manufacturer clearly feels
that the sonic benefits of low feedback are
more worthwhile than the arguably negligible
benefits of ultra-low-rated distortion.
Maximum power indicators, one per channel, are provided on the front panel of the

and vocal details in Solera Flamenco (Opus 3
guished but not thrust forward in an unnatural
fashion. The finger bells on this recording
were ahair short of their characteristic metallic
quality, but otherwise the balance was superb.
Down to the Moon (Andreas Vollenweider, CBS
FM 42255) is agood example of aheavily processed commercial recording, clearly elec-

Motif. The rear of the chassis provides, in ad-

tronic in nature, but clean. These charac-

dition to the expected input-output jacks,

teristics were quite apparent through the

direct access not only to the main power-

Motif; it never lets you forget that you're

supply fuse, but to the output stage protection

listening to aprocessed, studio product, yet

fuses as wel1. 3 The only thing I'd like to see

permits full enjoyment of the music (and

improved in the layout is the rather cramped

the genuine talent behind it) by not exag-

quarters on the rear: input and output jacks,

gerating the artificial "canned" nature of the
recording.
Some will find the Motif to be abit laid-

five fuse holders, and power-cord termination
on apanel about 4" by 61
2 "between the heat
/
sinks. Iwould like to have seen afeature Ihave
only seen on some of the big Krell amps—dual

back; Iwould agree only to the extent that,
given a loudspeaker capable of a superior

sets of output terminals per channel to facilitate bi-wiring. But that would be clearly out

midrange, the midband reproduction of the
ms100 doesn't dazzle; it is simply there. Not

of the question with the present layout.
The Motif delivers substantial power into

"up front and personal," unless the recording
calls for it, but with a believable, unexag-

both 8and 4ohms, and is designed to deliver
its rated voltage into 2 ohms, although the

gerated presence. Reproduction of the human
voice is, for me, the acid test of a natural

power output is not specified at the frequency.

midrange. One of the finest recordings of a

It is not intended to drive ultra-low impedances; this isn't the amp for your Apogee

solo female vocalist is, in my opinion, Esther

Scintillas.
From the first listening session it was clear
that the Motif is something special, but Iwasn't
immediately bowled over. Why? Because
nothing jumped out and grabbed me by the
throat saying, "listen to this!" It didn't take long
to appreciate what was, to me, the ms100's
3 Hallelujah—no more fumbling around trying to open the
chassis to replace blown fuses! Iblew one during the testing
and had the amp up and running again in two minutes, after
looking around for two hours to find the right (expletive
deleted) fuse!
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(Esther Ofarim, Audiotrade Atr F
658). 4 As
Iwrite this Ihave just finished listening to this
recording again with the Motif driving the
Apogee Duetta Ils. Iintended to listen for only
4This recording is hard to find in this country. Audiotrade
can be reached at Koloniestrasse 203, D-4100, Duisburg I,
West Germany. But be advised, this record is cut at an absurdly
high level and the slightest mistracking or harshness in the
system will be painfully apparent. Even in the best of cir•
cumstances there will be an occasional slight edge to vocal
peaks on side 1—the side Irefer to. Side 2is worse; it can be
unlistenable through even some very fine systems. I'm attempting to locate the (upcoming) CD to see if that cures the problem without creating anew disease.
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afew minutes to reconfirm earlier observa-

well defined. It falls about midway between

tions, but the reproduction of Esther's voice
was so staggeringly effective Icouldn't turn it

the exceptionally tight low end of the Adcom
GFA-555 and the fuller, richer sound of the

off. Iwound up listening to an entire side.

Aragon 4004. Dafos and Kodo (Sheffield Lab

Only an approaching deadline, and the antici-

CD-KODO) are two recordings that Iconsider

pation of the Editor's wrath, forced me to return

references for percussive bass (whatever you

from producing music to producing words!

may think of their musical merits—and Ihap-

That really says it all about the midrange quality

pen to think they have some). The ms100

of this amplifier with the right loudspeaker.

reproduces them with convincing weight and

Icould give further examples, but let me

tautness, even through the very inefficient

assure you that this was not an isolated case;

Duetta Ils —as long as you don't overdo the
playback level.

just one of the more striking ones.
The soundstage of the ms100, as heard

OK, so I'm clearly impressed by the Motif

through the Synthesis LM-300s (the loud-

ms100. But, say you, it can't be perfect. Of

speakers used in the initial Motif listening sessions), spread naturally from the plane of the

some will judge to be "flaws" (and Iprobably

speakers to the rear of the performing space.
Similar results were obtained, allowing for

course it isn't. But those characteristics that
won't agree, since to me they're subtle matters
of balance, not offensive characteristics or lack

speaker-to-speaker differences, with the ProAc

of capability) will be largely the result of

Studio 3s and, especially, with the Duetta fis.

system matching. If you find the Motif to be

The ms100 performed with an ease and
rightness of imaging and depth that was the
best Ihave yet heard in my listening room. It

slightly laid-back in the mids, or somewhat
lean in the midbass, or less aggressive in the
highs than you prefer, Iwill point out that I

breathed life into the soundstage. In the just-

heard those things also, but not consistently

mentioned Esther, fine details at the rear of the
small instrumental group accompanying the

through all of the loudspeakers Iused for audi-

soloist were clearly audible. In the final band
of Dabs (Reference Recordings RR-12), other-

ideally matched to the Synthesis LM-300 and
the ProAc Studio 3s, but just a bit reticent

wise known as the "Natives are Restless" cut,
the voices and instruments were so precise-

through the Duetta Ils (though not in any way
dull or rolled). The midrange was, to me, in

tion. The high end of the Motif was almost

ly placed from side to side and front to back

just about perfect balance through the Duetta

that Iseriously began to wonder what all those

Ils and the Synthesis, but slightly laid-back

strangers were doing prancing around behind

through the ProAcs. The same for the midbass.

the speakers beating that godawful drum. And

But the amplifier's overall performance

while artificial studio recordings will never tell
you if a system is producing the accurate

through all three loudspeakers was superb,
with only one exception. Iwas conscious of

soundstage of the recording site (because it

occasional clipping through the Duettas—

doesn't exist), they can be useful in evalua-

especially noticeable with piano played at

tion—if you never forget their artificial basis.

levels above forte and reproduced at realistic

In the aforementioned Down to the Moon, the

volume. These are extremely inefficient

album begins with wind-chimes, including little pinpricks of sound that are spread across

speakers, and really need more power than the
ms100 can provide to avoid occasional clip-

the front of the "stage." The Motif rendered

ping in alarge room—assuming comfortably

them precisely, keeping them separated and

natural listening levels. But the combination

letting you hear the "space" between. In Be-

worked well on 90% of program material.

tween 71vo Worlds (Patrick O'Hearn, Private

In another review in this issue Ihad some

Music, 2017-1-P), there is astartling display of
artificial depth (side 2, band 2), extending from

very favorable things to say about the Aragon
4004 amplifier, and Itake back none of them

Earth to Ork, that the ms100 spreads behind

after comparing it with the Motif. If Ifind the

the plane of the loudspeakers by just about

Motif to have, on most program material (and

that distance.

within its lower but still generous power out-

Ihad no complaints about the low end of

put), asweeter high end (though the Aragon

the Motif. The midbass may be abit leaner
than neutral, but the low bass is punchy and

was more immediate on hard transients
through the slightly soft Duettas), amarginally
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superior soundstage—especially in depth

rush out blindly and buy any megabuck

rendition—and atauter low end, Iwould also

amplifier without acareful audition against the

agree that many of you will not find the dif-

best of the lower-priced spread, in the context

ferences in sound worth the difference in cost.
That is avery personal matter. We are talking

of your system. But be advised: some of you
are going to audition the Motif and wish you

here about diminishing returns, about elusive

hadn't. It's one of those components that, if

and expensive refinements. The Motif is atruly

it locks into your system, is likely to get alock

superb amplifier, but Idon't think you should

onto your bank account!

AUDIO RESEARCH M300
POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt & Martin Colloms

audio research

Audio Research M300 amplifier

Hybrid mono power amplifier. Rated power: 300W. 16Hz-20kHz into 2, 4, or 8ohms, at below
0.8% THD. Power bandwidth: 10Hz-60kHz. THD: 0.05% at 1W output. Clipping: 330W at 1kHz,
nominal. Input impedance: 60k ohms. Feedback: 20dB. Slew rate: 25V/us. Rise time: 3us. Sensitivity: 0.9V in for 300W out. Damping factor: About 30. Hum & noise: Less than 2mV RMS:
90dB below full output. Power consumption: 130W on standby, 450W quiescent (no signal). 900W
at rated output power. Dimensions: 19" W by 10 1
/ "H by 16" D. Weight: 110 lbs. Price: $9800/pair.
2
Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer: Audio Research Corp., 6801 Shingle Creek
Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430. Tel: (612) 566-7570.

JGH opens
Alter having proven that vacuum tubes could

amplifier. The M300 monoblock power amp

do some sonic things better than transistors,

uses FETS from the inputs through the driver
stages; only the output devices are tubes.

Audio Research is now endeavoring to show

Audio Research describes it as ahybrid ampli-

that transistors can do most things better than

fier, which of course is just what it is: it's half

tubes—at least in the front end of apower

tube, half solid-state. But the description is, in
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one respect, both ambiguous and misleading.

near-perfect balance of signal and DC supply

The M300 is claimed to use "the same hybrid

parameters in the push-pull circuitry and the

technology as is used in the SP-11 preampli-

output tubes—two banks each of four paral-

fier." It doesn't. Yes, both are hybrids, but the

leled 6550s—are source-coupled from the

nature of that hybridization is completely dif-

drivers to provide a low-impedance feed.
There are only three interstage coupling

ferent. In the SP-11, each stage is hybridized,
with acascode tube/FET arrangement which
acts to cancel inherent nonlinearities in both.

capacitors in the entire signal path (the odd
one being at the inverter output), and each of

The M300 is aconventional cascade circuit,'

these is abypassed pair—a large-value Won-

wherein no attempt is made to cancel device

dercap and asmall polystyrene bypass.

nonlinearities by combining the complementary characteristics of tubes and FEU. Thus the

The transformer has three center-tapped

The output circuitry is ARC-exclusive, too.

M300 is more akin, circuit-wise, to the SP9

primary windings: one for the tube-bank

(reviewed in Von° No.8) than to the SP-11.

anodes, one for their screens (a conceptual

Sonically, though, the M300 is in adifferent

grandchild of the Hafier/Keroes "ultra-linear"

league from the '9.
Description: A continuing wonder of Audio

circuit), and one for the output-tube cathodes.
The output tubes are thus both plate- and

Research's designs is how they can sound so

cathode-coupled to the transformer, an ar-

good with such acomplex signal path. The

rangement which allows for higher coupling

complete antithesis of the view that the fewer

efficiency (claimed to be twice as high as plate-

active stages the better, ARC's equipment is instead characterized by complexity and sophis-

only coupling), smaller winding ratios (result-

tication. The simplest push-pull power ampli-

ing in fewer turn losses), and reduced DC
magnetization of the transformer core (since

fier requires only three active devices: an input

current flow is opposite through the anode

voltage amplifier, aphase inverter, and the output stage. 2 For ahigh-powered amp, where

and cathode windings). Also unique to ARC is
adedicated signal drive to the output-tube

more voltage swing is needed, add one more

screens using MOSFETs as driver elements,

stage—a driver—to this lineup, and we end up
with atotal of four. The M300 has seven: two

which operates them precisely in phase with
the cathode signals—an ideal but rarely real-

in the phase inverter, and five in the push-pull
signal path. (In push-pull circuits, one com-

ized condition for pentode-tube operation.

plementary pair is considered asingle stage.)

ARC has traditionally drawn the negative feed-

There are, incredibly, seven secondary taps.

Phase inversion takes place right at the in-

back in their amps from both ends of the

put, where adrain-coupled FET feeds the FET

output-transformer secondary winding, to
provide feedback signals of opposite polarity

inverter. From there to the output transformer,
everything is push-pull FETs. ARC's unique
cross-coupling arrangement is used to ensure

which could be applied to both sides of the
first push-pull stage. These were then referenced to asecondary tap—usually the 4ohm

1Acascade circuit is atandem arrangement in which the output from one stage feeds the input to the next. In acascode
circuit, pain of active devices are combined in what is rasen•
tially asingle stage in which neither one, alone, is capable of
amplifying the signal.
2A push-pull circuit is where opposite-polarity versions of
the same signal are amplified simultaneously by different signal
paths. The system requires, first, aphase inverser which pros-ides the opposite-polarity signals, and acomplementary•
polarity subtractor at the output which delivers adifference
signal. In so doing, it cancels information which is in-phase
common to both signals (sum signals), which—in theory, at
least—will be distortion components added by the amplifying
devices.
Clearly, the effectiveness of all this will depend on the
degree of symmetry between the two halves of the chain. Any
differences in signal level or phase will cause incomplete
distortion cancellation or imperfect recovery of the difference
signal, or both. Much of the complexity of Audio Research's
power amps stems from measures taken to ensure that symmetry, as ARC has found that simple but uncorrected push-pull
circuitry produces more signal distortion than complex, corrected circuitry.
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one—connected to the chassis ground to ensure the stability of the fed-back voltages. The
only disadvantage to this arrangement was
that, if you connected those negative (0 ohm)
terminals to any pair of devices sharing acommon ground, it would mess up part of the
amplifier's feedback circuitry, impairing the
sound or worse (You could use the 4ohm output tap as acommon-ground output if you
wished, but the impedance matching would
then be incorrect.) The M300, however, has
two complete sets of output connections, one
for isolated-ground "balanced" loads, the
other for common-ground "unbalanced"
loads. Another departure from conventional
tube-amplifier practice is the M300's eliminaStereophile, December 1987

tion of the traditional 16 ohm output tap,
which hasn't made sense for years anyway
because 16 ohm loudspeakers went out of
style about the same time stereo was getting
off the ground.

little squeak when turned off.) The second
switch selects Standby or Operate modes.
"Operate" is self-explanatory; "Standby" holds
everything at full supply-voltage levels, but

The power supply, which represents almost

biases down the output tubes to cutoff so that
they draw no current. You use this mode to

half the 110-lb weight of the M300, is almost
as complicated as the audio section. Four

activity, while conserving tube life and elec-

MOSFElb, three op-amps, three bipolar transistors, and more zener diode voltage refer-

for Standby, green for Operate.) The third

ences than Icared to count, are used to pro-

switch is for fan speed. You set this to Low for

vide the maximum possible purity and stability of all operating voltages, and alarge bank
of electrolytics provides enough storage to

warm-up and low-volume listening, to High
generates afair amount of wind noise (a gentle

deliver, without help from the AC line, about

rushing), which can usually be tolerated when

350w of power for afull second!a
The M300's 60k ohm input impedance is

listening at loud levels. High-level listening is,
in fact, the only time the High-speed fan setting is needed, for the class-AB1 output stages

high for asolid-state unit but lower than that

keep things warmed up during periods of intric power consumption. (LEDs show orange

when listening at high levels. The High setting

of most tube units. It is still high enough,

only draw large amounts of current at high out-

however, to provide true output bridging for

put levels. There's no clear-cut rule as to when

any preamplifier. The back connection panel

to use which fan setting, though; you have to

has an input level-set adjust, agold-plated Tif-

use your own judgment as to how much fan

fany input receptacle, alarge line-fuse receptacle, and the seven-terminal output barrier

noise you can tolerate, bearing in mind that,
once the amp is fully warmed up, any appreci-

strip with heavy-duty 3(," screws. Iwish more

able increase in operating temperature will

amplifier manufacturers would provide input
level-sets. If you feel they impair the sound,

tend to reduce tube life. The cooler you can
run the M300, the longer the tubes will last.

you can always leave them full-up, which,

Installation: This is amassive amplifier, best

apart from the wiper/track contact, takes them

moved by someone with astrong back. (The

out of circuit. But there are times when they

handles are almost atoken gesture; they're so
skinny, it hurts your hands to lift the amp by

come in handy, as when using unusually sensitive speakers, which may make latter-stage

them.) Just removing an M300 from its ship-

preamp noise obtrusive. They are also useful

ping carton is atwo-person job; Isuggest you
don't even bother trying it by yourself. Anyone
who buys apair of these can fully expect his

when using preamps with unusually high gain,
which tend to crowd everything down into the
lowest 45° of volume-control rotation, or
when some acoustical anomaly in your listen-

dealer to deliver and unbox them, install the
tubes (separately packed, for safety), and move

ing room causes apersistent channel-balance

the amps to their ultimate resting places in the

"pull" to one side of center. And they're invaluable for muting the power amp inputs, so
you can unplug cables without having to go

carefully chosen, for at least two reasons.

through the whole shutdown/fire-up cycle.

listening room. And that place should be
Although the M300s don't get all that hot to

(Tiffany plugs obviate the need for this, be-

the touch, because of the internal fans, they
do throw off alot of heat and therefore need

cause they break the hot circuit before the

an unobstructed flow of open air from all

ground, but not all interconnects use them.)
The front panel sports an impressive lineup

directions but the front. These are not ampli-

of three switches and five colored LEDs. The

secondly, the amps are rather noisy on the
High fan setting, which means they should not

AC power switch works through adelay cir-

fiers you can tuck away in asmall closet. And

cuit and a power relay, to prevent turn-

be placed right next to the listening seat. (One

on/turn-off thumps. (There are absolutely
none, but one of my samples makes afunny

of my samples also produced enough mechanical noise, a120Hz buzz, to be audible from

3Audio Research rates the capacitor storage at approximately
350 joules of energy. One
per second.

watt

of power is equal to Ijoule
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ten feet away.) Ideally, each should be right
next to or behind its loudspeaker, with long,
shielded interconnects between the preamp
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and the power amplifiers. And do go for the

transformer, Threshold FET-10 preamplifier,

best cables you can find—Audio Research

and Sound Lab A-3 full-range electrostatic

makes very good ones at moderate cost, or

speakers. Interconnects were the new Monster

you can pick some off the top of DO's cable

M-1000 Laboratory Reference series, the
speaker cables were by Straight Wire. Signal

report (Von() No.2).
Since each of these amps can pull as much
line current as amoderate-sized electric room
heater, it is almost essential that they be
powered from their own dedicated AC lines.
At full power, apair will draw about 18 amps
from the line, and if both share the same line,
particularly with apreamp and other equipment, the voltage drop in the line will be great

sources were from original 15ips tapes, CDs
(reproduced from the Sony CDP-705E5
player), and analog discs from Sheffield,
Reference Recordings, Wilson Audio, and
Opus 3(the Depth of Image test record).
Previous Audio Research tube amps (and, in
fact, just about all other tube amps) have been
criticized for not handling low end particularly

enough to waste alot of the performance you

well. No output transformer can pass DC, and

paid (dearly) for (see fig.1). Any electrical con-

all of them exhibit increasingly rapid rolloff

tractor can install this for you for ahundred

as they approach their cutoffs, introducing
phase shift audible as athinning-out and lack

bucks or so, or you can do it yourself if you're
certain you know what you're doing. Just
make sure, though, that your job conforms to
the local building codes, or your cost-saving
handyman project might void your household
fire insurance.
So How Does It Sound?: ARC recommends

of impact at the extreme low end. (Full-range
electrostatic speakers have the same problem,
because of their impedance-and-voltage stepup transformer, but because dynamic speakers
usually have much the same low-end limitations, for different reasons, the difference is

a 11
2 -hour warmup in Standby and low-fan
/
mode, or S4 -hour warmup in Operate mode

not all that conspicuous.) But not so with this

(also low-fan setting). Ifound no need to
disagree, although it really takes abit over an

any tube amplifier Ihave ever heard, bar

hour in Operate mode to start sounding its
very best. (Interestingly, even from acold start,
the M300s sounded better than many amplifiers I've used after aweek of warmup!) Just

amplifier! The M300 has the best low end of
none—deep, powerful, and of considerable
impact.
Just to give you an idea of the LF extension
of the M300, it is the first stable tube amplifier
I've used that reproduces the subsonic pulses

to play it safe, though, Iallowed 48 hours in

from disc warps. Although my electrostatic

Standby and two hours in Operate before any

speakers don't have cone woofers that one can

serious listening. Ifigured, if they weren't up

watch pumping in and out on subsonics, they
do have light-reflecting diaphragms which are

to optimum by then, they never would be.
Other components used for my tests were the
Versa Dynamics 2.0 turntable and arm, Ortofon MC-2000 cartridge with X-2000 step-up
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visible through the grille when properly illuminated. With the M300s, they can be clearly
seen moving back and forth on discs that proStereophile, December 1987

duce up-and-down motions of the cartridge.

aggerated depth doesn't sound nice, but then

Iwon't pretend for amoment that reproducing
disc warps is agood thing; it increases LF

we're all interested in accuracy, right?
Conclusions: As you may have gathered, I
was immensely impressed with this amplifier.

distortion from the speakers and wastes amplifier power that is better directed toward reproducing program material. But the place to con-

After having lived with apair of them for a
week, and sampled countless (well, uncounted

trol that garbage is in the cartridge/tonearm,

anyway) old and new recordings on it, Istill

through the choice of asensible, well-damped
LF system resonance, and in the preamp
phono stage, by adherence to the IEC/RIAA's

cannot find anything to criticize about its
sound, although I'm working on it. But then,

standard playback flatten-out below 50Hz.

Icame to the M300 with, perhaps, less prejudice than Ihave approached other power

Even the subsonic filters found in some pre-

amps with recently, because prior to my first

amps tend to thin out the low end. If the

listen Ihad been away from home for two

arm/cartridge LF resonance is effectively
damped, so the peak is of negligible amplitude
(as is the case with the Ortofon/Versa Dy-

weeks, and thus did not go straight from listening to my "reference amps," the Threshold
SA- Is, to the new ones. Then, after listening

namics combination), subsonic response is of

to the M300s for about aweek, Iwent back to

no consequence except with very badly (or

the Thresholds. Ibelieve that, after two years

abruptly, as with pinch warps) undulating

with the Thresholds, the time has finally come

discs.

to switch allegiances, although Iwill have
to make some changes in that part of my

In other areas, the M300 is as close to being
absolutely neutral as any amplifier Iknow of,

monthly budget now assigned to electric bills.

and perhaps as close as it is possible to get. It

Of course, Iprobably couldn't distinguish between these amps on the basis of blind A/B

is, perhaps, a very tiny bit forward, but I
couldn't be sure of that: when you get this

tests in an unfamiliar system, just as Ifound it
almost impossible to distinguish ARC's SP9

close to dead center there is really no way of
telling precisely where that center is. But this

and SP-II preamps under those conditions.

amplifier is definitely laid-back, crisp, rich,

But in this case, Idon't think Bill Johnson will

warm, or sweet. It is, in fact, hardly there at

insist that Itry.

all. The sound, from top to bottom, is completely coherent, with no audible changes in

other stereo amp (or pair) Ihave ever en-

texture from the deepest bass to the extreme

countered, Icannot really compare them with

Since apair of M300s costs more than any

treble. Highs are completely grainless, with an

"the competition." Ican, however, compare

effortlessness and openness that must be heard

them with some other costly units I've heard

to be believed. They are, simply, musically

in recent months. Note, though, that these

right. Talk about air! These sound as if they just
keep going out toward the radio band, even

comparisons pertain to operation with my
Sound Lab speakers, which have neither the

though the amp has, in fact, rather less HF extension than some solid-state units.

others (notably the big ribbon systems) nor

Soundstage presentation, too, is superb,
with the breadth and spaciousness Ihave

the rounded-off high end of most dynamic
systems.

absurdly high current requirements of some

come to take for granted from true dual-mono

Overall neutrality of the M300 is comparable

power amps. (Harry Pearson, reviewing the

to that of the Threshold SA- Is, although the

M300 in TAS, claimed that it compressed stage
width. Iemphatically disagree.) Its front-to-

ARC is alittle more forward and "alive" by
comparison. The Krell KSA-100 is atrifle warm

back depth is not as great as Ihave heard from
some power amps (notably the conrad-john-

and rich, while the Mirror Image is somewhat

son Premier One), but is, Ibelieve, as accurate

Model Seven abit more so. On bass perform-

as one can get. Ibase that last statement on

ance, the M300s are very similar in heft to the
Krell and the Threshold, but with alittle less

having listened to anumber of recordings I
made myself, which allow me to compare the
depth I hear with the mike/instrument

laid-back, and the original Rowland Research

impact and tautness. The Mirror Image 1.1S is

distances that actually existed when the re-

slightly leaner and tighter than any of these
three, the Rowland 7just atrifle more so. Of

cordings were made. Iwon't pretend that ex-

the three, the M300 has the least sonic textur-
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ing, being about as liquidly transparent as any

neering design and produced a decidedly

amp Ihave heard. It is followed very closely
here by the Krell, Mirror Image, and Rowlands,

superior sound. Many aspects of audiophile

while the Threshold, by comparison, is abit

circuit design were analyzed in the development of the M100, and the importance of

dry. At the high end, the M300 just doesn't

wide-bandwidth drive, as well as good bal-

warrant comment; it is, for all intents and pur-

ance, was established for the output stage. The

poses, perfect in that area. Of the others, the

merits of larger supply storage and better

Krell, Rowland, and Mirror Image are all
gorgeously sweet and open at the top, but by

regulation were also seen in this highly musical

comparison with the M300, they sound more

100W amplifier, amodel of classic quality.
Thus the stage was set for the design of a

as if they have an extremely fine grain up there

full-sized monoblock version of the D250—

than being completely texture-free (Until now,

one which would reach beyond the '250 by

they had the best top of any amps Ihad heard.)

as much as the M100 overtook the D115. FET

Soundstaging: The Krell, Rowland, and M300
are comparable in breadth and spaciousness,
but the M300s seem to deliver depth better—

input circuitry derived from the new technology learned in the development of the
SP-11 preamp has been combined with the

not by having more of it, but by making

first commercial use of a new tube output

front/back perspectives more readily audible.

stage circuit, resulting in aworld-class high-

No other amplifier(s) Ihave ever auditioned

power monoblock using hybrid circuitry, con-

can produce the M300s' holographic imaging
of three-dimensional instruments in space.

tinuously rated at ahuge 300Wpc.

They are, simply, there, right before your very

This is abig power amplifier, though more
wieldy than the D250. Monoblocks allow

ears! Ithink it is long past time, though, that

siting nearer to the speakers, reducing costly

we expressed here as agenerality something

speaker-cable runs, and potentially improv-

we have all been observing for the past few

ing that link, while the longer runs of prepower cable interlink are easier to use. This

years: namely, that the widest, most natural
souncistaging is only attainable through the use
of completely separate power supplies.
All of the other amplifiers Imentioned cost

may also offer aperformance advantage compared with short preamp and long speaker
cables. JGH excepted, if you are feeling fit, a

substantially less than apair of M300s. Is it real-

M300 may be moved by asingle person if

ly worth the difference? Iwould love to be

some care is taken; this is not true of the D250,

able to say No way!," but since Ican't think
of another amplifier that sounds better in so

except where professional weightlifters are

many areas, or even as good, regardless of

concerned!
The M300 is, in fact, the first in aseries of

Bill, now how about a100Wpc stereo version

new or revised ARC power amplifiers which
will exploit the high-efficiency output stage.

of the M300 that sounds just as good at lower

As aresult, it is expected that the new trans-

cost, Ican hardly argue with that cost. OK,

levels but costs amere S3000?

former secondary configuration introduced

Martin Colloms closes

in the M300 (and long overdue) will appear on
later smaller models. Traditionally, ARC ampli-

Until recently, the largest Audio Research

fiers have used abalanced secondary winding

power amplifier was the D250, amassive, fan-

for load matching, but true balance was only

cooled stereo chassis offering 250Wpc into a

theoretically possible for a16 ohm load (this

well-matched load. With its 16 output tubes,

impedance arelic from the early days of tube

plus many others besides, designing and
manufacturing the D250 represented an act of

and loudspeaker design). All other taps, 8and
4ohm, were effectively unbalanced.
The M300 has apower rating which is no

considerable courage on the part of ARC! Now
in Mk.II form, the D250 stands as one of the

longer defined for 16 ohm loads. Instead it is

great high-power amplifiers.

specified

for three

impedance-matching

operation were also explored in aversion of

conditions-8, 4, and 2ohms—systematically
loaded onto the pairs of balanced secondary
taps provided. It is also possible to use just half

the D115 called the M100. Ultimately this

of the secondary in unbalanced mode, this

proved to be considerably different in engi-

providing two 2ohm and one 1ohm matched

Traditionally, ARC power amplifiers were
stereo units, but the virtues of monoblock
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taps, though at the expense of aloss of power
of about ldB.

quiring good spade terminations to the
speaker cables. A center tap connector is pro-

Built in classic ARC style, the M300 looks

vided and acts as a"low" terminal in unbalanced mode, but otherwise is not used. Three
pairs of terminals provide for 2, 4, and 8ohm

rather like an oversized D115 or M100, clearly differentiated by the two horizontal blocks
of four output tubes each fitted in the rear
"cage." Handles are provided front and rear to
aid shifting, while the front-panel bias adjuster
and LED array of the M100 is absent, this

matching. Audio input is via agold-plated Tiffany RCA socket with an input impedance of
60k ohms, and again control is permanently
wired in circuit.

feature being no longer required. In addition
to power "on," the other lever switches are
"operate" or "standby," the latter acool condition but not one in which the amplifier can
be auditioned, and finally two fan speeds for
internal cooling.
Standby reduces the standing current consumption from 450 to 130W, by resting the
output valves electronically while maintaining full cathode temperatures and all the normal internal operating conditions. Thus the
amplifier may be rested in standby and will hit
full performance 10 minutes or so after switching to "operate." A brand-new amplifier's
sound continues to improve over the first few
days of use; subsequent full performance will
not be attained until 20-40 minutes after a
"cold" start. ARC does not recommend permanent standby operation, however, merely
its use as an advance preconditioning prior to
alistening session, or when natural pauses
occur. Since apair of operating M300s push
nearly a kilowatt of energy into the room,
more when running hard, standby also helps
to keep the room cooler. This is not an idle
comment, since Ihave lived with hot amplifiers for some years now and have experienced
stifling room conditions during hot weather.
In my listening room, which is not airconditioned but is double-glazed to reduce ambient noise, an external temperature of 75°F

Fig. 2 Screen Buffer Principle
Design and Technology: How has the output power been raised to 300W with the
established configuration of eight push-pull
6550 output tubes? William Z. Johnson has
used acircuit which he initially considered
some time ago, but which required power
FETs of aspecific quality and rating. Once
these had become available, it was possible to
complete the research and design the new output stage. ARC'S normal output stage involves

will mean 90°F indoors after aday's listening
using Krell KMA-100s or the like; this should

a multi-wound output transformer where

be borne in mind. In demanding low noise
levels Itake acritical view of cooling fans in

cluding the cathode circuit of the tubes in the

feedback is made at the output winding by in-

amplifiers, frequently finding them too loud

transformer circuit. Balanced negative feed-

for comfort, except when tucked away in very
large listening rooms. For example, in the

back also runs from both positive and negative
sides of the secondary to the input stages of

Krells the fans were specially selected and I

the amplifier. lb improve the output efficiency,

carried out further modifications to quiet them
even more. Isometimes listen at low levels late
in the night and demand near-silent back-

ARC takes the screen grids of the output
tetrodes to aregulated supply.

grounds.

power and involves the application of aservo
or buffer signal to the screens: acontrolled

Speaker connections are made on the M300
rear panel via the terminal panel, ideally reStereophile, December 1987

The new refinement provides still greater

audio signal rather than aregulated HT line.
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For each phase, additional windings on the

alot of primary turns with consequent leakage

transformer feed the gates of high-voltage

inductance and stray capacitance. If four pairs

power MOSFEU operated from a600V supply.

of tubes are used, however, the primary im-

Operating as a low-output impedance fol-

pedance matching will be reduced to 1250

lower, the source terminal goes to all the

ohms, resulting in abeneficially lower number

screen grids (antiphase relative to the anode),
these set at aDC level of 330V. The anodes are

of turns and awider bandwidth.

at 420V, with the 6550 tubes held well within

The use of FE'Ib for the low-level and driver
circuitry has an advantage over all-tube design

their ratings at 75mA standing bias each. A

in that noise levels are better and microphony

single bias line is used for each set of four

is practically eliminated. Likewise, tube bal-

valves, these sharing asingle low-value cath-

ancing and aging effects are minimized while

ode resistor, only present to allow the meas-

the output tubes are relatively uncritical of bias

urement of the bias current.
Aside from the two sets of four output tubes

changes in this design.
Sound Quality: With afine amplifier such as

working in push-pull class-AB, the rest of the
M300 is solid-state, using atotal of 16 FETs ex-

combination of sheer power and performance,

cluding the power supply. The input is DCcoupled via a100k potentiometer, with the cir-

be made. With no disrespect intended to ARC,

cuitry wholly symmetrical and incorporating
the ARC cross-coupled feature, save for the input phase-inverter stage which feeds the lower
half of the circuit. While executed in FETs, the
general plan mirrors that of the all-tube circuitry which preceded the M300. The input
voltage amplifier is buffered by a source
follower leading to the cross-coupled differential, whose output drives the tube grids via

this, the reviewer may be overwhelmed by a
to the point where no sensible criticism can
this review is based on personal experience of
the c-j Premier 5, the Jadis JA200, Krell KMA100 II, Mark Levinson No.20, Cello Performance, ARC M100, and Goldmund Mimesis 3.
No amplifier is perfect—reference to the performance of arange of comparable designs can
help to identify those different weaknesses and
strengths.
Before further complicating the issue, let me

another source-follower buffer. Top-quality
regulated supplies are extensively used, and

state right away that the M300 is avery fine

incorporate power MOSFET pass elements

assessing. It provides ahuge dynamic range

controlled by IC op-amps.
The amplifier is built to high standards, with

with low background noise despite the high
sensitivity, together with a genuinely high

excellent workmanship and first-rate com-

maximum program capacity of over 300W.

amplifier, and one which Igreatly enjoyed

ponents. Only two capacitors are effectively

Large-scale orchestral works were reproduced

in the signal path, both low-value top-quality

effortlessly, while its power reserve on rock

polypropylenes, and are bypassed. The only

program was such that one's aural tolerance

calibration control is that for output-stage bias,
while the output tubes are generally supplied

fails long before the amplifier reaches its limits.
However, my first reaction to the M300 was

in matched sets to improve performance.

one of disappointment, having set it up on the

The power supplies are substantial, especially the main anode reservoir for the output
stage. A valid measurement for the reservoir
capacity is the unit for watt-seconds, or Joules
(CV 2). Typically 50J is accorded to atransistor
power amp, with the ARC M100 providing a

8ohm winding with straightforward 8ohm
speakers. The sound was certainly good, but
in context appeared rather forward in the mid
register, with amildly dulled extreme treble,
and less clarity and depth than was hoped for.

massive 250J, but the M300 tops the bill at

In some respects the detail resolution in the
mid register was poorer than three of the

350J. Reservoir capacity is not the only cri-

amplifiers used for comparison, while the

terion for good sound by any means, but it can

main treble range could have been more

be agood indicator.
ARC gains an advantage in the use of multi-

liquid.
In addition, the stereo focus was unexcep-

ple output tubes. Asingle pair of 6550s might

tional, and not really to the standard expected
of amonoblock design of this caliber. Stage

load nicely into a5k anode-to-anode transformer primary impedance, ratio-matched to
an 8ohm secondary load. That 5k represents
98

width was slightly narrowed, though the
amplifier did hint at apotential for good depth.
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Experience with the M100 was recalled
where experiments with the impedance taps

slightly dry. Highly articulate and natural, bass
sounds were allowed to thrum and sing in a

proved worthwhile; indeed, with the M100 I

most natural manner, while conceding very lit-

invariably used the 4ohm match except on oc-

tle in terms of sheer speed and slam.
Over the broad midrange, the M300 clearly
spoke with ahighly neutral voice—low col-

casions when that last 3dB of full power was
deemed essential. In fact, the last ounce of
system performance was wrung out of the
M100 by bi-wiring the loudspeakers where

oration was the theme here, while the level of

possible and taking the treble section to one

tion was also of the highest order. There re-

4 ohm winding and the bass section to the

mained ahint of coarseness and grain, though

other. (Take care to respect phase when mak-

rather less than most.
It was also very good in the treble. Idid

ing this connection, and note also that the
"two" 4ohm windings are 16-4 and 4-0, with
4 as the common zero balance terminal.

individual detailing and instrumental articula-

eventually decide that while it did not spoil the
brew, the M300's performance in this area was

This recommendation applies to previous

not its best point. Amild roughening and grain

ARC power amps with 0-4-8-16 ohms trans-

was just audible, a little less than natural-

formers.)
The M100 and D115 had 4ohm taps which

sounding, and slightly forward of and detached from the midband format image focus.

were not fully balanced; those for the M300

Nonetheless, the treble was highly detailed,

are balanced, and the 4ohm terminals were

and, as noted in this 4ohm condition, showed

tried forthwith.
It is probably an exaggeration to say that the

and sparkle.

results on 4ohms were revelatory, but that is
precisely what my notes taken at the time sug-

This brings me to the final point of the subjective analysis: stereo focus. \try good, rather

fine extension with the correct degree of air

gest. Given the huge available power, the loss

than exceptional, results were obtained here,

in level on the 4ohm tap passed unnoticed (a

and, compared with other noted monoblocics,

loss of 3dB in absolute peak level for 8ohm

the specific images of individual instruments

speakers). In return, we were provided with

were alittle broader and vaguer, something

the sound we had anticipated from a new
flagship ARC product. Immediately, the mid-

you might not notice except with a better
amplifier driven by reference-quality source

range forwardness was seen to be largely cor-

equipment (eg, aGoldmund Reference!).

rected, along with the related congestion and

On the 4ohm setting the M300 spoke with

compressive effects. In the treble, better defini-

undisguised authority, breathing an articulate,

tion and clarity were observed, while the bass

lively dynamic quality into the reproduction

was noticeably faster and more articulate.
Focus improved to very good, falling just short

of recorded music and providing abundant
depth where the source quality allowed.

of a potential "excellent," while the stereo

The stereo presentation had an exceptional

width remained slightly narrowed, both on

front-to-back dimension; the mildly "for-

front and rear stages.

ward," larger-than-life front stage added to the

This general improvement helped to pro-

great depth and ambience retrieval. Compared

duce adramatic change in transparency and
stereo depth, which were both unreservedly

with many other amplifiers, the M300, like the
SP11, sounded slightly "enhanced," spot-

described as excellent. Here the M300 was a

lighting musical detail. This is an attractive

star performer, rivaling the Jadis JA200 in this

quality, even if we consider it to be aslight

area, while providing more control and defini-

departure from neutrality in absolute terms.

tion out to the frequency extremes of low bass

Considering the SP-11, the M300 was capa-

and high treble. The large scale and power of
the M300 reproduction, coupled with its

ble of exploiting avery large measure of that
unit's audio quality, and the two make afine,

superb depth and ambience, created ahighly

well-matched audiophile combination.

realistic and believable soundstage, albeit

Lab Repon: While many lab tests were easily

slightly narrowed.

passed, the M300 did exhibit some odd quirks

On the 4 ohm setting the bass was very

which suggested that there is still room for fur-

good indeed; Iam inclined to believe that,
qualitatively, it was one of the very best, if still

ther development and improvement in future
years.
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Audio Research M300
Measured Performance
Rated Power, 8ohms:
4ohms:
Measured Power (240V, 50Hz mains )
Continuous, 8ohms:
Continuous, 4ohms:
Burst 10ms, 8ohms:
4ohms:
2ohms:
Burst 10ms. 8ohms:
4ohms:
2ohms:
Burst 10ms, 8ohms:
4ohms:
2ohms:
Peak Current (via 1ohm, 2ms pulse)
8ohm tap:
4ohm tap:
2ohm tap:
1ohm tap:
Output impedance
8ohm tap:
4ohm tap:
DC Offset:
Harmonic Distortion
Rated Power, 8ohms:
OdBw, 8ohms:
Intermodulation Distortion:
i9/20kHz, 11 ratio
S/N ratio (full gain)
22Hz-22kHz:
A-weighted:
Channel Balance:
Polarity:
Input Impedance:
Input Sensivity:
Mechanical noise:
Frequency response:

300W. 24.5dBW •
300W. 21.5dBW
20Hz
1kHz
25.7dBW
25.7dBVV
23.1dBW
23.2dBVV
26.0dBVV
23.5dBVV
16.5dBW
22.5dBVV
21.8dBVV
18.1dBW
20.0dBVV
19.8dBVV
18.4dBVV
+ 13.7A, - 13.5A
+ 16A
+ 18A
+24A
20Hz
1kHz
0.24 ohms
0.24 ohms
0.14 ohms
0.14 ohms
None
20Hz
1kHz
-59dB
-49dB
-47dB
-47dB

20kHz
24.5dBVV
18.8dBW
(8 ohm tap)

(4 ohm tap)

(2 ohm tap)

20kHz
0.26 ohms
0.21 ohms
20kHz
See text
-35dB

-47dB (rated power). -67dB (OdBVV)
Rel. OdBW Rel. full rated level
70dB
89dB
77dB
97dB
0.11dB
Non-inverting
60k ohms in parallel with 105pF
50mV I
HF. OdBW
1DV, for program clip
Low hum; mild fan noise on "Lo"
<0.5Hz-88kHz. +OdB, -0.5dB
<0.3Hz->100kHz, +0dB, -3dB
Slight (0.27dB) rise at 40kHz

•OdBVV = 1W into 8ohms

8 ohm tap: Covering the basics first, the
power testing commenced (after two hours'

tion, into 8ohms, the output level required a
reduction of 6dB to 19.7dBW.

warm-up) with 8ohm loads on the 8ohm tap.

With a4ohm loading on the 8ohm tap, the

Rated at acontinuous 300W or 24.5dBW, this

amplifier fought to maintain level, dipping

amplifier raised an extra ldB heading toward

only to 23.2dBW in the midband-a true

an exact power of 400W into the precise load
impedance (7.7 ohms)-some power indeed!

at the bandwidth extremes, eg: afall to 18.8dB

In terms of amarginal clipping criterion, the

at 20kHz.

400W into 4ohms, though more loss was seen

power bandwidth was excellent, holding vir-

On the 8ohm tap, apeak current capability

tually within ldB from below 10Hz to 20kHz,

of ±13.5A was noted, sourced from aconstant

though the latter result has aseverely relaxed

output impedance with frequency of typically

distortion criterion. For -40dB, or 1% distor-

0.25 ohms, rather lower than is usual for atube
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model. The current capability suggested that

loading, while the 2 ohm loaded level was

kinder 8 ohm loads would be preferred,

18.1dBW, a 1.6dB improvement over the 8

ideally not falling below 6ohms, with apre-

ohm tap. Tapped at 2ohms, ±18 amps peak

dominantly resistive impedance characteristic.

was available, the output impedance lowered

The 8ohm tap will drive a4ohm load quite

to typically 0.16 ohms, and the 8ohm loaded

well, but showed some strain. Peak power

output was still asubstantial 20dBW or 100W

measurements showed a true 400W into 8

into that impedance. A 4 ohm load was ef-

ohms, 420W into 4ohms, and asteeper fall to

fortlessly handled, adrop of only 0.2dB at
nearly 200W total. Finally, into a2ohm load

16.5dBW, 250W into ahighly stressful 2ohm
impedance.

the output was 18.4dBW, which represented

4ohm tap: Moving to the 4ohm tap, the out-

only asmall increment over the 4 ohm tap

put impedance reduced to atypical 0.2 ohms,

rating. For the sake of interest, the current

the peak current lifting to ±16A, and the peak

delivery on the 1ohm tap was checked out

level into an 8ohm load was held to 22.5dBW,

measuring ±24 amps.

180W or so. The higher "strength" was

The load-matching behavior is instructive,

reflected by the minor fall to 21.8dB on 4ohms

but the amplifier did not really address such
"
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Fig. 7 Behavior in clip
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problem speakers as the Iohm Apogee Scin-

1W, 8ohms. For -3dB points, it extended from

tilla. Low-impedance-ratio taps do provide the

less than 0.3Hz to above 100kHz. Aslight rise

low output resistance and current necessary

of 0.27dB was noted at 40kHz.

for such aload, but speakers as insensitive as
this also require agood voltage swing to pro-

ohms in parallel with 105pF and the amplifier

vide decent volumes. Current and voltage are

was non-inverting of absolute phase. No DC

The input impedance was typically 60k

both required. Transformer matching merely

offset was observed at the output (some

allows one to trade voltage for current, and

cathode-coupled ARC amps can develop a

vice versa. Take aKrell KMA-200 capable of

small DC offset on the transformer secondary).
Ineed not mention channel separation in

running at a24dBW level with a ±60A peak
current capability: into a1ohm Scintilla, it will

amonoblock such as this. Ultimately, separa-

punch a true maximum power of nearly

tion will be controlled by the grounding and

2000W, while the 17A maximum current

the source preamplifier.

delivery of the M300 will limit the power into

Conclusion: This is agiant of an amplifier,

this load to just 300W.

large enough for any known installation except

Having checked several examples of the
M300, Iam aware of some variability with

for speakers with acruel combination of low

respect to linearity and the results for harmonic and intermodulation distortion. Franldy,
it is unimpressive in these departments. Fig.3
shows the 20kHz waveform at 2/
3rds full level,

impedance and low sensitivity. The lab performance is extremely good, though Iwould
like to see more consistency in the distortion
results and the higher-frequency kinks in the
transfer characteristic ironed out. It could be

with slope changes akin to crossover non-

better still. Was this aspect the one which

linearity. These can still be seen at IkHz as

could be related to the subjective treble quality? 1wonder .. .
Technically, the M300 certainly prefers driv-

small glitches. The distortion results were just
satisfactory in my opinion, at typically -50dB
or 0.33%, worsening at high frequencies. Even
at OdBW, 1W, the 20kHz distortion was -35dB,

ing loudspeakers from its lower-impedance
taps, partially confirming the subjective results.

or 2.2%. At rated level the two-tone high-

As regards the latter, Iam still surpçised at the

frequency intermodulation (19/20kHz mixed

degree of quality shortfall on the 8ohm tap

1:1) read -45dB (fig.4), improving to -67dB at

(checked with several loudspeakers) and the

OdBW (fig.5). At ¡kHz the OdBW distortion

general sonic excellence achieved when using

spectrum is given in fig.6, though other results
suggested that this varied from sample to sample. Higher harmonic orders were present,

the 4ohm tap. As the power test results show,
ily take this option given the results in my

unusual for atube amp, and can be attributed

system.

to the slope non-linearity displayed.
Driven to clipping, some asymmetry was

The high quality of this amplifier and the
relationship between the dollar price and US

noticed together with some "hook" or slope
latching (fig.7). By the way, this was noticeably

envious of our American cousins' good for-

it is still massive on 4ohms, and Iwould read-

incomes make this UK-based reviewer alittle

improved over early production M300s which

tune. In the UK the price in real terms is almost

were not very good clippers. (However, you

double, and yet the high review rating would

may well ask who in their right mind would

stand virtually unchanged over here.

be clipping a300Wpc amplifier!)
The signal/noise ratio was fine, with low
levels of supply hum. Tested for power

Transparency and depth are major features
of the M300 when used at its best, and are
complemented by high resolution of detail in

modulation, in this case 150W into 4ohms, 8

both complex and low-level passages, plus an

ohms tap, 35Hz fundamental, the result was

ability to separate individual instruments from

very good, with the spectrogram (fig.8) show-

the mix. Stereo focus and stage width are alittle less than excellent.

ing simple harmonics with virtually no line
components.

Clearly atop-line product, this amplifier car-

Channel balance was very close at typically

ries astrong recommendation, and its achieve-

0.1dB, while the frequency response was very

ment suggests along production life, punc-

wide and improved over an earlier sample. The

tuated by the usual progressive, evolutionary

-0.5dB points were below 0.5Hz to 88kHz, at

ARC developments.
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ARAGON 4004 POWER AMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton

Aragon 4004 power amplifier
Solid-state. power amplifier. Rated power: 200Wpc into 8ohms: 400Wpc into 4ohms. Power
bandwidth: 20Hz to 100kHz at full rated power. Distortion: 0.06% (max) 20Hz to 20kHz at 200Wpc
(8 ohms). Slew rate: 250V/us. Dimensions: 19" W by 61/
2"H by 14" D. Weight: 50 lbs. Price:
$1495. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Mondial Designs, Ltd., Two Elm Street,
Ardsley, NY 10502. Tel: (914) 693-8008.
New amplifier manufacturers, as JGH has

(the subject of this report) and the smaller

pointed out in arecent issue, continue to proliferate. , They have their work cut out for

2004 (100Wpc into 8ohms at $995).

them: it's achallenge to design asuperior amp
at any price. To design one that's truly com-

these amplifiers was to build them entirely in
the US. This would enable them to maintain

One of Mondial's goals in the production of

petitive with the super-priced jobs, at acost

aclose watch on manufacturing consistency

within reach of alarge percentage of serious
audiophiles, is enough to keep a designer
awake nights.

and parts quality, , and has resulted in their

Mondial Designs isn't exactly anew company, but it isn't an audiophile household

instead. Mr. Federici volunteered that information; 3 he claims that good black anodizing is

name either. For several years, Anthony Federici, President of Mondial, imported (from Italy

OSHA restrictions (other manufacturers are,

to the US) the well-respected (but low-profile)
line of ESB loudspeakers and the Perreaux

refusal to go offshore even to produce ablackanodized front panel; atop-grade paint is used

difficult to get in the US today because of
of course, welcome to comment on this in
these pages).

range of amplification from New Zealand.

The Aragon may have been designed by Dan

When he decided the time was right to pro-

D'Agostino, but its class-AB operation tells you

duce an amplifier, he commissioned Daniel

immediately that it is not aKrell clone. It ap-

D'Agostino of Krell to create the designs, Mondial being set up to manufacture and distribute

pears to have been built with similar, if not

the products. The two Aragon amplifiers are
the result of that commission: the $1495 4004
IAt arate only exceeded by loudspeaker manufacturers. By
the looks of the latest Audio directory issue, there are now
two more loudspeaker manufacturers than there are
audiophiles.
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quite so fanatic, care: internal construction
2Some domestic .
.'unplifier manufacturers hase subassemblies
wired overseas. They then assemble them here in chassis also
Imported. They may be "Made in the USA.- but in actuality
are merely assembled here.
3The finish is of such ahigh quality that Inever would have
noticed the difference.
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quality is excellent. But although it shares with

known as ahybrid IC, which would fit this

the Krells the ability to drive very low-imped-

description. It may include discrete compo-

ance loads, it does not claim the same type of

nents (capacitors, resistors, transistors) as con-

power output into low impedances.

trasted with aso-called monolithic IC, which
an

is produced on asingle chip. The IC case in the

amplifier of similar power rating into 8ohms,
claims 1600W output into 1ohm! The 4004

The

Krell

KSA-200,

for example,

Aragon is conventionally sized. Mondial's

merely claims that power output continues to

able; audiophiles still get apoplectic at the

increase into 2and 1ohm loads (above the
specified 400Wpc 4 ohm output). Aragon

thought of an IC in their systems, areaction
to the poor sonic quality of many early ICs

claims that the 4004 will put out all the power

(and many present-day cheap ones).

that astandard 15-amp AC line can supply. 4
Dual stacked toroidal power transformers—a

Aragon that may cause some confusion, and is

separate transformer for each channel—

clearly non-standard. They specify the power

reluctance to refer to it as an IC is understand-

Mondial does have one specification for the

conserve space and make possible aconve-

bandwidth as 20Hz to 100kHz at full power.

niently sized amplifier. The Aragons are, by in-

Bandwidth, by convention, is defined by the
half power, or 3dB down points. The rated

tentional design, only 14" deep; they'll fit on
any reasonable (and reasonably strong—the
4004 does weigh 50 pounds) shelf.

power of the 4004 is specified as extending
from 20Hz to 20kHz. If its full power band-

But you'll want to provide plenty of

width extends to 100kHz, as the manufac-

ventilation—the Aragon runs quite warm.
Most of the heat radiates through the distinctive V-shaped groove in the top of the chassis
(its most unusual cosmetic feature 5—also part
of aconvection cooling "chimney" —the heatsinks are internally mounted just below this
groove); no fan is provided (or required, if the

turer's "specification" for bandwidth states,
then why not specify the rated power output
as extending from 20Hz to 100kHz? 4 If the
bandwidth specification is agenuine, classical
bandwidth specification, that means it puts
out half its rated power at 100kHz and 20Hz;
the latter is clearly erroneous and in conflict
with the rated power spec. It's not amatter of

amplifier is not mounted in an enclosed area).
Ileft the 4004 on at all times—the manufac-

earthshaking importance, and Idon't believe

turer claims it takes 48 hours for maximum
sonic potential to be reached—and en-

old, mean very much, but Ido dislike confu-

countered no problems from the constant
power-up operation.

marketplace is confusing enough.

The Aragon has no capacitors in the signal
path, though response to DC is not claimed in

One feature of the Aragon deserves special
mention—even though it would be of far

the specs. Protection circuitry to block DC
from the output is provided. I only en-

greater significance in a preamp than in a

countered activation of this circuitry when using the phase-reversal switch on the Klyne
preamp under drive. NH's comments on DC
coupling in his recent review of the Mirror Image amplifier in Vol.10 No.6 are recommended
to the readers' attention.)
The 4004 apparently uses an IC driver stage.

that specs, beyond acertain minimum threshsion; to the average consumer, the audio

power amp. The labeling on the rear-channel
jacks and plugs is printed both right-side up
and upside down, and can be conveniently
read when leaning over the top of the unit,
from the front, trying to make rear-channel
connections. Clever—and convenient.
None of this skilled design, attractive finish,

Isay apparently because they look like ICs, one

and apparently robust construction would
matter if the Aragon failed to deliver the sonic

per channel. Mondial's literature states that
they are "specially matched transistor arrays,

goods. Iwas able to evaluate the sound of the
4004 through three top-quality loudspeakers:

installed in an IC case." There is atype of IC,

the ProAc Studio 3s, the Apogee Duetta Ils, and

4Aragon also claims that the 4004 was designed to prevent
house circuit breakers from being tripped by excessive
amplifier current draw. Ihave never had this problem, but

ing done through the latter). In all cases the

perhaps someone else has. Any circuit -breaker-trippers on
the staff or among the readership? 'Fess up.
5The cosmetics were designed by Robbü Wesscn. the talented
cover artist for The Absolute Sound.
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the Synthesis LM-300s (with most of the listenspeakers were bi-wired (the ProAcs had been
6The only reason Ican envision might be aresultant change
in the distortion spec to account for a(ensility) higher distortion above 20kHz.
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modified to permit this). The Aragon 4004
delivered exceptional sound through all of

already commented on that—suffice it to say

these loudspeakers, with arobust, defined, full
low end, transparent midrange, and highly
detailed, refined treble.

the Adcom is more accurate than the slightly

that Ibelieve the somewhat tighter control of
fuller sound of the Aragon, but through a
given system—one with an already rather lean

From my initial audition Iwas immediately

low end—the Mondial would make astrong

impressed by the Aragon's excellent differentiation of inner detail. It has an up-front
sound that may please many tube fans, but

case for itself. Beyond that, however, there was

they won't find any rounding off of upperoctave information. There were times when
Ifelt that the treble, from the brightness region
on up, was being slightly emphasized, but
without hardness, dryness, or over-etching.
Bass on the 4004 was robust and well defined.
It did tend toward aslight fullness and warmth,
but only in comparison with solid-state amps
that have an extremely tight control on the
loudspeaker. The Adcom GFA-555 is acase in
point. Bass drum on the Adcom (through both
the ProAcs and the Synthesis) had avery tight
leading-edge transient, followed by the instrument's deep but rapidly decaying cavity resonance. With the Aragon, that cavity resonance
seemed a bit fuller and richer, filling the
acoustic space in which the instrument was
located before dying away naturally. The
leading-edge transient on the Aragon appeared
to have, subjectively, more slam. In actuality,

little contest. The Mondial is more open,
transparent, and uncolored. The Adcom has
some forwardness in the upper mids/lower
highs, combined with alittle less detail and a
hint of dryness in the topmost octave, that
make it marginally hard-sounding next to the
Aragon's more uncolored high end. Soundstaging is comparable. Overall, the Adcom made
avery good showing (and would be my choice
for awoofer amp in abi-amp or subwoofer application), and it is, after all, about half the
price of the 4004. But, all factors considered,
the Aragon was, in my opinion, the clear
winner.
The Onkyo M-508 had adistinctly better
high end than the Adcom, and proved to be
more competitive with the Aragon. The
Onkyo sounded very detailed and sweet, but
Isensed afine grain in the topmost octave that
caused asubtle reduction in clarity and transient definition. The Aragon, to me, was

the initial impact from both amplifiers was

superior in both respects. It also presented a
more three-dimensional soundstage. While the

equivalent. Through the loudspeakers Iused
the Aragon had afull, rich (but emphatically

just ashade dry—the Aragon was abit fuller

not excessive), well-defined bottom end.

and warmer. On balance, Iwould pick the

The 4004 has an immediate, lively midrange

508 has asuperb low end—tight, deep, and

Aragon, but the verdict here was closer. So is

with excellent definition and superior sound-

the price differential.

staging. Imaging is superb. Depth of field is

The NAD 2600, which costs abit more than
the Adcom, proved to be less competitive. I

very good—not the equal of the very best in
my experience, but easily the best Ihave heard
in any amplifier in or below this price class.
Detailing, including detail at the rear of the
soundstage, is excellent.
Iwas able to compare the Aragon with four

found it to be aclean, inoffensive-sounding
amplifier, but lacking in detail, life, and inner
transparency. Ican envision the system in
which this almost excessive sweetness would
be agood match, and where it might be prefer-

other well-regarded amplifiers, three of them

red to the more open (though somewhat hard)

less expensive than the 4004, one con-

and similarly priced Adcom, but it was clearly

siderably more costly. Most of the com-

no match for the more focused sound of the

parisons, except where noted, were through

Aragon.

the Synthesis LM-300s, using Kimber 8TC
cable in the multiple-pair, bi-wired configuration described in my LM-300 review in Vol.10
No.7. (It might be more accurately called
Kimber 16TC!) 7
Compared with the Adcom GFA-555, the
Aragon came out aclear winner in all areas except low-end tightness and punch. Ihave
Stereophile, December 1987

7 For the terminally curious, the rest of the system, with occasional variations, consisted of the Monster Alpha 2in an
ET II arm on abuman PD-300 belt-drive table (used without
its vacuum hold-down feature and with an Audioquest Sorbothanc mat), Klyne SK-SA prràmp with 161(Fiz HF compensation set to compensate for the high-end rise in the Alpha
2, and Monster Interlink Reference (between TT and prearnp)
and M-I000 (between preamp and amp) cables. An American
Audio Labs P-I2 CD player was also pressed into use where
needed, though 80% of the listening was done using vinyl
SOUrCeS.
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In only one case did Ifind an amplifier that

Hand," Eric Bibb was there, about four feet

Ifelt clearly bests the Aragon—though even
in this case the differences were not dramatic

behind the plane of the loudspeakers, with just
the right balance between warmth and detail,

on an absolute scale, but were important

the air and ambience of the recording site

subtleties that serious audiophiles are willing

naturally reproduced. Saint-Saens's Oratorio

to pay dearly for. That amplifier is the Motif

de Noel (Proprius 7857)—a superlative record-

ms100. I'll have more to say about that unit in

ing of orchestra, soloists, and chorus—wasn't

aseparate review in this issue, but suffice it to
say here that, to this listener, the Motif has very

in the least slighted either. The sense of space
on this recording was exceptional. Soloists

subtle refinements of soundstage three-

were naturally placed in the soundspace, the

dimensionality and high-end detailing and
sweetness that elude the Aragon. That said, I

organ swelling from the rear of the stage,
chorus and orchestra naturally placed in the

must also say that you'll pay more than twice
as much and get half the power to obtain these

space between.
The Sheffield Thick Record (Sheffield Lab

refinements, which are of such adegree and

20) had adynamic, unforced sound, with ex-

nature that Istrongly suspect many will

cellent detail without exaggeration. The

disagree as to their importance or even their

presentation here did lack acertain raw gut-

presence.

siness that many will expect from this dynamic

The Aragon performed superbly with the

rock recording—probably the most ungim-

Synthesis and ProAc loudspeakers, but its

micked rock recording around—but Isuspect

slightly forward presentation and, especially,

the culprit here was the slightly soft high end
of the speaker/amp combination plus its

its unforgiving but clean and detailed high end,
really came into their own through the Apogee

unwillingness to exaggerate or type anything.

Duetta Hs. That loudspeaker, of which Icon-

Jazz at the Pawnshop (Proprius 7778-79)

fess to be still getting the measure, has aslightly soft yet naturally detailed top-end response
which was an excellent match for the subjec-

spread ajazz combo across the front of the

tive balance of the Aragon.

MOITI with aclear sense of space—a real sense
of ajazz club, with patrons buzzing in the
background—and atransparent, open sound.

The Aragon easily drove the Duettas to comfortable (even uncomfortable) levels in my

Icould go on, but there is no reason to. The
fact that the Aragon can do such afine job

large listening room. The combination is unforgiving of flawed program material or front

driving avery popular high-end loudspeaker,

ends, but really shines with program material

one not noted for being easy to drive well
(though the Apogee Scintilla certainly wins the

of known high quality. On Italian Pleasures

palm in that respect), 8 is reason enough for

(Sheffield Lab 16), instrumental timbres had

many audiophiles to celebrate. The fact that

just the right combination of sweetness and

it is also an excellent choice for use with other

bite, strings had a realistic sheen without

high-quality loudspeakers, and doesn't cost an

becoming edgy or harsh, and the imaging and

arm and aleg, are reasons enough for astrong
recommendation.

depth were natural (though the soundstage of
the Duetta is somewhat larger and less pinpoint than that of the other two speakers used
here). On Test Record 3— Dynamics (Opus 3
8300), "He's Got the Whole World in Hi's (sic)

8 Ididn't have them on hand to try, but the Aragon, with its
claimed ability to drive very low impedances, may well be
usable with that speaker as well. If you're in the market for
aScintilla and don't want to or can't, invest in megabuck amp,
I'd certainly recommend investigating the combination.

Electrocompaniet EC-1 Preamplifier
Steven W. Watkinson
Solid-state stereo preamplifier. Phono inputs: MM &MC. High-level inputs: 2. Tape loops: 2. Price:
81995. Approximate number of dealers: 22. Manufacturer: Electrocompaniet AS, Skarer, Norway:
Importer: Music and Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake Rd., Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. Tel: (215)
357-7858.
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Electrocompaniet EC-1 preamplifier
I'm not going to tell you the EC-1 is the world's

labels were intact, and it was apparent that the

greatest preamp, or that it beats the ARC SP-11
or matches the Klyne SK-5A. Because it isn't

box had not been opened since it left Norway.

and it doesn't. And at $2000 I'm not going to
say it's an incredible bargain that you should

Of course, receiving the box direct from the
factory also meant that Ihad to attach the
power plug, and the white remnants of the old
extension cord Isalvaged left something to be

rush out and buy. On the other hand, those are
about all the negative comments Ihave. I

desired, visually. However, Ifeel confident in

found it to be an exceptionally refined, ex-

saying the unit Ireceived was in the same con-

tremely listenable component that offers true

dition as when it left the factory, and had not

high-end performance at avery fair and reason-

been tweaked or handpicked for the review.

able price.
The EC-1 replaces the Preampliwire 1(see

The importer has assured me that units sold

reviews, Vol.8 No.2 & Vo1.9 No.1) as Elec-

colored power cord already attached, ready

trocompaniet's top-of-the-line preamp. On

to be plugged into the wall.

first hearing, there's no doubt that the EC-1 is
an Electrocompaniet product. It has the clean,

pretty conventional for preamps in this price

detailed, and natural sound on which the company built its reputation. But in appearance,
it marks amajor step forward for Electrocom-

to the public do come with an appropriately

The features and controls of the EC-1 are
range: standard R1AA and built-in MC phono
stages, two high-level inputs labeled "CD" and
"Miner," and two tape loops. Controls are con-

paniet. Gone are the kit-like looks of the

ventionally laid out and fairly easy to under-

Preampliwire 1, replaced here by aconven-

stand and use. However, except for the volume

tional low-profile, high-tech black design that

and balance controls, toggle switches are used

borders on the good-looking. On the whole,

instead of the customary round knobs and

the EC-1's appearance is about what one

pushbuttons. There are no tone controls and

would expect of a$2000 preamp.

no mono switch. About the only quibble I

There are rumors in the audiophile com-

have re. ease of use is the need to change the

munity that the former Electrocompaniet im-

plug-in input resistors to match the appro-

porter was hand-tweaking the individual units

priate input resistance for your cartridge. I

after they arrived in the US, and although this
resulted in very good sound for the dollar, it

suspect this is far more of anuisance for a
reviewer than for the typical audiophile.
The EC-1 was evaluated using the SOTA Star
diminished their reliability. Quite frankly, I
Sapphire Mk.III and Micro Seiki RX-1500
don't know if this rumor is true or not. Ihave
'tables, SME Series V arm, and Virtuoso Dti,
my doubts, however. I've used aPreampliwire
Kiseki Purple Heart Sapphire, and HighPhonic
1as one of my principal comparison preamps
for over two years; it still sounds excellent and
has never given me any problems. But the

D-15 cartridges. The BEL 2002, Nestorovic
tube monoblock, and Eagle II amps were used

truth of these rumors is irrelevant, since some

to drive Magnepan Timpani IVa loudspeakers.
The Klyne SK-5 and Electrocompaniet

people believe and continue to spread them.
EC-1 after reaching this country, the importer

Preampliwire 1were used for comparison. The
music used varied from classical to rock to

sent me the review sample still sealed in the
original container. The Finnair air bills and

phasis on Bach and Mozart recorded with

To ensure that there was no tweaking of the
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jazz, the classical selections having aheavy em-
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period instruments. But more spectacular

stable, and separation of instruments and

classical recordings were also used, including

voices was good. Still, the soundstage wasn't

the Reference Recordings Symphonie Fantasti-

quite as convincing as that put out by the

que, several versions of the Firebird and Rite

of spring, alittle Rachmaninov and Respighi,

Klyne, and the EC-1 was not particularly good
in differentiating microphone height or

and such well-known potboilers as the

perspective. The result was asomewhat two-

Beethoven and Dvorak 9ths, the Brahms D

dimensional soundstage, with width and

minor piano concerto, and Saint-Saens organ

depth but only alittle height. The ability to

symphony. The Beethoven and Shostakovich

ascribe asense of height to the soundstage is
something very few preamps (or other com-

string quartets and the Cleveland Winds
rounded out the classical fare. Jazz included
the old faithful Jazz at the Pawnshop, some
selections from Steve Douglas's King Cobra,
Bill Laswell's Baselines, and acouple of Ann
Burton and Amanda McBroom albums for

ponents) can do properly. (This is one area
where tubes seem to have an edge; it's not surprising that the EC-1 does not excel in this
regard.)
The one area in which the EC-1 seemed to

vocals.

fall short of the Preampliwire 1was in the abili-

The pop selections included works by
Laurie Anderson, Phil Collins, Michael

close the soloist had shaved that morning on

Jackson, Peter Gabriel, Yaz, and various other
artists. CDs were used both for bypass tests
and as asecond sound source. However, since
my system obtains markedly better sound
from LP, black vinyl was the principal medium.
The overall sonic performance of the EC-1
was superb. Its tonal balance was warmer than
the Preampliwire l's, or even the Klyne's, and
it had adefinitely richer, more full-bodied
sound than the Preampliwire I. The EC-1 had
aslightly greater emphasis (in comparison to
the Preampliwire 1) on the upper bass and
lower midrange, but this didn't account for all

ty to render extremely fine detail, such as how
aviolin concerto, or what's being said in the
background on aPink Floyd album. It was not
that the EC-1 performed poorly, but that the
ability to render fine detail is perhaps the
Preampliwire l's greatest virtue; there are very
few preamps at any price that exceed the
Preampliwire 1in this regard. The blame appears to lie in the RIAA phono stage, since the
difference was not noticeable on CD but was
discernible with the high-output Virtuoso Dti
cartridge.
To test the resolution and coloration in the

was also due to certain differences in the high

EC-1's high-level stage, Ialso ran comparisons
with the CD player plugged directly into the
amplifier and with the high-level section of the

frequencies that] believe to be improvements.
The EC-1 was at least as well extended on the

connects were kept as short as possible to

top as the Preampliwire 1, but the EC-l's HF

minimize any coloration they might induce.

of the richness and full-bodied character. This

extension was smoother and lacked the slight
hardness or metallic sound that sometimes
plagues the Preampliwire 1. The EC-1 was

EC-1 hooked into the Klyne's tape loop. Inter-

There was avery slight loss of detail in both
cases, but almost no change in the tonal
balance. With the EC-1 in the Klyne's tape

much easier to take on bright recordings, par-

loop, records had abalance more characteristic

ticularly bright pop records, but still managed
to sound properly balanced on well-balanced

of the Klyne than the EC-1. Thus, Isuspect

recordings. On the whole, the top end of the
EC-1 was very similar to that of the Klyne
SK-5A. The EC-1 seemed to have slightly less
HF detail than the Klyne, but that's about the

what little coloration the EC-1 has also resides
in the RIAA stage.
Despite any shortcomings the EC-1 may
have in providing the nth degree of detail
when compared to the Preampliwire 1, it still
presented more believable reproduction of

only way the SK-5A clearly bettered it in this
region.
The width and depth of the soundstage was

most recordings, showing clear improvement
in harmonic detail and contrast. Differences

also better than the Preampliwire 1, and in fact,
the soundstage was larger than the Klyne's.

between 18th-century and modern instruments were very accurately rendered, as were

Placement of the soundstage was quite abit

the distinctions between instruments such as

more forward than either the Preampliwire 1

oboe, clarinet, and English horn (or Fender,

or SK-5 in my system. Instrument location was

Gibson, or Rickenbacker six-string electric).
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The EC-1 passed one of the most difficult tests,

preamp with alot of virtues and very few

distinguishing between and accurately reproducing the various electric bass guitars on the

drawbacks. It's very listenable, even musical,
without the negative connotations such labels
normally imply. It may fall slightly short of the

Bill Laswell Baselines album, with flying colors.
Speaking of bass—with the SME Series V in

standards for solid-state preamps set by the

circuit it was quickly apparent that the EC-1
had better bottom-octave performance on LPs

the sound of their SP will rush to trade it in on

than the Preampliwire I. It simply goes lower,
but without any apparent increase in midbass

Klyne, and Idoubt that anyone enamored with
the EC-1. But the EC-1's price tag falls quite a

level. The bass was also tighter and better

bit short of that of the Klyne and SP-11. While
Idon't profess to be intimately familiar with

defined, with noticeable improvement in at-

every preamp on the market, I've listened to
most of the better ones. Ihave no reservations

tacks and decays.
Dynamics were quick and powerful, without
being exaggerated or weighted in any area of
the frequency spectrum. Overall, Iwould
describe the EC-1's dynamics as realistic.
The conclusion is fairly easy: The EC-1 is a

in saying that the EC-1 faces little serious competition in its price class. Accordingly, the EC-1
can be proclaimed an excellent value, and
receives an outstanding recommendation.$

MAN 801 MATRIX SERIES 2PROFESSIONAL
MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER
Lewis Lipnick
Three-way loudspeaker system. Drive-units: one 26mm metal-dome tweeter, one 126mm Kevlarcone midrange, one 300mm high-power polymer-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 380Hz
and 3kHz. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz +2dB free-field. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m. Nominal
Impedance: 8ohms (not falling below 4ohms). Amplifier requirements: 50-600W. Dimensions:
39"/16 "H by 17" W by 22" D. Weight: 110 lbs. Price: $4500/pair in black ash or walnut, $5200/pair
in rosewood. External bass-alignment filter, and pair of 11" speaker stands (both optional), $150
each. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: B&W Loudspeakers, Ltd., Meadow
Road, Worthington, BN11 2RX, England. US Distributor B&W Loudspeakers of America. PO
Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240. Tel: (416) 297-0595.
Since the introduction of the original my 801

excellent loudspeaker would make me guilty

monitor loudspeaker in 1980, it has been

of gross understatement. In short, this is the

adopted as areference by several recording

most musically complete and revealing full-

studios around the world. Over the past five

range dynamic loudspeaker that Ihave heard

years, Ihave seen 801s present in just about

to date, effectively redefining such terms as

every recording session with which Ihave
been artistically involved. While the original

coherent, dynamic, open, and involving.

801 monitor had its strong points, Iwas never

Technical Highlights

satisfied with the detached and muddy-

The Matrix 8111 Monitor is alarge loudspeaker,

sounding bass, discontinuous driver balance,

employing amassive, front-vented cabinet
housing the low-frequency driver and cross-

and low sensitivity. Unless this speaker was
driven by an enormous solid-state power
amplifier, with an elevated high-frequency

over network, with aseparate fibercrete head

response, the tubby and slow bass response

mounted in free field above) placed directly

often obliterated any detail in the two bottom

atop the bass cabinet. The midrange/tweeter
head is electrically connected with the lower

octaves of musical material.

housing the midrange driver (the tweeter is

Well, all this has changed ...
for the better.

cabinet via ashort umbilical and an XLR con-

The new 801 Matrix Series 2 is as different
from the original 801 as apples are from

nector, and is secured by avery long bolt that

oranges. For me to say that this is just another

the bass enclosure. There are two sets of
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runs completely through the head, down into
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speaker terminal connectors on the bottom
rear of the bass cabinet, in order to allow the
listener to bi-wire the speakers (these connectors are normally internally bridged, so in
order to bi-wire the bottom cover under the
bass cabinet must be removed, and two very
short jumpers removed ...2 less-than-ideal
setup). The cabinet construction is excellent,
showing agreat deal of attention to assembly
and aesthetic detail, except for the quality of
the speaker terminal connectors. Rather than
utilizing standard five-way binding posts (as
B&W does with their less expensive 802
speakers), they have opted for some rather
poor-quality, screw-type terminals that just
don't belong on aproduct of this quality. Except for the round port vented on the front of
the bass cabinet directly below the woofer, the
new 801 Matrix is visibly similar to its predecessor. The casters mounted on the bottom
are nice to have when moving these behemoths around the house or studio. But since
the speakers really need to be placed on stands
in order to operate at full potential, this otherwise practical addition is somewhat useless.
The internal design and components represent aclear departure from the earlier 801. By
using their effective Matrix technology of incorporating an internal system of honeycombs
within the bass cabinet, the engineers at B&W
claim to have reduced low-frequency enclosure resonances and colorations to asignificant degree (I agree). Additionally, but using
asixth-order Butterworth alignment through

13» 801 Matrix speaker
"exhibits perfect piston-like behavior to frequencies well beyond audibility." The newly
redesigned bass driver has acone of specially
formulated plastic compound, is heavily
damped to remove sonic colorations, and
employs a131b, 13,000 Gauss magnet.

the addition of an outboard equalizer, they

In order to protect the drivers from overload, B&W has upgraded the already existing

have been able to achieve extraordinary low-

Audio-Powered Overload Circuit (APOC) by

frequency response (-6dB at 17.5Hz) without

incorporating two such units: one operates on

compromising bass attack and clarity. Although the speaker can operate without this

the bass section, the other on the midrange/
tweeter, allowing complete protection even

optional equalizer (thereby effectively repre-

when the system is bi-wired.

senting afourth-order Bessel filter with a-9dB
point at 19Hz), the addition of this device
clearly enhances its overall musical accuracy.
The midrange fibercrete head assembly and

Design of aTrue Monitor: Not
Just Another Loudspeaker

Kevlar-coned driver remain basically un-

While attending last summer's CES in Chicago,
Ihad the pleasure of alengthy discussion with

changed from the earlier 801. The high-frequency driver (the TS26 tweeter), on the other

John Bowers, the driving force behind B&W
loudspeaker design. His musically intuitive

hand, represents an entirely new design, incorporating ametal-domed diaphragm. This

goals (something too often lacking in high-end

design was arrived at partially through B&W's
computer-aided design (CAD), and is amodi-

exactly what he wanted to achieve, and how

fied version of the metal-dome tweeter used
in the less costly Concept 90 series of loudspeakers. B&W claims that this new tweeter
110

design approach and clearly defined product
audio) gave me the impression that he knew
best to do so. When Iasked him about the role
of monitor speakers vs those without such
designation, he stated that a true monitor
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should reproduce exactly what is contained
in the recorded material, good or bad, rather

Matrix is one such product; here are some of
the purely sonic attributes that set it apart from

than presenting an editorialized picture of

so many other also-rans.

what one might want to hear. His point is well
taken, since many audiophiles choose their
loudspeakers for various sonic attributes that

First of all, Idon't feel that this speaker has
any significant sonic weaknesses. It is ruth-

add colorations to effectively create apredetermined spectral balance or acoustic environ-

material, electronics, interconnects, line-cord
polarity, etc.), and this is what might ultimately

ment. Of course, we all know that such athing

get it into trouble. Many US dealers who will

as an accurate loudspeaker does not exist, and
even if it did, we would have no way of ascer-

high-end community, and will probably mate

taining its accuracy unless the recordings were

the 801 with greatly inferior electronics. Ican

identical to live music. How, then, can anyone

tell you that, after living with these speakers
for the past two weeks, anything less than the

claim that they are able to design an accurate

lessly revealing of everything up front (source

be selling this product are not members of the

loudspeaker? Realizing this problem, Bowers

finest electronics and source material can

uses panels of musicians who have performed

cause serious listening trauma. As an experi-

in specific recordings to ascertain musical integrity between originals and facsimiles. If they

receiver (name not important, since they all

and the recording engineers involved are
satisfied that what they hear through the

ment, Iconnected arepresentative Japanese
basically sound alike) to the 801s, and the
results were devastating. The sound was thin,

speakers accurately reproduces what occurred in the sessions, he feels that some of the

grainy, and white, with no depth or bass ex-

subjectivity connected with loudspeaker

amusing, it really is not—many potential

design has been eliminated.

buyers will audition this product with similarly

Which brings us back to the 801 Matrix.

tension. And although readers might find this

This is not aspeaker for those with precon-

mismatched ancillary equipment, and will
very likely blame the speaker for the sonic

ceived notions of what should be, but for

shortcomings. The people at B&W figuratively

those who wish to hear what is. Ihave yet to
hear another speaker that gives me as much
musical information as this one, without any

this speaker. ..
it is simply too inexpensive for

of the usual sonic intrusions that remind me
that Iam listening to music through amechani-

"shot themselves in the foot" when pricing
what it does. While it outperforms other products costing at least twice as much, its requirements for the finest electronics will place

cal device. The 801 Matrix is atrue musician's
reference transducer, apoint made by several

B&W dealers in adifficult situation.

of my colleagues in the National Symphony
who have had the opportunity to hear it. Un-

solid-state and tube amplifiers, Idefinitely

fortunately, many of the musical attributes that

Although the manufacturer claims that one can
use as little as 50Wpc with the new 801, I

distinguish the new 801 from other products
will probably be lost on those audiophiles

While the 801 Matrix works well with both
prefer the results when using solid-state.

would think that at least 100Wpc should be the

looking for the latest trends in loudspeaker

minimum (especially if you are going to play

design, rather than recreation of recorded
artistic events.

MI orchestral material). Of the three amplifiers
that Ihave tried on these speakers (conrad-

Sonic Qualities

johnson Premier Five, Mirror Image 1.1S, and
Rowland Research Model 5), the Rowland

Being amusician first, and audiophile second,

Research came out the clear winner. Istill

Isubscribe to the thesis that musical validity

think that, overall, the Model 5 is the most

and accuracy is of foremost importance, and

neutral and musically revealing amplifier I've

that sonics should be viewed as only one com-

had the opportunity to hear, and the 801

ponent within the overall musical picture.
There are, however, those few products that
utilize their sonic strengths as a means to

Matrix speaker once more confirmed my findings. While the Premier Five presented itself
very well, with beautifully defined midrange

musical integrity, rather than the more com-

and silky high frequencies, low frequencies

mon "let's see how we can make our speakers

were slightly muddy and indistinct. The Mirror
Image was not even in the running, sounding

sound different from anyone else's." The 801
Stereophile, December 1987
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unrefined, raw, and congested. Although I
heard all of the above before through my

speakers unnaturally bright and aggressive in

Martin-Logan Monoliths, the differences be-

the upper midrange. When bi-wired (be sure

that might cause the listener to think these

tween these three amplifiers became much

to use the same speaker cable on top and bot-

more pronounced with the 801s.

tom; these speakers are too coherent to tolerate

The "optional" 11" stands are quite neces-

mix and match), everything came into align-

sary. With the assistance of two professional
musical colleagues (Robert Kraft, bass trom-

ment, with all three drivers becoming more
transparent and coherent, and any hint of

bonist with the National Symphony, and
Joseph ICainz, visiting flutist from Chicago), the

over-brightness completely vanishing. (As an
aside, Iwould like to mention that Straight

801s were auditioned on the floor, sitting on

Wire Music Conductor Speaker Cable appears

the attached casters, on the floor with the sup-

to sound the best with the 801s in my system.)
All of my subsequent critical observations con-

plied spikes, and on the dedicated stands. Both
floor-mounted positions resulted in loss of am-

cerning the sonic and musical qualities of the

bience and musical information, along with

Matrix 801s were made with the inclusion of

noticeably slowed low- and midbass response
When we placed the speakers on the stands,

bass-alignment filter, speaker stands, and biwi red installation.

the sound magically blossomed, and the spectral balance became neutral and even. Addi-

top to bottom, dynamic, refined, harmonically

tionally, the contra octave of bass became
tighter, deeper, and noticeably faster.
This all happened before the optional outboard bass-alignment filter (aka equalizer)

The 801 Matrix is spectrally seamless from
accurate, open, and, last but certainly not least,
revealing. The only other speaker that Ihave
had the opportunity to live with that successfully competes (and Ihave owned several

arrived, or the speakers had been bi-wired.

large speaker systems) is the Martin-Logan

Again, B&W's "option" is anecessity. While I

Monolith. Whereas the 801 does not always
present as large asoundstage as the Monolith,
it does appear to present soundstage more accurately. Ensemble and stage size are more

liked the speakers before, the addition of this
little black box between preamp and power
amp made an enormous difference.. .
for the
better. This is the first such device I've heard

clearly defined, and what sometimes appears

that doesn't adversely affect the midrange and

as spatial information through the Monolith

high frequencies. B&W has wisely not included

is obviously artificially induced reverberation

hard-wired interconnects, so the audiophile

and multi-miked bleed-through with the 801.

can still use his favorite brand of wiring. What
amazed me was how this gizmo improved the

ward, aggressively recorded material can really

Perspective is more obvious with the 801: for-

entire sonic picture, not just the very deep

"come out and grab you by the throat," while

bass, as we had expected. The sound became
more clear and extended (in both directions),

the opposite perspective places the musicians

and the soundstage opened up, portraying hall
ambience and dimension more effectively. I
could more clearly define individual musicians
in space, as well as the degree of natural hall
resonance vs artificially induced reverberation
in recordings. Not being an engineer, Iwon't
attempt to speculate on exactly what this "optional" filter does, but one thing is for sure: if
you're thinking of auditioning apair of Matrix
801s, be sure the dealer uses the bass-alignment filter and the stands.

well behind the speakers. The 801 is more
coherent from top to bottom, more open,
more revealing of recording techniques, and
much more dynamic. The only area in which
the Monolith is the clear winner is transparency: electrostatics just simply do better with
dynamic speakers in this category. They are
both great loudspeakers (musically exceeding
everything else that I've heard, except perhaps
for the new Apogee Diva, which Ihave not yet
had the opportunity to extensively audition),
each presenting musical information in avalid,

The Matrix 801s should be bi-wired. Al-

but totally different perspective. The Monolith

though they work quite well in the conventional setup, the balance between the mid-

might ultimately be the better speaker for

range/tweeter and woofer sections is tipped

long-term listening, being less analytical, while
the 801 gives more of what is really there,

upward toward the former, thereby presenting

albeit possibly abit intimidating. The 801 is

aslightly lean, hollow quality to the mid-bass

amonitor, and some listeners just might not
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want to hear everything the 801s will tell them,

orchestral climaxes, without any timbrel

musical and not.

change, constriction, or hardness. And at the

Musical Attributes

same time, this speaker recaptures the finest
low-level musical details, allowing the listener

Iwas not prepared for what Iheard the first

to see into, rather than just look at, the per-

time Iplayed the 801s. After finally getting

formance. All other speakers that I've heard to

these monsters set up and wired, my colleagues and Isat down to listen to anew com-

date (except for the Monoliths and Divas)

pact disc of Vaughan-Williams's Job (Vernon
Handley, London Philharmonic, EMI Emi-

separating the listener from the performance.
This typically causes loss of clarity and im-

nence CD; superb performance and record-

mediacy in quiet passages, as well as constric-

create a "haze" over the music, effectively

ing), having just heard it recently on the

tion and "sonic backup" at higher volume

Monoliths. We sat silent throughout the entire

levels.

performance (something that has never hap-

The 801 Matrix does not discriminate be-

pened before), and after it was over, we looked

tween good and bad ...
it bares all. The nonmusical aspects of performance (background

at one another without aword. Finally collecting ourselves, recovering from the initial shock

noise, instrumental key noise, turning pages,

of what we had just heard, someone quietly

etc.) can really place the listener into the re-

said, "I've got to have those speakers."

cording session, something made all too clear

When it comes to audio, musicians are hard

to us during aplayback of Andrew Litton's re-

to please. Perhaps that's why so many of them
have such poor audio systems; if you can't

cent recording of Mahler's First Symphony. We
were listening to Andrew's audition copy of

have it all, why even try? The new 801 is a

the master tape, when acouple of my col-

musician's reference; it simply reproduces
music with more immediacy and honesty than

score. When we ran the tape back, and listened

anything I(or any of my colleagues) have

again, that bass-drum roll was clearly arather

previously heard. It is quite unlike any other
speaker, inasmuch as it goes far beyond any

loud truck outside the hall. ..
something that
infuriated Andrew, especially since the sessions

previous design in drawing the listener into the

had been monitored with apair of older B&W
801s. According to him, this was not at all audi-

performance, almost as if the listener's ears and

leagues detected abass-drum roll not in the

microphones were one and the same. My first

ble during session playbacks (and we were

impression of the sound was one of unrestrained

only listening to acassette dub of the master!).

openness, along with the sensation that the
music was expanding out into the hall acous-

musical information in many of my recordings

Iam also now discovering new tidbits of

tic, not being stopped by an artificial barrier
such as aloudspeaker. This is something pre-

that shed new light on the quality of perform-

viously experienced by this musician only at

thought were musically flawless, have now

live performances, and is one of the things that
separates the "life" in live music from the con-

nell's performance of Hoist's First Suite in Eflat

ance. Several recordings, that Ihad previously
become less than perfect. In Frederick Fen-

pression of seeing the music through avery

for Military Band, with the Cleveland Symphonic Winds, Ihave discovered avery soft,
but magically effective suspended cymbal roll

clean window, the 801 Matrix not only opens

during the first movement, used by the com-

this window, but places me outside, actually
becoming involved with the musical picture.
The 801 Matrix outperforms every other

drum roll. Having not heard this through

striction of electronic reproduction. Whereas
many other speakers have given me the im-

poser as aprecursor to the following snare

loudspeaker I've heard in its ability to recreate

previous speakers, and thinking that the 801s
were producing some aberration, Ichecked

the wall-bending visceral weight produced by

the score, and sure enough, there was the cym-

full symphony orchestra, chorus, and organ.

bal roll. Another interesting but heretofore

Until Iheard the 801s, Iwas convinced that no

unidentified aspect of Fennell's performance

loudspeaker could credibly reproduce the
dynamic impact that Ifeel during live perfor-

came to light with the euphonium solo (in-

mances. For the first time, Ican sense the
massive wavefronts of sound created by full

fast movement. Before the 801 Matrix, Ithought
that Iheard atonally vague, not very well
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troduction of the second theme), also in the
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played euphonium. But now, Icould detect
two euphoniums (the score calls for only
one. ..
for some reason Fennell opted to dou-

electrostatics). Deep-bass transients are remarkably clear (but not artificially dry), an

ble the solo part), which were neither together
nor in tune. While this might not be very im-

attribute made evident through the reproduction of the bass drum in the third movement
of Frederick Fennell's First Hoist Suite (same

portant, nor of any interest to the average
listener, it serves as an example of the low-level

have provided me with lots of window-rattling

musical detail retrieval capabilities of the 801
Matrix.

as above). While many other full-range speakers

This speaker's low- and midbass reproduc-

bass response, the 801 Matrix was the first to
delineate the type of beater the bass-drum
player was using. Whereas Ihad previously

tion are the most accurate I've heard so far.

been aware of unusually sharp bass-drum at-

While some other products (such as the Infinity IRS, RS-lb, and KEF R107) probably supply

tacks in this recording, Icould now definitely
determine that the instrument was being

more quantities of bass, the harmonic integrity,

struck with awooden bass-drum stick wrapped

texture, and overall quality of low-frequency
reproduction is considerably more realistic

with chamois (a trick sometimes used in order
to get more immediate attack), rather than the

with the 801 Matrix. Edward Skidmore,
another National Symphony colleague (double

more usual felt beater.

bass) and member of our musicians' audio

between cello and double bass, bassoon and

listening group, flatly stated that the 801 Matrix

contrabassoon, bass and tenor tuba, bass drum

was the finest speaker he had heard that repro-

and tympani, trumpet and flugelhorn, oboe
and English horn, flute and piccolo, and violin
and viola, are clearly delineated. Ican also

duces the double bass accurately. He went on
to point out that the bass does not sound like
alow cello, or any other stringed instrument

The qualitative differences in attack speed

detect the amount of energy (weight of bow

for that matter. According to Ed, each par-

on the string, and amount of air support

ticular bass has its own unique sonic qualities

behind the tonal attack in woodwinds and

that, until the new 801, had been lost.
The same must also be said for my instruments, the bassoon and contrabassoon. With
this speaker, 1can not only determine what

brass) being expended by individual musicians
within an ensemble. This effectively gives the
listener amore immediate, rather than vicarious view of the performance (as one of my

manufacture of instrument the musician is
playing, but the vintage as well (le, the darker,

ing sex, rather than watching it").

more open and focused 7000 series vs the

colleagues so colorfully stated, "this is like hav-

duller, fatter-sounding 10,000-series Heckel

The 801 Matrix also sets new standards for
instrumental and vocal harmonic integrity. Dif-

bassoons; the lighter, clearer, but less impactful-sounding prewar Heckel contrabas-

ferences between American- and Germanmanufactured Steinway pianos are clearly

soons i's the fatter-sounding, more resonant
postwar models). While many other speakers

and bright at the two frequency extremes,

discernible: the former are more immediate

provide the listener with accurate bass attack,

with aslight suckout in the middle registers;

no others, that Ihave heard, reproduce the

the latter have amore even, resonant, but less

decay of low frequencies as well as the 801

brilliant and forward quality. The slight harmonic differences between the bright, for-

Matrix. This important information supplies
the listener with the harmonic and textural
components of low instrumental tonal propagation. Additionally, this helps to define the
space in which the performance is taking
place, since decay time of omnidirectional low
frequencies is one of the key elements in determining the spatial dimensions cf the recording
venue.

ward-sounding trumpets vs the darker, more
covered cornets in Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique are clearly evident through the 801
Matrix—the first speaker I've heard to successfully make this distinction.
And while I'm on the subject of brass: these
instruments played at high volume levels

out the entire frequency spectrum, is the

create sonic distortions, caused principally by
nonlinear ringing of the actual brass material
(especially in the flared bells). Played en masse,

most musically accurate and coherent of any
speaker Ihave heard (except for full-range

bones, and tubas create "difference tones" and

Transient attack of the 801 Matrix, through-
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combinations of french horns, trumpets, trom-
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beat frequencies that add brilliance and

frequency-related colorations (this is one ad-

character to the overall orchestral sound. The
same holds true for large pipe organs—beat

vantage of full-range electrostatics). The 801

frequencies created by slight harmonic and

pletely undistorted view of pitch focus and intonation, regardless of instrumental range or

atonal discrepancies between the various ranks
add interesting coloristic effects to the overall

Matrix is dead on, giving the listener acom-

vocal tessitura.

presentation. The 801 Matrix is the first

The new 801 also allows the listener to

speaker that I've heard that can actually
reproduce these harmonic phenomenon, ef-

follow individual instrumental and vocal lines
into and through complex passages. This is not

fectively contributing to the overall sensation

achieved by artificially boosting the upper

of reality.
Vocal reproduction, both solo and ensem-

midrange or high frequencies (as some other
products do), since it remains consistent for

ble, is superb. This speaker will, however,

instruments through the contra octave of bass.

accurately portray voices too closely miked;
the excessive sibilance in hotly EQ'd pop selec-

Compared with the 801 Matrix in this area of
musical reproduction, most other dynamic

tions can drive you out of the room. But when

loudspeakers sound unclear, congested, and

the source material is more neutral, the inten-

amorphous.

sity and hard kernel of vocal resonance is

Everyone who has heard the 801 Matrix

remarkably well reproduced. The specific

Monitors has unconditionally stated that they

characteristics of different vocal tessituras are,

hear more music than ever before. Some have

for the first time, as apparent as in live perform-

felt that they hear too much, and would rather

ance. The nasal, forced quality of sound in-

be left alittle more in the dark. Idon't. But it's

digenous to the tenor sections of many choral
groups, as well as the usual fiat-sounding, un-

interesting to note that, ever since my musical
colleagues first heard the 801s, the topic of

supported sopranos, are clearly evident. Text

discussion during rehearsal breaks and con-

in all vocal music is well delineated, without
any unnatural sibilant emphasis. The 801

cert intermissions at the National Symphony

Matrix can even unravel the most.complex

speakers that Lipnick has." Ieven overheard

voice leadings found in multipart contem-

afew of them muttering something about how
they could try to justify buying a$4500 pair

porary choral works.
String instruments produce very different

has revolved around "those fantastic new

of loudspeakers.

harmonic tonal structures when played with
and without mutes. In live performance,

Shortcomings

muted massed strings produce acovered but

As Imentioned earlier, this speaker has no

resonant carpet of sound (je, the opening of

major shortcomings per se. However, since it
is so revealing of source material and ancillary

Symphonie Fantastique), and until the 801
Matrix came along, Ihad not heard this ac-

electronic weaknesses, the upper midrange

curately reproduced. Most speakers represent
this effect as ahushed "buzz" lacking pitch

and lower high frequencies can become abit

center and tonal focus. But the 801 Matrix lets

cessive digititis, as well as those electronics

all the resonance, tonal warmth, and pitch
definition come through.

that contain enough grain to build abeach,

much. Compact discs that suffer from ex-

will be unlistenable on these speakers. For

And speaking of pitch definition, this is

those reasons alone, Icannot understand why

where most speakers fail miserably. Instruments and voices have (or should have) tonal

the B&W engineers have deleted the environ-

centers that are clearly heard in live perform-

midrange/tweeter head assembly that was

ance. But so many speakers scramble this,

standard with both the earlier 801 and 802

representing tonal pitch centers on either the

speakers. This control effectively allowed the

high or low side of the sound, producing over-

listener to attenuate or boost the mida and

ly bright or dull sonic distortions (overly sharp
pitch appears to the ear as brighter; low pitch

tics, and associated equipment. Although it

as duller). And with most speakers, this pitch

might be cheating, in some cases a slight

distortion is not consistent: characteristics

degree of lost clarity may be preferable to an
ear bleed, and might also make this product

change with each separate driver, causing
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mental balance control on the rear of the

highs according to personal taste, room acous-
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more saleable to people with less than perfect
ancillary equipment.

hard. Because it is so ruthlessly revealing, it
may not be the speaker for everyone. But it is

My other reservations are strictly practical.

the first such product to convince me that it

The very awkward procedure required to

might eventually be possible to accurately

disconnect the bridge inputs for bi-wiring is

reproduce live music. Do not audition this

unnecessary. There must be abetter way. And

speaker with anything less than the finest

those horrible input connectors really should

source material and electronics—you will be

be replaced with something more consistent

wasting your time. And as good as this speaker

with aproduct of this caliber.

is, Iam sure that there are plenty of lunatic-

Conclusion

and boring. So be it. But if you are searching
for the emotional involvement only live per-

fringe audiophiles who will find it unexciting
In my opinion, the B&W 801 Matrix Monitor
represents the pinnacle of current full-range
dynamic loudspeaker design. It does not have
the "see-through" transparency of the best
electrostatics, and can sound forward and

formance can provide, and are willing to live
with absolute sonic honesty, then the B&W
801 Series 2Matrix Monitor is, musically, the
end of the road.

THE STEREOPHILE HEADPHONE SURVEY
Bill Sommerwerck
JA asked me to review headphones, concen-

pale blue filter, the errors will alter both the

trating on the state of the art, but also keeping
an eye out for bargains. However, the 1987

original and reproduced in the same way, and

Audio Buying Guide lists over 170 head-

strongly colored filter, that blocked color com-

thus have no effect on the judging. Only a

phones—and that's just the models costing

ponents that were badly reproduced, would

over $20! How can one hope to make arational

affect their opinion. Aspeaker that sounds fiat
to one listener should sound flat to another,

selection? You may be surprised by the results.

regardless of hearing differences.
One source of individual variation is the ex-

Fundamental problems

ternal ear (the pinna; it's the part that falls off

Let's start by seeing how headphone listening

Jeff Goldblum 65 minutes into The Fly). It adds

differs from speaker listening.

its own deviations from flatness to those from
the middle and inner ears.

We've all heard the hi-fi salesman's spiel:
"Everyone hears differently, so it's all amat-

Sounds striking the pinna reflect from it and

ter of taste. Just buy what you like." There is
awide variation in frequency range and sen-

diffract around it. The size and shape of the

sitivity among individuals, but these "errors"

determine the frequencies at which these ef-

affect both recorded and reproduced sound
identically. Consequently, we are not aware of

fects occur, and their magnitude. No two pinnae are identical, so no two people experience

pinna, and the depth and position of its folds,

these variations,' nor do they affect our

sound exactly the same way. As we've seen,

assessments of accuracy. To borrow one of
Edgar Villchur's favorite analogies: Imagine

and reproduced sound, cancelling out any

two people are judging the accuracy of a

subjective effect.

these "errors" have the same effect on recorded

photographic reproduction of the Mona Lisa

Headphone listening destroys this sym-

by holding the photograph alongside the
original. If one viewer has apale pink filter

metry. In most headphones the driver sits next
to the ear. The sound passes directly into the

over his eyes, and the other looks through a

ear canal with almost no modification from

IUnless the error is severe such as extreme HF rolloff, or 20dB
sensitivity loss. In such cases, the listener's long-term
memory—or just his inability to carry on aconversation—will
alert him that something is wrong.

cur are not identical to those from the sound

the pinna (and the modifications that do oc-
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passing over the head and ear). Even though
a headphone's response measures flat, no
Stereophile, December 1987

listener will perceive it as having the same

altogether, by moving the drivers away from

spectral balance as acomparably flat speaker. 2
Another problem with headphone listening

the ears. The Stax Sigma 'phones put the

is the loss of inter-aural crosstalk. Sounds outside the head always reach both ears, usually

angles to the pinnae. This, and the use of a
driver much larger than the average pinna, permits the acoustic waveform to caress the ear

with some time delay. With headphones, each
ear hears only one channel; there is no crosstalk. (High-frequency tones—above 3kHz—
are shadowed by the head, and if presented at
the sides, will enter only one ear. But this is an
"unnatural" situation.) This alteration of frequency response, and the removal of interaural
crosstalk, removes the two cues the brain

drivers slightly in front of the head, and at right

in a"natural" fashion. (The mounting arrangement required makes one look like Ming the
Merciless, but one would not normally wear
Sigmas while strolling with one's Walkman.)
Stax called this a"Panoramic" design, because
it was supposed to remove the "in-the-head"
illusion.

needs to image the sounds "outside" the head.

The effectiveness of this arrangement is

Sounds appear to be inside the head, or next
to the ears.

perhaps moot. The Sigmas have always struck

Solutions?
These, then, are the two central problems of
headphone design: How does one get subjectively flat response? How do you remove the
"in- the- head" effect?
As with speakers, the most important
characteristic affecting headphones' sound

me as incredibly bass-heavy and dull; to me
they sound like the RIAA playback curve.* No
matter how often I've listened, the sounds
never move in front of me; they stay within my
head. Given their overall balance, it's also hard
to decide if they're really less colored than the
less-expensive Stax.
The Lambda series is acompromise, with
large drivers close to the ears, but angled out-

quality is their frequency response. But the
measured response does not match the per-

ward slightly. Stax feels this gives less of an "in-

ceived response There is astandardized "coupler" that attaches to the headphone and accepts

not as good as the Sigmas', so they call them
"Semi-Panoramic."

amicrophone through ahole in the side It has
the same acoustic volume as the ear, but makes

the primary cue for telling the brain that a

the-head" effect than regular 'phones, but still

My opinion is that pinna colorations are not

no attempt to duplicate the shape or details of

sound is outside the head. Inter-aural crosstalk

the pinna. How, then, does one design headphones that sound reasonably uncolored to

seems to be more important. Almost 20 years
ago, Ben Bauer designed apassive crosstalk-

most listeners?
One approach is to attack the problem

synthesizer for headphones. Ibuilt the thing,
and it did just what Dr. Bauer claimed: most

directly, by experimentally determining what
the ideal response ought to be. It appears this

sounds moved out of my head, and into the
"space" in front of me Stax ought to consider

was first done by Koss in developing the ESP-6

adding such circuitry to their energizers—

electrostatic headphones. They inserted a

though the additional cost would be significant.

probe mike into anumber of people's ears, then
used the mike to measure areference speaker

Comfort

near the listener. The listener was removed,
and the speaker's response measured again.

It doesn't matter how good apair of headphones sounds; if they're not comfortable,

The difference between the two curves revealed

they won't be worn long.' There are three

the modifying effect of the head and pinna.

"classic" sources of discomfort, all of which

A headphone with this response should sound

seem to have been removed in the past few
years.

essentially flat to any listener.'
Another approach is to sidestep the problem
2Except Jeff Goldblum.
3Beyer has revived this methodology. Their two top dynamic
models were designed using similar research. This could be
why, when Iasked them to send their best-sounding model,
they did not send the electrostatics. The AKG K 240 DF and
Sennheiser HD 540 Reference are also claimed to have this
"diffuse field" response.
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"They weigh too much." This was acommon complaint with the Koss ESP-6 and -9.
4Qualitatively, if not quantitatively.
5Some of the early Sony Walkman 'phones had little metal
ridges that were barely covered by the foam pad. If the 'phones
weren't adjusted just so, they produced an excruciating case
of "Spock Ear."

11'

(The former may have been the heaviest

the amplifier to the speaker for the best possi-

'phones ever made, as they included the step-

ble sound. Alas, the same need exists with

up transformers and HV bias supply!) I've
never found any headphones too heavy, prob-

headphones. A pair of 'phones can have a
pleasing tonal balance on the Sony WM-D6C

ably because my head is rather flat; head-

cassette deck, yet have heavy bass and elevated

phones "hang" naturally, with their center of

highs on the D-7S Discman.

gravity not too far from the spinal column.

Part of the problem is that personal stereos

People with slanted skulls can't position the

have less-than-audiophile-grade driver stages.

headband this way, and their neck muscles
have to do alot of work, hence the feeling of

(A cheap Signetics chip is unlikely to sound as

excessive weight.

receiver.) The major difficulty, though, is that

good as the output stage of even amodest

The prevalence of Walkman-type light-

most personal stereos (and components with

weights has largely ended this complaint. The

headphone jacks) stick aresistor between the

"final solution," however, came with the "dou-

driver and the headphone.

ble headband" system of the Signet TK33 and

The resistor is apparently there to protect

Stax Sigma. Asecond band, of cloth or plastic,
is strapped across the first (like achord across

the driver stage against short circuits or
unusually reactive loads. But regardless of its

acircle). This band is mounted with friction

raison d'etre, the series resistance and the

fittings loose enough to permit it to be reposi-

headphone's impedance form avoltage divider.

tioned, but tight enough to keep it from mov-

As the headphone's impedance varies with

ing, once its setting bas been changed.
When the headphones are placed on the
head and pulled down, the second band contacts the skull and conforms to it. This distri-

frequency, the net voltage across it changes,
too: the higher the impedance, the higher
the voltage. Therefore, impedance variations
cause matching changes in frequency response 6

butes the headphone's weight evenly across

The ideal situation would be a zero-

the skull, regardless of its shape. The advan-

impedance source. But even among products

tages of this system are obvious (once you see
it), and several AKG, Beyer, and Sennheiser

from one company, there is no standardization.
The Sony WM-F10 connects its driver directly

models use it. The Sony MDR-CD6 and

to the 'phones, while the WM-D6C has a15

Yamaha YHD-1 also have two bands, but the

ohm series resistor, and the D-7S interposes

flexible one cannot be adjusted.)
"They clamp too tightly to my head." The

27 ohms. The PCM-Fl digital processor has a

trend away from sealed headphones (which
need atight fit to insure good bass) toward

Most drivers show apronounced impedance
"bump" at low-frequency resonance, as well

"open-air" designs, where the driver is designed
for extended response without a seal, has

source resistance is too high (more than about

removed this problem.
"They make my ears sweat." Not everyone

pedance variations will be converted into audi-

has sweaty ears. (I certainly don't.) If this is a
problem, stay away from enclosed headphones.

150 ohm resistor!

as agradual rise above afew kilohertz. If the
5% of the headphone impedance), the imble response variations.
This is not speculation. In my review of the

Or apply antiperspirant. (Roll-ons only; never

Sony D-7S Discman, Idescribed it as a"head-

spray anything in the ear!)

phone-buster" —it exaggerated their sonic
anomalies. As it had the highest source im-

Most headphones press against the upper
part of the pinna. If you're wearing glasses, the

pedance of any personal stereo Ilistened to

frames will be squashed between the pinna

'phones on (its 27 ohms nearly equals the im-

and skull. This can be uncomfortable in and

pedance of many headphones), this is no
surprise!

of itself, and it can make it hard to remove or
replace your glasses. Each headphone is rated
on "eyeglass wearability."

Impedance Variations (in A
Major)
JGH has always harped on the need to match
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This interaction introduces an uncontrollable variable into headphone testing. Even if
6Although loudspeakers vary in impedance. the variation
does not alter their response, since most amplifiers have a
source impedance of virtually zero ohms. The cable is the only
significant source of resistance. The total resistance of the cable
and all connections (such as the binding posts) should be kept
very low—under I% of the speaker's impedance.
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e
all headphones were designed for use with

Now that Iknew Iwasn't crazy, Iadded an

personal stereos (and they aren't—the AKGs,
Beyers, and Sennheiser are for home or studio

extra step to the testing procedure. All the
dynamic headphones were driven at high

use), there would be no way to make a"representative" selection of Walkpeople to audition them on.

level, with noise from atuner, for one hour

The solution was to drive all headphones
from ahigh-quality amplifier (in this case, a
Haller XL-280). Using wire-wound resistors,
Imade an 11-to-1 voltage divider which sat
across the amplifier's output. The divider at-

before auditioning. Electrostatics and the
Yamaha were driven for four hours.

Considerations in Buying Electrostatic Headphones
Until Stax introduced the dedicated head-

tenuates the signal by over 20dB, so the 'phones

phone amplifier, all electrostatic 'phones were
driven directly from the power amplifier. The

couldn't be overdriven. At the same time, the

adaptor box had aswitch to connect the amp

source impedance was less than 1ohm.
The two best dynamic headphones (and all

to either the speakers or the headphones.

Walkman-style headphones) received one ad-

that speaker cable or switches had any effect

ditional listening test. With the D-7S Discman

on the sound. Today, even the most conser-

This was in the days before people believed

as program source, the headphones were

vative listener might feel uncomfortable about

switched between the D-75's output and the

running an amplifier's output through anot-

XL-280's, to evaluate the amount of sonic
should give you arough idea of what to expect

so-husky switch in the adaptor. Some of the
newer adaptors now sport a permanently
mounted amplifier cable—which is not of

when connecting these 'phones to apersonal

"audiophile quality."

degradation from impedance interaction. This

stereo. This test had no bearing on the final
rankings.

Yet More Problems .. .

The problem is obvious. If both the adaptor and the speakers are connected in parallel
to the amplifier, how do you disconnect the

Electrostatic and film-driver orthodynamic

speakers when you want to listen to the
'phones? (I assume you're not using them with

headphones have aspecial problem that has

an amp that has aspeaker-selector switch.)

never been addressed in product reviews. In

When TK33s were my "serious-listening"

my Recommended Components precis of the

headphones, Isimply pulled out the banana

Stax Lambda Pro (Vol.10 No 8), Iremarked that
they suffered from an upper-midrange depres-

plugs that connected the speaker to the amp.
These days, all banana plugs have been banished

sion that disappeared after several hours' use.

from my system; the speaker cables have

Since one tends to mentally filter out colora-

solder lugs that are tightly clamped under the

tions after extended listening, Iwas never really sure of what Ithought I'd heard. Well, now

binding posts. Banana plugs (at least the garden-variety kind) have gone the way of 50

Ihave confirmation.
When the Yamaha YHD-1 arrived, Inoticed

cent/foot speaker cable: too cheap, and not
good enough.

adistinct lack of upper midrange. Just like an

The glib, flip answer to this dilemma is also

electrostatic, an orthodynarnic driver does not
have acompliant "surround"; it's clamped in

obvious: buy one of the Stax headphone
amplifiers! This is not so outrageous as it

place. Could this lack of compliance cause the

seems.

upper-midrange droop? Ibrought up the point
with Phil Grieves of Yamaha.

First, there is nothing wrong with putting
the Stax SR-34 or Signet TK44 in a"modest"
system—a system whose owner is not

He told me he'd been using Stax 'phones for
years, and always had this problem of a"dead"

paranoid about the quality of speaker cable.

upper-midrange. His solution —yup—was to

Contrariwise, the listener who pays $5/foot for

"break in" the phone by driving it at high

speaker cable is exactly the person who'd ap-

levels for afew hours. Although the diaphragm
has aslight tendency to "heal" itself once the
driver is thoroughly broken in, it takes several

preciate a$1200 headphone system—and lay
out the money for it.

weeks of non-use before the depression

like Popeye—"it am what it am." Its sound

returns—and just afew minutes' use clears it.

cannot be changed by achange of power amp.
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Second, adedicated headphone system is
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(If you drive it from the tape-out jacks, its

this critical listener) goes to pot. All the audi-

sound won't even be influenced by the preamp!)

tioned 'phones in this price range suffer from

This

some combination of excessive distortion,

sonic

consistency

is

appealing—

lumpy frequency response, dryness, graini-

especially to areviewer.

ness, and limited transparency.

Headphone Quality: Just How
Hi is the Fi?

Nor do these headphones make any pretense
to subtlety. If you can imagine the better

Twenty years ago, it was common to promote

'phones as sophisticated waiters in elegant

headphones by claiming that a$50 purchase

restaurants, and the poorer ones as gumpopping waitresses in cheap dives ("Here y'ar,

got you the sonic equivalent of $500 worth of
speakers. These days, more than afew head-

bub. Blue-plate speshul. Eat it!"), you have a

phones (both electrostatic and dynamic) are
touted as "ultra-high-fidelity," or of (merely)

fairly good idea of what the aberrations of the
lower-grade 'phones do to one's ultimate ap-

"reference" quality.

preciation of music.

This is simply not so. The Stax LambdaPro/SRM system, exceptional as it is, is not the

One other point: As agroup, headphones
don't seem to render agood illusion of depth.

equal

PRA-2000Z/Hafler

The Stax Lambda-Pros were the least bad of

XL-280/Acoustat Six /Distech interconnect

of my

Denon

the lot, with the less-expensive headphones

system. The latter is more alive, immediate,

becoming progressively flatter. The least.

(ever-so-slightly) less mechanical-sounding,

expensive are positively pancake-like in their

and just plain more realistic than the former.
Whether this is due to some fundamental
flaw in headphone listening (possible) or the

presentation.

fact that no hi-fi product is perfect (likely), I

Hardware and Methodology

can't say. However, Stax has promised samples

The system used for the tests consisted of the

of the Lambda-Signature (whose diaphragm

following components: Denon PRA-2000Z
pre-amp; Denon DCD-3000 CD player; Distech

is one-half the thickness of the Lambda-Pro's)
and anew SRM vacuum-tube amplifier.
Signature headphones alone will run $1000,

Silver Plus interconnects; Hafler XL-280
power amplifier; Nalcamichi DMP-100 digital
processor; Sony SL-HF900 VCR. The XL-280

the price of the current Pro/SRM combo.) Still,
Iexpect them to be significantly better. Those

is probably not "perfect," but Idoubt there is
amore spectrally neutral amplifier. For this

These products will be expensive. (The

with $1900+ to spend on "cans" may want

reason, Ibelieve both the absolute and relative

to wait.

rankings of these headphones are correct. A
more colored amp may affect your opinion of

Coming back to earth, we have the 'phones
in the $180 range. With both the 'stats and the

which is the most accurate (cf my comments

dynamics, the principal loss is one of musical

on the Sennheiser 540).

subtlety and refinement. The little details that

Along with several digital master tapes of live

define the characteristics of aparticular instrument or voice just aren't presented as clearly.

performances, the following CDs were used,

Still, these headphones can legitimately be called

primarily for the reasons given:
• London 414 101-2, Das Rheingold: bass

"high fidelity."

(opening scene); voice; dynamics (Entry of

Though their overall sound quality is com-

Gods into Valhalla)

parable, the dynamic 'phones are somewhat

• Nimbus 5004, Equale Brass Quintet, Bac-

cleaner and more transparent than the electrostatics. Iattribute this to the rather scrawny

chanales: spatiality; brass tonality; aliveness,

transformers in the Stax and Signet adaptors.
My experience with moving-coil transformers
leads me to believe that the bigger, the better.
(Remember the Cotter "Blue Brick"? Though

"realism"
• Nimbus 5067, Mendelssohn Symphonies 3
& 4: spatiality; orchestral balance
• Opus 3 CD7900, Timbre: spatiality;
transparency
• Reference Recordings RR-17, L'Histoire du

designed for the weak output of an MC, it was
four times the volume of the Stax/Signet

Soldat Suite; Capriccio Espagnol: spatiality;

transformers.) When one considers

orchestral balance

the

'phones at $120 and below, quality (at least for

120

• Teldec 8.42695, 73-out Quintet: overall
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Stax Lambda Pro Ill headphones

balance; small-group perspective; plucked

Stax Lambda Pro 3: $1200

bass instruments

This "Mercedes-Benz of headphones" is also

• Verve 823 445-2, Ella Fitzgerald, The Songbooks Silver Collection: '50s vacuum-tube

Benz needed an ultra-high-quality headset to

voice/ambience
All dynamic headphones were driven from
asource impedance of less than 1ohm, to
remove any sonic effects of impedance variations. Components with alarge resistance be-

"the headphone of Mercedes-Benz." Daimleranalyze car and road noise. Impressed with the
original Lambda, they commissioned Stax to
create asuperior model.
Stax's solution was to increase the diaphragm/
stator spacing from 0.3mm to 0.5mm. This

tween the driver stage and the headphones may
cause large changes in sound. Final auditions

permitted higher volume levels and reduced

must be made on the equipment with which

also reduced sensitivity, which Stax more than

the 'phones will be used.
All the headphones were "broken in" before
audition by running noise through them at
high volume levels. The dynamic 'phones
were driven for at least one hour, the electro-

distortion (especially at low frequencies). It
restored by raising the polarizing voltage from
230 to 580V.
Although a"passive" adaptor is available, for
use with your own power amp, the Pros were
tested with the SRM-1/Mk.2. This is an all-

statics and the Yamaha for at least four hours.

MOSFET direct-coupled amp that attaches to

The electrostatic headphones were audition-

the preamp's tape or main outputs, or directly
to the program source. Class-A in operation,

ed first, then the dynamics. Within each group,
they were auditioned in order of decreasing

it runs warm, so be sure to provide plenty of

price. Since the more expensive 'phones ought
to "sound better," it was judged that this would

ventilation. Contrary to comments in another

be the least confusing method for the reviewer,
and the most revealing of absolute quality.
The "WaIlcman-style" headphones received

publication, the SRM-1 does permit balance
adjustments—the left/right volume controls
are ganged, but separate. It has asecond jack
for "regular" Stax 'phones—those using 230V

one additional listening test.

bias.

Final determination of sound quality was
based on my own master tapes, not on com-

able. This is due to the double-headband

mercial recordings. However, there was no

The headset is large, but light and comfort-

significant discrepancy between audiophile

system (pioneered by Stax), and an unusual
pair of sculptured ear cushions, contoured to

and home-brew recordings.

the face and jaw line. Idon't use the Lambdas
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HEADPHONE SPECIFICATIONS
Electrostatic headphones
Manufacturer

JecklIn

Signet

Model

Float Electrostatic
fully-open

TK44

Stax
SR-34 (SR-30 + SRD-4)

open

open

double/adjustable

single

Type
Headband

'tar baby

Headband force
Driver material

ON

Bias source
Frequency response

AC power supply

electret

electret

20Hz-20kHz

10Hz-25kHz

25Hz-25kHz

Frequency response tolerance
Equalization

diffuse field (?)

Required drive

power amplifier

45mm, 2um film

power amplifier

power amplifier

15V for 98d13

5W (adapter)

95dB for 100V rms

Sensitivity (amplifier)
Sensitivity (adapter input)

002% (adapter)

Power handling
Distortion
Weight
Weight w/cable
Cable wire
Cable length (to phones)
Cable length (to amplifier)
Cable configuration

<0 3% (
e 110dB)
2109m

<0.5%
600gm

275gm
straight
45m
no cable supplied
left-handed

straight

390gm
straight

32m
12m

25m
1Om

yoke

yoke

level/overload LEDs
limited/1 year
$300 approx
occasionally

$160
rarely

Accessories
Special features
Warranty/period
Price
Discounted"
Source
Approximate number of dealers
Manufacturer/Distributor

limited/1 year
$650
rarely
Manufacturer loan

Manufacturer loan
200
Stax Kogyo Inc

Manufacturer loan
250-300
Signet
4701 Hudson Drive

50
May Audio Marketing
PO Box 1048
Champlain, NY 12919
Tel (514) 651-5707

limited/1 year

940 East Dominguez Street

Stow, OH 44224

Carson, CA 90746

Tel (216) 688-9400

Tel (213) 538-5878

HEADPHONE SPECIFICATIONS
Electrodynamic headphones
Manufacturer

AKG

AKG

Model

K 141

K 240

Type
Headband
Headband force
Driver
Frequency response
Frequency response tolerance
Equalization
Impedance
Sensitivity/imW

Cable length
Plug

DT 220

Beyer Dynamic
DT 990
sealed/open-back

sealed/open-back

sealed/open-back
double/adjustable
3.5N

sealed
double/adjustable
4N

double/adjustable
2N

20Hz-20kHz

20Hz-20kHz

20Hz-20kHz

5Hz-35kHz

600 ohms

600 ohms

600 ohms
94dB
100mW

diffuse-field
600 ohms

<10%

<1.0%

96dB
100mW
<02%

225gm

2409m

2609m

2309m

coiled
>3m
left-hand

coiled

200mW

Distortion

Cable configuration

Beyer Dynamic

double/adjustable
25N

Power handling
Weight
Weight w/cable
Cable wire

DF

straight
3m

straight
25m

yoke
1/4"

yoke
1/4"

1/4"

>3m
yoke
1/4"

Accessories

Special features

Warranty/period
Price

limited/1 year

limited/1 year

limited/1 year

limited/1 year

$85

$135

$120

$185

Discounted"

often

often

often

often

Approximate number of dealers

Not disclosed
Manufacturer loan

Not disclosed
Manufacturer loan

120

120

Source
Manufacturer/Distributor
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AKG Acoustics Inc 77 Selleck Street
Stamford, CT 06902 Tel (203) 248-2121

Manufacturer loan
Beyer Dynamic Inc 5-05 Burns Ave
Hicksville, NY 11801
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HEADPHONE SPECIFICATIONS
Electrostatic headphones
Manufacturer
Model
Type
Headband
Headband force
Driver material
Bias source
Frequency response
Frequency response tolerance

Stax
Lambda Pro
sealed/open-back

Stax
SR-5/SRD-6/SB
sealed/open-back
single

double/adjustable
1Oum polymer film
AC energizer/amplifier
8Hz-35kHz

self -energized adapter
10Hz-30kHz (adapter)
±2dB (adapter)
power amplifier

diffuse field (?)
SRM•l/mk-2 amplifier

96dB for 100V rms

100V W 107dB

5W (adapter)
O02% (adapter)
170gm

0.05% (drive amp)
3259m

Weight w/cable

225gm

4259m

Cable wire
Cable length (to phones)
Cable length (to amplifier)

straight
25m
10m

25m
yoke

Cable configuration

yoke

1pair RCA cables

Accessories
Special features
Warranty/period
Price
Discounted?

gold-plated headband
limited/1 year

second jack for low-voltage Stax headphones
limited/1 year

$399
rarely

$1200
rarely

Source

Manufacturer loan

Reviewer purchase

Approximate number of dealers
Manufacturer/Distributor

200
200
Stax Kogyo Inc .940 East Dominguez Street

Equalization
Required drive

100mV for 100V drive

Sensitivity (amplifier)
Sensitivity (adapter input)
Power handling
Distortion
Weight

109.5dB

straight

Carson, CA 90746 Tel (213) 538-5878

HEADPHONE SPECIFICATIONS
Electrodynamic headphones
JecklIn

Kou

Model

Float II

Type

Manufacturer

fully-open "aperiodic"

sealed/open-back

Sennheiser
HD 540 reference

Headband

"tar baby"

portoPro I
open
single

Headband force
Driver
Frequency response

ON

adjustable

3N

30Hz-20kHz

15Hz-25kHz

10Hz-25kHz

60 ohms
97dB

600 ohms
94dB
200mW

Frequency response tolerance
Equalization
Impedance
Sensitivity/lmW

diffuse-field (?)
200 ohms

double/adjustable

diffuse-field

Power handling
Distortion
Weight

<0.8%
385gm

<0 2% «t 100dB
42gm

<0.4%

Weight w/cable
Cable wire
Cable length

straight

straight
13m

straight
3m

yoke

yoke
1/4"

Plug

3m
left-handed
1/4"

Accessories

mini-to-1/4" adapter,

Cable configuration

3.5mm mini

250gm

soft carrying pouch,
mounting clip
Special features

Warranty/period
Price
Discounted?
Approximate number of dealers
Source
Manufacturer/Distributor

adjustable pressure,
mike-mounting screw:
phones fold & lock
limited/1 year
$169
rarely
50
Manufacturer loan

limited/1 year

limited/2 years

$50
often
400

$189
often
300

Manufacturer loan

Manufacturer loan

May Audio Marketing
PO Box 1048

Koss Corporation
4129 N Port Washington

Champlain. NY 12919

Milwaukee, WI 53212
Tel (414) 964-5000

Sennheiser
48 W 38th Street
New York, NY 10018

Tel: (514) 651-5707
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Tel (212) 944-9440

I2

HEADPHONE SPECIFICATIONS
Electrodynamic headphones
Manufacturer
Model
Type
Headband
Headband force
Driver
Frequency response
Frequency response tolerance
Equalization
Impedance
Sensitivity/1mW
Power handling
Distortion
Weight
Weight w/cable
Cable wire
Cable length
Cable configuration
Plug
Accessories

Sony
MDR-8101
open
single

Sony
MDR-CD6
sealed/open-back
double/fixed

23mm dome
20Hz-20kHz

30mm dome. gold-flashed
20Hz-25kHz

Yamaha
YHD- 1
open
double/fixed
170gm
38mm, 6um polyester
20Hz•20kHz

32 ohms
98dB
100mW

45 ohms
110dB
500mW

125 ohms
100dB
1000mW

90gm

110gm

straight
2m

straight
3m
left-hand
35mm mini
mini-to-1/4" adapter

145gm
167gm
straight
24m
yoke
3.5mm mini
mini-to-1/4" adapter

Yoke
3.5mm mini
mini-to-1/4" adapter

Special features

gold-flashed drivers;
gold-plated plug

Warranty/period
Price
Discounted?
Approximate number of dealers
Source
Manufacturer/Distributor

limited/1 year
limited/1 year
$30
$120
often
often
700
700
Manufacturer loan
Manufacturer loan
Sony Corporation of America
Sony Drive
Park Ridge, NJ 07656
Tel: (201) 930-6281

earpieces fold flat

limited/1 year
$80
occasionally
750
Manufacturer gift
Yamaha Electronics USA
6660 Oranthethorpe Ave
Buena Park, CA 90620
Tel -(714) 522-9105

heavily, but even after three years the pads

natural and unforced, with no "hi-fi" tizz or

show no signs of deterioration (such as stiff-

sizzle. With my own choral recordings, it was

ness or cracks).

a snap to pick out specific voices and follow them.

Replacement

pads

are

available. You just tear the old ones off and
stick the new ones on (they're self-adhesive).

The overall balance is laid-back, more of a
Row-M perspective. Ilike this in headphones,

As delivered, the Lambda-Pros suffer from
an upper-midrange suckout that causes a

as it counteracts the excessive "intimacy" of

rather "dead" sound. Several hours' exposure

the medium. Your tastes may differ, of course.

to high-level noise cures this problem. The

By its very nature, headphone listening

resulting sound is good enough to be the best

tends to exaggerate spaciousness (due to the
removal of interaural crosstalk). The Lambda-

in this review, but is abit fat at the low end and
lacking upper-end air and openness. Replacing
the modest cables supplied (with Distech
Silver Plus) produced agreat gain in air and

Pros handle ambience quite convincingly.
With simply miked recordings (especially),
there is astrong sense that one is actually hear-

openness, along with aleaner, more natural
bass. Be prepared for some experimentation,

ing the ambience of the recording site. The

to find which cables you like best. Considering

angled outward about 10°) does reduce some

Lambda's unusual configuration (large drivers

the Lambdas are a"permanent" investment,

of the "in-the-head" effect, especially for side

there's nothing wrong with laying out $50 or

sounds, which spread out rather than staying

$100 for high-quality interconnects.

next to the ears. Central sounds are still inside,
though closer to the tip of the nose than the
brain.

The sound is just what you'd expect from
afine electrostatic driver. Smooth, smooth,
smooth, with no discernible colorations.
'fransparency, cleanness, and transient response
are exemplary. Oodles of detail, but all very
124

These things were designed to play loud,
and they can. Distortion remains very low (it's
mostly added hardness and brightness, rather
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than clipping or breakup), so they may not
seem quite so loud as poorer-quality headphones. Still, it's possible to play orchestral and
choral music agood 10dB louder than you'd
hear it "live." That should be enough for
anyone.
Although abetter cable cleans up the bass
end considerably, it's still abit fat and doesn't
sound "all of apiece" with the rest of the spectrum. The dynamics are mediocre; "The Entry
of the Gods into Valhalla" is noticeably more
compressed than with many cheaper dynamic
'phones. This lack of dynamics seems to be a
problem with all electrostatics. But these are
only minor gripes.
The Pros are one of those rare products with

Jecklin Float Electrostatic headphones

neither idiosyncrasy nor personality. You just

The Floats are far from uncolored. Violins

plug them in and they sound good. Their con-

have a"woody," boxy sound. Brass is somewhat nasal, as well as being dark and "hooded?'

struction is simple and sturdy, neither cheap
nor needlessly elaborated. They are, in aword,

This "hooded" quality in the upper registers

professional. In aera where too many consumer products are either junk or useless lux-

is especially apparent on audiophile recordings. (The generally excessive brightness of

uries, the Lambda Pro 3impresses solely by

commercial disks tends to mask this problem.)

virtue of its obvious quality. Would that more

There is too much top octave, producing the

products were like that.

strange effect of violins that are dark-sounding
and wispy-tizzy at the same time.

Unhesitatingly recommended.

The overall balance is decidedly "lumpy,"

Eyeglass compatibility: Excellent. Ear pads
hardly press at all on temples. Glasses can be

as if there are lots of little bumps and dips in

removed

the response. The Floats give no sense of being

and

replaced with almost

no

interference.

truly flat, as several more- and less-expensive
'phones in this survey do.

Jecldin Float Electrostatic: $650

On the positive side, the Floats have less

My description of the Jecklin's headband as of
"tar baby" construction likens it to Beer Fox's

midbass and more low bass than the Staxes.
This gives them better low-end balance on

bituminous homunculus: "he jus' sits dere."

most material, and more of akick on material

Although there's afoam-padded hole in the

with deep bass.
There are, however, at least three 'phones

top (to accommodate the crown of the head),
and the sides subtly press the skull, there is

at the price with better sound. If the cosmetics

really no specific design feature to keep them

of the Float Electrostatics appeal to you, listen

in place Amazingly, they stay put, without any

long and hard before plunking down your

sense of impending disaster. A pair of foam

cash. There are cheaper ways to look like

pads at the rear keeps them from dropping off

you're wearing Dale Arden's Art-Deco crash
helmet.

when you lean forward.' They are to hi-fl what
astrapless bra is to undergarments.
At first listen, they seemed awfully good,
with areal chance of giving the Stax LambdaPro arun for its money. Unfortunately, the
more Ilistened, the more the problems piled up.
'This is odd, considering the Floats were designed for studio
work. The only reason for leaning forward is falling asleep
at the console. In which case, the 'phones would hit the panel
first, quickly followed by your head, with the final relative
positions of phones and head repeating their pre-drop locations. If anywhere, the pads should be at the front, to keep
the Floats in place if you lean back to stretch.
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Eyeglass compatibility: None. Eyeglasses
push the headband well away from the head.

Stax SR-5 NB
headset/SRD-6/SB energizer:
$399
These are headphones in the Stax tradition:
large earcups with big cushions, leather padding on the headband, and acloth-covered
cable. All exposed metal surfaces are goldplated. The effect (surprisingly) is elegant,
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rather than garish. Carefully adjusted so the
headband doesn't touch the crown of the
head, they are light and almost unnoticeable.
The SRD-6 adaptor is the first self-powered

over high transparency. This critical listener
does, making it impossible to give an unqualified recommendation. You'll have to listen
carefully and decide for yourself.

energizer from Stax. (The Signet TK44 and

This problem of excess brightness has plagued

Stax SR-34 have electret drivers that need no

mid-priced Stax 'phones for some years. If

bias.) Koss's first electrostatics used this system,
but the bias leaked away faster than the pro-

the price and sound gap between the SR-34

they could resolve it, the SR-5 would fill both

gram could replenish it; every few minutes you
had to jack up the volume for afew seconds

and Lambda-Pro.

to restore the bias. Stax's system worked from

modest pressure against the ears. Eyeglasses
sit comfortably, and are easily removed and
reinserted.

the moment Istarted listening, and never quit.
The SR-5 NB's bass end is full and detailed,

Eyeglass compatibility: Very good. Only

almost equal in quality to the Lambda's.
Although it lacks the ultimate delicacy and
focus of the Lambda, the sound is far more
liquidly transparent than that from the TK44
or SR-34.
Unfortunately, there are some colorations.
One is aslight upper-midrange "hollowness."
The other is atrace of brightness and hard
steeliness that' is especially noticeable on
voices, both male and female. The high
transparency makes it easy to pick out voices
on choral recordings, but the hardness keeps
them from sounding really natural.
Although slightly reduced, both problems
persist when the SR-5 is plugged into the
"low-voltage" jack on the SRM-1/Mk.2. Clearly, most of the problem is with the headphone
itself.
The SR-5's transparency and cleanness are

Signet TK44 headphones

clearly superior to the SR-34's and TK44's. Its
colorations, though not crippling, are obvious
to the critical listener. Said listener will have
to decide whether he values low coloration

Signet TK44: $300 approx.
The Signet TK33 was one of the first 'phones
with adouble-headband system. Having owned
them for almost ten years, Ican confirm that
they are among the most comfortable headsets
on the market. One is aware only of agentle
pressure on the ears; there is no sense of
weight.

Stax SR-5 headphones
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The TK33 is also (in my opinion) one of the

Eyeglass compatibility: Very good. Only

all-time great headphones, so Ididn't expect

modest pressure against the ears. Eyeglasses

to be disappointed with the TK44. Iwasn't.

sit comfortably, and are easily removed and
reinserted.

Coloration is close to zero. Balance is rulerfiat, and there is no nasality or honkiness.
Perspective, however, is considerably more
"forward" than the best electrostatic or
dynamic 'phones (je, it's closer to being
neutral).

Stax SR-34 (combination of
SR-30 headset and SRD-4
adaptor): $160

Transient response and "snap" are not equal

Michael Detmer of Max told me that the SR-34

to the Stax Lambdas, but are still recognizably

and the Signet TK44 use the same drivers. Hell,

electrostatic. The top end is not so open nor

they use practically the same headband and

delicately defined, but there's plenty of detail;
choral voices are fairly well delineated, and

adaptor, and the only way you can distinguish
the step-up transformers is by the color of the

reasonably easy to follow. Although ambience

insulating tape (green and yellow). It's obvious

is not as well-displayed as with more-ex-

they're made in the same factory. Folks, we've

pensive electrostatics, some listeners may

entered the era of the OEM electrostatic

welcome this "dryer" presentation, especially
with overly reverberant recordings.

headphone.

The TK44's principal failing is that the

Not surprisingly, they sound almost alike. I
heard nothing to recommend one over the

sound is not so liquidly transparent or clean

other. The Signets, though, are more corn-'

as it is with the best electrostatics and

fortable. They press more lightly on the ears,
and the ear pads seem to seat themselves more

dynamics. I'm inclined to blame this on the
rather dinky step-up transformers Signet uses.
Like the TK33s, these can play really loud
without strain. Two front-panel LEDs indicate

evenly. (The Stax pads feel like they're concave
at the center, with all the force pressing on the
outer parts of the ear.)

"very high" and "peak" volume levels. My ears

But the price! Quality electrostatic head-

gave out before the peak LED started flickering.

phones are now an impulse purchase! Rush

This is awell-made, great-sounding head-

right down to your nearest Stax dealer and

phone Iwould have no hesitation recommending—if it weren't for the price. (The Stax

audition these, before Stax discovers its pricing

SR-34 is essentially the same product, for $140

error! Highly recommended.
Eyeglass compatibility: Good. Somewhat

less.) Still, you may find that asubstantial dis-

more pressure than the Signets, but still low

count or the Signet's greater comfort sways the

enough to be comfortable. Eyeglass removal

decision in their direction.

and reinsertion require abit more force.

Stax SR-34 headphones
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ly stronger mid- and low bass. Slightly brighter
upper midrange. Not amajor change.
Eyeglass compatibility: Very good. Only
light pressure against the ears.
Glasses are easily removed and replaced.

Beyer Dynamic DT990 headphones

Beyer Dynamic DT990: $185
These big, friendly looking headphones have

Sennheiser HD 540
Reference headphones

large, soft, cloth-covered earpads that perch
lightly and unobtrusively. The Beyer models
are the only 'phones in this survey with coiled

Sennheiser HD 540 Reference:
$189

cords. They never tangled, and were easier to

This is Sennheiser's equivalent to the Beyer

handle than straight cords.
Beyer claims the 990s, designed with "dif-

Dynamic DT990 (or vice-versa; Idon't know

fuse field" equalization, match the sound

designed with a "diffuse field" response.

quality of electrostatic headphones. They

Although its ear pads are larger than the 990's,

come very close. The top end is one of the
best in this survey—open, airy, and delicate

headband force is greater; one is more aware
of these 'phones pressing against the head.

(though leaning toward tizziness on some
material). The sound is more liquidly trans-

electrostatic sound quality as the 990. The

parent than from the Signet TK44 or Stax

principal difference is the balance, which is

which got to market first). Like the 990, it was

The 540 has essentially the same near-

SR-34, with more top-end "bite" and snap.

more distant in the midrange and has abit too

Cleanness is superior, too.
Although they do not have quite the subtle

much top octave. This balance is not inherently obtrusive; on the Equale Brass disc, it pro-

presentation of detail of the best electrostatics,

duced some of the most gorgeous sound I've

they are certainly in the same ballpark, and far

ever heard from this recording.

superior to the less-expensive 'phones in this

Choosing between the 990 and the 540
should be simple. The former has the more

survey.
The DT990s are an exceptional product, and
unquestionably the best dynamic headphones

neutral balance and perspective. The latter's
would seem to complement that of alot of

(by awide margin) I've yet heard. They are

vacuum-tube amplifiers, with their forward

good enough that Ican see many buyers select-

midrange and rounded-off extreme top. If

ing them over comparably priced (or even

you're in the market for 'phones of this quality,

more expensive) electrostatics. They are my

listen to both and decide which balance you

"reference" dynamic headphones, and Beyer
Dynamic has graciously permitted me to hang

prefer.

onto them for future comparisons.

range and top end slightly elevated. Not ama-

A winner! Unhesitatingly recommended.
Personal stereo compatibility: Ever so slight128

Personal stereo compatibility: Upper-midjor change.
Eyeglass compatibility: Good. Moderate
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pressure

against

the

ears.

Glasses

take

moderate effort to remove or replace.

Jecklin Float Il headphones

AKG K 240 DF headphones

Jecklin Float II: $169
These use the same headband as the Float

ious, and stand out only when the 240 is compared with better headphones. Unfortunately,

Electrostatics; my comments in that review

the better 'phones aren't that much more ex-

apply here also.
Like the electrostatics, these are disappointing headphones. Most of their problems are
in the midrange, which is honky and not very

pensive It's difficult to give the 240s an unconditional recommendation. You'll have to listen
for yourself.
Eyeglass compatibility: Very good. Only

open. The upper midrange is "hooded" and

light ear pressure. Glasses can be removed and

dark, especially on strings. Voice and brass take

reinserted easily.

on a steely edge. Vocal sibilants are exaggerated. Individual voices in achorus cannot
be followed as easily as with other 'phones.
None of these colorations varied with the vertical position of the headband. Therefore they
cannot be due to the misplacement of my ears
relative to the drivers.
1can't recommend these. There are better
headphones for just $10 or $15 more.
Eyeglass compatibility: None. Eyeglasses
push the headband well away from the head.

AKG K 240 DF: $135
These are AKG's penultimate 'phones, with a
response claimed to be within 2dB of the ideal
"diffuse-field" response. They're light, comfortable, and have a pleasing "hi-tech" appearance.
The sound quality, though, did not quite

Beyer Dynamic DT220 headphones

match that of the other two "diffuse-field"
headphones in this survey. Overall balance was
abit dark and bass-heavy; there is no delicacy
or "air" to the top end. Violins and voice were
slightly steely and very slightly nasal.
The 240's colorations are not really obnox-
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Beyer Dynamic DT220: $120
Despite the model numbering, the 220s represent older Beyer technology. They are agreeably
light, and rest comfortably against the ears
and head.
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Unfortunately, they have absolutely no high-

best 'phones, and ambience is rather muffled.

frequency response. Heck, they don't even

These 'phones are really suitable only for

have an upper-midrange. The sound is so dull
that, by comparison, Fred Rogers is adebauched

casual listening. It's impossible to make an

Sybarite Although Igamely poceeded through

unconditional recommendation; you'll have
to decide for yourself.
Despite these reservations, Istrongly recom-

all my test recordings, Ideveloped asevere
case of sonic claustrophobia after just afew

mend the CD6 to amateur recordists. If you set

minutes' listening.

up your recording equipment right in front of

Beyer Dynamic appears to be going through
aperiod of technology upgrade (as witness the
990s). Perhaps these will soon be replaced

can obliterate the sound from the headphones. 8
The problem is aggravated by decks or pro-

with something better.
Eyeglass compatibility: Good. Moderate
pressure against the ears. Glasses take moderate
effort to remove or replace.

Sony MDR-CD6: $120
These (and the preceding MDR-CD5) represent aminor breakthrough in headphone technology that no one has paid any attention to.
Traditionally, lightweight "open" 'phones
have been unable to produce much bass, for

the musicians (as Ioften do), the direct sound

cessors (such as the PCM-F1) with very low
headphone output. The extremely high sensitivity of the CD5 and CD6 (see the table),
combined with their good isolation, make it
possible to stand right in front of the performers and still hear the recording.
Personal stereo compatibility: Fatter bass,
more nasal treble, amurkier midrange Overall,
amoderate change.
Eyeglass compatibility: Good. Moderate
pressure against the ears. Glasses take moderate effort to remove or replace.

precisely the same reason an unbaffled speaker
is bass-shy: the rear, out-of-phase wave sidles
around to the front, where it and the direct
wave cancel out.

AKG K 141: $85
The 141s are amore-or-less scaled-down ver-

The traditional solution was to wrap abig

sion of the 240s. They're pleasantly light, but
the ear pads don't sit very evenly on the pinna.

cushion around the ear, and seal it (more or
less) tightly against the head. Obviously, this

hardness, but the overall balance is dark and

isn't apractical way to design light, compact
headphones.
Sony rethought the problem, and came up

The 141s are almost free of coloration or
dull with lots of bass. The sound is indifferent
and uninspiring. Even at their relatively low
price (often discounted), it's hard to work up

with an ingenious solution. It isn't the ear you any enthusiasm.
want to seal, but the driver. They placed a
Eyeglass compatibility: Good. Moderate
thick, soft vinyl-coated foam pad around the
driver. With just slightly more than "normal"
headband force, the pad seals the ear side of
the driver, preventing bass cancellation.
Clehhhh-vur.
The CD6s are compact, handsome, and
nicely finished. Though the headband force
is somewhat higher than average, the force is
so evenly distributed over the ear pads that it's
not oppressive.
As with too many Of the 'phones in this
price range, the sound can best be described
as "not bad." There is too much midbass,
the sound leaning at times to thickness. Low
bass is impressive, though. Brass is abit hard
and piano clangy, but voice is clean and free

AKG K 141 headphones

of any hard edge. The sound is not as clean as
that from some of the more-expensive
'phones. The CD6 also lacks the subtlety of the
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8 Although headphones pniducc an exaggerated and unnatural
image. one has no choice hut to listen through them to evaluate
balance and perspective
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pressure against the ears. Glasses take moderate

qualified recommendation. Yamaha says that

effort to remove or replace.

older versions of this "orthodynamic" design,
which had better sound, may be revived and
imported again. I'm looking forward to hearing them.
Personal stereo compatibility: Amore open
top end and less nasality. An improvement!
Eyeglass compatibility: Very good. Light
pressure against the ears. Glasses can be
removed or replaced easily.

Koss portaPro I: $50
As the name suggests, these 'phones collapse
into asmall space for convenient cartage with
your Walkperson. You first fold the earpieces
"inside" the headband, then link the ends of
the headband together. Finally, you pull down
on the headband adjustment tabs while
Yamaha YHD-1 headphones

Yamaha YHD -1: $80
This is one of several Yamaha products whose
cosmetics were created by noted Italian
designer (as the manual so charmingly puts it)

pushing the earpieces upward, to compress
everything into the least space.
These are the only headphones in this
survey primarily intended for portable use, and
their cord is correspondingly short. It may be
too short for home listening.

"Malio" Bellini. Though designed to "look

They are also the only headphones with ad-

good," the YHD-1 is also light and comfortable

justable headband force. A three-position

The ear pieces (which fold flat) have only a

slider varies the force from rather heavy to a

thin cloth covering, yet they touch the ears

bit lighter than average Not surprisingly, there

lightly and evenly.

is also achange in bass response, with the
tighter fit producing the best seal, and therefore the most bass.

Unlike the other dynamic 'phones, which
use more-or-less conventional drivers, the
YHD-1's is aplanar magnetic (je, afiat sheet

After all the dull and dark headphones that

of Mylar with aprinted-on voice coil). This has

preceded it, the portaPro's clear, open sound

some theoretical advantages, but the YHD-1

was awelcome relief. Strings were slightly

seems to realize them only in the bass.
The first thing you notice about the sound

hooded and nasal, with abit of hardness on
voice, but these errors weren't particularly an-

is the bass. It's light, quick, clean, detailed, and
transparent. Ikept coming back to the opening
of Das Rbeingold, and the 'il-ID-1 kept outperforming every other 'phone.
Unfortunately, the great bass performance
does not extend to the rest of the range.
Despite blasting the YHD-1 for eight hours
with high-level noise, there was still atrace of
upper-midrange suckout, giving a slightly
dead and "hooded" quality to most recordings. (Bright-sounding Philips or DG discs
didn't show up this problem.) Brass is atouch
nasal, vocals show some steeliness, and complex orchestral passages sound slightly "confused."
The YHD-1 is such amixture of strong and
weak points that it's impossible to give an un-
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Koss portaPro Iheadphones
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noying. The overall balance was slightly

light pressure against the ears. Glasses are

swaybacked, with the midrange recessed abit

easily removed and replaced.

and the bass and treble slightly overemphasized.
If you need acompact headphone, and its
(slight) colorations don't bother you, the
portaPro Iis recommended.
Personal stereo compatibility:

Conclusions
It's significant that, for two companies, the less
expensive product outperformed the pricier

heavier,

model. This is indicative of the tendency of all

firmer bass, and aslight loss of openness and
airiness. Not amajor change.

make afew products of the highest-possible

Eyeglass compatibility: Very good. Only
light pressure against the ears. Glasses are
easily removed and replaced.

firms to fill in vacant "price points," rather than
quality, and sell them at the lowest reasonable
price.
Choosing one of these headphones is not
difficult. Among the electrostatics, the Stax

Sony MDR -S101: $30

Lambda-Pro and the SRM-I/Mk.2 amplifier

Iwonder how many readers will refuse to read

produced sound of unexcelled clarity, neutrali-

this far, mumbling to themselves, "If it's a
cheap Sony, it can't be any good." Wanna make

troduction, the $1200 price tag no longer

abet?
The MDR-S101 is the least expensive of a

ty, and cleanness. Three years after its inseems outrageous. However, if you're just dying to buy one, wait. We'll be reviewing the

new line of five headphones. The design is

lambda-Signature, and avacuum-tube driver

simple and good-looking, with the earpieces

amp, real soon now. As the headphones and

sliding up and down at the ends of asinglepiece headband. The headband is sturdy; I

to have abetter idea of what's available before

tried bending and twisting it. Icould have
broken it, but it would have taken alot more

you plunk down your cash.
The Stax SR-34 was apleasant surprise, of-

amps can be mixed or matched, you may want

force than Iwas willing to put out. These

fering electrostatic sound at adynamic price.

'phones look as if they could take alot of

(Doesn't sound right, does it?) The $160 tag is

abuse.

asteal. The Signet TK44 appears to be the

The earpieces are covered with large foam

same 'phone (but with amore comfortable

pads that almost totally cover the ear. If you
wear seat belts when driving, you know the

headset, and drive/overload lights). These
features justify ahigher price, but Ican't see

sense of security and comfort they give. These

going over $200. Signet has awinner here;

feel the same way. Not only are they light, but

they ought to lower the price.

they never feel as if they're about to fall off,

Among dynamic 'phones, there were three

even when you shake your head vigorously.

standouts. The Beyer Dynamic DT990 and the

Although the SIOls aren't extremely
transparent, and there's atouch of vocal hard-

Sennheiser 540 HD essentially match the
sound quality of agood electrostatic. Their

ness, they have alively, open sound, and are

main failing is that they do not have quite the

free of the colorations—especially nasality and

subtle presentation of detail that electrostatics

honkiness —that afflict 'phones costing two

are noted for. On the other hand, they're

and three times as much. The overall balance

cleaner-sounding than comparably priced

is abit on the light side (as if everything above
'kHz were up 1dB, and everything below

electrostatics.
The Beyer is the more neutral of the two, the

down 1dB).

Sennheiser having aslightly laid-back mid-

My recommendation is an absolute one.

range and wispy top octave. The decision will

These Sonys aren't just better than the other

have to be made on how they interact with

'phones in the $120-and-under range; they are

the colorations of the rest of your system.

good headphones, period. Ithink even critical
listeners will enjoy listening to them.

These two 'phones are so much better than
any of the other dynamics that, if you're in the

Good going, Sony. A winner!

market for top-class dynamic headphones, I

Personal stereo compatibility: Overall bal-

can't see getting a$140 model just to save a

ance moved from "light" to more nearly
neutral. An improvement!
Eyeglass compatibility: Very good. Only
132

few bucks.
Among the less-expensive 'phones, there is
no contest. The $40 Sony MDR-S101 blows
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away the rest, up to and including the $120

to pinch your ears, squash your crew-cut, and

models. Though some of the more expensive

so on. If you wear glasses when listening, be
sure the headset doesn't smash the temples

'phones are more transparent and less dry, the
Sony's extreme neutrality, lively sound, and
lack of distortion, easily win it top place.

against your head.

The Koss portaPro I, the Sony MDR-CD6,
and the Yamaha YHD-1, though, are all suitable

earlier, a pair of 'phones that sounds fine
on one CD player or Walkman can sound

• Due to the impedance interactions discussed

for casual listening, and have points to recom-

awful on another. Bring along the equipment

mend them. The Koss rolls up like asow bug,
fitting into cramped spaces. Likewise, thc

you intend to use your headphones with (or
be sure you can exchange the 'phones if you

Yamaha's earpieces foldftat, enabling them to

don't like the sound). Headphones may touch

perch on aDiscman. Finally, the Sony's unique

the body, but (fortunately) they do not have

combination of high sensitivity, high power-

the legal status of underwear.
• All ear pads slowly deteriorate. (Foam pads
can disintegrate in just afew months; vinyl-

handling ability, and excellent isolation permit it to drown out the sound of the musicians
you're recording. It's the headphone du choice
for the amateur recordist.

covered pads should last several years.) If you
consider your 'phones a"permanent" investment, check the price of replacement pads.
They can be startlingly expensive.

BUYING ADVICE
As you enter the local emporium to buy head-

• Some headphones vary in response as
they're moved around on your ear. If the

phones, consider the following:

'phones won't stay comfortably in the best-

• More expensive is not necessarily better.
Judge by what you hear, not the price tag.
• Most headphones are comfortable on most

sounding position, you don't want them.
• Some headphones (especially electrostatic
and orthodynamic designs) need to be

people. But there are exceptions. Wear them

"broken in" before they sound good. Try to

for at least five minutes to see if they're going

audition awell-used pair.

FOLLOW UP
Hafler DH-330 FM tuner

been let down by apoor soft-dome tweeter

Three years ago, the Haller DH-330 FM tuner
received unfavorable comments from me in

made by the American General Sound company. Upon reading the review, the manufac-

Vol.7 No.7. Irecently borrowed afactory-wired

turer informed me that the review pair had

sample (the unit is also available as akit) from

been sent out fitted with the wrong tweeter,

alocal dealer. This sample needed slight touchup alignment—Holy Pennsauken, why?—but,

better-behaved drive-unit. Accordingly, they

while it is still difficult to use, with only five
presets and 50kHz tuning steps, it is one of the

and that current production featured amuch
supplied asecond pair of speakers for review.
Apparently identical to the previous samples—

finest-sounding tuners I've encountered. Sen-

the new tweeter is also a 1" fabric-dome

sitivity, stereo separation, low distortion, deep

unit—the revised CS2s were auditioned under

bass extension, noise reduction and audio

identical circumstances as the first pair, on 23"

from the headphone socket were all par

stands positioned about 12" from the rear wall.

excellence.

As hoped, the treble balance of the revised
speaker was much improved. While atrace of

—DAS

10-12kHz lispiness remained identifiable, the

ARC CS2 loudspeaker

presence-region peakiness was much amelio-

As part of my quest to find a decent

rated, allowing the speaker's excellent spatial
performance and well-balanced, open sound

under-S1000 pair of loudspeakers, Ireviewed
the ARC CS2 in Val() No.7. A nicely finished

to shine through. The midrange was still alittle

two-way design, costing $695/pair, with a
flattened-circle profiled cabinet and twin

hollow-sounding, with atrace too loose an up-

woofers, Ifelt its basically sound design had

ARC CS2 can now be recommended.
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per bass, but in its current incarnation, the
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
VOLUME I(1962-1965), VOLUME II (1966-1972)

out of print

VOLUME III, 1972-1976
Issues 3. 5. 6. 7. 9. 11, 12
Issues 1, 2. 4. 8. 10

each
5.00
7.50*

VOLUME IV, 19n-1981
Issues 1, 3, 5, 6, 10
Issues 2, 4, 7, 8, 9

5.00
7.50*

VOLUME V, 1982
Issues 1through 10

5.00

VOLUME VI, 1983
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issue 3, 6

5.00
7.50*

VOLUME VII, 1984
Issues 3, 5, 7, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6

5.00
7.50*

VOLUME VIII, 1985
Issues 1through 8

5.00

VOLUME IX, 1986
Issues 1through 8

5.00

VOLUME X, 1987
Issues 1through 8

5.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$275.00

'Photocopies

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues:
Original copies at $5.00 each:
Photocopies at $7.50 each:
EVERYTHING ABOVE!!!

$275.00

Name
Address
City
0 Check
No.

State
El MC

Zip
E VISA

EXP DATE

RETURN THIS FORM TO STEREOPHILE, RO. BOX 5529, SANTA FE, NM 87504

BUILDING ALIBRARY

Trails of
Cloud
and Mist
Barbara Jahn
looks at
Mendelssohn's
Octet

T

he history of music is littered with
tales of young composers forced by

as aperformer: he played in the first reading
of the Octet in October 1825, and in subse-

parental disapproval to suffer physical
and mental hardship in the pursuit of their

quent private performances, one of which was

genius. Not so Jakob Ludwig Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy. His father, awealthy banker,

took place during Mendelssohn's stay in Paris

had agreat love of the arts and took pains to

he also played second viola in its first complete

encourage his son's talent. He saw to it that his

public performance in the Leipzig Gewandhaus in 1836, and again in 1843 with Niels W.

education was one of the best, and private tui-

held in commemoration of Beethoven and
in 1832. As the work soon became afavorite,

tion from highly regarded teachers helped

Gade as companion violist. Even in the year

Felix develop, not only into afine musician,
but also into an extremely proficient artist and

of his death, 1847, he was to play the piece

writer. He progressed rapidly, and his music

dedicated to his string teacher, Eduard Rietz,

teacher, Zelter, who instructed him in the
strictest forms of harmony and counterpoint,

as atwenty-third birthday present, and it is incredible to think that Mendelssohn was only

was full of praise for his pupil, as witnessed by

16 when he wrote it.

his bathetic paean in aletter to Goethe —"He
plays the piano like the devil, and he is not
backward on stringed instruments. He is also

Although this unique, hybrid work employs
the forces of two string quartets, the writing

strong and healthy, and swims well upstream."
Prior to the composition of the Eflat Octet,
Op.20, Mendelssohn had already composed
piano and string quartets and the 12 symphon-

again within his family circle. The work was

does not use them as two self-contained units
vying with each other, but as an infinitely
variable ensemble, with constantly shifting
degrees of emphasis, focus, and balance Mendelssohn's instructions in the manuscript leave
performers in no doubt as to their intended

ies for strings alone Most were written for, and
played at, the concerts held every Sunday at

roles: "This Octet must be played by all instru-

the Mendelssohns' home, given by members

ments in symphonic orchestral style. Pianos

of the Berlin Court Orchestra. Felix could here

and fortes must be strictly observed and more

"cut his teeth," not only as acomposer but also

strongly emphasized than is usual in pieces of
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Northwest music lovers should be

pleased to know...

there is a store...that offers single speaker demonstration rooms
that uses no switching systems or mechanical patch bays
that will hard wire any piece of equipment for auditioning
that will take the time to do logical progressive turntable A-B's
that will gladly share 17 years of experience and acquired knowledge
that will help you come to intelligent decisions

offering the following audio components...
APOGEE—Diva is the highest execution of full range ribbon technology with stunning
dynamics and clarity.
AUDIO RESEARCH—SP-11MKII and M-300's, the industry reference standards for musicality.
The new SP-9 and D-70 MKII combine to set new standards in a more affordable
price range.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS—Aria is a certain contender for the most musically convincing
CD player available.
LINN PRODUCTS—Practical designs for people who love music. The new Sara 9's are
astounding. The best products do stand the test of time, 15 years and counting
for the LP-12.
MARTIN-LOGAN—CLS transparency and definition are unrivalled in the electrostatic
camp.
MUSEATEX—Ed Meitner has delivered exceptional sound from some of the most elegant
and intelligent designs of the 80's.
PSE—Professional Systems Engineering is a value oriented company offering construction
and sound quality far beyond its price range.
ROWLAND RESEARCH—Excellence in circuit design and quality craftsmanship are the
foundations for Jeff Rowland's ability to reproduce music so convincingly.
SONY ES—CD players have it all, excellent sound, quality construction, features and a
3year warranty.
VANDERSTEEN—Model 2C's continue to get better and remain the best value in high
end audio.
ADCOM •AUDIOQUEST •CELESTION •CREEK

DUAL •KIMBER

LIVEWIRE •MIT •MONSTER •NAD •NITTY GRITTY •PS AUDIO •SPECTRUM

6450 S. SPRAGUE, TACOMA, WA 98409
206-472-3133

Advanced Audip

this character." On the whole, the perform-

'ftvo 1968 performances of this work are still

ances discussed here do just that, and none are

extant in the catalog. One is given by members

less than good, proving once again what an en-

of the Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Field
on Argo ZRG 569, and is coupled with the

joyable and well-composed, though undoubtedly taxing, work this is for musicians, as
much now as when it was newly composed.
It is in four movements. The first, arap-

Boccherini Quintet in C. The other, given by
Music, is no longer available in its original

longest when all repeats are observed (as in all

coupling with Wolf's Italian Serenade and a
Rossini Sonata, nor in its 1975 reissue with
two of the Symphonies for Strings, but only

the performances discussed), but is maturely
balanced both within itself and against the

arecording also made originally in 1968 by

turous and vital Allegro in sonata form, is the

other movements. The second is an Andante
in the relative minor key of C, which opens
with siciliano rhythms and is structurally akin
to arch form; in moments of greatest intensity
it .has aweight and sonority foreshadowing
that of Brahms.
The mood of the third-movement Scherzo,
in G minor, gives aforetaste of the Overture
to A Midsummer Night's Dream, the work
written immediately after the Octet. Written
without correction at the first attempt, and
with the instruction that it was "to be played
pianissimo and staccato throughout," Men-

in its 1982 reissue with the Spohr Octet (from
the Berlin Philharmonic Octet) on Philips
6570 884.
Of the five performances considered here,
IMusici gives the leanest, least aggressive
reading, an approach which works well and
is refreshingly different. The first violin has a
sweet tone which contrasts effectively with
the individual colors of the other instruments,
as groups and themes shift in and out of focus
—particularly in the first movement—with the
help of sensitively considered dynamics. The
third-movement Scherzo whirls along with
constant forward momentum but, strangely,

delssohn readily conjures up the fantasy world

the pianissimo marking is not always observed.

inspired by the closing lines of the Walpurgis-

The fourth movement balances well against

nachtstraum from Part 1of Goethe's Faust:

the first, as aresult of its less threatening per-

"Trails of cloud and mist are lit from above.

formance. The recording stands up less well:

Wind whispers through leaf and reed, and all

the instruments are restricted in space and

is scattered." Mendelssohn's sister, Fanny, wrote

confined by the acoustic.

of his exact intentions here. "The shivering
tremolo, the delicately flashing mordents—
all is new, strange, and yet so familiar, so ap-

nant, the textures clogged at times despite

pealing. One feels so close to the spirit world,
so gently lifted up into the air. Yes, one might
even like to take abroomstick, the better to
follow the airy host. At the close, the first violin flutters up, light as afeather, and all is puffed
away." The music is wonderfully evocative
within its sonata-form structure, and has one

By contrast, the Argo disc is warm and resospacious instrumental positioning, with the
edgy tone of the strong, leading, first violin tiring after awhile. The performance too is very
different. Here the players are audacious and
enthusiastic—sometimes overly so—producing patches of raw intonation, especially in
unison passages. Mutes are used in the Scherzo, although these are not requested in the

marveling again at this precocious 16-year-old

score, and while this does help to achieve the

boy's skill and originality in the treatment of

constant pianissimo required, it alters the

texture and color.
The Presto Finale is an equally innovative

quality of the sound: here we have fat, furry

movement, aperpetuum mobile, with fugal

bees rather than aerial spirits taking flight.
Annoyingly, the fourth movement is on the

expositions, stretto, and eventually the combination of as many of its melodies as possi-

and destroying the integrity of the work as a

ble in immaculate counterpoint. This includes
the scherzo theme which, by a further ingenious flourish, is used in inversion to form
abass. Mendelssohn's thorough understanding

other side of the disc, breaking concentration
whole. No CD of this performance is available
to remedy this, although the Academy's 1980
performance, coupled with Mendelssohn's B
flat Quintet, Op.87, has just been released in

and mastery of the art of counterpoint, as

this format on Philips 420 400-2 (LP 9500 616).

learned from Zdter, is nowhere more apparent

Although there seems to be less spontaneous

than in these closing pages of the Octet.

enthusiasm at the opening of this later per-
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"If you could hire Beethoven
to come to your home,
you would not need Lyric."
In the18th and 19th
century, they had no
microphones or tape
recorders or loudspeakers. The people
who could afford it
used to create music
rooms...little theaters in their homes.
Well, in the twentieth
century you can't
hire Beethoven. And
you can't hire an
orchestra to play in
your castle. But since
people need music
to live, avoid has
been created. And
what Lyric does...
and has been doing
for around thirty
years...is to fill
that void.
Lyric is the exclusive dealer for many
state of the art components that you may
have trouble locating
in ordinary audio
stores. To hear aproper demonstration
of the finest audio
equipment available,
or just to hear what
Ibelieve music in the
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home should sound
like, call Lyric for an
appointment.

Mike Kay, President & Owner, Lyric Hi-Fi

Lyric

FliFi &Video. The Legend Lives.

1221 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY
10028

2005 Broadway
New York, NY
10023

146 East Post Road
White Plains, NY
10601

Elliot Goldman
212-535-5710

Leonard Bellezza
212-769-4600

David Hardin
914-949-7500

Only Lyric offers so wide achoice of high end
audio components.
Audition these and others now.
Accuphase
Audio Research
Ariston
Bryston
B&W
California
Audio Labs
Carnegie
Carver
Celestion
conrad johnson
CWD
Duntech
Entec
Goldmund
Grado

Infinity
Jadis
JVC
Kyocera
Magneplanar
Mark Levinson
Meridian
MIT
M&K
Monster Cable
Motif
NAD
Nakamichi
Oracle
Proton
Pulsar

Quad
Rega
Revox
Rogers
Shure
SME
Sonographe
Sony
SOTA
Spectral
STAX
Sumiko
Tandberg
Velodyne
VP'
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formance and in the Scherzo, it soon becomes
obvious that the ASMF's control and precision
is equally, if not more, invigorating. Their exciting drive through the development section
of the first movement leads to an enthralling,
hushed build toward aclimax for the recapitulation. The same homogeneous sound and
compelling momentum give balance again in
the Finale, while the second movement is
hauntingly mysterious at its opening—an in-

Webster defines
MAGUS (ma-jus)
as magician,
sorcerer.

7

You may
define it as
pure enjoyment.

terpretation not considered elsewhere on disc
—and offers the most penetrating view, with
its meditative, questioning tone which easily
sustains the attention. Throughout the entire
performance the first violin sounds better in
touch with the rest of the ensemble, tone qualities are more readily blended, and there is
greater dynamic inflection, helped by amore
consistent and detailed recording than is afforded the Argo issue. CD holds the cellos in
tighter focus than LP, further enhancing the
sound quality.
In 1982 Decca reissued on its Jubilee label
(JB 128) the Vienna Octet's 1973 performance
of the work in awarmblooded yet pleasingly

f.
200kHz all-tube
circuitry.
Automatic output
muting.
Gold-plated
contacts.
Polystyrene
bypasses.
3db less noise.
Accepts
cartridges
to.3mv!
NOW ONLY $895.

For nearest
dealer contact:
WA Systems
3178 Fowler Road
San Jose
CA 95135
408-274-5679.

lucid recording. This again is acontrolled but
spontaneous reading, but here, as with the
combined Brandis and Westphal Quartets on
DG 2532 077, the work becomes avehicle for
eight individual players to express their own
characters in chamber-music, rather than orchestral, style. Both performances are first violin dominated, and while the Vienna Octet
lends alittle more weight to its cello voices,
in this way offering something of acounterbalance, the two quartets on DG never seem
to achieve unity. This is most noticeable in
their inability to arrive at asteady tempo in the
two outer movements, where accelerandos
and ritardandos within phrases create arestless striving. In fact, the speed of the final
movement audibly mars the clarity of the
opening cello line, and builds to an almost
threatening intensity in its relentless drive. The
Vienna Octet is less aggressive here, but the
lowest voices are similarly cumbersome in
their articulation. However, neither are less
than good, and choice, as always, is amatter
of individual taste. My preference is for the
ASMF's homogeneous orchestral sound on
their new Philips CD, but try IMusici too (if
you can listen through the poorer recording)

O
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for agentler, more sensitive approach.

ig
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"THE BEST
HIGH-END
AUDIO STORE
KNovrmBeWrYoKokeNe

l.

S011411

BY SINILDER

nd Barry ought to know. For years, he has haunted every high end
store in the New York area. Call it fanaticism. Call it adetermination to
seek out the very best—in equipment, in service and in attention to detail.
Most of our customes are just like Barry, perfectionists to the nth degree.
Yet the high praise we receive from each and every one is, to our way of
thinking, no cause for celebration. After all, when it comes to something
as important as having music in one's home, who would settle for
anything less than the best? Not us. Not Barry. Not the rest of our
customers.
So, although we appreciate the recognition, it doesn't move us all that
much. Because to the staff at Sound by Singer, Ltd. being the best is
simply business as usual.
Acoustat •Adcom •Alphason •Apogee •Audioquest •Audio Research •California
Audio Labs •Cambridge Audio •Carnegie •Creek Audio •CWD •Dual •Dynavector
•Grado •Grace •Harman Kardon Video •Heybrook •Hiphonic •Kiseki •Kloss Video
•Koetsu •Krell •Kyocera •Linn Sondek •Meitner •Mod Squad •Mondial Aragon
•Monster Cable •Museatex •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Onix •Oracle •Parsec
•Pioneer Video •ProAc •Proton •PS Audio •Quad •QED. •Randall Research •
Rega •ReVox •Robertson •Roksan Xerxes •SME IV &V•Snell Acoustics •Stax
•Surround Sound •Symdex •Talisman •Target •Terk •Vandersteen •Wharfedale

SOUND BY SINGER 165 East 33rd Street New York, NY 10016 212 683 0925

Reviewers: David B. Alfvin (DBA), Les Berkley
(LB), James Berwin OB), Barbara Jahn (BJ),
Richard Lehnert (RL), Harold Lynn (HL).

THE WINDHAM HILL STORYBOOK CLASSICS
The Velveteen Rabbit
Meryl Streep. narration; George Winston, piano
Windham Hill DD-3007 (CD), DC-3007 (IP) ASO. IT 32:40
Santabear's First Christmas
Kelly McGillis, narration; Michael Hedges, guitars, flutes. bells
Windham Hill WD -0700 (CD), WH-0700 (LP) AAD. TT 40:09
The Elephant's Child
Jack Nicholson, narration; Bobby McFerrin, vocals
Windham Hill WD-0701 (CD), WH-0701(LP) AAD. TT: 42:23
Tbe Steadfast Tin Soldier
Jeremy Irons, narration; Mark !sham, keyboards, percussion,
trumpet
Windham Hill WD-0702 (CD), WH-0702 (IP) AAD. TT: 46:35

caution: the Storybook Classics series for the
most part avoids this "house sound," and with
entertaining and surprising results. Read on.
Iremember the story-records Igrew up
with: Gary Moore reading Kipling's Just-So
Stories (two of which are retold here by Jack
Nicholson) with lots of cutesy songs and adult
actors pretending (with little success) to be
kids acting like animals; saccharine Disney
"dramatizations" of Snow White and Mary

How The Rhinoceros Got His Skin and How The Camel

Poppins; Golden Books' Golden Records divi-

Got His Hump

sion and their amber 7" discs. (I discovered

Jack Nicholson. narration; Bobby McFerrin, vocals
Windham Hill WD-0704 (CD) AAD, U 40:57; WH-0704 (LP)

Cyril Ritchard's complete recording of Alice

TT: 30:16
The Ugly Duckling
Cher, narration; Patrick Ball, Celtic harp; Joan Jeanrenaud,

in Wonderland almost too late—just last year
—for childhood.) Ilistened to all of them, but

cello

Ilistened awhole lot more to my father's Spike
Jones, Gilbert & Sullivan, Bob Wills, and bag-

Windham Hill WD-0 705 (CD) AAD; WH-0705 (LP). TT: 33:16
The Emperor and the Nightingale
Glenn Close, narration; Mark Isham, percussion, keyboards,
sona; Bill Douglass. winds; Kurt Wonman, percussion
Windham Hill WD-0706 (CD) TT 58:14. ASO; WH-0706 (LP).
Ben Rodgers. ens. TT: 38:02
All above engineered by Howard Johnston (unless otherwise
indicated), produced by Mark Sottnick

pipe band 78s. All of those "kids' records," for
the most part, sounded to me like elderly
maiden aunts cooing mindlessly over babies
they secretly thanked Heaven were not their
own. They just didn't sound real.
When Igrew old enough to think about it,

For those for whom the name Windham Hill

Irealized that there are two kinds of childrens'

conjures up, as it does for me, the spectre of

stories: those that are outgrown, and those that

acoustic music trimmed to the procrustean
bed of acalculated aural preciousness, an ob-

become lifelong companions, reread and re-

session with sonority rather than vitality, this

the great majority of what the publishing in-
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told at all ages—the real ones. Unfortunately,
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wers

Defines ffie state of ffie art

Hi-Fi Answers is not the biggest British hi-fi magazine, nor the
oldest, nor the glossiest — but it can lay claim to being the most
stimulating.
Our British readers are true hi-fi enthusiasts: people who prefer good
music in the home to an evening spent in front of the television. We
provide them with reviews of the best hi-fi products the world has to
offer, at all price levels, and feature articles on all technical and nontechnical matters of interest.
We use our ears. We were the first UK magazine to declare CD
unsatisfactory, though now we find much te praise; the first to examine
the merits of solid-core cables; the first to introduce recently the
challenging claims of Peter Belt. For years the magazine has
concentrated on methods of optimising system performance, and on the
leading edge of hi-fi design. Hi-Fi Answers has influenced the work of
some of the UK's leading designers.
Our writers number among the foremost hi-fi journalists in the
world: Alvin Gold, who is already familiar to Stereophile readers,
James Michael (Jimmy) Hughes, David Prakel and the editorial staff,
Keith Howard and John Bamford.
Our logo proclaims tbat we 'define the state of the art'. A bold claim?
We invite you to judge for yourself by taking out asubscription.
A one year (12 issue) subscription to Hi-Fi Answers costs US$45 for
USA and Canada, and can be obtained from:
Eastern News Distributors, 250 West 55th Street, New York, NY10019.
Iblephone 800-221 3148 (toll free) for details and newstand availability.
Subscription rates for other countries can be obtained from:
Subscriptions: Hi-Fi Answers, Haymarket Publishing Ltd, 12-14 Ansdell
Street, London W8 5TR, England.
would like aone year subscription to Hi -Fi Answers, at $45
O Ienclose payment (check)
El Please bill me
I

NAME

l

CITY

L

Please post to: Eastern News Distributors, 250 West 55th Street,
New York. NY10019.

I

ADDRESS
ZIP CODE

«UM
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dustry calls "Children's Lit" falls into the

instance in which Ifelt played-down-to by the

former category: stories deliberately down-

composer. Accompanied by Winston's cold,

written to agroup of people—those under ten
years old—whose capabilities we seem deter-

frigidly brilliant technique is Meryl Streep,
never known for her great personal warmth.

mined to underestimate. Great children's stor-

The effect is astilted, schoolmarmish reading,

ies satisfy—though in different ways as we

with Streep, in what Iassume is an attempt to

grow older—for life.
Windham Hill's series of Storybook Classics

sound British ("rebbit"?), coming off pinched
and rigid, as so many have described her film

recordings includes some of both these types,

performances.

though for the most part—after ashaky start
—the stories are well chosen and real enough,
the narrators and composers uncannily wellmatched. In these days of Care Bears, Rainbow
Brite, My Little Pony, Go -Bots, and the Masters
of the Universe stories and films—all little
more than colorful ads for marketing the tie-in
toys whose sales they were invented to promote—it is to Windham Hill's credit that they
have produced aseries of recordings, for children and adults, remarkable for their taste, integrity, and high standards of performance and
recording quality.' Ihave no children, but I'd
buy most of these recordings in asecond, even
if Windham Hill hadn't sent them gratis.
The following reviews, then, will be not so
much ashopper's guide for parents wanting

This may be more appropriate than at first

to buy something for their children, but for
those adults who still listen to and feed the

appears: the Williams story, of astuffed bunny
attaining true rabbithood—"becoming real,"

child within themselves. And, if your child's

as the old Skin Horse puts it—by being loved

psyche has not yet been completely colonized

enough by alittle boy, even if the rabbit's nap

by the TV, he or she will enjoy these tales as
well. My sometimes severe criticism of several

and button eyes are all "loved off," is certainly
precious enough to have been insufferable

of the narrators aside, you would do well to
no one anywhere is doing anything like it.

with amore sentimental reading. But the story
has undeniable appeal; for days, Icouldn't get
the existential implications of the final moral

seriously consider this series; as far as Iknow,
The Velveteen Rabbit: Beginning with this

out of my head: "When you are real, shabbi-

Margery Williams story in 1985, series pro-

ness doesn't matter."

ducer Mark Sottnick's belief that "classic children's stories presented without gimmicks or

enjoy this story (don't forget, it was the best-

melodrama would still ignite young imagina-

selling children's record of 1985), but it will

Very young children would probably most

tions" went almost too Ear in its zealous auster-

probably be outgrown much faster than some

ity. The near-perfect matchings of narrator and

of those which follow.

music that would later become the hallmark

Santa bear's First Christmas: This story

of the series here work against each other.
George Winston's atmospheric but inconsequential, over-pedaled piano tinklings—as if

was based on acharacter created for the 1985
Christmas advertising campaign of the DaytonHudson Department Store Co. It sounds it,

all seasons were ice-encrusted Christmas—do

having little of the resonance of tales that have

not bear close examination, unlike the music

stood the tests of time, and was obviously writ-

of many others in the series. This is the only

ten with the youngest, preschool listeners
in mind.

IThe only false note is thc enclosure, in the LP sleeves, of a
garish Fisher-Price toy brochure chock-full of expensive,
plastic. Saturday-morning junk. This clashes with Windham
Hill's understated, ECM-inspired graphics, not to mention the
entire spirit of this series. Money. money. money.
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A standard tale of virtue rewarded after gratification delayed for the good of others, it
never quite hits home: the floe-wrecked little
polar bear of the title is so busy doing good
143
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in his adopted land that he has no time to actually miss home and family; the final granting
of his return journey (in the sleigh of Santa
Claus) seems not that much of aboon.
Nevertheless, actress Kelly McGillis (Reuben

Jack Nicholson/Bobby McFerrin

Reuben, Witness, 7bp Gun) gives an intelligent
and animated reading, although Ihad the odd
feeling that she's not quite old enough to read
these stories. Still, it's doubtful that this inconsequential story will ever receive abetter
telling.
What drama there is, however, comes mainly from Michael Hedges' powerful music. His
fresh, energetic accompaniment on acoustic
guitar, flutes, bass (or synthesizer?), and bells,
not to mention his compositions, are reminis-

venge on his elders and how he gained the

cent of Leo Kottke's, with similar rhythmic

means to wreak it.

convolutions and impeccable technique. It's
interesting that this, the most powerful element of Santabear, manages to keep from

Rhinoceros, which takes place "on the shores
of the greater equinox and the great Amygdala," is accompanied by McFerrin's acapella

overpowering the story without losing any of

grunts, muezzin chants, rhinoceros burbling,

its own strength. The rumbling, almost heroic

black chaingang vocal stylings, and African

main theme, for example, would suffice for a

drum patterns. "Just So" and "Anantarivo," the

story of much greater substance. The suite of

two songs which open and close the story, tes-

five guitar pieces (selected from the accom-

tify to McFerrin's range: the first aleaping interval study, the words "Just So" repeated over

paniment) which follows the story will probably be played much more often than the
story itself.

and over, the second ahaunting desert song.

Technically, there are afew problems: the

Gonna Work," McFerrin overdubbing himself

Camel starts with ablues field song, "I Ain't

narration is mixed far too forward, making the

four times to create afugue of indolence. Nich-

ample tape hiss all the more evident. In fact,

olson imbues the lazy camel, "most 'scrutiatin'

while listening to the CD version, Icould
swear Iheard next-groove echo, or print-

idle," with an almost feline self-absorption. He
is the only narrator of the series to work the

through. The hiss is even more exacerbated by
the producer's punching of McGillis's voice in

makes all the difference. The CD version in-

and out for various editorial reasons. Riming

cludes an extra ten minutes of McFerrin songs

on and off against CD silence, the hiss sounds
even worse than it might have.
The Elephant's Chita and How tbe Rhi-

mike fully and subtly; the resulting intimacy

partially based on the music from the tales, of
which "More Than Oriental Splendor" and
"Djinn" are particularly atmospheric meldings

noceros Got His Skin & How the Camel
Got His Hump: As elegant and appropriate

of African and Asian minor modalities.

as are the other matchings of story, narrator,

phant's Child, the jewel of the series. McFer-

and music, the Kipling/Nicholson/McFerrin
entries are the only ones that are trulyfun —

rin's impeccable rhythm and pitch find beauty
in the most unexpected places, and the record-

not to mention funny. Nicholson's implicit

ing is full of cool African lullabyes. Nicholson's

slyness is perfectly suited to Rudyard Kipling's
smug, sly, knowing narrator, and he gives in-

tricksterish characterization of the bi-colored

All that is good here applies as well to Ele-

python rock-snake is worth the ticket price.

timate, fully committed readings. McFerrin,

Howard Johnston's mixing, too, is master-

himself achild's spirit (maybe that's why he
vocal talent, has just the right, barely contained

ful in both recordings, seamlessly intermeshing McFerrin's acapella sound-effect singing
with Nicholson's sinuous storytelling. There's

humor. All of this is wonderfully appropriate
to these two cautionary tales, and athird of an

songs written for the tale but not used (as far

over-spanked child's perfectly satisfying re-

as Ican tell) as accompaniment. If you like

can't sing the blues) married to astupendous

Stereophile, December 1987

abonus here, too, of half adozen McFerrin
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Ladysmith Black Mambazo (vocals on Paul
Simon's Graceland), here they all are in one

ration. 'sham's music, always simple and surprising, holds up well, even though no attempt

infinitely flexible voice. A McFerrin fan myself,
Ifind this his best work ever. Both releases are

was made to wed often abruptly begun and

highly recommended, for all ages.

ended snippets of music into an organized
whole. Highly recommended.
The Ugly Duckling: This, the only tale of the
series by which Ifelt talked-down-to, also has
the greatest disparity between music and nar-

THE STEADFAST TIN SOLDIER

ration. Chers recent emergence as an actress
of some—if not great—seriousness is welcome, if surprising. Listening to her voice
alone, however, makes clear what I've always
suspected when watching her on film: in addition to her omnipresent nasality, she has a
rather marked speech impediment—the marbles-in-the-mouth effect. Coupled with her
absolute incompetence as anarrator, this makes
for weary going in avenerable tale that de-

Jeremy Irons/Mark Isham

serves better. Her painstaking over-enunciation, while possibly an attempt to talk around
her impediment, more likely is what it usually

The Steadfast Tin Soldier: This Hans Christian Andersen story, of aone-legged tin soldier's stoic love for aseemingly one-legged
paper ballerina, is the most stately, elegant, and
melancholy of the series. Jeremy Irons's rich
voice, all peaches and brandy, negotiates as-

is: the trademark of the untrained actor. Her
range is narrow, her line readings awkward (if
this were atheatrical production, I'd say she
was undirected), and one can actually hear her
waiting for her cues. (The last may be the fault
of choppy editing, except that Iheard no tape
hiss; whatever, the effect is the same.)

sorted British accents and characterizations

At the other extreme is the music: acollec-

with aseasoned authority that shows up all
others but Nicholson. Irons is amaster story-

tion of traditional Irish tunes arranged for
Celtic harp and cello by Dan Drasin, and performed by Patrick Ball and Joan Jeanrenaud,

teller who takes his time relishing each syllable
without making his narration an exercise in

cellist of the Kronos Quartet. I'm not sure I've

sound rather than sense. The ever-present

ever heard "Sheebeg Sheemore," "Three Rav-

sadness he brings to his film roles is perfect in

ens," or "Carolan's Farewell" played quite so

this tale of atoy Romeo and his Juliet, united
finally in the woodstove's flames.
Mark Isham's music, arranged for trumpet,

meltingly as here. The combination of cello
and harp is inspired; when we are left with
only Cher's lame and uninspired narration,

violin, percussion, and synthesizers, is spare

they are sorely missed. Unfortunately, Wind-

and restrained, and owes more than alittle to

ham Hill missed atrick here by this time not
repeating the music sans narrator. At atotal

Stravinsky's L'Histoire du Soldat. Its lonely
grandeur is well suited to Irons's almost biblical cadences. (Isham, by the way, is acomposer of some substance: his Film Music album

time of 33 minutes, not avery good deal.
The Emperor and the Nightingale: The
third Andersen tale tackled by Sottnick et al,

and his work with Art Landes Rubisa Patrol are

and one of the storyteller's—and producer's

well worth buying. Throughout his music is
agreat care for the carefully chosen note and

—best, The Emperor and the Nightingale
receives reverential treatment at the hands of

the perfect instrument, with no fat anywhere)

Glenn Close (Fatal Attraction,Jaggeci Edge,

Again, however, tape hiss abounds. And that
LP-like pre- and post-echo, or print-through,

The Stone Boy) and Mark Isham. Almost too
reverential in Close's case, but that's quibbling;

again plagues the CD version.

the story works at least as well as Tin Soldier,
and almost as well as the Kipling tales.

As in most of the CD versions of these stories, however, there are added treats: following

Close, like Streep, speaks in asomewhat

the story is an instrumental suite without nar-

stilted accent placed somewhere between Lon-
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don and Boston; unlike Streep, however, her

Alfonso X (1221-1284), called "The Wise," King

warmth and vitality are palpable. Some of the

of Castile, was aman out of his time. In an age

final moments, with the Emperor on his deathbed, unconsoled by his mechanical nightin-

when the Christian kings of Spain were primarily involved in dynastic struggles and the

gale and praying for the real one, are moving

endless wars against the Moors, Alfonso was

in their tenderness. When the nightingale fin-

apatron of arts and sciences, apoet and acomposer. Historians argue over whether he was
agood or bad king, but all agree that, unlike

THE EMPEROR
AND THE NIGHTINGALE

other monarchs of the age, he created lasting
monuments to his name with his astronomical

Glenn Close/Mark lsham

research, his libraries, and above all, his music
The Cantigas de Sankt Maria (Songs of the
Holy Virgin) were the result of Alfonso's lifelong obsession with collecting and recounting
in song the "miracles" (often rather prosaic)
attributed to the Virgin Mary. These tales of
miraculous events were innately Spanish, and
strongly folkloric in character, with Alfonso's
texts providing an intimate look into the ordinary life of the day. The music to which they
are sung is also often of folk origin (although

ally appears, even Death himself is swayed by
her song: "As the nightingale sang, Death was
filled with agreat longing to be back in his
own garden." Never has any shade been so
gently banished.

Gregorian and occasionally Arabic influences
may also be seen), and thus nearly as accessible to modern listeners as it must have been
to the ordinary audience in Alfonso's day.
The Cantigas are here given aspirited and
sympathetic performance by Martin Best and

Nor does Isham disappoint, as his composi-

his Ensemble (formerly called the Medieval

tions for this release—based on traditional
oriental music, mostly Chinese and Balinese—

chorus who sing the refrains present in all of

are as delicate and fragile as the story itself. Par-

Ensemble), augmented for this CD by asmall

ticularly apt are the flute solos that contrast the

the pieces. Since the Cantigas were undoubtedly part of the repertoire of street minstrels

songs of the mechanical and living nightingales,
and the gracefully majestic court dance music

of the chorus provides the feel of arecital in

that opens the tale and reappears throughout.
This, like the Kipling tales and Tin Soldier, is

certainly have sung along with the refrain.

worth buying for the music alone. If you do
this, however, be sure to buy the CD, as it includes a20-minute suite culled from the tale,

as well as that of courtly performers, this use
the 13th century, when the audience would
Those interested in medieval performance
styles may wish to compare the present recording with that by Esther Lamandier (Astree E-

and the most satisfying music of the entire

7707), on which Ms. Lamandier performs solo,

series. Highly recommended.

accompanying herself on various instruments.

7b Come: Peter Rabbit &Jeremy Fisher, with

This style is probably more in accord with

Meryl Streep and Lyle Mays. Though it seems

courtly performances, and Esther lamandier's

she cannot escape "rebbits," Sheep is this time

extraordinary soprano makes the best of the
melodic line. Both discs are well done, with

paired with Pat Metheny's keyboardist, afar
more felicitous choice than George Winston.
And, as Mays has, to date, released only one
solo album, his music here will be of that
much more interest.

—RL

1.111111.rtîÀiik-Ai IEEE
ALFONSO X ("II Sabin"), Cantigas de Santa Marla
Martin Best Ensemble
Nimbus NI 5081 (CD). DDD. TT: 5130
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equal claims to "authenticity" (instrumentation being chosen from that depicted in the
original manuscripts); nevertheless, for the
general listener or those wanting only one
recording of the Cantigas, Best is probably,
er, best.
The Nimbus disc is recorded using the Ambisonic system. Ido not have aUHJ decoder;
in stereo (as Isuspect most will hear it), it
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produces asomewhat diffuse image which is
compensated by avery wide soundstage and
an effective sense of the space around the performers. Ilike the effect, even if it may not
meet the claim of "natural sound" promoted
by Nimbus. Otherwise, the recording is well
done, with instruments and voices realistic and
nicely balanced.

ability to characterize without reliance on external props. All is vividly captured with great
presence and immediacy. The bright voice of
the instrument, though closely miked, never
takes on an unpleasant edge, and its limited
dynamic capabilities are handled to maximum
effect; the range of volume never seems restricted or uninteresting. This issue must be

Martin Best is making aconsiderable name
for himself in the restricted field of medieval

recommended not only for astructural integ-

music, with no less than four troubadour re-

of this work, but also for the quality of its

cordings currently in the catalog. This is a

recording.

rity rarely experienced in other performances
—BJ

worthy addition to his repertoire and your
collection.

—LB

BACH: Goldberg Variations
Kenneth Gilbert, harpsichord

BEETHOVEN/LISZT, Symphonies 4 a 8
Cyprien Katsaris, piano
Teldec 8.43419 (CD). ODD. TT: 61:00

Harmonia Mundi HMC 1240 (LP), HMC 90 1240 (CD).„leanFrancois Pontefract, prod. DDD. TT: 66:46

Cyprien Katsaris is apianist who can be both

Following hard on the heels of his excellent

tric His performances here display the two extremes: he is exhilarating in the brilliance of

recording of the 48 Preludes and Fugues, Kenneth Gilbert shows here the same intensity and
drive that are becoming the watchwords of his

tremendously exciting and impossibly eccen-

his technique, but wayward with regard to
consistency of tempo, and extravagant in mi-

performances. He has the ability to make com-

nute details of articulation. He does have you

pact, self-contained pieces relate almost im-

on the edge of your seat, though sometimes
more in agitation than in excitement. He plays
here Liszt's transcriptions of the Beethoven

perceptibly to the overall structure of awork
by an unerring forward momentum underpinned by arock-steady basic pulse.

Symphonies 4and 8, commissioned by the
publishers Breitkopf & Hartel in 1863. "I shall

In this work, the 30 variations reiterate the
harmonic implications of the ground bass to

do my very best," Liszt wrote in reply. A piano

the original Aria in ahuge passacaglia-like

arrangement of these works, however, will

structure. This perpetual repetition could re-

always remain but apoor and very rough reflection of the original. ..
Notwithstanding,

sult in dullness, but in Gilbert's hands each
variation sparkles with its own strongly drawn
character. This may have more than alittle to

Ishall endeavor. ..
to offer the piano-playing
world as accurate amodel as possible of Beet-

do with his concept of the work as Bach's Art

hoven's genius." He did this admirably, remain-

of Dance," for he sees inherent in many of the

ing as thoroughly faithful to the scores as
possible.

variations dance-forms common to the Suite,
namely the passepied, gigue, minuet, courante,
and sarabande.

Katsaris, on the other hand, is not always so
particular. Excessive pedal in the opening

Maybe it is the energy of these dances that

movement of Symphony 4obscures quaver ar-

make so many of the deft variations so light on
their toes, but Gilbert's brilliant fingerwork

ticulation, and surprisingly, in the trio of the

and precise articulation must claim some of

are not sufficiently characterized by individual

the honor for such enjoyable and joyous enter-

tone colors to make them distinct from one
another. Symphony 8has more instances of

tainment. Those variations of more intense

third movement, the two interlocking themes

mood, such as No.25 with its extreme chromaticism (the climax of the set, in Gilbert's view),

exaggerated articulation, over-full tremolan -

seem not so much to contrast with their more

ticularly in the extremely difficult Finale,
where triplet accompaniment figures become
garbled.

easy-going companions as to be an inevitable
development of them. It has to be said that
Gilbert achieves this with only the minimum

dos, and willful manipulation of tempo, par-

The over-enriched texture, however, may

change of color on his well-voiced harpsi-

be attributed to the restricted recording acous-

chord (a modern copy by Hubert Bedard of a
Ruckers-Taskin instrument), highlighting his

with dynamics faithfully reproduced the lim-

Stereophile, December 1987

tic. The piano image is strong enough, but
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ited space around the instrument is saturated
with resonance at fortissimo, congestion the
inevitable result. Despite these failings, however, there is still much to enjoy. Katsaris is

747 7432 (CD). Otto Nielsen, Hermann Rama engs.; Dr. Hermann Lang, prod. ADD. 115. «LIS, 5858*

Gunter Wand, now in his seventy-fifth year,

awe and mystery often gives way to asurging

is enjoying something of an Indian summer
with the reissue on CD of his Bruckner Symphony cycle, recorded between 1974 and 1981.

vehemence and dramatic tension, conjured up

(I shall consider all these interpretations and

masterly in his creation of mood: asense of

most readily by abreathtaking neatness of

the relative merits of their CD transfers over

coordination and considered climax building.
His orchestral coloring of themes and motifs

the next few months). His view—that the conductor should suppress his ego, showing hu-

is proof of his understanding of the intricately
woven lines of these scores, while his overall

mility and respect to the music he performs
and imposing as little as possible of his own

dramatic view has the measure of the master's

character on it through his interpretation—

symphonic stature. Ithink neither Beethoven

has not exactly cast him in the superstar mold
enjoyed by many of today's conductors. Nor

nor Liszt would have been disappointed by
these performances.
—13J
BRITTEN: Song Cycles
Benjamin Luzon, baritone; David Willison, piano
Chandos ABRD 1224 (LP), CHAN 8514 (CD). Ralph Councils,
eng.; Brian Conner's, prod. TT 5409

has his devotion to the Cologne Radio SO over
35 years often exposed him to the fame of the
international circuit. Yet only Radio Orchestras
can offer him the lengthy rehearsal time he
likes: time to prepare thoroughly, not only his

This collection of songs by Benjamin Britten

own mind, but also those of his players, so that

should find aready market. It includes the late
Songs and Proverbs of William Blake, amas-

all can go into aperformance knowing how to

terful, deeply felt song cycle Written for baritone

let the music speak for itself. Wand has always
had agreat empathy for Bruckner, and through

dark and light, despair and joy, and awareness

his striving for clarity of theme and color he
has been able to reveal the architectural integrity

of the edge of madness. A Poison nee is surely

of this composer's oft-maligned compositions.

rather than the usual tenor, it shows shades of

For this performance of Symphony 1he uses

one of Britten's greatest songs.
The rest of the recorded selection is of much

the little-recorded Vienna revision, which

lighter weight—some charming folk-song ar-

postdates the original Linz version by some 25

rangements, the Walter de la Mare poems called

years. For that reason alone Bruckner devotees

Tit for Tat, and three juvenile songs which in

should find this issue interesting. But then

no way add to the composer's reputation.

there is Wand's vitality and drive through the
first movement, momentum never flagging

The singer is the very fine English baritone
Benjamin Luxon. We in America are often not

even in the slower second subject, and the

aware of how many world-class British singers

marvelous dynamic response he elicits from

there are who are largely unknown in our

the CRSO admirably captured by the record-

world. Luzon is one of this group—a singer

ing. If there is some loose articulation and im-

of fine sensitivity. His every word is clear, and

precise intonation from all sections of the or-

every song is felt differently. This is vocalism
of the very highest quality. The piano accom-

chestra, this can often be forgiven by virtue of

paniments are played with precision by David

movement Scherzo and the Finale bear the

Willison, and the recording is well worth add-

same qualities and imperfections, the ardor of

the performance's spontaneity. The third-

ing to anyone's collection of Benjamin Britten.

Wand's vision winning through. The recording

It is ahopeful sign that new companies and

is spacious, and presents the unimposing but
alluring timbre of the strings without extra

new singers are now involved in music which
for many years seemed to be the sole property
of one singer and one recording firm.

color. The brass section, however, is smiled
upon too favorably during full orchestral tut-

As for the recording itself, it is beautifully

fis, drowning the strings and smothering in-

clear and clean. At any humane volume, Ifound

tricate inner textural detail in its exuberance.
Symphony 2was the last of this series to be

the CD and the black disc identical.

—HL

BRUCKNER: Symphonies I& 2*
Gunter Wand. Cologne Radio Symphony Orchestra
EMI Deutsche Harmonia Mundi CDC 747 7422 (CD), CDC
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recorded. The imbalance of brass and strings
still remains, but with the scoring of this final,
unabridged version of the Symphony being
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generally more sparse and uncluttered, the

those texts. They are not among the greatest

recording is less often pushed into this imbal-

sacred works of the period—remember that

ance. The mood of the work, in comparison
with No.1, is more peaceful, less insistently

Byrd was more or less acontemporary of Monteverdrs—but their very simplicity lends itself
to repeated hearings, and few who do so listen

striving, and the many moments of repose are
beautifully captured here never lingered over

will be unmoved by the force of the compo-

too long but intimately drawn to maximum effect. Wand himself has said that this slow

ser's convictions.
Chanticleer's performance is simple and

movement is one of his best performances on
record, and Imust admit that Ifind it partic-

elegant, in keeping with Byrd's style and his
desire to subordinate music to text. The small

ularly telling. The CRSO responds with the

forces used are probably similar in size and

same care and attention, without ever being

composition to those of the domestic Catholic

tempted into the over-assertive gesture or the
halfhearted response. Wand's choice of tempo

chapels for which they were originally written. Such an arrangement of voices allows

here tends to be on the steady side but the end
result is never less than convincing. There are

of the simple harmonic structures. (I will not

more vivid and characterful performances of

get involved in the "boys vs countertenors"

these symphonies in the catalog, but Ifeel that

argument, except to say that the latter are used

what we have here is Bruckner's own, unaided

here, and sound fine) There are acouple of extremely minor problems of intonation, and

voice.

—BJ

great clarity of line, and emphasizes the beauty

sibilants are occasionally exaggerated, but this
WILLIAM BYRD: Masses: In Tenspore Past-ball, In
Assumtione Beatae Mariae Virginis; Motets
Chanticleer; Louis Botto, dir.
Harmonia Mundi HMC 905182 (CD). Peter McGrath, eng.:
Robina Young, prod. DDD. TT: 51:56

is no more than amomentary distraction in a
marvelously realized performance.
Engineer Peter McGrath, on leave from his

William Byrd was perhaps the greatest key-

own Audiofon label, has done agood job here
for Harmonia Munch, entirely complementary

board composer before JS Bach. He was also

to the performance. Ambience is nicely cap-

asincerely devout Catholic living in the Protestant England of Elizabeth and James. In spite

entation of individual voices. The absence of

of his religion, he was one of the most popular
musicians at Court, and Elizabeth appears to

tured, without detracting from the clear presnoise, surely one of the graces of the CD me-

have excused him from payment of the fines

dium, is very beneficial, allowing hall reverberations to die away in anatural and pleasing

levied against those who refused to attend

manner.

Anglican service (Elizabeth, it must be noted,
always preferred to keep asubject rather than

what lesser-known English sacred works, pure

create amartyr.) Privileged position notwith-

and perfectly expressive of the faith that brought

standing, it required courage for Byrd to pub-

them into being.

lish liturgical music clearly intended for use
by those Englishmen who continued in the
old faith.
Byrd said of sacred texts that they had "such
areserve of hidden power that to one who
thinks upon divine things ...
the fittest possible measures. ..
come at once and as if un

In sum, an excellent performance of some-

—LB

CAMPRA: Messe de Requiem
Baudry, Zanetti, Benet. Elwes, Varcoe, Herreweghe, La Chapelle Royale
Harmonia Mundt HMC 1251 (LP), HMC 901251 (CD). Alain
Duchemin, prod. DOD. TT 43:25
Nelson, Harris, Orliac, Evans, Roberts, Eliot Gardiner, Monteverdi Choir, English Baroque Soloists
Erato/Conifer ECD 88186 (CD). DOD(?). TE 53:00

aided." The two Mass settings and three motets

You could be forgiven for not having heard of

performed here are very conservative both in
music and text, hearkening back to the early

Andre Campra before reading this review, but

lliclor composers rather than reflecting the

hopefully my enthusiasm for him will prompt
you to give him ahearing. He was born in 1660

complex Italianate style then in vogue on the

and died in 1744, and as such was the French

Continent. If the use of noncontroversial texts

contemporary of Bach and Handel. He began

was done with an eye to Her Majesty's Coun-

and ended his career composing sacred music,

cil, the melodic simplicity of Byrd's settings

but for agood 20 years in middle age devoted

undoubtedly reflects the strength of his emo-

himself mainly to the composition of opera,

tional and spiritual response to the words of

for which he became moderately famous. As
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yet it has proved impossible to date this Requiem mass accurately, some evidence pointing to its compc‘sition during Campra's time
at Notre Dame between 1694 and 1700, other
research showing part of it to be areworking
of apiece dating from 1723. It is alarge-scale
work lasting some 40 to 50 minutes, divided

teverdi Choir, as sibilant emphasis, so apparent
in the performance of La Chapelle Royale, is
agreeably swallowed up as a result. Good
spread across the soundstage in both recordings enhances the exemplary contributions of
the choirs, who sing with sensitive commit-

into seven sections: Requiem, Kyrie Graduel,

ment and an obvious love for this moving music
It is difficult to recommend one of these

Offertoire, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, and Post-

performances over the other; the individual

Communion. These in turn combine orches-

listener's mood will be asignificant factor here.

tral introductions, solos, duos, trios, and chor-

Ideally, it would be best to have both—to have

uses in awell-considered balance of the five

neither would be sheer self-deprivation.—BJ

soloists, choir, and string orchestra, supported
by obbligato wind and continuo.
In both performances reviewed here the orchestras perform on authentic instruments,
which lend awonderful warmth and charac
terful sonority to an already rich and power-

MAHLER: Symphony 7
Ellahu Inbal, Frankfurt Radio SO
Denon 60CD-1553/S4 (2 CDs). DDD. Peter Willanoes, Miley
Kittler, engs.; Yoshiharu Kawaguchi, Richard Hauck, dirs.
TF: 7751

Mahler's Third and Seventh symphonies, those

fully emotional score. Of especial note is the

dark sisters, have much in common: similarly

evocative way the Orchestre de la Chapelle

gauche, heedless, picaresque, and paganly
romantic, they have also had each other's shoul-

Royale foreshadows, at the opening of the
Sanctus, the ensuing vocal parts by stressing

ders to cry on in lamenting their relative

accents in lyrical mode and breaking the line
up into poignant declamations. The wind and

obscurity No doubt the Eighth is actually per-

continuo instrumentation is not the same on

ever, if only because of the forces involved, far

the two discs, more color being offered by

outshines that of 3and 7. Long before Iever
heard 7, Ithought of 3as "Night Music" (Mah-

Erato, but both realizations are engagingly

formed—and recorded—less; its fame, how-

beautiful. The pitch also differs: while Eliot

ler's title for 7's second and fourth movements):

Gardiner uses higher pitch, Herreweghe opts
for A=392, that favored at the time of this

dark, mysterious, primordially unconcerned

composition, and one particularly suited to its

edy and resurrection that so preoccupy Sym-

grave character. In fact, everything about the

phonies 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8; in aword, feminine;
in an archetype, urweiblich.

latter performance has more weight, more dramatic vigor and inexorability; but that is not

with the masculinely heroic domains of trag-

Nor are the similarities between 3 and 7

to deny the equally successful but leaner and
more peacefully meditative approach adopted

limited to general emotional tone. In the first

by Eliot Gardiner—his reading's nine extra

in the bass support key tenor-brass solos

minutes are aconsequence of its calm, unhur-

(trombone in 3, tenor horn in 7), and quiet,

movement of each, throbbing triplet rhythms

ried pace. His soloists are lighter-voiced, but

playful, bucolic inner movements are framed

while all are magnificent, my preference for
the tenors lies finally with the more full-bod-

by long first and last movements of much

ied tones of Josep Benet and John Elwes on
Harmonia Mundi.
Both recordings afford precise positioning

larger orchestration and compositional scope
But the Mahler of 7, unlike that of 3, has 5
and 6behind him now; the rigorous contra-

to all voices, though again, the effects are very

puntal discipline gained in the preceding two
symphonies serves him superbly here. It is in

different. The finest example of this can be

this symphony that Mahler most proves his af-

heard in the Hosanna of the Sanctus, where

finity with Charles Ives, whose music he never

close groupings of the male and two female

heard. The many allusions, quotations, paro-

voices on Harmonia Mundi deny the antiphonal
effect contrived by their wider spacing on

dies, and jokes of Ives are here paralleled in

Erato, while in the latter the delicate, short

Viennese form. Mahler himself spoke of it to
friends while passing an amusement park's

motifs sung by the sopranos are quickly lost

cacophony of shooting galleries, carousels,

in the acoustic as aresult of the more distant

and brass bands: "This is polyphony and this

setting. However, this is abonus for the Mqn-

is where Igot it! ...The themes have to come
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from all sides and they have to be totally dif-

the foreground, Eva and Walther consummate

ferent in rhythm and melody (everything else
is just disguised homophony). .." It was im-

their love It is also areversal of Solti's version

possible for Ives or Mahler to hear anything
unmusically.
By the time he came to compose 7, then,
much had been proven, much accomplished,
and Mahler could plumb his spiritual depths
with greater confidence, richer laughter (ex-

of this movement, which is hilarious where Inbal's is darkly passionate It is amazing that the
score can support such varied readings so
equally well. The ensemble playing is flawless.
The Rondo-Finale's collection of closing
fanfares and a half-dozen codas collapsed

cuse me if Iwax Jungian here). The result is a

upon themselves has never sounded so splashily tinny, so full of the empty bravado, con-

symphony far more assured, much less desper-

stantly checking itself in the mirror, that Mah-

ate and far more cohesive than 3, with asense

ler must surely have intended. This Academic

of humor that, after the relentless high seri-

Festival Mishmash of triumphant marches and
proud processionals, pomp under rather har-

ousness of 6, hindsight would deem inevitable
No doubt about it: with its sly dances, Beetho-

ried circumstances, is delicious. The final

venish cadences, and classicist penultimate

climax, as rendered by Inbal, FRSO, and Denon,

chords trilling to the tonic, 7is Mahler's fun-

is huge.

niest symphony.

This is quite possibly the best-played Seventh

Although he tends to play down the bigger

ever—the performance has much of the elec-

knee-slappers, Eliahu Inbal's almost perversely
refined approach to Mahler's music works

noises and orchestral fluffs. Denon has, as in

wonders here. The first movement becomes
more of alove-song than Ihave heard it under
anyone's baton, and, for the first time in Denon's

tricity of alive performance, sans audience
5and 6, recorded "most" of the performance
with but two mikes, using additional spot

Mahler Cycle, the Frankfurt RSO's lush, full-

mikes and their new digital time-delay alignment system as needed (probably in move-

bodied playing is consistently indistinguishable from that of afirst-rank orchestra. Hai-

on! The recording is superb, the ambience, so

ments 1and 5). If this be multi-miking, patch

tink's Concertgebouw recording, similarly rich

far as Ican tell, unimpaired. So far, this is the

in tonal color, is, in comparison, emotionally

hub of the Denon Mahler cycle (though the

flat and uninspired.

4-minute preview of the Eighth included on

Nor have Iheard abetter argument for natural, minimal miking over multi-mono as in

arecent Denon sampler is very promising).
Highly recommended.

—RL

the second movement. The woodwind variations following the initial French-horn statement of the principal theme overlap, blend,
and decay beautifully in the Alte Oper's spacious acoustic. Much as Ihave enjoyed Solti's
CSO performance over the years, its entirely

TALMA: The Ambient Air, Full Circle, Lament, Three
Bagatelles, Kaleidoscopic Variations, Four-Handed Fun
Arzruni, Emelianoff, Black, McCall, Oakland, Rosenfeld,
'Palma, Prism Orchestra
Composers Recordings Inc. SD 549 (LP). Tom Lazarus, eng.;
Rachel Siegel, prod. TT: 4531

fragmented, punched-in (London) sound is

Louise 'Palma has already received worldwide

rendered even less listenable after Denon's ex-

recognition as one of the Wentieth Century's

cellent recording. The principal French horn's
waffly sound annoys anew here, but that's my

finest composers. This record contains four
pieces that have been written since 1980,

only quibble. Otherwise, Inbal's reading is

when the composer marked her 74th birthday.

wonderfully revealing of Mahler's deft, com-

"The Ambient Air" (1983) starts with aliteral

plex orchestration.
Overall, the only problem with the very

notation of the call of anightingale, and is

romantic approach Inbal has chosen is that
much of Mahler's humor is lost, particularly
in the third-Movement Scherzo and the follow-

scored for flute, violin, cello, and piano. It is
afree-flowing and vibrant work throughout
whose brilliance of orchestration suggests a
larger force of musicians. The piece is in Ms.

ing Nachtmusik If. This last is like an inversion

personalized 12-tone style, and is strong

of Die Meistersinger's (unabashedly parodied

proof of how beautiful such atonal weaving

in the Finale) Act II serenade scene, this time

can be. This is one of the finest contemporary

with Beckmesser plinking haplessly away at

chamber works that Ihave studied.
"Full Circle" (1985) was written for Robert

his mandolin far in the background, while, in
Stereophile, December 1987
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Black and Sahan Arzruni, and is performed
with Robert Black conducting the Prism Orchestra. Alternating slow and fast passages, the
work features flute and piano, with strings and
percussion highlighting the orchestral mix. The
thematic development gives rise to the title:
the last section is the first section modified and

the work is very attractive and accessible.
The String Quartet (1974) is very similar in
compositional techniques, and this is afeature
of Zwilich's style: to make connections with
contemporary music's past and with her previous compositions. She shows an incredible

reversed. This is abreathtaking piece; it is as-

mastery of dynamic development and textural
combination. The work occasionally resem-

tounding that it was composed at the age of 79!
"Lament for Cello and Piano" (1980) is a

bles that of other composers, most notably
Schoenberg, but this is ahigh compliment.

hauntingly beautiful work based on amelody

The New York String Quartet is to be credited

the composer heard while in Jordan—an old

with acontrolled and passionate performance

Bedouin was playing it on aone-string violin.
The work exemplifies the composer's mastery

of what is undoubtedly avery demanding work.
The final work is the Sonata in Three Move-

of melodic expansion, and is, as are all the
other works on the album, performed beauti-

ments, written in 1973-74 for her husband,
violinist Joseph Zwilich. Like the two previous

fully, with all the care necessary to bring out

works, the Sonata features long sections free

the music's charm.

of rhythmic structure; however, these sections

"Three Bagatelles" (1955) and "Kaleidoscopic
Variations" (1984) are performed in majestic
fashion by pianist Sahan Arzruni. Both works
display awonderful use of the piano to create
varying and colorful thematic expositions.
The final offering, "Four-Handed Fun"
(1939), features the composer and Arzruni in
adelightful and humorous piece that is aperfect ending to this outstanding album. The

are contrasted with others that move in strict
rhythmic tempo.
Ellen Taafe Zwilich is acomposer of great
merit. Throughout the record, despite the
obvious similarities of the works, the music remains fresh and exciting. The recording quality is likewise excellent, and the record was virtually free of any noise, pops, or clicks. In sum,
avery highly recommended offering. —JB

recording is excellent throughout. This is an
album you surely won't want to miss. —JB
ZWILICH: Chamber Symphony, String Quartet, Sonata
in Three Movements
Pittman, Boston Musica Viva; New York String Quartet;
Zwilich, Genunell
Composers Recordings Inc. SD 546 (LP). Charles Fischer,
David Hancock, engs.; Rachel Siegel, prod. TI 39:28

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
BERG: Three Orchestral Pieces, Op.6
WEBERN: Six Pieces for Orchestra, Op.6
SCHOENBERG: Five Orchestral Pieces, Op.16
James Levine, Berlin PO
DG 419 781-i (LP). 419 781-2 (CD). Wolfetng Mitlehner, cog.;
Dr. Steven Paul, prod. DDD. T1 52:00

This record, areissue of Cambridge Records

The works on this disc make for interesting

CMS 2834, certainly deserves to remain avail-

comparison, juxtaposing one by Schoenberg

able to the public The edition was made possible by agrant from the American Academy and

with two dedicated to him by his most famous
pupils. Written in the language of early twentieth-century radicalism, their links with the

Institute of Arts and Letters, say the notes, and
is one of four recordings funded annually "to

ultra-Romantic expressionism of Mahler and

honor and encourage promising composers

Strauss is still very much in evidence, not least

to help them continue their creative work.

in the large-scale orchestral forces demanded.

Ellen Taafe Zwilich was a recipient of this
award in 1984."

This may seem particularly perverse when the
length of each work is taken into account (the

The Chamber Symphony (1979) is abeauti-

Berg is longest at 22 minutes), and even more

ful composition relying primarily on the string

so when the length of each individual piece
within the works is considered; but when you

section to create its sonorities. Somewhat
unusual for achamber orchestra is the inclusion of piano. This affords alovely contrast to

listen to how instruments shift between foreground and background, altering color bal-

the string section, and though used sparingly,

ances and perspectives within infinitely vari-

the piano is an excellent textural choice by the

able groups, there can be little doubt that

composer. Despite being devoid of rhythmic

anything less would be inadequate. Schoen-

underpinning, and utilizing atonal practices,

berg and Webern did, in fact, revise their in-
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strumental requirements for these pieces, to
facilitate more financially viable performances,

he gets boring. The Psalms are certainly seri-

but James Levine has been at pains here not to

ous—to the point of setting Hebrew texts—

make this compromise: he takes note of afew
later textural improvements, but attempts to

memorable. Still, they make for a pleasant

retain, as far as possible, the sounds asked for
in the original scores.

Broadway stuff and that when he gets serious,

and they are not boring. They are just not very
quarter of an hour's listening.
Next on the recording is Samuel Barber's

The results justify this approach. Webern's
miniatures express all the anguish and intensity

overly famous Adagio, here sung in the com-

of emotion wrought by their autobiographical

necessary?

poser's arrangement as an Agnus Dei. Was this

stimulus—the death of his mother, three years

The star of the selection is Aaron Copland,

before their composition. Schoenberg's five

aname not usually associated with religious
music. His long work, In the Beginning for

pieces, written in the same year, were given
tides (which were probably not the inspiration
of their composition) at their completion in
1909. They are weighter, by comparison, in

soprano and acapella chorus, gets asuperlative performance, and three short early motets
are aspecial delight.

the color groupings and passages of highly

The Corydon Singers are asmall group with

charged drama, but the Berg Op6 has the most

vocal lines occasionally carried by single voices, but they are obviously devoted and anx-

time to linger expansively, within its more
traditional late-Romantic form and gestures.
It is perhaps in this last work that Levine is

ious to do well by this all-American program.

at his best, for he dwells more on those ele-

sound is what Copland and Barber had in

ments of all the works on this disc that look

mind, but it certainly suits the Bernstein Psalms.

back to the late nineteenth century than on

The sound of the recording is spacious and
pleasant. All in all, avery enjoyable recording.

their quest for expression through anew musical language and their anticipation of things

It is questionable whether their very British

—HL

to come. His commitment to the task is total,
the slightest shadings of color, as at the opening of the Praeluclium, being imbued with as
much foreboding and intensity as those moments of overpowering dynamic climax. All is
excellently vivid in this DG recording: solo
and orchestral interplay is perfectly balanced,
sounds issuing from the speakers with vivid
immediacy, and the constantly varied timbres faithfully reproduced to telling effect. If
these performances do not convince you of
the innumerable virtues of this music, nothing will.

—BJ

BERNSTEIN: Chichester Psalms
COPLAND: In The Beginning& Three Motets
BARBER: Agnus Dei
Matthew Best, Corydon Singers
Hyperion CDA 66219 (CD). Antony Howell, eng.; Mark
Brown, prod. TE 54:02

Leonard Bernstein's Chichester Psalms have
been recorded before, and the present recording is fine if you don't already have one of the
others. A newcomer to the work should be
warned that although "modem," the work is
"tonal and tuneful," to use the words of Bern-

EDDIE GOMEZ: Gomez
Eddie Gomez, basses; Chick Corea, keyboards; Steve Gadd,
drums; others
Denon 38C38-7189 (CD); Hiroshi Gotoh, Masashi Gotoh,
engs., Kiyoshi Bob, prod. DDD. TI, 4526

Ihave to respect Eddie Gomez's ability to corral two headliners the likes of Messrs. Corea
and Gadd for his first attempt as abandleader;
unfortunately, Gomez falls short of my expectations for such blue-chip personnel. ikvo excellent melodies are found in "Dabble Vision"
and 'Japanese Waltze (by Gomez and Corea,
respectively), but the other songs range from
acceptable to uninspired to tedious. It's like the
NFL Pro Bowl game—good players and flashes
of brilliance, but lacking in passion. A majority
of listeners would delete at least three selections in their programmable CD players. Like
two great actors attempting to make aconvincing scene from aweak script, Corea and Gadd
can't quite elevate this album to their own
standards. Though the sonic quality is above
average, my holistic grade for Gomez is aC+.
—DBA

stein's apology. The Chichester Psalms are
clearly Bemstein's attempt to give the lie to the
received opinion that his best music is his
Stereophile, December 1987

V7YNTON MAILSALIS: Marsatis Standard Time, Vol. I
Wynton Marsalis, trumpet; Marcus Roberts, piano; Robert
Leslie Hurst Ill, bass; Jeff Watts, drums
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$495, or the simply incomparable CD-2, both with full one year warranty.
We will modify your Philips based player. Available from our dealers or direct.
Musical Concepts • 1Patterson Plaza • Florissant, MO 63031 • 314-831-1822
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CBS CK 40461 (CD). FC 40461 (LP). Tim Geelan. eng; Steve
Epstein, prod. DDD. T1 6254

ing," and in this case means quite afew things.
One of which is that Marsalis's solos are

When someone has garnered as much hoopla
as has Wynton Marsalis over the last five years,

much more interesting rhythmically than har-

it becomes harder and harder for acritic to
believe that the hype continues to be justified.
Nor does winning Grammys in the jazz and
classical categories help the situation's believ-

monically or melodically, which is fine with
me—he's always impressed me more as abandleader, arranger, and sonorist than asoloist (his
tenor sax-playing brother Branford has always
been the more satisfying blower).

ability Worse, Marsalis's own bristly demeanor

The tunes: "Caravan" is played with aquirky

and portentious pronouncements on the state

black humor; "April in Paris" is almost unre-

of jazz—see "Book Reviews" elsewhere in this

cognizable, even in the head, where wonderful

issue—make it all the more important that he

rhythmic liberties are taken. "Cherokee" is

put his money where his mouthpiece is. (As

straight bebop; two versions of the same arrangement are offered here, the second one

Miles Davis, never known as the soul of tact
himself, groused awhile back when leaving

the superior—Marsalis's soloing fairly scorches.

aGrammy Award ceremony at which Marsalis

The arrangement of "Foggy Day" is an instant

had held forth: "Who asked him?")
Nor is the job made any easier by the fact

to Marsalis's own solo, and Roberts's unaccom-

that, last month, Ihighly recommended trump-

classic, from Roberts's prancing opening chords

eter Randy Brecker's In the Idiom (which

panied version of "Memories of You" is suffused with the spirit of Monk—again, that em-

recommendation, by the way, still stands). But

phasis on rhythm.

in the light of Marsalis's new release, I'm groping for superlatives.

Drummer Jeff Watts is strong and delicate,
as he has been throughout his tenure with Mar-

No beating around the bush: this is astrong,

salis. Like so many other consummately and

rich, generous, and virtually bottomless album.

creatively supportive bassists, however, Robert

There is simply so much to listen to here, again

Hurst's soloing is undistinguished. But that's

and again. But let's to it.

OK—he only solos once, and that briefly.

After the thin, elusive compositions of
Mood, and that album's serious but humorless

almost gallically pretentious liner notes, is

playing, Marsalis and his quartet take on nine

careful to make no mention of Miles Davis, and

jazz standards and two Marsalis originals to
reaffirm jazz roots that Marsalis has never

Marsalis himself has increasingly written and
spoken (though not played) as if Davis never

strayed very far from in the first place. Jazz

existed, the younger trumpeter does seem to

trumpet quartets, like string quartets in the
classical tradition, are in many ways the most
revealing of ensembles—there is no place for

inals, "Soon All Will Know." This sounds like

the trumpeter to hide, no other horn to balance the otherwise percussive sound. The
form demands ensemble playing as the quintet
never does.
And the ensemble playing here is faultless.

Although Stanley Crouch, who wrote the

pay tribute to his elder in one of his two orignothing so much as Blakey's "The Theme,"
which Davis used as his end-of-set tag from
the early '50s all the way through his Fillmore
concerts of the early '70s. The other original,
the nostalgic "In the Afterglow" is as standardsounding as anything else here.

Despite the spareness expected of the four

The LP is an example of how pushing the

instruments, the playing is densely textured.
Even Miles's second great quintet never played

limits of vinyl in one direction increases failure
in all others, DMM notwithstanding. At aplay-

quite this well together—certainly not as con-

ing time of 62:54, exactly the CD's length, the

sistently. Unlike Miles, however, Marsalis breaks
no new ground (and never really has, for that

and CBS has done as good ajob of disc master-

matter): ballads, bebop, mainstream blowing,
cool—all are represented. What unifies them

LP's amount of music is more than generous,
ing as can be expected; but the compression,
low-level signal, and resultant S/N ratio dic-

is Marsalis's intensely analytical rhythmic sen-

tate the superiority of the silver disc. The LP's

sihility, his careful, razor-sharp dissection of

sound is pinched, two-dimensional, and dead.

the temporal elements of these all-but-toofamiliar tunes, and his almost cubistic recon-

The CD solves all of these problems.

struction of them. In short, it's called "swing-

mended. And it's only Vol. I.
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SIEFERT RESEARCH MAXIM III
The Most Successful Design of All"
J. GORDON HOLT. STEREOPHILE —JULY, 1985. VOL. 8. NO. 3

SIEFERT RESEARCH MAXIM III D
1Have Heard No Other Loudspeaker That is Obviously Superior Above
5k Hz" TOM NORTON. STEREOPHILE—JUNE. 1987. VOL.10. NO. 4
Introducing SIEFERT RESEARCH HIGH-ACCURACY MAXIM III H
Features the new SR Hybn Dome aluminum/polyamide-surround dome and a new
modified 3rd-order crossover network providing an overall response .48 Hz -24 kHz
± 11/
2 dB (46 Hz cd -3dB)
JG H further reports the low end from these is just amazing
gives asolidarity and foundation one does not expect
to hear" while Mr . Norton notes "The bass of the Ill D was
surprising for a small loudspeaker"
All the Maxims feature a40-Hz resonance unmatched anywhere for a2-way front-ported system only 13H x11D x9W
Hardwood oak cabinet available finished in blk lacquer or
honey toned Send for reprints of both Stereophile reviews,
complete specs for all Maxims and the new Magnum Ill
3-way system, plus where-to-buy . Prices from $499/pr.
e

1987 Siefen Research

SIEFERT RESERRCH INC.
31212S Badard Rd Maidpu CA 90265 (213) 457 4239
DEALERS' INQUIRE ABOUT THE NEW SIEFERT RES'EARCH EXCLUSIVE DEALER PROGRAM

Audio cables influence the
natu1è
a sound system. Our research and
development team combined aselect
group of materials that resulted in
factors such as quality construction,
and non-fatiguing sound. We believe'
sound quality sells itself, and invite\
you to experience the
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BOOK REVIEWS
Good Sound
by Bill Dasheef and Laura Dearborn

speakers, they cannot put back quality that has
been omitted by the amplifier, and that similar-

320 pages, softcover, $8.95

ly, no matter how good the amplifier, it can

Published by Quill, William Morrow, New

only faithfully process the signal supplied by

York, NY

the turntable system. Those who insist that the

If there is aproblem with all books on hi-fi
that Iam aware of, it is that, being written

largest portion of asystem budget be allotted
to the loudspeakers should ponder these facts.

by—how can Ibest express it?—more "con-

The authors examine both how components

servative" authors, they signally fail to reflect

work and how they can be best utilized, with

what has happened in hi-fi and sound repro-

sidebars examining specific topics: capacitors,

duction in the last decade, or even two. Simple

filters, record-cleaning fluids, etc. The second

facts of component performance and system
set-up, familiar to high-end dealers and readers

half of Good Sound examines system set-up

of magazines like Stereopbile, are simply ig-

room, with final chapters covering the vexa-

and how to get the best sound in your own

nored, leaving readers in adivine state of ig-

tious nature of the intrinsic quality of the signal

norance as to how to best reproduce music in
the home. It is almost as if books on choosing

enscribed within the record grooves, and how
to assess the quality of specific components.

cars existed aplenty, but nary aone actually
tried to tell you how to drive!

Unusually, full credit is given throughout the
book to those who first propounded or dis-

Now, at last, comes abook that aims to not

covered particular aspects of reproduction:

only be contemporary, but to present atruly

Peter Walker's oft-quoted dictum that the best

modem approach. When you consider that in

position for aloudspeaker is one-third of the

the first few pages of Good Sound we are

way along the room diagonal, for example, and

treated to the thoughts of three men whom!,

Jean Hiraga's seminal work in the field of interconnects, are both duly noted—something

at least, regard as some of the seminal audio
thinkers of the '80s—Linn's Ivor Tiefenbrun:

noticeably absent from other books. 1noted

the system hierarchy philosophy, in which it

anumber of errors in the proof review edition:

is accepted that each component has to be bet-

CDs are read from the center out, not the other

ter than the one downstream for maximum

way around; the Koetsu Red is not adirect-

retrieval of musical information; Stereophile's
J. Gordon Holt: the idea that asystem must be

sensing design like the Decca; Harvey Rosenberg is transformed into Rosenthal; and it is

capable of raising goosebumps if it is to be

Jim Winey, not Peter, who pioneered the full-

musically valid; and Harry Pearson of The Ab-

range planar magnetic loudspeaker. But these

solute Sound: the concept of transparency—

do not detract from the eminently sensible

you will realize both that this book means

flavor of the book, and Ihope that they will

business and that it breaks with the tradition
of hi-fi book publishing.
Nor will Good Sound get agood review in

have been corrected by the time the book ap-

Stereo Review. Page 124 is dedicated to ashort

terminologies, with avery brief bibliography

essay on the fact that similarly measuring amp-

and list of magazines, but unfortunately there

lifiers and CD players do not sound the same:
"Specs are not an adequate measure of an

is no index. Nevertheless, Good Sound is an

amp," the reader is warned.
Chapters in the first half of the book follow

the best sound from your system, and can be
recommended to all who follow the high-end

the system hierarchy idea, with source com-

path to happiness. It doesn't go into as much

pears in print in November.
Appendices list brief technical and musical

honest attempt to offer real advice on getting

ponents examined first, followed by amplifi-

depth as might be thought ultimately desirable,

cation, then by loudspeakers. It is carefully

but that's why magazines like Stereophile exist

explained that no matter how good the loud-

—isn't it?
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LISTEN TO THE EXPERTS!

HW-19 MK. II TURNTABLE — "Unquestionably the best buy in high-end
turntables" -Stereophile Class "A" Rating.
HW-17 PRO RECORD CLEANER — "Outcleans anything Iknow of"
Stereophile Class "A" Rating.
HW-16.5 HOME RECORD CLEANER — Latest version of the most well
known record cleaner ever made.

If you love music on records write or call for more information:

VPI IND. INC.
460 County Rd., Suite 162, Cliffwood, N.J. 07721, (718) 845-0103

The Perfect Connections
with Gold Plated
Lockable Plugs
For more information contact:

may audio marketing ltd
P.O. Box 1048, Champlain. N.Y. 12919
Tel: (514) 651-5707
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Audio Research M300

since

Editor:
Thanks for the opportunity for us to comment

And we're baffled by the "difficult to use" com-

the

tuner's

design

is

unchanged.

ment, since so many owners have indicated

on the early draft of Martin and Gordon's
M300 review. We were unable to reach you by

just the opposite. The added precision with
the 50kHz tuning capability can make some

phone so here are afew comments on technical errors.

grant it is ararely used accoutrement.

difficult signals more listenable, though we

First, we are naturally pleased and grateful

Bob Tucker

for your thorough and complimentary review,

The David Hailer Company. Pennsauken, NJ

as well as your suggestions for improvement.
1. Our published THD rating at 1W midband

Aragon 4004 amplifier

is 0.005%, not 0.05%.
2. The 2.2% THD at 20kHz, 1W, is much

The comments Iwould like to make regarding

Editor:

higher than typical. This is probably due to an

the review of the Aragon 4004 are about facts

unbalanced capacitive load from a single-

which 1apparently failed to communicate to

ended input on a'scope or analyzer connected

Mr. Norton. It is correct that for several years
Iwas involved with the design, marketing, and

to the balanced output of the M300. We find
it necessary to use atrue balanced differential
input on measuring equipment to get valid

importation of Perreaux worldwide. However,

readings of the M300's true capabilities at high

US by ESB-USA. Due to circumstances, Arthur

ESB speakers were originally imported to the

frequencies. This could also account for the

Regal of ESB-USA, about one year ago, re-

higher order harmonics observed at lkHz, 1W.
3. The description of the "cascode" circuit

quested that Mondial Designs become involved
in order to continue the ESB line in America.

in footnote 1is not totally correct. Each of the

The "chip" cases on the circuit board exter-

two active devices does, in fact, amplify the
signal (each has avoltage gain greater than 1).

nally appear to be ICs, but are not by any
definition of the term. They are not integrated

The cascode circuit was developed by

circuits because they don't contain acircuit.

Wallman of MIT Radiation Labs in 1948 for its
unique low-noise properties. Of the nine

sistors placed into a"chip" case for ease of

They contain four discrete and matched tran-

possible ways to interconnect two tubes (each

handling. Each channel contains two of these

a grounded-cathode,

or

devices, yielding eight transistors. Please

grounded-plate configuration, or the solid-

understand that we are making no disparag-

grounded-grid,

state equivalent), the grounded-cathode-

ing remarks about the use of ICs. However, to

grounded-grid direct-coupled version was
selected and dubbed the "cascode." A discus-

achieve the performance we demand of an
amplifier at this quality level, we find their use

sion of the cascode can be found in Vacuum

inappropriate.

71ibe Amplifiers by Valley &

Iwould like to thank Mr. Norton and Stereophile for the review.

llman, McGraw-

Hill 1948.
Richard Larson

Anthony Federici

Audio Research Corporation, Minneapolis, MN

Mondial Designs Ltd., Ardsley, NY

Hafler DH-330 tuner
Editor:
Since sound quality is the raison cretre in this

Van Alstine Super PAS Two

business, Don Scott's singular accolade for the

preamplifier

DH-330 confirms its success. We are pleased

Editor:

that the same reviewer who disparaged it at its
inception now finds it so likeable. What puzzles

Iread with some interest the letter from
Michael Avery (Why no Van Alstine?) and LA's

us is that we cannot account for such disparity,

response thereto in the October 1987 issue of
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Concord

A.D.S.

-4,

Conrad Johnson

Mission

Mission Cyrus

Quad -I- Robertson , SME

Bang & Olufsen - California Audio Labs
Linn Products
Mondial Aragon

Magnepan

Carnegie

Mark Levinson - Meridian

Monster ALPHA

NAD 4
, Proton

Sound Engineering , Sound Organization

Soundstream

Synthesis

Thiel
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Sonographe

Yamaha

•5Demo Rooms •Custom Home and Car Installations our Speciality •Extended Warranties •
•Liberal trade up •Single Speaker Demo Room •Monthly Specials •Personal Appointments Available'

ON DISPLAY FOR YOUR MUSICAL ENJOYMENT
Accuphase DP 80/DC 81 CD -4i- California Audio Labs AR IA C D
Premier 3& Premier 4

Conrad Johnson
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3 A -ii- Mark Levinson • 20 Reference Mono Amps. e 23 Amp. ML7A Pre Amp
Carnegie One
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THE SOUND CONCEPT/ 2314 Monroe Ave
Monday thru Friday 10-9 Saturdays 10-5

Rochester. N Y1716442 -6050
MC/VISA/AMEX/DISCOVER
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Stereophite. Iknow you have many things to

The unit was returned to us on August 28,

keep track of, especially with the obvious ef-

1985, two months later. On September 3, 1985

fort that has gone into successfully turning

(only six days later) we returned the unit to you
with the new 1985-86 Super PAS Two circuits

Stereophile into amonthly, so it is not surprising that afew facts regarding the Super PAS
project have become lost in the shuffle.
Fortunately we keep good records, so the
following data should help correct the misinformation you supplied your readers.
To put last things first, the Super PAS Two

installed—a complete new internal circuit
set—not a "modification" of the original
boards. A copy of our transmittal letter is
enclosed.
We received aphone call from you very
soon thereafter letting us know that your first

was last shipped by us (at the written request

reviewer's impressions were very favorable.

of your Gail Anderson) to your Steve Watkinson on October 2, 1985 via insured UPS. A
copy of Gail's instructions to us, our transmit-

That is when Imade abad tactical error. Your

tal letter to you, and our UPS shipping log is
attached. Thus, you can "track the where-

Super PAS Two was among the first produced,
and in the process of "fine tuning" Idisccwered
Ihad underestimated its potential and could
set some bandwidth parameters wider than an-

abouts" of the unit. Mr. Watkinson has it. Ob-

ticipated for alittle better bass and high exten-

viously we can trace the shipment if you so
desire and provide you with awritten record
of who signed for it.

sion with no adverse effects. Inasmuch as the
change was simple (I spelled it out to you in
my letter to you of September 17, 1985—copy

Iam, however, abit surprised that we need

enclosed), Ioffered to make this production

to provide this reminder. At the CES in

adjustment to your sample and give you an instant turn-around, as always.

Chicago in early June, 1986, 1, along with
Gregg McArthur and Aado Perandi, met you

We received the unit back from you on Oc-

at the Stereophile booth (near the hotel esca-

tober 1, 1985, made and tested the minor pro-

lator) and asked you specifically why the re-

duction changes, and shipped it back to your
Mr. Steve Watkinson the very next day, Oc-

view of the Super PAS "Ikvo had not appeared.
You told us it was "out to areviewer" and that

tober 2, 1985. A few months later we noted a

the review would appear. But, on July 11, 1986

minor mention in Stereophile that the Super

your Mr. Atkinson wrote one of your readers

PAS Two was going to be reviewed, but that is

(copy enclosed) that you were not publishing

the last we have ever heard of the unit!
We did start to receive, and continued to
receive, for many months thereafter, solicitations to advertise from your advertising office

areview because you had to "send it back" too
often. Not ahint that you had "lost track" of
the unit was made. If you had "lost track" of
the unit, why didn't you so inform us then, or
sometime in the additional year and ahalf
since then?
Let's trace the history of this a bit more
carefully.

These were ignored because we believe that
advertising aproduct in the same magazine
that reviews it gives the reader the opportunity
to assume that the editorial value of the review
has been compromised. We prefer aConsumer

On February 14, 1984, we received your old

Report "no advertising" approach and do not

stock PAS-2 for the installation of our circuits

advertise in publications that review our prod-

and return for review. On February 17, 1984,
only three days later, we shipped the com-

ucts during the time frame in which the review

pleted unit to you. A few months later, the unit
made the recommended list in Stereophile

On June 9,1986 Iagain wrote you règarding
the whereabouts of the Super PAS Two and

(Class C), but no review ever appeared.

is fresh.

pointed out it was nearing the end of its model

On June 27, 1985 (16 months later) Iwrote

run and that a 1986-87 model was now

you regarding the non-review. A copy of this
letter is attached. We noted that naturally the
next year's model was then available Although

was too slow. Irequested the return of the unit

ready—your review process, at least with us,
for the 1987 circuits and important mechanical
updates (a new faceplate, selector switch, and

the 1983-84 model had not been reviewed as
promised, we were willing to try again and

jack set). There was no point reviewing an out-

asked you to return the unit for the newgeneration circuits.

dated model. A copy of that letter is also
attached.
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APPOINTMENTS ARE REQUESTED
You don't want to be rushed. You and your audio consultant should be
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You never responded to that letter.
On November 4, 1985 Iwrote you offering

Only this time, Ihope a review can be

our MOSFET 200 amplifier for review and to
update the old original MOSFET 120 which

produced before another whole model year
goes by!
Frank Van Alstine

had been reviewed acouple of years before

Audio by Van Alstine, Burnsville, MN

(the Super PAS was product submission number two, not "the only one ever"). There was
no response to that letter either (copy
enclosed).

Keith Monks Record Cleaning
Machine
Editor:

Thus Iam disappointed when you inform

We note in your "Recommended Compo-

your readers that our "limited relationship" is

nents" feature in Vol.10 No.3 that you put

our fault. What more can Ido? Ioffer the products, you ignore my letters. You obviously

the Keith Monks Record Cleaning Machine in
the "deletion" section of your record-care prod-

cannot receive more of our products for re-

ucts listing. In ayear in which sales of our

view if you do not respond to and acknowl-

record-cleaning units have already quadrupled

edge our efforts to supply you.

those of the previous five years, we are natural-

Ithink some serious misunderstandings

ly very concerned that your readership should

have occurred:
1. My offer in early September, 1985 to "up-

be under the impression that the Keith Monks
Record Cleaning Machine is no longer avail-

date" your just-received Super PAS Two prob-

able and are thus deprived of the only ef-

ably turned you off, especially since you real-

fective professional record-cleaning unit on

ly do not like "modifications of the month,"
and that is how this offer then categorized us.

the market (a biased reader writes!).

Other manufacturers change faceplates and
give products new model numbers—that

availability, which is probably due to the
closure of our American subsidiary company,

seems to be OK. We keep the box the same,

and the rumors that inevitably arise from

but occasionally improve the electronics

such situations; however, we would like it to

inside—that doesn't seem to set well with

be known that US sales are still booming, par-

We are aware of your misgivings regarding

Stereopbile. That 1don't understand!

ticularly in the broadcasting field, afact which

2. Istrongly suspect that Steve Watkinson
dropped the ball and still is camping on, or has

we attribute not only to the efforts of our
broadcast distributor for the last few years,

lost, the preamp.
3. You have more things to do than to keep
exact daily track of products, and the unit (and

Allied Broadcast Equipment of Richmond, IN,
but also to the increasing scarcity of vinyl as
the CD format becomes more widespread.

then obviously the review) got lost in the

A major audiophile distributor has just signed

shuffle.
4. The coincidence of the unit and review

anew distribution deal with us to cover the

getting lost at the same time as we got bom-

specialist hi-fi market coast to coast, and we
will be more than happy to supply you with

barded with solicitations from your advertising

an official press-release to that effect when all

agency made us suspect that editorial pressure

preparations are in place.
The Record Cleaning Machine celebrates its

was being exerted as we subsequently reported in Audio Basics—a suspicion subsequently reinforced by Stereopbile's lack of fur-

twentieth birthday next year. Unit sales have

ther response to my later letters.

section of both the broadcast and hi-fi markets

Anyway, do you want to "re-set" and try
again from scratch? Ido!
If so, then send me the Super PAS back for

never been higher, and cover awider crossthan ever before. \Ve are still privileged to have
the only record-cleaning device approved by
the BBC and other major broadcasting net-

our 1987-88 circuits (it got anew power sup

works around the world. Current availability,

ply this fall) as well as the mechanical im-

far from being uncertain, looks set to take us

provements Iinformed you of in my June 9,
1986 letter. If Watkinson has lost it, let me

into the 1990s and, who knows, maybe we will

know and we will promptly supply a free
replacement—so you won't be out your 20-

tinued professional success.
We just thought the above might be of in-

year-old PAS shell either.

terest and would appreciate your setting the
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be able to celebrate another 20 years of con-
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
•Counterpoint SA-11 Preamplifier with Wireless
Remote Control
•Eminent Technology LFT
Planar Speakers

Ill

•Magnum FT-101 FM Tuner
•MI-330 Shotgun Cables
•Mod Squad 650 CD Player
•Rowland Research Mono

•Spica Angelus
Loudspeakers
•Vandersteen 2W
Subwooter
•Virtuoso DTI MC Cartridge

Amplifiers

542 Coast Highway 101
Leucadia, California 92024

(619) 436-7692

by thc

Tu, Th, Fri & Sat 11am-6pm Wed 11
am-8pm
Audtoquest
B&K Components
Grado Labs
Harman/Kardon

Mod Squad
Nifty Gritty
Oracle
PolyPhasOrS

Rauna
SME Tonearms
SOTA
Straightwire

Surruko
Superphon
Tube Traps
Well Tempered Lab

PLUS a complete selection of the very best LPs and CDs

Simply, The Best.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Acoustat •Adcom •Alphason
•Apogee •Audible Illusions
•Audio Research •Bang & Olufsen
•Belles •B&K •B•W •Counterpoint
•Dahlquist •Dual
•Eminent Technology •Grado •Haller
•Janis •Kinergetics •Live Wire
•Magnavox •Monitor Audio
•Monster/Genesis •NAD •NEC
•Nakamichi •Pioneer Elite
•Polk Audio •PS Audio •Shure Ultra
•Signet •Spendor •Stax
•Straight Wire •Systemdek •Target
•Thorens •Ultra •VP! •Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•Canon •HarmanfKardon •JVC
•Kloss Video •Magnavox •NAD
•NEC •Pioneer •Proton •Shure
•Sony •Yamaha

The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installations are
available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in Manhattan.
The BEST Advice.
At Audio Breakthroughs, when you talk
to asalesperson, you'll be talking to a
long-time audiophile who loves music as
much as you do.
The BEST Quality.
Every piece of equipment sold at Audio
Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by members of
our staff before we agree to feature it.
The BEST Locations.
Now even better with our new store in
Turnbury Commons. Open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

Audio Breakthroughs

New York City -199 Amsterdam Ave.
Manhasset -1534 Northern Blvd.
Woodbury -Turnbury Commons, Jericho Tpke.

212-595-7157
516-627-7333
516-423-7755
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record straight to your esteemed readers.
TJ Monks
Keith Monks Ltd.
Aldershot, Hampshire, England

allow the user to optimize the amplifier for
either balanced or unbalanced input signals.
A sonically better grade of polypropylene

Nestorovic Labs

capacitor in units we are producing now, along
with some careful tuning of the balanced feedback system, are responsible for improvement

Editor:

in fine details and ambience in the upper

The article "A Little Network Workout," by

midrange.

p.93),

Also please note—we have changed the

describes an approach for dealing with the

model designation from Alpha-1 to NA-I to

reduction of ultrasonic resonant peaks in
moving-coil cartridges. From work we did in

avoid confusion with other manufacturers that
use the word 'Alpha."

Watkins and Mitchell (Vol.10 No.5,

this field, I'm sure that the above-described

Mile Nestorovic

method will help quite a bit if properly

Nestorovic Labs, Kirkland, WA

executed.
To analyze this problem, we designed amini
shake table which is able to excite cartridges

Electrocompaniet EC-1
preamplifier

up to 100kHz. We also produced arecord with

Editor:

a5kHz squarewave without RIAA equalization.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on

This record gives better resolution in analyzing

Steven W. Waticinson's overall excellent review

the overshoots and ringing associated with

of the Electrocompaniet EC-1 preamplifier.

moving-coil cartridges. For those interested,

Electrocompaniet has always pioneered devel-

our work is described in "Controlling MC Car-

opment of our audio components from asub-

tridge Response" by Nestorovic and White

jective as well as objective perspective, with

(Audio Magazine, January 1985, p.71). The

sonic performance our prime objective. To

result of our work is the MCC Network unit.

help achieve these goals, Electrocompaniet has

This device controls the ultrasonic peak and

had on its staff since its first days of existence
arecording engineer who could provide us

phase characteristics of amoving-coil cartridge
above 5kHz. Both the MCC Network and the
squarewave record are commercially available.

with self-made recordings. Having reference

Mlle Nestorovic

absolute prerequisite for evaluating sound

Nestorovic Labs, Kirkland, WA

reproduction from our audio designs. Guesswork related to recordings whose recording
technique, microphone choice, hall quality,

Nestorovic Labs Alpha-1 (NA-1)
amplifier

to known material was, in our opinion, an

Editor:

etc. were unknown to us would be of no value
and in most cases would simply mislead devel-

Belated thanks for reviewing our Alpha-I

opment.

150W monaural tube power amplifier (Vol.9

Does the Electrocompaniet EC-1 offer

No.8, p.108). Regarding Mr. Waticinson's finding

"superb sonic performance," "excellent value,"
etc., as stated in the review? We suggest you
listen and judge for yourself.

that the Klyne SK-5A preamplifier works better (when driving our amplifier) in the
balanced-output mode than in the unbalancedoutput mode, we would like to make the

Mel Schilling
Music and Sound Imports

following comment. With respect to preamps
that offer achoice of output modes, it is true
that some—such as the SK-5A— perform better in the balanced mode. However, it is also
true that others—for example, the Audio
Research SP-11—perform better when driving
our amplifier in the unbalanced mode.
To obtain the best sonic quality with all
preamplifiers, we increased the flexibility of
the amplifier by adding two toggle switches
next to the input connectors. These switches
Stereophile, December 1987
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IS THE CELESTION 6000
THE MOST ACCURATE
AFFORDABLE SPEAKER
WITH THE HIGHEST DEGREE
OF RESOLUTION AND
COHERENCY AVAILABLE
1D DAY?

BCELESTION
AtAto
1431 Ocean Ave. #400, Santa Monica, CA 90401
By appointment only 213-395-0511

ENJOY THE MUSIC

P(glEZ

DM Design

.

KINDEL

SONOGRAPHE

(=Ix

Revolver

B()
Located in Historic Roslyn Village, SELECT SOUND
has quietly become known as a true "specialist"
dealer. We offer music lovers the finest audio values,
personalized friendly service, and proper demonstrations in a home-like listening room
Our customers come from all over the Tri-State Area
and their tnps are always well worth it!
We invite you to enjoy the music at our place and
welcome the opportunity in helping you select a
music system for your listening room...

SELECT SOUND
1345 OLD NORTHERN BLVD. ROSLYN VILLAGE NY
An Easy Drive to Long Islands North Shore

I-(

C0,00.0•00171 LTD

spectnim own
It MI7'ef

/WIDRIGAL
MOTELFree Delivery 8( Set-up
in the Tri-State Area
Call for Open Hours or
an Appointment
(516) 484-9299
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 East Samford Ave
Birmingham
Lawrence Stereo
430 Greensprings Hwy
Suite 34
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave
Montgomery
The Record Shop
2515 Eastern Bypass
ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Hwy
Shimeks
405 E Northern Lights 01
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 West Main St
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W Butler Dr
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E Edgemont SE
Tempe
Books Etc
901 South Mill Ave
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
2440 E Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Artcata
Northtown Books
957 H St
Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave .4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill .139

Encinitas
North County
Stereo Vision
131 N El Camino
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura BI
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave
Fairfield
MI Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas
Foster City
Digital Sonics Inc
999F Edgewater BI
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 East Main St
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chico
Irvine
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr #116
La Habra
C F Audio
415 W Imperial Hwy
La Jolla
Stereo Vision
4130 La Jolla
Village Dr #205
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W Lancaster BI
Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N Hwy 101
Long Beach
Audio Rhapsody
2263 Lakewood BI #207
Los Angeles
Beverly Stereo
8413 Beverly BI
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 North Robertson
Menlo Park
Classical Wax
827 El Camino
Mission Viejo
Home Technology Systems
28251 Marguerite Pkwy riC
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Parkway
Monterey Park
Gene Rubin Audio
529 S Lincoln
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Napa
Bookends Bookstore
1014 Coombs St
Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St North
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave

Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado BI
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
6282 Magnolia Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
3019 D Street
San Carlos
Manions Audio
1125 Laurel St
San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los
Mares .305
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Claremont Mesa BI
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena BI
San Francisco
Civic Center Books
360 Golden Gate Ave
News on 24
3920 24th St
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Books Inc
420 Town & Cntry Village
Presto Audio
3125 Williamsburg Dr
San Juan Capistrano
Home Technology Systems
32992 Calle Perfecto
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
1130 Garden St, Suite A
San Mateo
Mateo Hi-Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
San Rafael
Rafael Book and News
1114 4th St
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
3951 State St
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave. #400
Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire BI
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire 01
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc
733 Fourth St
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St

Concord
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2151G Salvia
Covina
Audio Designs
1960 Eva D Edwards
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek BI

Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th St

Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe BI

Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 East Croll Court

Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin

Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach BI
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Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 West Castle St

Woodland Hills
Sound Center
20044 Ventura BI
COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
DIST OF COLUMBIA
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Sound Plus Wood
4705 N Federal Hwy
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Parkway SE .6
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 South 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside BI .10
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-0 E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy
Joe's News Inc
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
1536 South Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N Dale Maybry
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
1579 N Decatur Rd
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd

I

SUBSCRIBE TO STEREOPHILE!
U.S. AND CANADIAN RESIDENTS
1YEAR, S35

1

2YEARS, $65

3YEARS. $95

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD 800-435-0715
(ILLINOIS RESIDENTS, CALL TOLL FREE 800-892-0753). FROM CANADA
CALL 505-982-2366
OR
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CREDIT CARD NUMBER TO:
FOR U.S. RESIDENTS:
FOR CANADIANS:
STEREOPHILE
STEREOPHILE
P.O. BOX 364
P.O. BOX 5529
MOUNT MORRIS, IL 61054
SANTA FE, NM 87502
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

VISA OR MASTERCARD #
EXPIRATION DATE
OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS SUBMIT THEIR SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS TO:
STEREOPHILE
P.O. BOX 5529
SANTA FE, NM 87502
OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION RATE IS $75 PER YEAR (12 ISSUES)
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Doraville
Audio Lab of Georgia
5269-2 Buford Hwy

Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone

Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar St

Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St

Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St

HAWAII
Honolulu
Sound
502 Kaaahi St
IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Rd
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
1912 B Round Barn Rd
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Audio Video Option
141 W Jackson BI
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
On Any Sunday
2223 N Clybourn
Superior Audio Systems
716 North Wells St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Evanston
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Highland Park
Ravinia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
2791 Maple Ave
Lombard
Audio Video Encounters
40 Yorktown Center
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Orland Park
Simply Stereo
14494 S Lagrange Rd
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash, Ste S

Mishawaka
Alltronics
6502 Grape Rd
Terre Haute
Stereocrafters
Dixie Bee Hwy
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Fairfield
Golden Ears Audio-Video
304 N Main
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
311 E Washington
Sioux City
Audio Vision
2901 Hamilton BI rem
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Rd
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Covington
Northshore Audio
2640 N Hwy 190
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabell Ave
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Lane
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
C K Audio
11605 Basswood Dr
Silver Spring
OEM Audio and Video
9330 Georgia Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury

Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Sound Associates
322 S State
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Dr
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Place
St. Paul
Hi End Audio
1399 West 7th St
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
In Concert
165 Western Ave N
MISSOURI
Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W Commercial
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood BI
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Audio Additives
12809 S 29th St
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St

Dyer
Miles Books
1200 Sheffield Ave

The Listening Studio
23 Stillings St

Nashua
Re-Sound Inc
402 Amherst St. Ste 310
Portsmouth
Soundsmith
43 Pleasant St

Fort Wayne
Higher Fidelity
4201 Coldwater Rd

Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St

Somersworth
Crossover Audio
10 Tates Brook Rd

INDIANA

Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
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NEW JERSEY
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo
Ovation Audio
1310 Osage, Ste A
Santa Fe Audio Video
120 W San Francisco
NEW YORK
Albany
Clark Music Audio
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
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MAJOR AUDIO
ADS
Audio Research
Bryston
Cambridge
Counterpoint
CWD
DBX
DCM
Duntech

gil

Known by the company we keep.
Eagle
Eminent Technology
Grado Signature
Magnepan
Martin-Logan
Meitner Audio
Meridian
Mission
MIT
Monster/Alpha

NAD
Nakanuchi
Nelson-Reed
Oracle
SME
Signet
Sonographe
Snell
SOTA
Spica

Stax
Sumiko
Talisman
Tandberg
Thiel
Thorens
Threshold
VPI
Vandersteen
Velodyne

Wilson/ WATT
Yamaha
VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Nova Beam
Pioneer
Sony
Yamaha
and more'

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

=
105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
Mon..Tue ,Wed.,Fn.,10-6,Thurs.,10-8,Sat ,10-5,

MC/VISA/AMEX TAKE 5Charge

Experience Excellence

We

rill

, You:

Audio Research, Magneplanar, California...Audio Lab;;.,

elerIt. Martin Logan, WATT, Spica, Velodyne, Polk,
ci vc...L NMI Monster, MIT, Aragon, %vein% Grado,
Tempered ,
iicksilver, Athena, Focus, Fley-brik-,:Nakainichi r'cisi
re
_
Kr
-_
-.ems
e
e e

-

soLuTe auninungez-..„
N. Tustin, Orange, CA
(
714)538-443e
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Lynbrook
American Audiophile
37'3 Sunrise Hwy

Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr

Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero

Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern BI
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
New York City
Audio Breakthrough
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 East 8th St

OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
CD City
358 Broadway St

Leonard Radio
55 West 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
and 2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 East 33rd
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Select Sound
1345 Old Northern BI
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Entoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons
Route 347
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie 01 E
Thornwood
Definitive Hi Fi
920 Sherman Ave
WappInger Falls
Sound Odyssey Inc
55 Route 9
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 East Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 East Post Rd
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill
Select Audio Systems
1502 Smith Level Rd
Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence BI
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Greensboro
The Book Collection
117 N Greene St
Sound Systems
2148 Lawndale
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave

Sotenc Audio
4611 Montgomery
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
and 4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Rd
Dayton
Audio Etcetera
3864 Dayton Xenia Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S. 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Lorain
Grasso's Audio
4355 Oberlin Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
N. Olmsted
Maximum Compact
4755 Great Northern BI
Parma
DeSiero Enterprises
7517 Southington Dr
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
S. Euclid
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
13861 Cedar Rd
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jarniesons'
3417 Dort St
OREGON
Grants Pass
Casey Distributing
1201 Jaymes Dr
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne St
Hershey
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 North 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Waynesburg
T C Audio Toys
RD 2. Box 1
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave .272
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Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
Sound Source
941 Haywood Rd
Wise Audio
1001 N Pleasantburg Dr
Suite B
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research .200
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd .320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway East 1D
Houston
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr .106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington BI
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Discriminator Music
1788 S 1100 E
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall

Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 E Market St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound Inc
6519 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
The Stereo Shoppe
11007 Bridgeport Wy SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News & Hobby
4758 S Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2031 W Grand Ave
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Red Deer
Audio West
4715-49th St
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Music Works
4740 Main St
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
621 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
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No one's ever
heard of us, nor
anything we sell.
Let's face it, Sears we aren't. Scaled to the American population, our
few hundred customers and you several thousand readers are avery
elite and fortunate group, for only this eensy-weensy cadre knows
AudioVision. And as for what we sell? "Krell what'?" "Apo-who?"
'bar-nay'?" "I thought Carnegie was a concert hall!?!" So, nah, no
one's ever heard of us or our equipment. Except for everyone who
knows the best sound in the world when they hear it.
Accuphase •Adcom •Apogee •Arau,on •Audioquest •Belles •B&W
Carnegie •CWD •Duntech Sovereign •FMS •Jadis •JSE •Koetsu
Krell •Krell Reference •Lurne'• Melos •Meridian •Mission •Pro Ac
SME •Souther •Spica •Sumiko •Systemdek •Velodyne •Ventas •VPI

AUDIO
_

Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617 648-4434

HOUSTON!
What separates the MEN from the BOYS?
The QUALITY of their toys!
Why not play with the BEST?
Simply Physics, VPI, Sota, Premier, J.S. Electrostatic, Eminent Technology,
Audioquest, Talisman, Clearaudio, B& K, Lazarus, Audible Illusion, Music
Reference, Meitner, Convergent Audio Technology, Discrete Technology,
Dimensional Optics, Magnum Dynalab, Rauna, Focus, Merlin, Vandersteen,
Martin Logan, Sound Lab, Sumiko Products, Straightwire, Van den Hul, Arcici
Lead Balloon, Chesky, OPUS3, Proprius, Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield Labs,
Reference Recordings. Wilson Audio and morel

; The outstanding Simply Physics "Dark Star"
,
11,
(
1 phono system is now available. Air bearing
PHYSICS
tonearm •Acrylic platter •Belt drive •20 lb.
of lead damping, 3foot steel stand -$995.00. WOW!

The
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1
1
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end audio dealer

FREE NEWSLETTERS
130pg. CATALOG AVAILABLE
auditions by appointment
Rick Roberts
713-537-8108
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ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E
Essex
Essex Audio Consultants
5Francis Ct
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5Speedvale Ave E
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552' 2 Upper James St
Globe Discount
217 King St E.

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio O Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
CANADA
National Distributor
Fenwick, Ontario
Thomas Ruehle
850 Roland Road

Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St

ENGLAND
National Distributor
Wilstead. Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane

Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multi-Mag
116 Dundas St

HOLLAND
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150

Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E

Eindhoven
Sound Guided
Van Kanstraat 12

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
160 Bruyere. Unit 7
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Saros
132 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1zBank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
High End Audio
221M Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W

HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Room 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell St
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekimon-Cho
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Christchurch
Denco Engineering
PO Box 2650
NORWAY
National Distributor
N-0134 Oslo 1
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland

Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
Chung Ching South Rd

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Cuba 2263
EquLpos de alta
Performance

WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6 Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b

QUEBEC

Audiophile
Gift Ideas
1 Audioquest (AQ) CD Stabilizer Rings
25 Sorbothane Rings w/locator
..29.95
Set of 50 Rings
49.95
2 AQ Automatic Manual Tonearm Lifter .39.95
3 AQ Super Reflex Clamp (Delrin)
..39.95
4 AQ Sorbothane Record Mat
.31.95
5 AQ Sorbothane Foot 9 00 Set of 4 34 95
6. AQ Sorbothane Tube Damper Rings .2.50
AQ Wonder Solder 1511 12 50 1LB 49.95
8 AR ES-1 Turntable W/MMT Tonearm 544 00 - •
9 ASC Tube Traps
CALL
10. CO Roll-Top Storage Cases (Solid Teak)
'8136 (Holds 36) 29 95 •816(1 (60) 39 95'11. Chicago Speaker Stands
BB-02
8' 'Budget Metal Stand
34.95"
RJ-10
10".10x10"Top &spikes
71 95"
Hercules 15",10x9"Top w/spikes
109 95*
Hercules 25",6x9"or9x10"Topw/spks 119.00•
12. Datagard 6 outlet electrical strip:
w/spike/noise protection
39.95
Deluxe 7stage spike/noise filter
69.95
13 DB Cartridge Alignment Protractor
24.50
14. Grado Phono Cartridges XTE e 1 ..15.00
sug MCX
255.00 Sig 8MX
169 00
15 HQ Premium Carbon Fiber Brush
14.95
16. Interconnect Cables: Distech, FMS/
Livewire, MIT. Monster, VandenHul
CALL
17 LAST Record Preservative (#2)
..14.95
LAST Stylus Cleaner (#4)
..6.95
18. Magnavox CDB471 `NEW MODEL .189.95 19. CDB472. .229.95 •• CDB473. .299.95• •
20 Magnavox COB 650 CD Player
399.95"
21. Mod Squad CD Damper
23.50
22. Mod Squad Passive Line Drive
CALL
23. Monster Cable X-terminators (pr)
24 95
Monster M-1, M-1000 Cable
CALL
24. RAM/GoldAero Premium Grade Tubes CALL
25 RCA Connectors Tiffany 7/9mm (pr)
13 50
Mogan,' 7551 6mm 299 WBT 9rnm 36.95
26 Sones Acoustic Room Treatment
CALL
27. Sound Anchor Stands For Vandersteen IIC
Loudspeakers 219.95 UPS (50 lbs) 19 95
28 Quad Stand from ARCICI
149 95*
29. SUMIKO TWEEK
14.99
30 Sumiko FB -1 Fluxbuster MC Demag
CALL
31 Sumiko AcrylMatiRettexClamp combo 149 95
32. Tip Toes/Counterteet
1/2'
For hard surfaceS
450
1 1/2" For carpeted surfaces
650
1 1/2" w/ screw top
850
1 1/2" For Vandersteen. Hercules, Quad
and Sound Anchor Stands ..8.50
1 1/2" For Sota or VPI Tables
.12.95
33. Turntable/CD Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1 14x17 99.95"
QED WF-2C Holds VPI & Sota Tables
145 00• •
34. VPI HW-5db "Magic Brick"
34.50
35 VPI Record Cleaning Solution 1gal
19 95
SHIPPING CHARGES (48 STATES, UPS,
Accessories
One Item
Each Additional Item
•Stands/AR Table
••Electronics

INSURED)
..3.95
..1.25
.12.95
..
8.95

CHARGE ITI (616) 451-3888
AMEX/DISCOVER/MC/OPT 'MA/VISA
prices subject to change without notice

0
(
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225 OAKES SW • GRAND RAPIDS. MI 49503

The octaves down there at the two digit frequency range
are coming into their own today. And Speaker Builder has
every bit of information you need to design for yourself or buy the best available system that does full
justice to all the music you love. For seven years now Speaker Builder, the loudspeaker-design quarterly, has been publishing authoritative information for the music aficionado, whether it's software for FFT
e
nalysis of room performance, or the smallest, best, transmission line with the newest multi-driver complement. Crossovers get full and excellent treatment in SB's pages. Whether its electrostatics, ribbons,
vented or closed boxes, subwoofers, horns, T-lines, or infinite baffles, Speaker Builder does it all.
Use the coupon below to order four quarterly issues with our absolute guarantee of satisfaction—or
your money back—whenever, whyever. Or call with your credit card order for faster service. You will
not be disappointed.

better bottom

E
E

c.

Enter my subscription to Speaker Builder for two years @ $25.
Send me one year (four issues) for $15.

Ienclose $

in aCheck/MO

Please charge to my

O Master

Card /Visa

NUMBER

EXP

NAME
STREET
CITY

ST

SPEAKER BUILDER,

ZIP

PO Box 494, Dept. K77, Peterborough, NH 03458

Charge Card Telephone Orders: (603) 924-9464, Monday-Friday. 9-4

ORPHEUS 808
RN NELSON-REED

LOUDSPEAKERS

Direct Audition Program
14 day money back guaranty
44 1
2 x 15 1
/
/
2 x81
2 — $1400/pair
/
ORPHEUS
87 S. 6th St, Locust Valley, NY 11560
(516) 676-5082

>i 4

EXCELLENCE REALIZED
15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word, no minimum; Commercial, $1.25 per word, $45 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC and Visa accepted; send card number and expiration
date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, RO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502. Ads must be received for Vol. II No. 2by December 7, 1987; for Vol. 11 No. 3by January 7, 1988.
FOR SALE
LUSTRE GST-801 TONEARM, one of the best in early
1980s, needs new home. Excellent condition; new
price, $500; any reasonable offer accepted. Audioquest 404 hi-output MC cartridge, also excellent,
nearly new (under 12 hours use); new price, $225;
make offer. A. Main, 522 HaIona St., Santa Fe, NM
8501. (505)989-8990.
DC SERVOS—ELIMINATE OUTPUT CAPACITORS.
Hear what music sounds like when it doesn't pass
through capacitors. Extended bass with vast improvements in imaging and detail. The ultimate
modification for every CD player and most preamps.
$50 kit, or we install for $65 plus shipping. Ask about
our CD analog stage mods and Passive Bass Equalizers
for speakers. Soloist Audio, 332 ?kale, San Antonio,
TX 78209. (512)229-0 712. MC/Visa.
JEMSTONE AUDIO: SERVING LANSING and mid.
Michigan. Your best source for premium audio &
video systems! Visit our unique showroom and experience quality audio, projection television, and surround equipment. Newsletter. Jemstone Audio, 325
Grove St., E. Lansing, MI 48823. (51 7)332-1230.
(Very nice people.)
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista
I% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogarni cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperm, Itlefunken,
Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, sameday shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronics,
7110 DeCelis Pl., PO Box '323-Dept Se Van Nuys,
CA 91406. In California, (800)422-42 7 ? Outside
California, (800)422-4250.
POWER BLOCK—a power line conditioner for your
audio system. Less grit, less grain, more dimensionality, more music. At better audio dealers soon. For information, write Tice Audio, 16 Shorewood Lane,
Centerport, NY 11'21.
AUDIO BEST LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Demonstrates preamp best buys: conrad-johnson,
Audible Illusions, PS, Adcom, Superphon, B&K,
Moscode, Music Reference CD best buys: Sonographe,
PS, Audioquest. Also Acoustat, Palantir. Spica, Spectrum, Ftauna, Soundlab, Velodyne, Well-Tempered
lab, VP1, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Magnum, Premiere,
Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, MIT, Monster, Randall, Straight Wire. (714)861-5413, by appointment.
OUT OF PRINT hard to find audiophile records.
Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Sheffield, M&K, Super Discs,
and others. Free catalog. Bill, 5 Saratoga Lane,
Plymouth, MN 55441, (612)591-1069.
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MCINTOSH MX 110, SCR2, MQ102; Nalcamichi 630,
Thorens 125; HK-Rabco ST6; Hafler 200 and 101;
Dynaco 70A, FM3, Pas 2. Offers (602)830-5654.
WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, Dynaco, Levinson, Krell, coruad-jolmson,
Counterpoint, Linn, Altec, JBL, Tannoy, EV, Quad,
etc. lithe and solid state, preamps, amplifiers, tuners,
speakers. (713)728-4343. Maury Corb, 11122 Atwell,
Houston, TX 77096.
PYRAMID T-1 RIBBON TWEETERS. Mint, magnificent sound, state of the an treble, $525. (213)470-9264.
REVOX B-77, 10.5 OPEN REEL tape recorder. Ipair
Allison eights sevens, $130. (404)97 7 -2793.
MICRO SEIKI, HIGHPHONIC, AND SAEC. Buy direct
and save. Audio Gallery, 2718 Wilshire Blvd., Santa
Monica, CA 90403. (213)829-3429. Best buy of the
month: Micro Seild BL 99VW with SAEC WE407/TM
arm. List price, $2295; your price, $1695. Ask for
Mitch Freeman, Sat. 10am to 6pm.
FOR SALE: B&W DM330 SPEAKERS, mint, 2months
old, warranty, $375. (904)8'7-7367, evenings.
ADCOM, ALLISON, B&W, CHICAGO, Counterpoint,
Echo-Muffs, Kindel, M&K, Mission, Mod Squad, Nitty
Gritty, Onix, Onkyo, Parasound, Revolver, Ratel, Spectrum, Spica. Serving Nebraska and areas without
product representation. The Natural Sound, Lincoln,
NE. (402)466- '785. Call for free newsletter.
VECTOR ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES TOP QUALITY
audio products at competitive prices. B&K components, amps, preamps; Cramolin; Goldbug cartridges; GE 6550A Mprs; India ECC83/12AX7A;
Kimber Kable; Kevek speakers; Michell turntables;
Namiki AC direction finder; Orsonic side force
checker; Sheffield Lab; Sonex; Ttchnics stylus force
gauge; Zeta tonearm. Visa/MC/Amex. Please call for
price quote: (503)233-2603. Vector Electronics,
Portland, OR.
THE FINEST EQUIPMENT, EXPERT ADVICE, outstanding prices! Apogee, Krell, SOTA, Maplenoll,
Klyne, Quad, Eminent Technology, Meitner, Quicksilver, Lazarus, VPI, Sonographe, Merlin, B&K, Audible Illusions, Monster Cable, more! Virtually all cartridge and cable lines! Free newsletter. Galen Carol
Audio, (512)494-3551.
CLASSE AUDIO: DR-7 preamp & DR-3-VHC amplifier; Itipp-Lite line (conditioners, voltage regulation,
protection) for computers and electronics; Straight
Wire Power Purifier VIII —power conditioner designed for audio, TMI interconnect, TMC speaker
cable; Audioquest, van den Hul, more. We buy and
consign, high-end only. Free shipping, prompt service. MC/Visa, Amex. AID Systems, Ltd., 2525
Arapahoe Ave., Suite E4-284, Boulder, CO 80302.
(303)443-4443.
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SONOGRAPHE SD-1 COMPACT' DISC PLAYER. Purchased March 1987 and rarely used. Brand new condition, $425. (914)428-8890 before 2:30pm weekdays, after 6:30pm weekends, EST.
THE RESURRECTION OF THE AUDIO CRITIC. As
many of you will remember, The Audio Critic
flourished from 1977 to 1981 and then ceased to
publish, much to the regret of an exceptionally intelligent and loyal following of audiophiles. While
it lasted, it was often spoken of as the technically most
sophisticated, as well as the most literate, of the
underground or alternative audio reviews, especially
appreciated for asingle and unequivocal editorial
opinion on both theory and equipment preferences.
With the publication of the Fall 1987 issue, The Audio
Critic is back in business, risen from the dead with
no changes in its editorial format and with Peter Aael
still as Editor. The frequency will be four issues ayeaz
to be stepped up to six when all goes well. Very important: if you are aformer subscriber and we owe
you some issues, please send us your name and current address immediately. Your subscription will be
fully honored, but it is meaningless to mail anything
in these United States to a 1981 address. First-timers
should take advantage of our special introductory offer: send us $10 for the Fall 1987 and Winter 198 7 -88
issues (at the old subscription price of $5 per issue),
and you will get the Spring 1988 issue as afree bonus.
After that you can decide to sign up for afull subscription or not. Send your $10 with your name and address (or just your name and address if we owe you)
to The Audio Critic Bay 392, Bronx:411e NY 10708.
TANDBERG TCD 3014 CASSETTE DECK, retail
$1595, sell $895; lt0203015 CD player, retail $1095,
sell $495; both only six months old and under factory
warranty. Sony CDP 520ES, $295; Nakamichi ZX9,
$950; Monster Alpha 2,40 hours, $295; VISA, MasterCard, Discover. Eclipse Audio, (800)541-8598;
Washington State, (509)926-6336.

/
8\,A\IS
BASS SYSTEV
IT'S THE CHOICE
WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

AN INDUSTRY
RECOGNIZED STANDARD
FOR
TOTAL BASS PERFORMANCE

John Marovskis Audio Systems, Inc.
2889 Roebling Avenue
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419

ELECTROCOMPANIET
WINS GOLD MEDAL

ENIGMA SUBWOOFER, mint mint mint, $1600. Call
Ezra anytime, (803)327-4849.
SOTA STAR, $900; Modulus 2A, $450; Moscode 600,
$1000; MG3A, $1600; Polyphasors, $400 each. Also
MIT cables, MMT Alpha 2.Jim Cain, (203)742-7124,
2-6pm EST
CANADA-WIDE COMPACT DISC MAIL-ORDER service. Mobile, Pro Arte, Sheffield, Telarc, and more!
Send $5 for 10,000i- CD catalog. Write: Discs & Dats,
Box 2352, 47 Sintcoe St. South, Oshawa, Ontario
L1H 7V6.
HIGH END IN SOUTHWEST JERSEY. Eagle 2A highcurrent mono blocks for Apogee, Eagle 2000 preamp,
SME IV & V air tangent tonearm, van den Hui, Koetsu,
Talisman Virtuoso, Nova JFET preamp, Kiseki, Grace,
B&K. Call Joseph at Aria for private consultation.
Audition in private Free UPS shipping. (609)397-2416
6-9pm ET and weekends.
OUR CD MODS OFFER THE MOST for the money.
Replace your CD op-amps with our ultra-high slew
rate FET op-amps and listen to aplayer with atubelike soundstage and asilky smooth, effortless high
end. $15 kit, we install for $30 plus shipping. Details
write Soloist Audio, 332 Wile, San Antonio, TX
78209. (512)229-0712. MC/Visa.
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The coveted PRIX DECIBEL d'HONNEUR has been awarded to ELECTROCOMPANIET for five consecutive years
in recognition of ELECTROCOMPANIET
products. The First Prize Gold Medal is
presented annually by REVUE DU SON,
the French audio publication.

MUSIC & SOUND IMPORTS
30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

(215) 357-7858
SOLE U.S.A. & CANADA DISTRIBUTOR
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MERIDIAN PRO MCD, 5550. (415)525-6861.

Age

.I11111.411ii

KIMBER KABLETM
ACCLAIMED AS A LEADING CABLE PRODUCT
LINE. SEE OUR NEW LPC (LOW PROFILE
CABLE)
TEFLON CONSTRUCTION SUITABLE FOR UNDER CARPET INSTALLATIONS. KCI -INTERCONNECTS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE!! ASK YOUR KIMBER
KABLE DEALER.

wrrH l00%

Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable (but not too expensive)
4PR-81.00/FT •4VS-$2.00/FT •4TC-84.40/FT
81C-87.80/FT •KCI-$58.00/Meter Pair
8LPC-$6.00/FT •16LPC-$10.00 /FT •4AG-8100.00/FT
8AG-S180.00 /FT •KCAG-8350.00/Meter Pair
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE •OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530

FAX(801) 627-6980

AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Directto-disc, halfspeed masters & Quiex II recordings.
Approximately 2500 available! Great titles-great
prices! (Examples: Fleetwood Mac/Fleetwood Mac,
$45; Pink Floyd/Dark Side of the Moon, 445:John
KlemmerrIbuch, $20.) First-come, first-served! Call
for price list. The Elusive Disc, (213)388-7176.
DAHLQUIST DQ-20, Well-Tempered Ann and 'l'able,
van den Hul, Philips and Mod Squad CD players, AR,
B&K, conrad-johnson, Enter, Fried, Forte, MIT, Spendor, Target, Threshold, VPI, and more. Champagne
Audiot 723 S Neil, Champaign, IL 61820, Saturdays,
10 to 5, (2l7)398-3936.
TRUE AUDIOPHILES DO IT THE ANALOGUE WAY
car stickers. Send $5 to P Nealg 3959 Wilshire Blvd.,
#I49, Los Angeles, CA 90010.
HAFLER DH 120 (NEW), $250. Call (212)481-0973.
ORIGINAL ACOUSTAT MONITORS with ServoCharge amps. Factory A and Bmods. Excellent. $950.
(805)967-5950, 6-9pm Pacific time
ROWLAND RESEARCH MODEL 3s, 5, 7s, and Coherence-1; Well-Tempered table and arm; Sonographe, VPI, Eminent lèchnology, Acoustat Spectia-3,
PS Audio, van den Hul, Magnum Dynalab, Ftespons,
Kindel, JSE, Spica, MIT, Kimber. Great Lakes Audio,
502 N. Harrison, E. Lansing MI 48823. (51 -9
332-8577. MC/Visa, auditions by appointment.

CHESKY Records

RC4 Scheherazade, Reiner /Chicago Symphony.
1p only S14.98
RCS The Pines & Fountains of Rome: Reiner /CSO.
Lp only S14.98
RC8 Gershwin /American in Paris /Rhapsody in
Blue /Earl Wild Pianist /Arthur Fiedler and the
Boston Pops. Lp only S14.98
RC9 Fritz Reiner and The Chicago Symphony /
Spain. Lp only S14.98
OTHER RELEASES Records a Compact Discs
CRI Berlioz: Symphonie Fantostique: The Royal
Philharmonic, Massimo Freccia, Conductor.
Lp only $12.98
CR2 Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2: Earl
Wild, Pianist, The Royal Philharmonic, lascha
Horenstein, Conductor. Lp S12.98. Compact
Disc (CD2) with "Isle of the Dead" added $16.98
CR3 Sibelius: Symphony No. 2: The Royal
Philharmonic, Sir John Barbirolli, Conductor.
Lp. $12.98. Compact Disc (CD3) $16.98.
CD6Brahms /Sym. No. 4IF. Reiner and The Royal
Philharmonic. CD only $16.98
CD7Tchoikovsky /Francesa Di Rimni /Bizet /
Symphony in C/Charles Munch and The Royal
Philharmonic. CD only $16.98
Available in line audio and record stores or direct
mail order.
Send check or money order plus $2.00 postage and
handling (add 8'h% tax in New York State)
Send to Chesky Records

P.O. Box 1268
Radio City Station
New York, New York 10101
Dealer inquiries invited
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AUDIO ABODE, where music and technology live
in harmony, features equipment by Audioquest, Aural
Symphonics, B&K, BEL, ClearAudio, Eminent Technology, Magnum Dynalab, Melos, MFA, Morrison,
Souther, Straight Wire, VPI, and others. Dallas, TX.
(214)369-2092.
MERRILL MODS. AR (all): acrylic lead outer platter
with clamping ring, 4135; acrylic subchassis, $95;
replacement motor, $65; spindle, 425; spring kit, $8;
and more. Linn: acrylic lead outer platter with clamping ring, $135; acrylic arm board, $48. Underground
Sound, 2125 Central Ave. „Memphis, TN 38104.
(901)272- 1275.
MERRILL "HEIRLOOM" TURNTABLE, featuring
acrylic lead platter, periphery clamping ring, fluid
damped motor, constant resonance tuning system,
and screw-down center clamp. Underground Sound,
2125 Central Ave, Memplyi.% 77V 38104. (901)272-1410
MERRILL SCREW-DOWN CENTER CLAMP is now
available for the AR turntable. Underground Sound,
2125 Central Ave, Memphis, TN 38104. (901)272-12 75
SIDEREALKAP. The SidereallCap was designed from
its inception to be the finest-sounding capacitor
available for audio today. Find out what the musiclover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Call (619)
722-7707 or write to Sidereal Aktistic, 1969 Outrigger Way, Oceanside, CA 92054. Free literature and
information upon request. Dealer inquiries invited.
MFSL COLLECTION, complete and factory sealedanalog; all UHQRs, factory sealed; many miscellaneous audiophile analog. $6 for list toJim Buchanan,
2525 Arapahoe Ave, Suite E4-284, Boulder, CO
80302.
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MARTIN LOGAN CIS SPEAKERS, $1900; Audio
Research D-115 MKII amp, $2195, both 6 months
new. ("14)621-2078.
SAN FRANCISCO AUDIOPHILES. Begin and end your
Christmas wish list with the sensational selection of
products featured in our unique SOMA warehouse
showroom. %NE carry electronics from Aragon, B&K,
British Fidelity, Counterpoint, Lazarus, Magnavox,
Onkyo, and Superphon. Our fine analog sources include Logic, Maplenoll, Sonographe, VP1, and WellTempered. Speakers are available from Cclestion,
Merlin, Siefert, and Spectrum. If you are looking for
stocking-stuffers we have an incredible variety of accessories in every price range, including cable from
Aural Symphonies, Esoteric, Monster, PC-Squared,
Kimber, Straight Wire, and van den Hul. Sounds Alive

FINALLY...
ASERVICE CENTER FOR MUSIC LOVERS

USIC

TECHNOLOGY
FORMERLY EXCALIBUR TECHNICAL SERVICES

If Music is Important

SPECIALIZING IN TliE
MAINTENANCE,

(415)550-1699.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review December 1986. $21.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Rozoil Lubricant Ca, Box 19003,
Las Vegas, NV 89132.
THE PERFECT GIFT Music library program. Catalog
records, tapes. CDs, scores. Store 30,000 compositions on hard disk; search by composer, title, music
category, opus, and combinations of above; find any
composition in one second. Find any performer.
Many reports. 40-page manual. IBM PC and compatibles, 192K, one floppy. Just $19.95 plus $2 shipping. 60-day money-back. The Software Guild, Inc,
PO Box 654335, Dept. 16, Miami, FL 33265-4335.
ADCOM GFA-555 MODIFICATIONS from DRH.
Through the use of FET technology and innovative
circuit topology we've opened the door to anew
world for the Adcom owner. Lose yourself in the
musicality, transparency, and bottom end authorits
that's lying dormant in your '555. Call or write for
details. DRH, 2275 East Bay Dr #1205C, Clearwater
FL 34624. (813)536-2904.
MOBILE FIDELITY AND OTHER AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS at wholesale! Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Sheffield, Reference, M&K, Super Disk, Chesky, Japanese,
RCA, EMI. MFSL Stones Box, $175; Sinatra Box, $200;
UHQR, $25. Also Nitty Gritty record cleaning machine and accessories by Audioquest. Same day UPS
service. Cbad Kassem, PO Box 2043, Salina, KS.
67402-2043. (913)825-8609.
READ THE ADVERTISEMENTS BANNED by Hi -Fi
News & Record Review. Freedom of the Press denied
to advertisers. $1 bill for latest catalog of bargain offers. Mayware Ltd., PO Box 58, Edgware, Middx.
England.
JOIN THE CLUB! Get in touch with audiophiles
around the world. Plus, product reviews, mods, and
more. Join The liveak Club, PO Box 831, Southport,
CT 06490-9998. 1988 membership fees: (6 newsier
ters) $15 US/Can., $20 overseas.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END: Spica, Superphon, B&K
Musical Concepts, Magnum Dynalab, Kinergctics
Straight Wife, JPW, Castle, QED, Chicago, RATA, Echo
Muffs, Alphason. Mobile Recording Compatis'.
Cannel, IN 46032. (317)846-9766 eves. & weekends,
(317)474-9004 days.
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RESTORATION

11

AND IMPROVEMENT
OF QUALITY AUDIO
COMPONENTS
2817N DORR AVE.
FAIRFAX, VA 22031
703-698-7181

SUPERPHON
PURE PERFECTION

You can hear the all FET, "Class-A," Revelation
control preamplifier and bi-Fet DM220 Power
Amplifier at the fine audio salons listed below:
Audio Advisor
Audio Ehte
Audio House
Aude Unlimited
Audio Visions of Tempe
Audio Workshop
August Systems
Chicago Speaker Works
City Stere0
COrnrilurlIty Audio
Creetive Audio
Golden Slereo
Hi Ft Ferro
In ConCefl

Grand Rapids, MI
Meneshe WI
Seem Creek. MI
Le Groin.* OR
Tempe, FL
Indianapolis. IN
Champlegn, IL
Chicago, IL
Buffington, VT
PhIledelPh., PA
Winnipeg. Manitoba
Prairie Wipe, KS
Beckley. WV
SI Paul. MN

Lewence Stereo
Lmeat Design Associates
MG Audio
Northcoms Electronics
Ravenswood Muse
Reference Aude Systems
Reference Sound
tinco
Sound Investments Ltd
Sound Service Company
Sound UnlIrntled
Sound Unlimited
Sounds
Sounds AI ,.
Soundatage Audio
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Shop
Super StruCturee
Threshold Audio
underground Sound

Birmingham, AL
New Vat. NY
Tucker. GA
Chico. CA
Chicago, IL
Garde.. CA
E•gle Rock. CA
Viclona. British Columbia
Glendale. WI
Philadelphia. PA
Brista. CT
Delend. FL
Honolulu, HI
San Francieco. CA
Fort Collins, CO
New York, NY
Martinez. GA
Boulder CO
Heath, OH
Memphis, TN

For more information write or call:
Superphon Audio Components, 1035 Conger #3,
Eugene, OR 97402, 503/345-4226
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ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES. Rowland Research electronics, Versa-Dynamics turntables, and Apogee
loudspeakers make the finest audio systems! Available
for audition now. War-end holiday clearance specials,
call for list. The best audio in Scottsdale, AZ. Esoteric
Audio, (602)946-8128.
THE GOAL OF AUDIO RESOURCE is accurate musical
reproduction. We are McIntosh specialists, also offering conrad-johnson, motif, Adcom, SOTA, SME,
Sumiko, Talisman, Sonographe, Synthesis, Carnegie,
Spica, Fried, Studer/Revox, and more! Audio Resource
sells and restores collectible electronics with all of
our work promptly and tastefully performed and
guaranteed. We have adiverse selection of perfectly
matched tubes, from the finest USSR 6DJ8s to US
military specification tubes. 30 day return for refund!
Visa/MC, COD. Audio Resoutrg 108 Bonnabel Blvd,
Metairie LA 70005. (504)833-6942. Closed Sunday
and Monday.

Model 10

Also

A R •ASC Tube Traps •Audio Quest •
B & KComponents •Beard •Counterpoint •
Dahlquist •Ducote •Kindel Audio •Lazarus •

ST. LOUIS AUDIOPHILES: Audio Group is your exclusive area dealer for Heybrook, Wharfedale, Celestion, (NYAL) Moscode, Systemdek, QED, and Jamo.
Closeout specials on limited quantities of Celestion
DL8 (regular 8550/pair, sale $389/pair) and Wharfedale Diamond II (regular 1250/pair, sale $199 pair).

Lwewire •May Audio •Mod Squad •Rotel •

By appointment, (314)768-2317. Free catalog.

Shadow •Shure •Sound Lab •Spectrum •

AUDIOPHILES, AUDITION JSE INFINITE SLOPE
loudspeakers on our 30-day no-risk auditioning program. Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum, Counterpoint,
Superphon, B&K, Kinergetics, Hafler, Magnum
Dynalab, Thorens, Audioquest, Parasound, Apature
dealers. Est. 1959. Sound Unlimited, 169 Church Si.,
Bristol. CT 06010 12031584-0131 We pay shipping

Straight Wire •Sumiko •Superphon •VPI

Atlanta, Georgia (404) 381-0778

The Audio
Enthusiast
Specialists in the natural and uncolored
reproduction of music
Satellite/Senvocifer speaker systems by
Nestorovic
Speakers from
Nestorovic, Symdex, ProAc, Kindel
Tube electronics from
Berning, Nestorovic, Music Reference, Lazarus
Solid state electronics from
PSE, Kinergetics, Rote)
Turntables from
VPI, Michell, Sonographe
Toneanns from
Souther, Grado, Profile, Sumiko
Cartridges from
Clearaudio (Veritas 8,, Gamma), Grado,
Garrott, Audioquest
Interconnect cable and speaker wire from
Peterson, Audioquest, Kimber
Compact disc players from
Kinergetics, Audioquest
Much More!

Weekdays 5-9 PM

Weekends 9AM-6PM

Los Angeles, CA

(213) 541-8177
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Serving music lovers
world wide.

Representing:
ADCOM
SUMIKO
ENERGY
DUAL
KYOCERA
CALIFORNIA
ONKYO
AUDIO LABS
PRO AC
MONSTER CABLE
JANIS
MIRAGE
LINN SONDEK
SOUND LAB
VPI
SHURE VIDEO
EMINENT
SUPERPHON
TECHNOLOGY COUNTERPOINT
ELECTROCOMPANIET

Call or write for our
monthly newsletter.
The Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 253-5260
Hours:
Mon-Fri. 11 A.M.-8 P.M.
Sat. 11 A.M.-6 P.M.
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SOLID-CORE INTERCONNECTS & SPEAKER CABLES. They do everything so wa you'll be pleasantly
surprised. Interconnects: individually shielded
transposed pairs, Copolene dielectric, Tiffany connectors, Wonder soldered-1 meter pair, $58. Lowresistance speaker cables: Wonder soldered twisted
ends fit any amp or speaker. SI per foot. Free shipping. RMS Stereo, RD#2 Box 120A, Moundsville, WV
26041. (304)843-1'61.
REVELATION DUAL MONO WITH RF and grounding. Modifications via Superphon, $360 obo. Distech
Silver 3ft. $40 obo. Sansui M-I000 (tubes), needs
work. $50 obo. Call Joe, (212)601-4346 nights/
wkends.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS FROM SOUND ADVICE!!
Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield, Reference Recordings,
Chesky Records, Nautilus, Wilson Audio! (816)
361-2713. 8215 Grand, Kansas.City, MO 64114. Outof-print and various audiophile albums also!
SALT LAKE CITY'S finest audio is at Audition Audio.

/7111110

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
SPECTRAL

• SOTA

• BOSTON

MAGNEPAN •MONSTER •XYLOPHILE
NAKAMICHI • GRADO SIGNATURE
LAST • NITTY GRITTY • MADRIGAL
CARNEGIE 1 • STAX • KYOCERA
THIEL • M & K • ONKYO GRAND
INTEGRA • PS AUDIO • ADCOM
B &W •VELODYNE •PIERRE LURNE

Audio Research (SP-9 in stock), Mark Levinson, PS
Audio, Aragon, Adcom, Rotel, Apogee, Magnepan,
Vandersteen, Spica, B&W, Sota, Well-Tempered,
Oracle, Acoustic Research, SME, Sumilco, van den Hul,
Audioquest. Visa/MC, Amex accepted. Audition
Audio, 2144 Highland Drive, Salt Lake City, UT
84106. (801)46 , -5918.

SME •MIT •SUMIKO •SHURE ULTRA

DEMO AND USED EQUIPMENT SALE: Audio Re-

illinlingli.

search SP-8, M-100, D-70, Oracle Delphi MK II, Eminent Technology 2, PS Audio 200C, B&W Matrix. Call
Audition Audio for prices and info at (801)467-5918.
NAIM 42/110 AMP AND PREAMP, cables, little used.
5750. (203)561-4913.

SINCE 1968
01
0 01 £11511)
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha, NE 68114

1 C.E

24UDIO

AUTHORIZED
EA
DEALER FOR.

I

ALPHASON
ARCICI. INC
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AURAL SYMPHONICS
BENNETT SOUND CORP
CHESKY RECORDS &CDS
CONVERGENT TECHNOLOGY
COUNTERPOINT
DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY
QUALITY EQUIPMENT
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
HELPFUL SERVICE
FRIED
GOLD AERO
WE CAN SHIP TOO
GRADO SIGNATURE
VISA. MC. COD
HITACHI LC-OFC WIRE
KINERGETICS
LANTANA
MICRO SEIKI
FREE LITERATURE
MOD SQUAD
PLEASE BE SPECIFIC
MONSTER CABLE kl-SERIES
MUSIC REFERENCE
NITTY GRITTY
QUAD
P.O. BOX 2305, 90632-2305 RAM TUBE WORKS

i(4
I Í*1

I

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

vANDERSTEEN towel

Threshold
..

MPRTIrliocnn ET

FIS ALL-MUM

conradlohnson

Phone for evening appointment

SlereM
SI-ODDE

21 N. Market Si.. Selinsgrove. PA •717-374-01 50

1
'

I415 W. IMPERIAL HWY.
(213) 691-0967

SAEC
SHINON
SONOGRAPHE
SUPERPHON

(714) 871-5670

VPI

LA HABRA, CA 90631

HERE'S AN IDEA FOR AN EXCEI1ENT SYSTEM OR
LET'S TAILOR ASYSTEM TO SOFT YOUR NEEDS
SUPERPHON REVELATION II Preamp
SUPERPHON DM.220 Amp
SONOGRAPHE SD-I CO player
SONOGRAPHE SG3 TT w/LMT Arm
GRADO BMX Cannage
LANTANA SABLE SYSTEM Sers
TOTAL SYSTEM LIST PRICE

I
s
S699 00
S 899 GO
S 695 00
S 599 00
S200 00
$I 200 00
64292 00

eb•Male».1•

'N I
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DALLAS
WON'T
BELIEVE
ITS EARS

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
—Adcom, Alphason, AR, Arcam, AudioQuest, AudioSource, Audire, British Fidelity, Chicago, Creek, Dual,
Grace, Grado & Signature, Fried, Heybrook, Kenwood
Basic, Kyocera, Lazarus, Linn, legic, Music & Sound,
Michell, Monster, Mordaunt-Short, Nitty Gritty,
Premier, QED, RATA, Rega, Rotel, Shinon, Spectrum,
Superphon, Supex, Systemdek, Talisman, luget, and
more. EARS, PO Box 658-S, W Covina, CA 91'930658. (818)061-6158 evenings, weekends. MC/VISA,
monthly specials, trade-ins.
B&K ST- 140, ABSOLUTELY PERFECT condition,
$325. (217)328-3214.

PRESTON T
RAIL AUDIO

SUMIKO MDC-800 "THE ARM" TONEARM. Mint,
all accessories, $800. (213)301-8785.

INTRODUCES
AR •AS(' •APOGEE •AUDIOQUEST
P&W •CAL •CARNEGIE •CARVER
CONRAD-JOHNSON •CWD •DCN1
DENON •HAELER •KRELL
LAST •LLAMAS •MARK LEV INSON
MEITNER •MOD SQUAD •MONSTER
PIERRE LURNE' •SME •SONOGRAPHE
SOTA •SUMIKO •VPI

ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 3electrostatics, mint, in the
boxes, four months old, includes dynamic woofer
upgrade, $2550. Evenings, (714) 703-8853.
INFINITY RS6000 SPEAKERS, Technics SA 130 (38W
each channel) receiver, Musical Concepts (CD-1)
(Magnavox 460)CD player, Baby Advent speakers, all
like new. Panasonic PV 47 50 MTh stereo Dolby digital
VCR. (215)567-4626 eves/weekends, PA.
FOSGATE DSM 3602 WIRELESS REMOTE Dolby sur-

PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO
17390 PRESTON RD. SUITE 320
D.ALLAs, TEXAS 75252 (214) 20-0101

L

MUSIC BY
C USTOM
STOM

DESI
GN
STEREO

$800 obo. GAS Grandson amp, $200 obo. Call Rob,
(212)254-0057.
BEST SELECTION OF CLASSICAL, JAZZ AND POP
CDs. Most $8.49 to $11.99. Send SASE for information
or $3.50 for Schwann catalog. Add SI for catalog of
audio accessories. CDs, Po Box 581, Greenwood, IN
46142.

HOME

When Youie Ready To Own The Best
The most exciting and revolutionary components in
the world, selected and matched to suit your needs.
EXCLUSIVE MARIN COUNTY DEALER FOR:
Audio Research •Vandersteen •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology •Spica •Apogee
Oracle • Well Tempered •Mod Squad
Vacuum Tube Logic • SME •Athena
Audible Illusions •B+ K •NAD
MIT "Shotgun" •Monster "Genesis"
Talisman •Kinergetics •Magnum Dynalab
PS Audio •Audioquest •Grado
Spectrum •and many others
¡VACUUM TUBE SPECIALISTS

415

round sound processor with rear channel amp and
video switching, complete with box & papers,

332-2142

1

Buy —Sell — Trade
... your stereo equipment like you never
cou Id before... with SOUND MART! An
independent MONTHLY NATIONWIDE
NEWSLETTER that puts buyers and
sellers together. We are not adealer. You
deal direct. You make your very best deal!
There are never any commissions or fees.
Get more for that hard-to-sell speaker...
Pay less for that hard-to-find preamp.
SOUND MART helps the audiophile find
what he needs ...sell or trade what he no
longer wants. Member/subscribers receive
FREE ad placement every month ... for a
year. A one year subscription is only $24.
You can even include your first ad with
your subscription ... indicate whether it's
FOR SALE... WANTED. or FOR TRADE
..
but you don't need an ad to subscribe.
Just mail your check or money order for $24 to:

MART PUBLICATIONS, INC.
2901 Dorchester Lane
Cooper City, FL 33026

Or call 1-800-942-MART
In FL call (305) 432-8788,
(FL resIdents add 5% sales lax)

107 Caledonia Street, Sausalito, California 94965
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MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Threshold, conrad-johnson, ProAc, SOTA, AR turntables, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
STAX, Nakamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko,
Grace, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court
Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816. No mail
orders, please.
APOGEE, ARAGON, ARISTON, COUNTERPOINT,
Discrete Technology, Hanson, Klyne, Mod Squad,
Straight Wire, Sumo, Symo, and more! Call for prices
and/or audition. Serving Michigan residents and areas
without representation. Performance Systems, (313)
342-2475. Ask for Gil.
MICRO SEMI RX-I500 TURNTABLE, $1650; Eminent
Technology 2, $550: Dennesen ABLT- Iaim, $950.
Everything perfect, serious inquiries only. (213)
858-8112, Michael.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8 VACUUM TUBE preamplifier. Manufactured and purchased in January, 1986
(latest revision), and rarely used. Brand new condition, $1150. (914)428-8890 before 2:30pm weekdays,
after 6:30pm weekends, EST.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-120 SOLID STATE power
amplifier (120W per channel). Purchased January,
1986 and rarely used. Brand new condition, $1100.
(914)428-8890 before 2:30pm weekdays, after
6:30pm weekends, EST
CELESTION SL 600 SPEAKERS (pair) complete with
Foundation Pi heavy metal stands. Purchased February, 1987 and rarely used. Brand new condition,
$1000. (914)428-8890 before 2:30pm weekdays, after
6:30pm weekends, EST.

LAZ,4RUS
ELECTRONICS

The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy
Try our prescription for fast relief
from headaches caused by
poor stereo performance.
• SOTA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VANDERSTEEN classic, timecoherent loudspeakers
Alphason •Argent •Auchoguest •BEL
B & K•British Fidelity •0 Walker •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology •Fried •Grace •JSE
Kimber Kable •Kiseki •Klyne •Melos
Meridian •Merlin •MIT •Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty •Plexus •Premier •PS Audio •Rauna
Robertson •Ratel •Rowland Research
SME •Sonagraphe •Sota •Spectrum •Stax
Systemdek •Talisman/Alchemist •Tube Traps
Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research

AUDI® NEXUS
CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-464-8238
Berkeley Heights. NJ

5PEREICR SHO

UNCOMPFKWISED STEREO VIDEO

KIN DEL

PISA LOUDSPEAKERS
"IN FIARMONY TOQETHER"
AT

AUDIO RHAPSODY
Open 7Days aWeek by Appt
Long Beach. California
213/597-1157 or 213/498-0867
We also stock:
Rotel • B+K • Magnum / Dunatab
Systemdek •Spectrum •Auctioquest
Mod Squad • Apature • ARCICI
Chicago Stands

•

Kimberkable

1ESTABLISHED 19771

716-837-1557
3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
KNOWN for QUALITY, SERVICE
and FRIENDLY ADVICE.

AKG •ALPHASON •APOGEE •AR
AUDIO RESEARCH •BANG &OLUFSEN •BRYSTON
CANON •CHICAGO STANDS •COUNTERPOINT
DAHLOUIST •DEA •DUAL •GRADO SIGNATURE
HAFLER •JBL TI •KEF •KLOSS •KOETSU
KRELL •MAGNUM DYNALAB •MISSION
MONSTER •NAD •NAUMICHI •ORACLE
ORTOFON •POLK •PROTON •PS-AUDIO •QUAD
ROBERTSON •SHURE ULTRA •SIGNET •SONRISE
SONY ES •SUMIKO •VPI •WELL TEMPERED
XYLOPHILE •YAMAHA

+ More!
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ACOUSTAT 2MH SPEAKERS with Medallion transformer modification, mint condition, $600 obo.
Chris. (615)526-3011 evenings (TN).

WANTED
CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS—ARC, lrvinson,
Krell. Threshold, conrad-johnson, & Counterpoint,

SONY TAE-86B PRF.AMP, box/xerox om, $500; Harman Kardon TU -910 Timer, $100; Kimber 4"TC (two
10' lengths) $50. (212)50-9'22.
MONSTER GENESIS 1000 moving coil cartridge, 12
hours use, perfect, $500; Pioneer CID 909 laser video
player, 2 months old, $598. (813)962-8555.

in good condition. Collect from your home or just
ship UPS/(:0D. Call CA (213)25-G -26, Sennie.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. We buy
and sell by phone—paying over blue hook prices. The
Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Oki Ibrk Rd. ,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call for highest quote. (215)886-1650.
IWILL PAY BUTE B(X)K RETAIL for most used McIntosh. Manntz, especially tubes. (504)833-6942.

I
WORKS
Gasworks brings experience and attention to detail to the modification of
classic audio components.
Retain the original sonic signature
of your equipment while removing its
rough edges. Modification now
available for Adcom GFA-555.
Write for free brochure.
5563 Kendall

• Boise, Idaho 83706

(208) 323-0861

Famous expert

LUXMAN CL-35/11I PREAMP, also 6421S. 6422X,
& 6422S MC step-up transformen for same. C.
Whitmore, 5050-6 Canyon Crest Dr, Riterside CA
92507
SCHEMATIC AND ASSEMBLY MANUAL for Dyna
PAT-5; Shure V-15 IV cartridge body. Price to:J.
McCown. Box 130, Palestine, TX

5801.

BOZAK B-302As URBAN STYLE or one pair of concert grands, (818)361-0014, after 4:30pm.

pRcietaugan • AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRISSOR
Toawn of recording industry. archives and collectors

around the world
Three maim for reduction of transient aid steady-state
noises Moe special features for optimum reproduction of old
records, lateral or vertical
Meat 323A: RAI
Write for literature to
P.O Box 335. Dewitt. NV USA 13214-0335
Tel (315) 472.5644

J
AMES BOYIC designs Stereo
Systems for music lovers
nationwide. Not adealer or a

Our speaker
and

cables

onterconnects bnng

the rouse back to you

hidden dealer. Expensive, but
cheaper than getting it wrong!
SOUND DECISION sm Consulting, 2135 Holmby Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90025.
213/475-8261.

„ew' 4's

MOO,
Dept

S.

I

IrA

•

niqçe

1925 Musachuseds Avenue.

Cambridge. MA (617) 354-8913

ProAc •VMPS •Scan-Speak •Dynaudio •Morel
The Dahlia/Debra •Nelson-Reed •Jordan
Focal •SEAS •Euphonic Audio •Falcon
Featuring: The Bill Reed 6-02 A Kit

A&S SPEAKERS

Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers.

Free literature:
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303)399-8609
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover, Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar perfor mer"
HERETIC. FALL 86

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market today."
one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
than many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO. 8, JAN '86

Be)
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

COMPONENTS. LTD
POWER AMPLIFIERST tOT

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
& KComponents, Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, NY 14218 .1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

tHE
ONKYO
INTEGRA DX-530
Because digital and analog shouldn't mix
The Integra DX-530 is the newest ONKYO CD player to
incorporate our exclusive Opto-Coupling technology, which prevents
the leakage of Digital Signal Interference into the analog
domain. By using fiber optics instead of conventional printed circuit
wiring, the DX-530 ensures correct D/A conversion, and
provides superb CD sound at an affordable price.
Complete programmability is enhanced by ONKYO's exclusive
Random Music Calendar, aunique display which clearly
shows programmed tracks in corred playback order. A 40 key wireless
remote duplicates every control function, including motorized
analog output level. Audition the Integra DX-530 at your ONKYO
dealer, or write to ONKYO for adetailed brochure.

d

Artistry in Sound

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 •(201) 825-7950

